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PREFACE

This book gives a new general outlook on homotopy theory: fundamental
ideas of homotopy theory are developed in the presence of a few axioms so
that they are available in a broad variety of contexts. Many examples and
applications in topology and algebra are discussed; we consider the homotopy
theory of topological spaces, the algebraic homotopy theory of chain algebras,

and rational homotopy theory.

The axiomatic approach saves a lot of work in the various fields of
application and offers a new way of organizing a course of modern homotopy
theory. A fruitful interplay takes place among the various applications.

This book is also a research monograph on homotopy classification
problems. The main new result and our principal objective is the `tower of
categories' which approximates the homotopy category of complexes. Such

towers turn out to be a useful new tool for homotopy classification
problems; they complement the well-known spectral sequences. The
theory on complexes is a continuation of J.H.C. Whitehead's combinatorial
homotopy. In fact, some of Whitehead's results can be derived readily from
the properties of the towers.
In a later chapter (Chapter IX) we describe the simplest examples of towers
of categories from which nevertheless fundamental results of homotopy theory
can be immediately deduced.

Most of the material in the book does not appear in any textbook on
algebraic topology and homotopy theory.
As prerequisites the reader should be familiar with elementary topology
and the language of categories. The book can also be used by readers who
have only a little knowledge of topology and homotopy theory, for example
when they want to apply the methods of homotopical algebra in an algebraic
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context. The book covers the elementary homotopy theory in an abstract way.

The nine chapters which comprise the book are subdivided into several
sections, §0, § 1, § la, § lb, §2, etc. Definitions, propositions, remarks, etc., are
consecutively numberd in each section, each number being preceded by the
section number, for example (1.5) or (1a.5). A reference such as (11. 5.6) points to
(5.6) in Chapter II, while (5.6) points to (5.6) in the chapter at hand. References

to the bibliography are given by the author's name, e.g. J.H.C. Whitehead
(1950).

I lectured on the material presented in this book in Bonn (1982), Lille
(1982), Berlin (1985), Zurich (1986) and on several conferences. There are
further applications of the results which cannot be described in a book of
this size. In particular, we obtained an algebraic classification of (n - 1)-

connected (n + 3)-dimensional polyhedra for n >_ 1. The invariants are
computable; for example, there exist exactly 4732 simply connected homotopy
types which have the homology groups (n >_ 4)
7L/4 Q+ 71/4 Q+ 7L

7L/8Q+7L

H1(X)= Z/2p+71/4p+7L
Z
0

i=n

i=n+1
i=n+2
i=n+3

otherwise.
Further details will appear elsewhere. However, the basic machinery for these

results is developed in this book.
I would like to acknowledge the support of the Sonderforschungsbereich
40 Theoretische Mathematik, of the Max-Planck-Institut fur Mathematik in
Bonn, and of the Forschungsinstitut fur Mathematik ETH Zurich.
Moreover, I am very grateful to A. Grothendieck for a series of letters
concerning Chapters I and II. I especially thank my colleagues and friends
S. Halperin, J.M. Lemaire, and H. Scheerer for their interest and for valuable
suggestions during the years that I worked on this book; in fact, their work

influenced and inspired the development of the ideas; I remember with
pleasure the discussions in Bonn, Toronto, Nice, and Berlin and also in Lille
and Louvain la Neuve where J. Ch. Thomas and Y. Felix organized wonderful

meetings on rational homotopy. I am also very grateful to students
in Bonn, Berlin, and Zurich; in particular, to W. Dreckmann, M. Hard, E.U.
Papendorf, M. Hennes, M. Majewski, H.M. Unsold, and M. Pfenniger who
read parts of the manuscript and who made valuable comments.
I am equally grateful to the staff of Cambridge University Press and to
the typesetter for their helpful cooperation during the production of this book.
H.J. Baues
Zurich, im Mai 1986

INTRODUCTION

In his lecture at the international congress of mathematicians (1950) J.H.C.
Whitehead outlined the idea of algebraic homotopy as follows:
In homotopy theory, spaces are classified in terms of homotopy classes

of maps, rather than individual maps of one space in another. Thus,
using the word category in the sense of S. Eilenberg and Saunders Mac
Lane, a homotopy category of spaces is one in which the objects are

topological spaces and the `mappings' are not individual maps but
homotopy classes of ordinary maps. The equivalences are the classes
with two-sided inverses, and two spaces are of the same homotopy type

if and only if they are related by such an equivalence. The ultimate
object of algebraic homotopy is to construct a purely algebraic theory,
which is equivalent to homotopy theory in the same sort of way that
`analytic' is equivalent to `pure' projective geometry.

This goal of algebraic homotopy in particular includes the following basic
homotopy classification problems:

Classify the homotopy types of polyhedra X, Y..., by algebraic data.
Compute the set of homotopy classes of maps, [X, Y], in terms of the
classifying data for X and Y. Moreover, compute the group of homotopy
equivalences, Aut(X).

There is no restriction on the algebraic theory which might solve these
problems, except the restriction of `effective calculability'. Indeed, algebraic
homotopy is asking for a theory which, a priori, is not known and which is
not uniquely determined by the problem. Moreover, it is not clear whether
there is a suitable purely algebraic theory for the problem better than the
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simplicial approach of Kan. For example, in spite of enormous efforts in the
last four decades, there is still no successful computation of the homotopy
groups of spheres
7CmS" = ISm, S"],

which turned out to have a very rich structure. This example shows that the
difficulties for a solution of the homotopy classification problems increase
rapidly when, for the spaces involved, the
range = (dimension) - (degree of connectedness)

grows. On the other hand by a classical result of Serre, the rational
homotopy groups of spheres

0, m=n>O
7rm(S") Qx Q= gyp,
0,

m = 2n - 1, n even
otherwise,

are indeed simple objects. These remarks indicate two suitable restrictions
for the homotopy classification problem: consider the problem in a small
range, or consider the problem for rational spaces.

Quillen (1969) showed that a differential Lie algebra is an algebraic
equivalent of the homotopy type of a simply connected rational space.
Sullivan (1977) obtained the `dual' result using commutative cochain algebras
and the de Rham functor.
On the other hand, it is surprising how little is known on homotopy types
of finite polyhedra. J.H.C. Whitehead (1949) showed that the cellular chain

complex of the universal covering is an algebraic equivalent for a
3-dimensional polyhedron. Moreover, he classified simply connected
4-dimensional polyhedra by his `certain exact sequence'.

Using towers of categories we obtain in this book new proofs and new
insights for these results of Quillen, Sullivan, and Whitehead respectively.
Algebraic models of homotopy types are often obtained by functors which
carry polyhedra to algebraic objects like chain complexes, chain algebras,
commutative cochain algebras, and chain Lie algebras. The categories defined
by these objects yield homotopy categories in which the `mappings' are not

individual maps but homotopy classes of maps. There are actually many
more algebraic homotopy categories, some of which not related to spaces at
all. In each of them one has homotopy classification problems as above. It
turns out that there is a striking similarity of properties of such homotopy
categories (compare, for example, Chapter IX). This fact and the large
number of homotopy categories make it necessary to develop a theory based
on axioms which are in force in most of the homotopy categories.
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The idea of axiomatizing homotopy is used implicitly by Eckmann-Hilton

in studying the phenomena of duality in homotopy theory. Hilton (1965,
p. 168) actually draws up a program by mentioning:
Finally we remark that one would try to define the notions of cone,
suspension, loop space, etc. for the category C and thus place the duality
on a strict logical basis. It would seem therefore that we should consider

an abstract system formalizing the category of spaces, its homotopy
category and the homotopy functors connecting them.
To carry out this program is a further objective of this book. We develop

homotopy theory abstractly in the presence of only four axioms on
cofibrations and weak equivalences. These axioms are substantially weaker
than those of Quillen. Many applications of the abstract theory and numerous
examples in topology and algebra are described.

There is a wide variety of contexts where the techniques of homotopy
theory are useful. Therefore, the unification due to the abstract development
of the theory possesses major advantages: one proof replaces many; in addition,

an interplay takes place among the various applications. This is fruitful for
many topological and algebraic contexts. We derive from the axioms a theory
which in topology can be compared with combinatorial homotopy theory
in the sense of J.H.C. Whitehead.
Hence a few axioms on cofibrations and weak equivalences in a category
imply a rich homotopy theory in this category. Moreover, such theories can
be compared by use of functors which carry weak equivalences to weak
equivalences. This leads to a wider understanding of homotopy theory and
offers methods for the solution of the homotopy classification problems.
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I
Axioms for homotopy theory and
examples of cofibration categories

Axiomatic homotopy theory is the development of the basic constructions
of homotopy theory in an abstract setting, so that they may be applied to
other categories. And there is, indeed, a strikingly wide variety of categories
where these techniques are useful (e.g. topological spaces, differential algebras,
differential Lie algebras, chain complexes, modules, sheaves, local algebras.... ).
The subject is not new and goes back, for example to Kan (1955), Quillen
(1967), Heller (1968), and K.S. Brown (1973) each of whom proposes a different

set of axioms. In fact, it is not evident what is the most appropriate choice.
The best-known approach is that of Quillen who introduces the notion of a
(closed) model category, as the starting point for his development of the quite
sophisticated `homotopical algebra'.

The set of axioms which define a model category is, however, quite
restrictive. For instance, they do not apply to topological spaces with the
usual definitions of fibrations and cofibrations. There are other examples, as
pointed out by K.S. Brown, where they give rise to a 'somewhat unsatisfactory'
homotopy theory.
We here introduce the notion of a cofibration category. Its defining axioms
have been chosen according to two criteria:

(1) The axioms should be sufficiently strong to permit the basic constructions of homotopy theory.
(2) The axioms should be as weak (and as simple) as possible, so that the
constructions of homotopy theory are available in as many contexts
as possible.

They are substantially weaker than the axioms of Quillen, but add one
essential axiom to those of Brown. In this chapter we compare the various
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systems of axioms in the literature. It turns out that if one applies the criteria
above to these axioms one is almost forced into the definition of a cofibration
category. In the chapters to follow we present some of the homotopy theory
which can be derived from the axioms of a cofibration category.
In this chapter we also describe many examples of cofibration categories

and of fibration categories. In an introductory section §0 we recall the
classical definitions of fibrations and cofibrations in topology. Using the
notion of an I-category (I = cylinder functor) we prove that the cofibrations in
topology satisfy the axioms of a cofibration category. A strictly dual proof
shows that fibrations in topology satisfy the axioms of a fibration category.
Moreover, we give a complete proof that the algebraic categories of chain

complexes, chain algebras, commutative cochain algebras, and chain Lie
algebras respectively satisfy the axioms of a cofibration category.

§ 0 Cofibrations and fibrations in topology
Cofibrations and fibrations are of fundamental importance in homotopy
theory. Here we recall their mutual dual definitions which imply many
properties which correspond to each other. We will deduce such properties
from the axioms of a cofibration category, see § 1. Hence the theory of topological cofibrations and fibrations has two aspects:

(1) The study of all properties which can be derived from the axioms (this
is part of homotopical algebra).
(2) The study of properties which are highly connected with the topology,
for example local properties as studied in tom Dieck-Kamps-Puppe
(1970) or James (1984).

In textbooks on algebraic topology and homotopy theory these two aspects
are often mixed. This creates unnecessary complexity. Using the axioms we
will see that many results on fibrations and cofibrations, respectively, deserve
only one proof.
Let Top be the category of topological spaces and of continuous maps and let

I = [0,1]CR
be the unit interval of real numbers. These data are the basis of usual
homotopy theory. The notion of homotopy can be introduced in two
different ways, by use of a cylinder, or by use of a path space:

The cylinder I is the functor
(0.1)

1: Top -+ Top,

IX = I x X with product topology,
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for which we have the `structure maps'

with io(x) = (0, x), i, (x) = (1, x), p(t,x) = x (t eI, x EX). These maps are natural

with respect to maps X -> Y in Top. The path space P is the functor
(0.2)

P: Top -* Top,

PX = XI,

where XI is the set of all maps a:I -X with the compact open topology.
Now we have the `structure maps'

X->XI

4o,9i

*X

with i(x) (t) = x and qo(o) = 6(0), q, (o) = 0(1).

The product topology for IX and the compact open topology for PY = YI
have the well-known property that a map G:IX -> Y is continuous if and
only if the adjoint map G:X -* Y, with G(x)(t) = G(t, x) is continuous.
Therefore we have the bijection of sets
(0.3)

Top(IX, Y) = Top(X, YI ),

which carries G to G. Here Top (A, B) denotes the set of all maps A --+ B in
Top. The bijection shows that the following two definitions of homotopy are
equivalent;
(0.4) Definition. Maps fo, f,:X -* Y are homotopic (fo
G: IX -. Ywith Gio = fo, Gi, = .ft

f,) if there is a map
II

(0.5) Definition. Maps fo, f,:X -+ Y are homotopic (fo _- f,) if there is a map

H:X->PY with qoH=.fo,g1H=ft

II

There is a standard proof that the relation of homotopy - is an equivalence
relation on Top(X, Y). Moreover, this relation is compatible with the law
of composition in Top, that is, for maps f;:X - Y, gi: Y-* Z (i = 0,1) with
Therefore the homotopy category
.fo _ .f , go ^' g we get go.fo "' g f
Top/

is defined. The morphisms are the homotopy classes of maps

in Top. The set of morphism in Top/
(0.6)

from X to Y is the set

[X, Y] = Top(X, Y)/ ^

of homotopy classes. For a map f : X -+ Y let If } c[X, Y] be the homotopy
class represented by f, we also write { f 1: X -> Y.
(0.7) Definition. A map f :X -+ Y in Top is a homotopy equivalence if (a) or
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equivalently (b) is satisfied:

(a) If } is an isomorphism in Top/ .
(b) There is a map g: Y -+ X such that g f ^ l x and f g

1,..

II

Next we introduce cofibrations and fibrations in Top by use of the cylinder
and the path space respectively.

(0.8) Definition. A map i:A -*X has the homotopy extension property (HEP)
with respect to Y if for each commutative diagram of unbroken arrows in Top
X

A

f
1X

there exists H extending the diagram commutatively. The map i is a cofibration in Top if it has the homotopy extension property with respect to any
space in Top. The cofibration i is closed if iA is a closed subspace .
II

The following definition of a fibration is dual to the definition of a
cofibration in the sense that the cylinder is replaced by the path space and
all arrows are replaced by arrows in the opposite direction.
(0.9) Definition. A map p:X -+B has the homotopy lifting property (HLP)
with respect to Y if for each diagram of unbroken arrows in Top

X

------ H-------- -

there exists H extending the diagram commutatively. The map p is a fibration

in Top if it has the homotopy lifting property with respect to any space
in Top.

11

Using the adjunction (0.3) we can reformulate this definition as follows:
The map p has the HLP with respect to Y if for each commutative diagram
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of unbroken arrows
Y

f .,X

(0.10)

H"

°

IY

G

1

B

there is H extending the diagram commutatively. The map H is called a lifting
of G.
Let D'= {xeP"; II x I) <_ 1} be the disk in ' with boundary 8D" = Snll

n >_ 0. For n=0 we have S-' =O=the empty set.
(0.11) Definition. A map p:X -+B is a Serre-fibration if p has the HLP with
respect to D", n > 0.
II

On the other hand, we obtain by use of the disks the following cofibrations
in Top.

(0.12) Definition. We say that A c X is given by attaching a cell to A if there
exists a push out diagram in Top (n > 0)

X

D"

U

U
Sn-1

----+

A

The inclusions Sn-1 c D" and A c X are cofibrations in Top.

II

In the next section we define a cofibration category. A basic example of a
cofibration category is the category Top with cofibrations as in (0.8) and with
weak equivalences given by homotopy equivalences in Top, compare (5.1)
below. Moreover, we will see that fibrations and homotopy equivalences in
Top satisfy the axioms of a fibration category which are obtained by dualizing
the axioms of a cofibration category, see (la.1) and (5.2) below.

§ 1 Cofibration categories
Here we introduce the notion of a cofibration category. This is a category

together with two classes of morphisms, called cofibrations and weak
equivalences, such that four axioms C1, ... , C4 are satisfied.

(1.1) Definition. A cofibration category is a category C with an additional
structure
(C, cof, we),
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subject to axioms C 1, C2, C3 and C4. Here cof and we are classes of morphisms
in C, called cofibrations and weak equivalences respectively.
II

Morphisms in C are also called maps in C. We write is B c A or B >- A for
a cofibration and we call u I B = ui: B -> U the restriction of u: A -+ U. We write

X - Y for a weak equivalence in C. An isomorphism in C is denoted by = .
The identity of the object X is 1 = lx = id. A map in C is a trivial cofibration
if it is both a weak equivalence and a cofibration. An object R in a cofibration
category C will be called a fibrant model (or simply fibrant) if each trivial
cofibration is R > -* Q in C admits a retraction r: Q -> R, ri = 1R
The axioms in question are:
(Cl) Composition axiom: The isomorphisms in C are weak equivalences and
are also cofibrations. For two maps

A-*B-*C
if any two of f, g, and g f are weak equivalences, then so is the third. The
composite of cofibrations is a cofibration.
(C2) Push out axiom: For a cofibration is B >----+ A and map f : B -* Y there

exists the push out in C

AI )AUY=AUY
B

B

f

I

.1 Y

and T is a cofibration. Moreover:

(a) if f is a weak equivalence, so is f ,
(b) if i is a weak equivalence, so is i.

(C3) Factorization axiom: For a map f : B -* Y in C there exists a commutative diagram
B

i1

f ,Y

V

9

A

where i is a cofibration and g is a weak equivalence.

(C4) Axiom on fibrant models: For each object X in C there is a trivial
cofibration X >- -+ RX where RX is fibrant in C. We call X >-+ RX a
fibrant model of X.
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(1.2) Remark. We denote by Ob f a class of fibrant models in C which is
sufficiently large, this means that each object in C has a fibrant model in
Ob f. Let C f be the full subcategory of C with objects in Ob f. By the structure
of C we have cofibrations and weak equivalences in C1. One can check that
C f satisfies the axioms (Cl), (C3) and (C4) but not necessarily axiom (C2)

since the push out of objects in Obf needs not to be an object in Obf. If,
however, push outs as in (C2) exist in C f then C f is a cofibration category
in which all objects are fibrant.
(1.3) Remark. Let 0 be an initial object of the cofibration category C. We
call an object X in C cofibrant if ¢ X is a cofibration. Let C, be the full
subcategory of C consisting of cofibrant objects. By the structure of C we
have cofibrations and weak equivalences in the category C,. One easily checks
the axioms (C 1), ... , (C4). Thus C, is a cofibration category in which all objects

are cofibrant. We point out that the notion `cofibrant' is not dual to the
notion `fibrant' in (C4). Therefore we call a cofibrant object in C as well
a 4-cofibrant object since its definition depends on the existence of the initial
object 0.
The development of the homotopy theory in a cofibration category is most
convenient if all objects in C are fibrant and cofibrant.

(1.4) Lemma. Let C be a cofibration category. Then (C2) (a), (Cl) and (C3)
imply (C2) (b). If all objects in C are cofibrant then (C2) (b), (Cl) and (C3)
imply (C2) (a).

Thus axiom (C2) (b) is redundant. We call (C2) (a) the `axiom of properness'

(compare (2.1) below); many results in a cofibration category actually do
not rely on this axiom. If all objects are cofibrant then the axiom of properness
is redundant by (1.4).

Proof. We consider the push out diagrams
A

it push i,I
B >--* X
1

push ii,
Y
9

were g j = f by (C3). If i is a weak equivalence, so is it by (C2) (a). Moreover,
since g is a weak equivalence, also g is one by (C2) (a). Thus by (Cl) also i
is a weak equivalence.

8
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For the proof of the second part of (1.4) we need the mapping cylinders
in (1.8) below. We continue the proof of (1.4) in the appendix § lb of this
section.

We define cylinders and the notion of homotopy in a cofibration category
as follows: Let B >- A be a cofibration. Then we have by (C2) the push out
diagram

A U A ---771

push

where 9 = (iA, l,,) is called the folding map. By (C3) there is a factorization
(1.5)

A U A >-i-_* Z

A

B

of the folding map (p. We call Z =1BA together with i and p in (1.5) a relative

cylinder on B >--> A. For i = (io, i i) the maps iE: A >-= > Z are trivial
cofibrations since piE = IA; use (Cl).

Let X be a fibrant object.
Two maps a, is A -* X are homotopic relative B (or under B) and we write
a a- /3 rel B if there is a commutative diagram

AUA >-'--*Z
B

(1.6)

/H

(a, #\)

X
where Z is a relative cylinder on B >--+ A. We call H a homotopy from a to /3

rel B. We will prove that homotopy rel B is an equivalence relation, see
Chapter II.
For a 4-cofibrant object A there exists the sum A + Y (also denoted by
A v Y). The sum is given via (C2) by the push out
(1.7)

A+Y=AUY=AvY
0

where Y >- A + Y is a cofibration by (C2). Also A >--> A + Y is a
cofibration provided Y is 4 -cofibrant. We define the mapping cylinder Z f of
f :A-> Y by a factorization of the map (I y, f): Y + A -+ Y via (C3):
(1.8)

(1y, f):Y+A>->Zf 9 Y.
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If Y is cofibrant this yields the factorization f = q11,
f :A >-.

Zf

(a)

Y,

I

LO

where q is a retraction of i0: Y>----> Y+ A >----* Z f and where i 1: A >---+ Y
+ A >---),
>-+Z1. Moreover, we can use the cylinder Z = I,,A in (1.5) for the
construction of the mapping cylinder via a push out diagram:

71

(1Y,f)

(b)

push

f+1

Here io is a weak equivalence since io:A >---+ Z is a weak equivalence.
Therefore the retraction q of io is a weak equivalence by (Cl).
(1.9) Definition. A commutative square

IC

A

f

- push

B ID
9

in a cofibration category C is a homotopy push out (or homotopy cocartesian)

if for some factorization B >-+ W => A of f the induced map

WUD-.C
B

is a weak equivalence. This easily implies that for any factorization B >---+ V
-24 A of f, the map V UBD -* C is a weak equivalence. Thus in the definition
we could have replaced `some' by `any' or used g in place of f. We leave the
proof of these remarks as an exercise, compare (II,§ 1)
11

Next we consider functors between cofibration categories.
(1.10) Definition. Let C and K be cofibration categories and let a:C-+K be a
functor.

10
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(1) The functor a is based if C and K have an initial object (denoted by *)
with a(*) = *.
(2) The functor o (preserves weak equivalences if a carries a weak equivalence

in C to a weak equivalence in K.
(3) Let
A

f

0 Y=AUX
B

iI
B

X

be a push out diagram in C. We say that a is compatible with the push out
A UBX if the induced diagram

aA----+ a(AUX)
B

is a homotopy push out in K, see (1.9).
(4) We call a a model functor if a preserves weak equivalences and if a is
compatible with all push outs as in (3). Hence a model functor a carries
homotopy cocartesian diagrams in C to homotopy cocartesian diagrams
in K.
11

We will see that a based model functor is compatible with most of the
constructions in a cofibration category described in this book. In general, we
do not assume that a model functor carries a cofibration in C to a cofibration
in K.

§ la Appendix: fibration categories
By dualizing (1.1) we obtain

(1a.1) Definition. A fibration category is a category F with the structure
(F, fib, we),

subject to axioms (F1), (F2), (F3) and (F4). Here fib and we are classes of
morphisms in F, called fibrations and weak equivalences respectively. These
morphisms satisfy the condition that the opposite category C = F°' is a

la Appendix
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cofibration category where the structure of C is given by
(la.2)

fop is

<->f is a fibration in F,
a cofibration in C
f 'P is a weak equivalence in C. *>f is a weak equivalence in F.

By dualizing the axioms (C 1), ... , (C4) we obtain the axioms (Fl),..
which characterize the fibration category.

.,

(F4)
11

We write A - B for a fibration and A - B for a trivial fibration. An
object X is cofibrant (or a cofibrant model) in F if each trivial fibration Y -2:L X
admits a section. An object X is e-fibrant in F if X -> e is a fibration. Here e is a
final object in F. Hence `e-fibrant' is the notion dual to `4 -cofibrant' in (1.3) and

'cofibrant model in F' is the notion dual to `fibrant model in C' in (l.1).
We leave it to the reader to formulate the axioms (F 1), (F2) and (F3). Axiom
(F4) is given as follows.

(F4) Axiom on cofibrant models: For each object X in F there is a trivial
fibration MX
X where MX is cofibrant in F.
Of course, a cofibration category has properties which are strictly dual to
the properties of a fibration category and vice versa. It turns out that this is a
good axiomatic background for many results which satisfy the EckmannHilton duality. Any result in a cofibration category which follows from the
axioms (C 1), ... , (C4) corresponds to a dual result in a fibration category which
follows precisely by dual arguments from the dual axioms (F 1), ... , (F4).
Therefore, we describe our results only for a cofibration category. We leave the
formulation of the dual results to the reader.
We obtain path objects and the notion of homotopy in a fibration category
as follows: By (F2) there exist pull backs

AxBY

)A

Y

f

B

in F. We denote by
(la.3)

(lA, lA):A-+A X BA

the diagonal map which is dual to the folding map. A factorization of the
diagonal map by (F3), namely
(la.4)

A +P-A xBA
1

q

12
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B. Two maps a, Q:X -- A are
with q j =('A I lA), is called a path object for A
homotopic over B (a ^ fl over B) if there is a commutative diagram

P 9 )AxBA
(la.5)

H\

/ (a, II)

X
We call H a homotopy from a to fl over B. Here we assume that X is a cofibrant

object in F. Compare (0.5).
As an example, the category Top with fibrations, defined in (0.9), and with
homotopy equivalences as weak equivalences is a fibration category. This is
proved in §4 below.

Our definition of a cofibration category (resp. of a fibration category)
corresponds to the following concepts in the literature.
(la.6) Remark. A category of cofibrant objects in the sense of K.S. Brown
(1973) has the structure (C, cof, we, 0) which satisfies (Cl), (C2) (b), (C3) and
for which
,all objects are f-cofibrant'.
(A)

D.W. Anderson (1978) essentially adopts these axioms but he omits (A). His
left homotopy structure (C, cof, we) satisfies the axioms (Cl), (C2)(b) and (C3)
and the axiom `C has finite colimits'. In addition he uses the axiom
`all objects are fibrant models', see (1.1),

(B)

which he calls the homotopy extension axiom. Moreover A. Heller (1968)
defines the structure of an h-c-category (C, cof, e = 0, = ) where = is a natural
equivalence relation, compare also Shitanda. If weak equivalences are the
maps in C which are isomorphisms in C/ then this structure satisfies the
axioms of K.S. Brown above. Recently Waldhausen (1984) used axioms on
cofibrations, in particular, in his set up he assumes e = 0 and (A).

§ lb Appendix: proof of (1.4)
We now continue the proof of (1.4). Assume all objects in C are cofibrant and

assume (C2) (b), (Cl) and (C3) are satisfied. For the construction of the
mapping cylinder in (1.8) we only made use of these axioms. Now consider the

push out in (C2) and assume that f is a weak equivalence. We hope to
show that also f is a weak equivalence. First we get the commutative
diagram

lb Appendix
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J
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push

(1)

+ Zf q Y

B

J.

f

By (Cl) we know that i, is a weak equivalence, thus by (C2) (b) also i, is a
weak equivalence.
Next consider

Af

1

X

is

Mo-=- X

push

push

Bfo
push

qo

(2)

qy
1

Since qio = 1 we see that goio =I x and therefore qo and io are weak
equivalences. Next we obtain for Z in (1.8) the following diagram with e = 0

ore=1:
A>

ZE

(3)

B>-- ,- Z P BI
This yields the commutative diagram:

..Zo

push P \

(4)

Z, ` =- I Zo
Here Zo, is given by the push out map P --> A and by (C3). Now we have the
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following commutative diagram:

(5)

The top, the bottom, the right-hand side and the left-hand side of this cubical
diagram are push outs. The map 7C is the one in (1.8). Now

is the map it in (1). Therefore Z1-+ M1 is a weak equivalence. Thus Zo1-* Mot
is a weak equivalence. Hence Zo -+ Mo is a weak equivalence and therefore by

(2) the composition IA

Zo =-* MO

X is a weak equivalence. This

completes the proof of (1.4).

II

§ 2 The axioms of Quillen
We now compare the notion of a cofibration category with the notion of a
model category as introduced by Quillen (1967). The model category is defined
by axioms on cofibrations and weak equivalences in a category M. This notion
is self-dual, that is, the dual category M°P is once more a model category where

the roles of fibrations and cofibrations are interchanged. Therefore a model
category has two faces which are dual to each other. We show that the notion

of a cofibration category extracts from a model category the essential
properties of one of these faces.

(2.1) Definition. A model category is a category M with the structure
(M, cof, fib, we),
which satisfies the axioms (C 1), (F1), (C2) (b), (F2) (b) and the following axioms
(MO), (Ml), (M2):

(MO): M is closed under finite limits and colimits.
(Ml): Given a commutative diagram of unbroken arrows
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X

A

T

Y

P,

B'

Y

where i is a cofibration, p is a fibration, and where eithe

equivalence, then the dotted arrow exists such that the triangles
commute.
(M2): Any map f may be factored f = pi where i is a cofibration and a weak
equivalence, and p is a fibration. Also f = pi where i is a cofibration,
and p is a fibration and weak equivalence.

If in addition (C2) (a) and (F2) (a) are satisfied M is called a proper model
category, see Thomason and Bousfield-Friedlander.
(2.2) Definition. A map f : V-a W is called a retract of g:X -> Y if there exists a
commutative diagram
V

)X

V

W

-+ Y

)W

in which the horizontal maps compose to the identity. A model category as in
(2.1) is a closed model category if it satisfies in addition the following axiom
(CM).

(2.3) If f is a retract of g, and g is a weak equivalence, fibration, or
cofibration, then so is f.
(2.4) Definition. Axiom (MO) implies that a model category M has an initial
object 0 and a final object e. Hence 4)-cofibrant and e-fibrant objects are
defined in M as in (1.3) and § la respectively. Let M, (resp. M f) be the full
subcategory of M consisting of 4)-cofibrant (resp. e-fibrant) objects.
(2.6) Proposition. Let M be a model category. Then M, with cofibrations and
weak equivalences as in M is a cofibration category. Dually Mf with fibrations
and weak equivalences as in M is afibration category. Moreover, if M is proper
(M, cof, we) is a cofibration category and (M, fib, we) is a fibration category.
Proof: (C3) follows directly from (M2). We now prove (C4). For any object X
we have by (M2) a factorization X >-^--* R -> e of X -+ e. We claim that R is
a fibrant model. In fact, for each trivial cofibration R >-=> Q we have by (M 1)

16
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the commutative diagram

Q`

)e

This shows that each e-fibrant object in M is a fibrant model.
The following lemma shows that our definition of fibrant models in (1.1) is
essentially consistent with Quillen's definition of fibrant objects.
(2.6) Lemma. Let X be an object in a model category. Then X is afibrant model
in the sense of (1.1) if and only if X is a retract of an e-fibrant object in M.
By axiom (CM) in (2.3) we derive:
(2.7) Corollary. In a closed model category the fibrant models are exactly the efibrant objects.

Proof of (2.6). Let X be a fibrant model. By (M2) we have the factorization

X >= X -->> e
of X -± e. Then X is e-fibrant. Since X is a fibrant model the trivial cofibration

X > - X admits a retraction. Therefore X is a retract of an e-fibrant object.
Now assume X is a retract of an e-fibrant object U with
r

X--*U--.X, ri=lx.
i

For any trivial cofibration X >-:L+ Y we have the push out diagram

i

J

A

where J -is a trivial cofibration by (C2). Since U is e-fibrant we know as in the
proof of (2.5) that U is a fibrant model. Therefore there exists a retraction r of j.
Now rri is a retraction of j since (rrij j = rrji = ri = 1 X.

Thus X is a fibrant model in M.
Since there are many examples of model categories we obtain by (2.5) many
examples of cofibration categories and of fibration categories. In the following
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list of model categories we use the notation: Ob = class of all objects,
Obc = class of cofibrant objects and Obf = class of fibrant objects. We write
cof = M(fib, we)

(2.8)

if cof contains precisely all maps i which satisfy (Ml) in (2.1) whenever p is a
trivial fibration. Dually we write
fib = M(cof, we)

(2.9)

if fib contains precisely all maps p which satisfy (M 1) whenever i is a trivial
cofibration. In a closed model category (see (2.2)) we always have (2.8) and
(2.9).

(2.10) Proper model category (Strum (1972)), Compare (4a.5).

C = Top,
cof = closed cofibrations in Top (see (0.8)),
fib = fibrations in Top (see (0.9)),
we = homotopy equivalences,

Ob,=Obf=Ob.
(2.11) Proper closed model category (Quillen (1967)).

C = Top,
cof = M(fib, we),

fib = Serre fibrations (see (0.11)),
we = weak homotopy equivalence (= maps inducing isomorphisms
for the functors [K, ] where K is a finite CW-complex), (see (0.6)),
Obf = Ob, Ob, contains the class of all CW-complexes.
(2.12) Proper closed model category (Quillen (1967)).

C = category of simplical sets,
cof = injective maps,

fib = Kan fibrations,
we = maps which become homotopy equivalences is Top if the
geometric realization functor, X i--> X 1, is applied,
Ob f = Kan complexes, Obc = Ob.
Moreover the singular set is a model functor (see (1.10)) from the cofibration
categories Top in (2.10) or (2.11) to the cofibration category of simplicial sets.
By change of the weak equivalences in (2.12) one obtains the next example.

(2.13) Closed model category (Bousfield (1975)). C = category of simplicial
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sets, cof = injective maps, fib = M (cof, we) and

we = maps f :K -+L which induce isomorphisms f*:k*(K) = k*(L),
Ob f = k*-local Kan complexes, Obc = Ob.
Here k* is a generalized homology theory defined on CW-pairs and satisfying
the limit axiom, see (5.10). The functor k* is transfered to simplicial sets by
setting k* (K, L) = k* (I K 1, I L 1).

(2.14) Remark. Further examples of closed model categories are described
in K.S. Brown (1973), Bousfield-Kan (1973), Dwyer-Kan (1983), (1984),
Dwyer (1979), Munkholm (1978), Bousfield-Gugenheim (1976), Quillen (1967)

(1969), Edwards-Hastings (1976), Bousfield-Friedlander (1978), Jardine
(1985). The structure of a model category on the category of small categories is

considered by Thomason, Illusie, Fritsch-Latch and Grothendieck (1983),
for the category of groupoids see Anderson. Moreover, Varadarajan (1975)
studies the category of modules the homotopy theory of which first appears
in Eckmann (1956), Hilton (1965). This is one of the first examples in the

literature in which homotopy theory is discussed in a non topological
context, see also Huber (1961).

§ 3 Categories with a natural cylinder
We here combine the notion of a cofibration category with the concept of
abstract homotopy theory as introduced by Kan (1955). This concept relies
on a natural cylinder object, see also Kamps. Under fairly weak assumptions
on a natural cylinder we can derive the structure of a cofibration category.
(3.1) Definition. An I-category is a category C with the structure (C, cof, 1, gyp).
Here cof is a class of morphisms in C, called cofibrations. I is a functor C -> C

together with natural transformations io, it and p. 0 is the initial object in C.
The structure satisfies the following axioms (I1), ... , (I5).
11

(I1) Cylinder axiom: I: C -* C is a functor together with natural transformations
io, it :idc --).I,

p:I --> idc,

such that for all objects X pi,:X - IX -* X is the identity of X for r = 0 and
e = 1. Compare (0.1).

(12) Push out axiom: For a cofibration i:B-+A and a map f there exists the
push out
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A ------ ),AUX
lB

X

B
f

where 1 is also a cofibration. Moreover, the functor I carries the push

out diagram into a push out diagram, that is I(AUBX)=IAUIBIX.
Moreover, 10 = 0.
(I3) Cofibration axiom: Each isomorphism is a cofibration and for each
object X the map 0 -> X is a cofibration. We thus have by (12) the sum
X + Y= X U4,Y= X v Y The composition of cofibrations is a cofibration. Moreover, a cofibration i:B >---+A has the following homotopy
extension property in C. Let Ee {0,1 }. For each commutative diagram in C

IB

B

JH

i

A

) X

f

there is E : I A -> X with E(Ii)=H and Ei, = f. Compare (0.8).
(14) Relative cylinder axiom: For a cofibration i:B-*A the map j defined by
the following push out diagram is a cofibration:

A+

B+B

AuIBuA-----.4A.

push
IB

Equivalently (IB,B v B)-+(IA,A v A) is a cofibration in Pair(C), see
(11.1.3) below.

(15) The interchange axiom: For all objects X there exists a map T:IIX IIX
with Ti, = I(i,) and TI(i,) = iE for s = 0 and E = 1. We call Tan interchange
map.
We sketch the double cylinder IIX by
it

1i0

a
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The interchange map T restricted to the boundary 012X is the reflection at the
diagonal.
Remark. If a functor I is given such that (I1) is satisfied we can define the class
of cofibrations by the homotopy extension property in (13). In this case, (12),

(14) and (15) are additional properties of the functor I. An example is the
cylinder functor for the category of topological spaces, see § 0.
(3.2) Definition. We say fo, f,:A-*X are homotopic if there is G:IA-+X with
Gio = fo and Gi, = f, . We call G a homotopy and we write G: fo f, . A map
f : A -> X is a homotopy equivalence if there is g: X - A with f g _- 1 x and
g f = 'A. Compare (0.7).
11

(3.3) Theorem. Let (C, cof, I, 4)) be an I-category. Then C is a cofibration
category with the following structure. Cofbbrations are those of C, weak
equivalences are the homotopy equivalences and all objects are fibrant and
cofibrant in C.

Remark. Assume the initial object 0 = * is also a final object. Then we obtain
the suspension functor E:C-+C by the push out diagram
IA

) EA

J push

A+A
in C. This suspension functor is an example of a based model functor which
carries cofibrations to cofibrations, see (1.10). We leave the proof of this
useful fact as an exercise, compare Chapter II.
Before we prove theorem (3.3) we derive some useful facts from axioms
(I 1), ... , (I5). First we see by (14) that j = (io, i, ): A + A -> I A is a cofibration
and by (13) and (12) that also io, i, : A -+ A + A are cofibrations. Let is B -> A
be a cofibration. We derive from (14) the push out diagram:

AuIBUA q 'AUA

p
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where A UBA is the push out of A +-B--+ A and where q= 1 up u 1. We call
IBA the cylinder under B. We call H:I A -* X a homotopy under B if H factors
over IBA.

(3.5) Lemma. Homotopy under B is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Let H: f -- fo and G: f = f, be homotopies under B. Then we have by
(12) and (14) the commutative diagram

AuIBuA

I(AuIBuA)
l0

I (H,fpp,G)

IA

)X
fp

Since j is a cofibration we obtain the homotopy extension E:IIA -+ X by (13).

Then - H + G = Ei, : fo -- f, under B. Moreover, fo -- f under B if we set

f,=f and G=fp.

El

For a map u: B -> U let
[A, U]u = [A, U]B

(3.6)

be the set of homotopy classes {v} under B of all maps v: A -* U with v I B = u.

Clearly, a pair map (f, g) for which

X

) A

f

commutes, induces
(3.7)

f *: [A U]° -+ [X, U]"9

by f * {v} = {v f }. f * is well defined since If gives us the map If :I,.X -.IBA, see

(3.4). Moreover, a homotopy G: u -- u determines the function
(3.8)

G# : [A, U]" -' [A, U]"

as follows: For the diagram

B-->IB
1

'0

l

G
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we obtain the extension E:IA -+ U by (13). Then we set G# {v} = {Eil I. Here G#

is well defined, since for a homotopy H: v a v' under B we have the
commutative diagram (by (12))

AuIBuA

- I (AuIBuA)
10

(E,GIp,E')

i
IA

.

1

H

U

We choose a homotopy extension E. Then Ei1:Ei1 ^-, E'i1 under B.
(3.9) Lemma. G# is a bijection.
Proof. Since we assume cofibrations to have the extension property for io and
il, see (13), we obtain the inverse of G# if we replace in the construction of G#

the map io by i.
For the cofibration A + A -. IA and for maps u, v: A -,, U we have by (3.6) in
particular the set of homotopy classes [IA, U]u,', (u, v): A + A -+ U, of homo-

topies from u to

v.

For f : X -,.A the pair map (If, f + f) induces

(If)*: [IA, U]u,v -> [IX, U]uf ,'f.

(3.10) Lemma. If f is a homotopy equivalence then (If)* is a bijection.
Proof. Let g: A -+ X be a homotopy inverse off and let H: f g -- 1, H: IA -* A,
be a homotopy. Then we have the commutative diagram

[IA, U]u,' U9)* , [IA, U]ufs,vfe
(1)

i (uH,vH)#

[IA, U]-,v
Here we have for G: IA

U, G: u

v, the equation

(uH, vH)' (fg)* {G} _ (uH, vH)# {GI(fg)} _ {Ei1 },

where we can choose E to be (see (15)): E = G(IH)T:IIA

(2)

IA -> U. In fact, E is

a homotopy extension for

I(A+A)

A +A

I (uH, vH) ,

IA

GI(fg)

(3)

-U

since we have uH = EI(io), vH = EI(i1), GI(fg) = Eio. Moreover, we have
Eil = G. This proves that the diagram above commutes.
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Since (fg)* = g*f * we see by (3.9) that f * is injective. In a similar way we
prove that g* in (1) is injective. This proves the proposition.

For a map f : B - Y we define the mapping cylinder Z f by the push out
diagram (Compare (1.8)):
B

f

IB

f

0

(3.11)

Y

(3.12) Lemma. j=fi1:B-*Zf is a cofibration and
qj = f.
In particular we see that p:IB -* B is a homotopy equivalence if we set f = 1.

Proof. j is a cofibration since we have the push outs:

BB+BIB

Y)Y+B---* Zf
Now io is the homotopy inverse of q. Clearly, qT0 = 1. Moreover, we obtain a
homotopy H:ioq lzf by the following diagram where we use (12):

IIB a > IB

lio

14

pushIZf

IB

IYP

If

P

Y

Here we obtain a=aT (see (15)) by the map a:IIB->IB which is the
extension for

B+B

io

I(B+B)

i
IB

lop

where we use the fact that j is a cofibration.
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We now are ready for the proof of the theorem:
Proof of (3.3). We have to check the axioms (C 1), ... , (C4). By (I1) and (3.5) we
see easily that (Cl) is satisfied. By (3.12) we see that (C3) is satisfied. We now

prove (C4) and (C2). We consider

BfX

s
T

hj

Y

A

9

(1)

Y

with of = g I B and where q is a homotopy equivalence. Let 4: Y -* X be a
homotopy inverse of q and let
H: 4q

1,

H: IX -> X

(2)

be a homotopy. By (3.10) the map (Iq)*: [I Y, Y]99" -+ [IX, Y]9g9,9 is surjective.

We choose G e(Iq)* -' {qH}. Then we have a homotopy A:IIX -* Y

A:G(Iq) ^ qH under X + X.

(3)

ho = gg: A -* X.

(4)

H(If):hoIB=ggIB=9qf ^' f.

(5)

We define

Thus we have a homotopy
Let H:I A -* X be the homotopy extension for
B
io

) IB
IH(If)

t

X

A
ho

and let h = Hil . We see by (5)
h I B= f since H I I B= H(If ).

(6)

Therefore h makes the upper triangle in (1) commutative. Thus we have
proven:

JFor each diagram of unbroken arrows as in (1) there is a map h
which makes the upper triangle commutative.

(7)

We derive (C4) from (7) as follows. We show that all objects are fibrant,
that is:
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For eac h t ri v i al co fib ra ti on i B >--+ A there i s a re trac ti on
:

(8)

r: A--+ B with ri= 1B.

We obtain (8) if we apply (7) to the diagram
B

B
(9)

/r

i

A

A
I

Next we prove (C2). We consider the push out diagram

AUY

A
t

(10)
I

X ---= Y
q

Clearly, 1 is a cofibration by (12). Now let q be a homotopy equivalence. We
have to prove that t is a homotopy equivalence. We choose H, G and A as in (2)
and (3). Since X -> A is a cofibration we have the retraction r which is given by a
homotopy extension for the push out diagram

+IX

X

push

Ii

IV,

We have the commutative diagram
A

X

iaj

11

IA,-- X

r
AuIX

X

q

Y
11

Y
q

g

.Y
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For the push outs of the rows we obtain the composition t by the
commutative upper triangle in the diagram

AUY-*
IAUY
av l
X

Fj

i

X
r-l >(AOIX)UY

X

((1,iH),iq)

1 (1,ip)U1

(12)

AUY

A

x

Here (1, iH): A u IX - A is well defined since for H in (2) we have Hi l = 1.
Moreover, t is well defined since (1, iH)rioi = iHio = iqq. We claim that t is a
homotopy inverse for t in (10). First we see
ft = (1, iH)rio

(1, iH)ri1 = lA

(13)

since the identity on IA is a homotopy io c i1. We now consider the
composition tt in (12). First we see
((1, ip)u 1)(r u 1)(io u 1) = R u 1, where
(14)

R = (1,ip)rio:A -> A.

Now (1, ip)ri 1 = 1A. Since r is a retraction for j1 in (11) we see that (1, ip)r = F is

in fact a homotopy F:R -- IA relative X. This gives us the homotopy

Fup:Ru 1 = 1.
(15)
From (14) and (15) we derive that tt = 1 since the lower triangle in (12)
homotopy commutes. To see this we construct below a map
A:IIX -* Y

(16)

with the following properties A(Iio) = G(Iq), Aio = qH, A(lit) = qp, Ail = qp.
We sketch this by

T
GIq

qp

qH

10

Now A gives us the homotopy A:I((AuIX)UXY),AUXY, AIIA=
t p, A I II X = i A, A I I Y = iG. One can check that A is well defined by (12) and

that indeed A is a homotopy A: t[(1, iH), iq] (1, ip) u 1 so that the lower
triangle in (12) homotopy commutes.
We now construct A in (16). For the cofibration X + X -> IX we obtain by
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(14) the cofibration

j:a12X=IXuI(X+X)uIX-*I2X.

(17)

We consider the commutative diagram of unbroken arrows:
BI ZX

v ,, IX

p,
PP

IZX

(18)

,' X

where y(Iio) = yio = 1, y(Iil) = yi, = i1 p:IX --* X -> IX. Since p is a homotopy
equivalence, there is by (7) a F such that the upper triangle in (18) commutes.

This gives us the commutative diagram
aIZX >___+

I(BIZX)

l0

i

yr

IZX

(19)

Y
A

where A = G(Iq)I' and where F is defined by F(Iio) = A (see (3)), h(IIio) _
2(Iio)p = G(Iq)p, r(1i1) = 2i1p = qpp, I'(IIi1) = A(Ii1)p = qpp. We now
choose a homotopy extension E for (19), E: I3 X -> Y. Then we see that Ei 1 = A

has the properties in (16).

We check that IBA in (3.4) is a cylinder on B c A as in (1.5).
(3.13) Lemma. p:IBA-+ A is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. We have the push out diagram
A

Since p is a homotopy equivalence also p is one by (C2).

§ 3a Appendix: categories with a natural path object
The dual of an 1-category is a P-category (C, fib, P, e), where fib is the class of
fibrations, P is the natural path object and e is the final object in C. We write
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PX = X' for an object X in C. P: C -> C is a functor together with natural
transformations
(3a.1)

X'

X

>X
go,9i

with q8i = 1x(s = 0, 1), compare (0.2). The P-category satisfies the axioms
(P1), ..., (P5) which are dual to the axioms (I1), ... , (15) in (3.1). The dual of the

homotopy extension property of a cofibration in (13) is the following homotopy

lifting property of a fibration A -->) B in fib: Let sE {0,1 }. For each
commutative diagram

X f->A
(3a.2)
) B

B'
qE

there is E:X -+ A' with (p')E = H and q,E = f. Compare (0.9).
We leave it to the reader to formulate precisely the axioms (PI),..., (P5)
which are dual to (Ii),... , (I5) in (3.1). Two maps fo, f 1:X -+A are homotopic
with respect to the natural path object if there is a map G:X --> A' with qoG = f

and q1G=g.
Clearly, the results which are dual to those in § 3 are available for a Pcategory. The dual of the mapping cylinder in (3.11) is the mapping path object
Wf given by the pull back diagram

(3a.3)

As a corollary of (3.3) we get by strict duality:

(3a.4) Theorem. Let (C, f b, P, e) be a P-category. Then C is a fibration
category with the following structure: Fibrations are those of C, weak
equivalences are the homotopy equivalences and all objects are cofibrant and
fibrant.
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§ 4 The category of topological spaces
We show that Top has the structure of an I-category and of a P-category. This
result generalizes to the category Top(C -+ D) of spaces under C and over D.
Thus Top (C -,. D) has the structure of a cofibration category and of a fibration
category by the results in § 3.
Let I and P be the cylinder and the path space on Top, respectively, see (0.1)
and (0.2). By (0.3) we see that (I, P) is an adjoint pair in the following sense.

(4.1) Definition. Let I be a natural cylinder and P be a natural path object on
C. Then (I, P) is an adjoint pair if a natural bijection C(IX, Y) = C(X, PY) is
given with i* = qE* for c = 0, 1 and with p* = i*.
II

Clearly, for an adjoint pair (1, P) the homotopy relations induced by I and
P respectively, coincide.
The empty space 0 is the initial object in Top and the point e is the final
object in Top. Moreover, in Top exist push outs and pull backs.
(4.2) Proposition. With the notation in § 0 the category Top has the structure of
an I-category and of a P-category.

Proof. Only (14) is not so obvious. We prove (I4). In a dual way we prove the
P-category structure, see page 133 in Baues (1977). Let a:I x I I x I be a
homeomorphism which is given on the boundary by the sketches:
,,1 _ V

U

w1

o

c a ,U

a

b

A

w

a

b

c

One easily verifies that is B -+ A is a cofibration if for the push out diagram

A--+ Au1B io )IA
IB
io

with jo = (io, Ii) there is a retraction r with rjo = 1. For the map j in (14) we
obtain such a retraction r for jo : D = (IA) u I (A u I B u A) -+ II A, by use of a.

Let f3 be the restriction of a x 1A such that the diagram
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IIA

D
Jo

I

axI

IIA

I(A u IB)
T(1.io)

commutes. Here T:IIA-* IIA is the map in (15) with T(t1, t2, a) = (t2, t1, a). We

now define r = /3-1(Ir)T(a x 1).
(4.3) Definition. Let C be a category and let u: C -> D be a fixed map in C. We
define the category C(u) = C(C -+ D) of objects under C and over D. Objects are
triples (X, z, z) where

u = U.

D,

C ----+ X

A map f:(X,.z,.x)-*(Y,y,f)isamap f:X -* Ysuchthat fz=y, yf=z.

II

C(u) has the initial object C C -> D and the final object C -> D -4 D. Pull
backs and push outs in C(u) are given by pull backs and push outs in C. We
define a natural cylinder I and a natural path space P which are functors
1, P:Top(u) -* Top(u).

(4.4)

We define Z = I (X, .z, .z) by the push out diagram in Top

XxI
xx1

Z
push

CxI

D
z

C
p

where 2 = (.pp, u). We define W = P(X, x, z) by the pull back diagram in Top
C

w

W

XI

pull

w

D

where w = (u, ii). The natural transformations io, i1, q0, q1, p, i are given
similarly as for (0.1) and (0.2). Again (I, P) is an adjoint pair.
(4.5) Some examples are:

Top(o -> *) = Top (0 empty, * = point),
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*) = Top*; this is the category of basepoint preserving maps,
Top(C -+ *) = Top', spaces under C,
Top(O -* D) = TopD, spaces over D,
Top(* -* D) = TopD, pointed spaces over D,
Top(D _4 D) = Top(D), spaces under and over D = ex-spaces over D.
Top(*

Let internal cofibrations in Top(u) be the maps in Top(u) which have the
homotopy extension property with respect to I in (4.4). Let internal fibrations
in Top(u) be the maps which have the homotopy lifting property with respect
to P in (4.4). With these notations we obtain in the same way as in (4.2):
(4.6) Proposition. The category Top(u) with internal cofibrations and internal
fibrations has the structure of an I-category and of a P-category respectively.
The homotopy theory of Top(u) was studied in many papers in the literature,
see for example Me Clendon (1969), James (1971) and Eggar (1973). In fact,
many of the results in these papers rely only on the fact that the axioms of a
cofibration category or of a fibration category are satisfied in Top(u).

§ 4a Appendix: the relative homotopy lifting property
We say C is an IP-category if C has the structure (C, cof, fib, I, P, 0, e) with
the following properties (IP1), (IP2) and (IP3).
(IP1) (C, cof, I, 0) is an I-category and (C, fib, P, e) is a P-category.
(IP2) (I, P) is an adjoint pair, see (4.1).
(IP3) The following relative homotopy lifting property is satisfied: Let
i:A >---),X be a cofibration and let p: Y ->>B be a fibration. Then any
solid-arrow diagram

XuIA--- Y
(ia,li)

IX

/H

P

B

can be extended commutatively by a map H. Here X u IA is the push out

ofX<-<A-*IA.
i

io

(4a.1) Proposition. Let C be an IP-category and assume C satisfies (MO) and
(M2) in (2.1). Then C is a proper model category in which weak equivalences are
the homotopy equivalences.

Proof. We obtain (Ml) by the following argument (see 6.1 in Hastings).
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Consider the commutative diagram of solid arrows:

(1)

Suppose i is a homotopy equivalence. Then i is a deformation retract by
(11.1.12). Let r:B -* A be a retraction, and let H:IB -* B be a homotopy relative

A from it to 1B. We obtain the commutative diagram of solid arrows:

i)A

Bu IA

F
Y

IB'

X

-I-

(2)

W

/

H

B

Y

By (IP3) the filler F exists. Now Fii = f is a filler for (1). In a dual way we
obtain the filler f in (1) if p is a homotopy equivalence since we have:
(4a.2) Lemma. The dual C°P of an IP-category C is an IP-category with I = P°P
and P = I°P.
In particular, (IP3) is self-dual!

We now consider the category Top with the structure Top =
(Top, cof, fib, I, P, 0, e). Here cof is the class of closed cofibrations in Top. As
in (4.4) we see that Top satisfies (IP1) and (IP2). Strom proved that Top satisfies
(IP3). Therefore we get:

(4a.3) Proposition. Top is an IP-category.
Moreover, Strom proved that Top satisfies (M2). Therefore we derive from
(4.8) the following result of Strom:
(4a.4) Corollary. Top is a proper model category, compare (2.10).

This example shows that it is convenient to consider the class cof of
cofibrations as part of the structure of an 1-category. Compare the remark
following (15) in (3.1).

(4a.5) Proposition. Let u:C -* D be a map in C. Suppose that C is a model
category or that C is an IP-category which satisfies (M2). Then the category
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C(u) is a cofibration category with the following external structure
cof =maps in C(u) which are cofibrations in C,
we = maps in C(u) which are weak equivalences in C,
all objects C -+X ->)D (for which z is a fibration in C) are fibrant in C(u).
Moreover, C(u) is a fibration category with the dual external structure. We
leave the proof of (4a.5) as an exercise. By (4a.5) for example Top(u) has
external structures; these are different from the internal structures in (4.5).

§ 4b Appendix: the cube theorem
Let C be a category which has the structure (C, cof, fib, we) such that (C, cof,
we) is a cofibration category and such that (C, fib, we) is a fibration category.
A proper model category or a category which satisfies (IP1) in §4a has such a
structure. In particular, the category Top in (4.2) (and Top(u) in (4.6)) is an
example.

(4b.1) Definition. We say that the `cube theorem' holds in C if C has the
following property: Consider a commutative cubical diagram in C

AB'
A

B
y

S

C-D
in which
(a)
(b)
(a)'
(b)'

the left and rear faces are homotopy pull backs, and
the bottom face is a homotopy push out. Then
the front and right faces are homotopy pull backs, if and only if
the top face is a homotopy push out.

11

Clearly, homotopy pull backs (= homotopy cartesian diagrams) in a
fibration category are dual to homotopy push outs in a cofibration category,
see (1.9). There is an obvious dualization of the `cube theorem' in (4b.1) which
we call the `dual cube theorem'. We recall the following well known result,
compare V. Puppe.
(4b.2) Proposition. Let (Top, cof, fib, we) be defined by cofibrations, fibrations
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and homotopy equivalences in Top as in §0. Then the cube theorem holds in Top.
The dual cube theorem, however, does not hold in Top.

This is a crucial example which contradicts a global assumption of duality
in the structure (Top, cof, fib, we). Hence Eckmann-Hilton duality does not
hold in general in Top.
(4b.3) Remark. The cube theorem is not a formal consequence of the axioms
of a proper closed model category. Indeed in such a category the cube theorem
holds if the dual cube theorem holds. Using (4b.2) the model categories in
(2.10) or (2.11) are counter examples.

(4b.4) Remark. If the top and bottom faces of the diagram in (4b.1) are
homotopy push outs and if a, Q, and y are weak equivalences, then also 6 is a
weak equivalence. This follows from the axioms of a cofibration category as we
shall see in (11.1.2).

In addition to the cube theorem we have in Top a further compatibility of
homotopy colimits and homotopy limits: consider the diagram (n >_ 0)

An >--+ A,,, >-* lim A,

al

I

Ian >---+ Bn+

II

1lima'.

1 >- lira Bn

(4b.5) Proposition. Let (Top, cof, fib, we) be defined as in (4b.2). If diagram I is a

homotopy pull back in Top for all n, then also II is a homotopy pull back for
all n.
Compare V. Puppe. The properties in (4b.2) and (4b.5) can be considered as
further basic `axioms' of homotopy theory concerning both fibrations and
cofibrations.

§ 5 Examples of cofibration categories
We describe some basic topological examples of cofibration categories and of
fibration categories respectively. For algebraic examples see the following
sections §6, §7, §8 and §9.

(5.1) Theorem. The category Top of topological spaces with the structure
(cof = cofibration in Top, see (0.8), and
we = homotopy equivalences in Top, see (0.7),
is a cofibration category in which all objects are fibrant and cofibrant.
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Proof. Top is an I-category by (4.2) and hence the result follows from (3.3).

(5.2) Theorem. The category Top with the structure
fib =fibrations in Top, see (0.9), and
we = homotopy equivalences in Top, see (0.7),
is a fibration category in which all objects are fibrant and cofibrant.
Proof. Top is a P-category by (4.2) and thus the proposition follows from (3.3)
by strict duality, see (3a.4). This shows that the results (5.1) and (5.2) are strictly
dual.

Next we consider the category Top* of base point preserving maps with the
following (exterior) structure:
(5.3)

cof = maps in Top* which are cofibrations in Top,
fib = maps in Top* which are fibrations in Top,
we = maps in Top* which are homotopy equivalences in Top.

We say an object X is well pointed if * -> X is a cofibration in Top and we say X
is very well pointed if * -+ X is a closed cofibration in Top, see (4a.3).
(5.4) Theorem. Top* with the exterior structure (cof, we) in (5.3) is a cofibration
category in which all objects are fibrant models. The well pointed spaces are the
cofibrant objects.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of (5.1), compare (11.3.2).
(5.5) Theorem. Top* with the exterior structure (fib, we) in (5.3) is a fibration
category in which all objects are fibrant. The very well pointed spaces form a
sufficiently large class of cofibrant models, see (1.2).
Proof. This result is not strictly dual to (5.4). We deduce the proposition from
Strq m's theorem in (4a.4).

Recall that by (4.6) we have a different internal structure of Top* as a
cofibration category and as a fibration category.
Next we describe some examples for which the weak equivalences are not
homotopy equivalences in Top. We define the CW-structure on Top by
cof = inclusions B c A for which A is given by a well-ordered
succession of attaching cells to B, see (0.12)
we = weak homotopy equivalences = maps f :X -* Y which
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induce isomorphisms f,: nk(X, x0) = 71k(1', J xo)

on homotopy groups for k > 0, x0 eX.
(5.6) Theorem. The category Top with the CW-structure (cof, we) is a cofibration category in which all objects are fibrant models. CW-complexes are
cofibrant objects and all cofibrant objects are CW-spaces.
In the theorem we use the following definitions of CW-complexes and CWspaces. A relative CW-complex under A is obtained by inductively attaching
cells to A as follows:
(5.7) Definition. The pair (X, A) is a relative CW-complex if a filtration

AcX°cXlc...cX=limX"
of cofibrations in Top is given with the following properties: X° is the disjoint
union of A with a discrete set Z° and X" is obtained by a push out diagram

(n>1)inTop

U
D"cZ

_+ X"

U

U
USn-1
Z.

4

,

Xn-1

fn

where 0 denotes the disjoint union. The space X" is the relative n-skeleton of
(X, A) and f" is the attaching map of n-cells, cn is the characteristic map of ncells. If A is empty we call X a CW-complex. A CW-space is a topological space
which is homotopy equivalent in Top to a CW-complex. Clearly, for a relative

CW-complex (X, A) the inclusion A c X is a cofibration in the CW-structure
(5.6).

II

Proof of (5.6). (Cl) is clearly satisfied, (C3) and (C4) are typical results of
obstruction theory, moreover, (C2) can be proved by the Blakers-Massey
theorem. We can deduce the result as well from the model category of Quillen
in (2.11) since cofibrations in the CW-structure are also cofibrations in this
model category.

(5.8) Remark. Cofibrant objects in the CW-structure of Top yield the following CW-models of spaces. By (C3) any space X in Top admits the factorization
0 >-> X - - X where 0 is the empty space. The cofibrant object X is called a

CW-model or a resolution of X. There is a functorial construction of a
resolution X by using the singular set SX of X. The realisation I SX I of the
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simplicial set SX admits a natural map I SX I - X which is a weak homotopy
equivalence. Since I SX I is a CW-complex we see that 0 >---+ ( SX I - X is a
CW-model. Compare, for example, the appendix of § 16 in Gray.
We will prove in Chapter II that a weak equivalence X -+ Y between objects,
which are fibrant and cofibrant, is also a homotopy equivalence. This fact,

which holds in any cofibration category, yields by (5.6) the following
Whitehead theorem:
(5.9) Proposition. Let f :X --> Y be a weak homotopy equivalence. If X and Y are
CW-spaces then f is a homotopy equivalence in Top.

Indeed, the concept of `weak equivalence' originates from this result.
In the next example we define weak equivalences by use of homology groups
instead of homotopy groups. Let k,k be a generalized homology theory defined

on CW-pairs, see for example Gray. A CW-pair (X, A) is a cofibration
A>---3.X in Top for which A and X are CW-spaces. We assume that k* satisfies

the limit axiom, namely, that for all X the canonical map lim k*(X.) - k*(X)
is an isomorphism where the X,, run over the finite subcomplexes of the CW-

complex X. Let CW-spaces be the full subcategory of Top consisting of
CW-spaces.

(5.10) Theorem. The category CW-spaces = C with the structure
cof = maps in C which are cofibrations in Top,
we = h*-equivalences = maps f :X -+ Y in C
which induce an isomorphism f*:k*(X) = k*(Y)
is a cofibration category.
In its most general form, as stated, this result is due to Bousfield (1975),

compare (2.13). The non-trivial part of the theorem is the existence of the
fibrant models (C4).

(5.11) Definition. A fibrant model of a CW-spaces X in the cofibration
category (5.10) is called a k*-localization of X. A fibrant object is called a k*local space.
11

There are the following special cases of k*-localizations where H*(X; R)
denotes the singular homology of X with coefficients in R. In this case we
denote the cofibration category (5.10) by CW-spaces (R).
(5.12) Remark. Let R be a subring of the rationals Q. If X is simply connected
(or nilpotent) and k* = H*( ; R) then the k*-localization XR Of X is the usual
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R-localization of X with lt (XR) =

Qx R. As remarked in Bousfield (1975)

this case was discovered by Barratt-Moore (1957, unpublished). Subsequently, this case has been discovered and/or studied by various authors, e.g.

Bousfield-Kan (1972), Hilton-Mislin-Roitberg (1975), Mimura-NishidaToda (1971), Quillen (1969), Sullivan (1970).

(5.13) Remark. If X is simply connected (or nilpotent) and k* = H*( ; 77/pz)
with p prime then the k*-localization RX of X is the p-completion of Bousfield-

Kan (1972). If in addition X is of finite type then RX is the p-profinite
given by the p-profinite completion of
completion with
see Sullivan
(1970) and Quillen (1969).
The next example relies on results of Quillen (1973) and Loday (1976). This

example is significant in algebraic K-theory. Recall that a group it is called a
perfect group if [it, it] = it. Here [7t, 7t] denotes the commutator subgroup of it.
(5.14) Example. C is the following category: objects are pairs (X, Nx) where
X is a well pointed path connected CW-space and where Nx is a perfect and
normal subgroup of 7tl (X). Maps f : (X, Nx) -> (Y, Nr) are basepoint preserving

maps f :X -> Y in Top* with f*(Nx) c Ny.
cof = maps in C which are cofibrations in Top,
we = maps f in C which induce isomorphisms,
f*:Tt, (X)/Nx = it, (Y)IN,, and
f*:R*(X, f *q*2) = H*(Y, q*2).
for any (7t1(Y)/Nl.)-module i.

II

Here H* denotes homology with local coefficients. The modules q*i and
f*q*Q are lifted by the projection q:7t1(Y)-*lt1(Y)/NY and by f*:rt1(X)->
7t1(Y) respectively. By definition all objects in (5.14) are cofibrant. There is a
sufficiently large class of fibrant objects since we have:
(5.15) Theorem. The structure (5.14) is a cofibration category. A fibrant model
of (X, Nx) is given by Quillen's (+)-construction: R(X, Nx) = X.
Proof. (Cl) and (C3) are clearly satisfied. We use the van Kampen theorem for
the proof of (C2). For X = A UB Y let Nx be the normal subgroup of the push
out it1X = it1AUn,a7tiY, generated by NA c 7t1A and Ny c n1 Y. Clearly, the
group Nx is normal and perfect since NA and Nr are normal and perfect. It is
easy to see that (X, Nx) is the push out of a diagram (C2) in the category C.

Now let f be a weak equivalence. Since
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711X/Nx

f*

' n1Y/Nr

is a push our diagram of groups we see that the top row 1. is an isomorphism.
Now let 2 be any (n1X/Nx)-module. By the five lemma and the long exact
homology sequences we see that f is a weak equivalence since (A, B) and (X, Y)

have the same homology by excision, compare Spanier (1966) for the
properties of H. This proves (C2).
Next we construct fibrant models by theorem (1.1.1) in Loday (1976) which
shows that for (X, Nx) there exists a cofibration and a weak equivalence.

(X,Nx)>-

0).

Each object (Y, N1, = 0) in C is fibrant since a trivial cofibration (Y, N1.)
>=+(Z, Nz) yields by the Whitehead theorem (5.9) the homotopy equivalence f,
f : Y >-=-+ Z

Z+ = R(Z, Nz),

which by (5.1) admits a retraction.

§ 6 The category of chain complexes
We consider the structure of a cofibration category and of an I-category on the
category of chain complexes.

First we have to introduce some standard notation. Let R be a ring of
coefficients with unit 1. A graded module V is a sequence of left (or right) Rmodules V = {V,,, n e7L}. An element x e V has degree I x I = n and we write
x e V. A map of degree r between graded modules, f : V -> W, is a sequence of RneZ.
linear maps f,,: V,,

A graded module V is free, projective, flat or of finite type if each V (neZ)
is a free, projective, flat or finitely generated R-module respectively.
A graded module V is positive (or equivalently non negative) if V = 0 for
n < 0. Moreover V is bounded below if V = 0 for n << 0. On the other hand,
V is negative if V = 0 for n > 0. We also write V" = V_,,, especially if V is
negative.
The suspension s V of a graded module V is defined by (s V) = V, _ 1. Let
s: V -> sV be the map of degree + 1 which is given by the identity, sv I = I v I + 1.

(6.1) Definition. A chain complex V is a graded module V with a map d: V -+ V
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of degree - 1 satisfying dd = 0. A chain map f : V -* V between chain
complexes is a map of degree 0 with df = fd. Let ChainR be the category of
chain complexes and of chain maps. The homology HV is the graded module
HV = kernel d/image d.
The homology is a functor from ChainR to the category of graded modules. We

may consider a graded module as being a chain complex with trivial
differential d = 0.

II

Remark. A cochain complex Visa graded module V = { Vn, n el} with degrees

indicated by upper indices with a map d : V -+ V of (upper) degree + 1
(d = d": V" Vn+ 1) satisfying dd = 0. Equivalently, d: V" = V -" -+ V" _ 1=
V-"+', neZ, is a chain complex. Clearly, for a cochain complex V we have
the cohomology HV = kernel d/image d with H"V = kernel (d")/image (dn-1).
(6.2) Definition. A weak equivalence in ChainR is a chain map f: V -> V' which
induces an isomorphism on homology fk:HV = HV. A cofibration is V -> V' in
ChainR is an injective chain map for which the cokernel V'/iV is a free chain
complex. Equivalently, i is a cofibration if there is a free submodule W of V'

such that V G) W = V' is an isomorphism of graded modules. Clearly
W = V'/iV in this case.
II

(6.3) Remark. All results in this section remain valid if we define cofibration
i:V-* V' by the condition that the cokernel V'/iV is a projective module. The
proofs below can be generalized without difficulty. Compare the result of
Quillen (1967) that ChainR is a model category.
Let ChainR be the full subcategory of ChainR consisting of chain complexes
which are bounded below.
(6.4) Proposition. By the structure in (6.2) the category ChainR is a cofibration
category for which all objects are fibrant.
We prove this result in (6.12) below.
The direct sum of graded modules V@ V' is given by
(6.5)

(V (D V')n = V" p+ V;,.

The direct sum of chain complexes, V O+ V', satisfies in addition d(x + y) _
dx + dy for xeV, yeV'.
The tensor product V OO W is given by
(6.6)

wow).= (@ Vi®X Wj.
i+j=n

R

Here we assume that Vi is a right R-module and that Wj is a left R-module for i,
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j eZ. In case V and Ware chain complexes also VOW is a chain complex with
the differential
(6.7)

d(xO y)=dxQx y+(-1)Ix'x®dy.

(6.8) Definition. Let V be a chain complex. The cylinder IV is the chain
complex with
(IV)n= V O+
dx' = (dx)',
dx" = (dx)",

(1)

dsx = - x' + x" - sdx.
Here V', V" are two copies of V and x i - + x'(x i---+ x") denotes the isomorphism
V = V'(V = V"). Let I be the free chain complex generated by {0}, { 1 } in degree
{0} + {1}. Then we identify
0 and by {s} in degree 1 with differential d{s}

IV=IOx V,,
by V' = {0} Ox V, V"

(2)

1 } Ox V and s V = {s} Ox V. Now (6.6) shows that (2) is an

isomorphism of chain complexes. The cylinder IV has the structure maps

V(D V `"i'+IV') V

(3)

with ix = x', i1x = x", p(x') = p(x") = x, p(sx) = 0.

II

(6.9) Remark. Let fo, f 1: V-+ V' be chain maps. A homotopy G: fo ^ f of
chain maps in the sense of (3.2) can be identified with a chain homotopy
a: fo -- f 1. This is a map a: V -> V' of degree + 1 with
1

da+ad=-fo+f1.

(1)

Now a yields a chain map G:IV- V' by G(x') = fox, G(x") = f1x and
G(sx) = a(x). One easily checks that (1) is equivalent to
Gd = dG.

(2)

In case G is given we get a by a(x) = G(sx). In particular,
S: V -> I V,

Sx = sx

(3)

is a chain homotopy, S:io = i1, with a = GS.
Let (ChainR ), be the category of free chain complexes, which are bounded
below, and of chain maps. This is the subcategory of cofibrant objects in (6.2).
Clearly, the trivial chain complex V = 0 is the initial (and the final) object of
Chain,.
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(6.10) Proposition. The cylinder functor I in (6.8) and the cofibrations in (6.2)
yield the structure of an I-category on (Chain'' ),.

(6.11) Corollary. Let f : V-+ V be a weak equivalence between free (or
projective, see (6.3)) chain complexes which are bounded below. Then f is a
homotopy equivalence in the I-category (Chain' )c.
The corollary follows from (6.4) by the result in (11.2.12) since V and V' are
cofibrant and fibrant objects, see also (5.9).
Proof of (6.10). The cylinder axiom (I1) is satisfied by definition in (6.8). The

push out axiom (12) is satisfied since for graded modules V, W we have
(V (D W) QO I = V OO I O+ W QO I. Next consider the cofibration axiom (13). The

sum is the direct sum X + Y = X O+ Y of chain complexes. Let

B >->A=(B(@ W,d)
be a cofibration and let W"= {x E W I I x I < n}. Then A'= (B O+ W", d) is a
subchain complex of A with A">--->A`. We now define inductively the
homotopy extension E(c = 0) by the maps

E":IA"UA->X.
An

Let En+1 be given by
En+ 1(sw) = 0,

E' 1(w") = f (w) + E"S(dw),

for wc-Wn+1. We check that En+1 is a well-defined chain map:
From dS + Sd = i l - io we derive

E"+'dw" = E"ildw
= E"(dSdw + iodw)

= dE"Sdw + dfw
=d(En+lw").

On the other hand, we get
En + 1 dsw = En + 1(w" - w'- Sdw)

= (fw + E"Sdw) - E"(w'+ Sdw)
=0.

Since we assume that A is bounded below we can start the induction and
therefore the homotopy extension E exists. The relative cylinder axiom (14) is
an easy consequence of the definitions. Moreover, the interchange axiom (I5) is
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satisfied since we have the chain map

TQx lx:IQx IQ X--*IQI®X,
with T(a( b) _ (- 1)I°llb"b Qx a.

II

(6.12) Proof of (6.4). The composition axiom (Cl) is clearly satisfied. We now
prove the push out axiom (C2). Consider the short exact sequences of chain
complexes in the rows of the diagram

>--+A

B

A/B

1 f push I f

211

Y >- X

.

(1)

X/Y

The long exact homology sequence of the rows and the five lemma shows that f
is a weak equivalence. Compare IV.2. in Hilton-Stammbach. Next we prove
the factorization axiom (C3). We construct the factorization

f:B>--.A=(B(W, d)

g

Y

(2)

inductively, where we use the notation in the proof of (6.10). Assume we
constructed gn:A"-.Y such that gn is n-connected, that is
an isomorphism for i < n and is surjective for i = n. Then we choose a free
module V'= Vn+1 and we choose d such that
V'

H,,A"

(ZA")n

(3)

maps surjectively onto kernel (gn),k. Here Z denotes the cycles. Therefore we

can choose g' such that
n

An

Yn
(4)

V,

t

commutes, (V' is free). We define the chain map
g':A' _ (An (D V', d) -+ Y

(5)

by (4). By definition of d in (3) the map g' induces an isomorphism in homology
for all degrees < n. The map g', however, needs not yet to be (n + 1)-connected.

Therefore we choose a free module V and we choose g" such that
V

(ZY)n+1-->> Hn+1 Y

(6)

is surjective. Let dV = 0 and let W,, 1= V'S V. Then g' and g" yield the
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chain map gn+1 which is (n + 1)-connected. Since Y is bounded below we can
start the induction. Therefore the factorization in (2) exists. Finally we show

that all objects are fibrant. Let

i:B>-- A=(B(D W,d)

(7)

be a cofibration and weak equivalence. We choose inductively a retraction

fn:A"-+B, .fni=1B,

(8)

and a homotopy an:ifn - gn where gn:A" c A is the inclusion. Assume fn and an
are defined. By
and + dan = gn - i fn

(9)

we have
ifnd=gnd - dand
= d(gn - and).

(10)

Since i is a weak equivalence there is by (10) a map x : Wn+ 1-' Bn + 1 with
dx = fn d. Moreover (gn+ 1 - and - ix) carries Wn+ 1 to the cycles of A by (9).
Again since i is a weak equivalence we can choose maps z: W,, +1-'Bn+1,
y: Wn+ 1-' An+z such that

iz+dy=gn+1 - and -ix.

(11)

We now define the extension fn+ 1 of fn by f,,, = x + z on Wn+ 1 and we define
the extension an+ 1 of an by an+ 1 = y on W{,, 1. This shows

dfn+1=dx=f d=fn+1d,
gn+1 -i.fn+1 =gn+1 - ix - iZ

= dy+and by (11)
= dan + 1 + an + Id-

(12)

We can start the induction since A is bounded below. By (12) the choice of
maps fn yields a retraction of i in (7).
Let
(6.13)

SC* :Top -> (Chain.1,

be the functor which carries a space X to the singular chain complex SC*X of
X. The following result is an easy exercise, compare the notation in (1.10).

(6.14) Proposition. The singular chain functor SC* is a model functor which
carries the cofibration category of topological spaces in (5.1) to the cofibration
category of chain complexes in (6.3).
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§ 7 The category of chain algebras
We show that the category of chain algebras is a cofibration category and that
the category of free chain algebras is an I-category. Moreover, we consider the
chain algebra of a loop space.
In this section let R be a commutative ring of coefficients with unit 1. Thus a
reR, xeM.
left R-module M is equivalently a right R-module by

The tensor product M X N = M Qx N of R-modules is an R-module by
r-(x(9 y)=(rx)OO y

(7.1) Definition. A (graded) algebra A is a positive (or negative) module A
together with a map µ:A Qx A -* A of degree 0 and an element 1 eAo such that
the multiplication x y = u(x (9 y) is associative and 1 is the neutral element,

(1 - x = x- 1 = x). A (non-graded) algebra is a graded algebra A which is
concentrated in degree 0, that is Ao = A. A map f :A -+ B between algebras
is a map of degree 0 with f (1) = 1 and f (x y) = f (x) f (y).

II

The ring of coefficients R is a graded algebra which is concentrated in degree
0. This is the initial object * in the category of graded algebras since we always
have is*-+A, i(1)= 1.

(7.2) Definition. An augmentation of an algebra A is a map &:A -* * between
graded algebras. Let A = kernel (s) be the augmentation ideal. The quotient
module QA =
is the module of indecomposables. Here
denotes

µ(A (D A). An augmentation preserving map f between algebras induces
Qf :QA- QB.

II

(7.3) Definition. For a positive graded module V we have the tensor algebra
T(V) _ (@ V®n,
n20

where V on = VQx . . . Qx V is the n-fold product, V ®0 = R. We have inclusions
and projections of graded modules

V®n->T(V),V®n.
in
Pn

The tensor algebra is an algebra with multiplication given by V®n Qx V®m =
V®("'). The algebra is augmented by e = po. We clearly have Q T(V) = V.
For a map a: V -+ W of degree 0 let
T(a):T(V)-> T(W)
be given by T(a)(x t Ox

Qx xn) = ax t

0

px axn. Then QT (a) = a.

11
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(7.4) Definition. An algebra A is free if there is a submodule V c A with the
properties: V is a free module and the homomorphism T(V) -*A of algebras
given by V c A is an isomorphism.

11

In this case V generates the free algebra A. If E is a basis of V the free monoid

Mon(E), generated by E, is a basis of the free R-module A. Moreover, the
composition V c A -* QA is an isomorphism of free modules.
For algebras A and B we have the free product A LIB which is the push out of

A - * -* B in the category of algebras. Such free products exist. In particular,
the free product BUT(V) of B with the free algebra T(V) is given by
B LI T(V) = O B p (V Q B)°".

(7.5)

n>0

Here the multiplication is defined by
(ao©v1©...Ovn©an)(bo(S wiOO ...(3 w. (S bm)

=ao(O v1Qx ...Qx v,®(a.-bo)Ow10O ...Qx wn,OO

is taken in the algebra B. We
with ai, b3eB and vi, wjEV. The product
have T(V)HT(W) = T(VQ+ W).
If B is augmented by e8:B -> * we obtain the augmentation E:BLI T(V) -> *
by s(b) = eB(b) for beB and e(v) = 0 for veV.

(7.6) Definition. A differential algebra A is a positive (or negative) graded
algebra A together with a differential d:A -+ A of degree - 1 such that (A, d) is a

chain complex and such that

u:AQA-*A
is a chain map, see (6.7), that is
A map f : A --*B between differential algebras is an algebra map and a chain

map: f(1)= 1,

fx-fy and df = fd.

If A is positive we call A = (A*, d) a chain algebra. If A is negative we call
A = (A*, d) a cochain algebra, in this case (A*, d) is a cochain complex as in
(6.1) and the differential has upper degree + 1, d:A"
A"--* A"' 1.
The algebra * = R (concentrated in degree 0) is also a differential algebra

which is the initial object in the category of differential algebras. An
augmentation e of A is a map e: A --+ * between differential algebras.

II

In this section and in Chapter IX we study the category of chain algebras
which we denote by DA. Let DA* be the category of objects over * in DA;
this is exactly the category of augmented chain algebras and of augmentation
preserving maps. Therefore * is the initial and the final object in DA*. We
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also use the category DA (flat) which is the full subcategory of DA consisting

of chain algebras A for which A is flat as an R-module. When we replace
`flat' by `free' we get the full subcategory DA (free). Recall that all free
R-modules are flat.

The homology HA = H(A, d) of the underlying chain complex of a
differential algebra is an algebra with the multiplication

HAQHA-*H(AQA) *HA

(7.7)

with j({x} Qx {y}) = {x Qx y} where x and y are cycles in A. If A is augmented

also HA is augmented bye = e*: HA -* H* _ *. We point out that for a chain
algebra A we have the canonical map
A:A->HoA

(1)

with .1x = 0 for I x I > 0 and Ax = {x} for I x I = 0 since for a chain algebra each

element x in degree zero is a cycle. An augmentation e of A yields an
augmentation e* of the algebra HoA such that

e=e*A:A>>HoA>)*=R.

(2)

This shows that a chain algebra is augmented if the algebra HoA is
augmented.
In the category DA of chain algebras we introduce the following structure:
(7.8) Definition
(1)

A map f : B A in DA is a weak equivalence if f induces an isomorphism

f*:HB->HA in homology.
(2)

A map B --> A in DA is a cofibration if there is a submodule V of A with
the properties: V is a free module and the homomorphism BU T(V) -> A
of algebras, given by B -* A and V c A, is an isomorphism of algebras.

We call V a module of generators for B >---+A. The cofibration
(3)

B >---+ A is elementary if d(V) c B.
A map f : B -+ A in DA* is a weak equivalence (resp. a cofibration) if f is a
weak equivalence (resp. a cofibration) in DA. For a cofibration fin DA*
we can choose the module of generators V such that s(V) = 0.
11

A chain algebra A is free if * -> A is a cofibration. Thus the full subcategory
of free chain algebras is the category DA, of cofibrant objects in DA. Clearly
DA, c DA (flat) since a free chain algebra is also free as an R-module.

(7.9) Push outs in DA. For the cofibration B >--* A = (BIIT(W), d) and for
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f : B - Y the induced cofibration Y>--* A UB Y, given by

AUY=(YJT(W),d)

A

TB

T

is generated by W and I=f Ljl is the identity on W. The differential d on
A UB Y is the unique differential for which f and 1 are chain maps. In case
i is an elementary cofibration we obtain don A UB Y by d: W

a)

B - Y.

(7.10) Theorem. Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then the categories DA
(flat) and DA, (flat) with the structure (7.8) are cofibration categories for which
all objects are fibrant.
We prove this result in (7.21) below.
Next we describe an explicit cylinder for a cofibration in DA.
(7.11) Definition. Let B >-+ A be a cofibration in DA. We define a cylinder

AUA>->IBA-pA
B

(o i)

P

as follows: We choose a generating module W of the cofibration B c A so
that A = B1JT(W). The underlying algebra of IBA is
IBA=B11T(W'(D W"Q+sW).

(1)

Here W' and W" are two copies of the graded module W and s W is the
graded module with (s W) = W _ 1. We define io and i by the identity on
B and by
1

iox = x', itx = x"

for xE W.

(2)

Here x'EW' and x"E W" are the elements which correspond to xeW=
W' = W". Moreover, we define p by the identity on B and by

px'=px"=x forx'EW',x"EW'1
p(sx) = 0

(3)

for sxesW.

The differential d on IBA is given by

dx'=iodx,dx"=i1dx

dsx=x"-x'-Sdx

(4)

Jt

where xE W. Here S:A--*1BA is the unique map of degree + 1 between graded
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modules which satisfies
Sb = 0

for beB,

Sx=sx

for xc W,

S(xy)=(Sx)(iIy)+(-1)''(iox)(Sy) for x, yEA.

(5)
11

Lemma
The map S is well defined by (5).
The differential is well defined by (4) and (5) and satisfies dd = 0.
(c) The inclusions io, ii satisfy it - io = Sd + dS.
(d) io, it and p are chain maps with pio = pii = identity.
(e) (io, ii) is a cofibration.
(a)
(b)

Proof. For (a) it is enough to check, by (7.5), that S is compatible with the
associativity law of the multiplication, that is
(Sx)y"z" + (- 1)ixix,(Sy)z" + (- 1)ixi+ivix'y'(Sz).

S((xy)z) = S(x(Yz)) =

Moreover, (b) follows from (c). Now (c) is clear on B and on wE W we obtain
(c) by Sdw + dSw = Sdw + dsw = (w" - w'), see (4) in (7.11). Assume that (c)

holds on x,yeA. Then (c) holds on the product

since

Sd(xy) + dS(xy) = (Sdx + dSx) y" + x'(Sdy + dSy)

=
Moreover, (d) is clear since pS = 0 by (5) in (7.11). By definition in (1) of (7.11)

we directly see that (io, i1) is a cofibration.

(7.12) Definition. Let B c A be a cofibration and let f, g : A -> X be maps
between chain algebras. We say f and g are DA-homotopic relative B if
f I B = g I B and if there is a map H:IBA -* X of chain algebras with f = Hio,
g = Hil. We call H a DA-homotopy from f to g rel B. Equivalently, we call
the map a = HS: A--* X of degree + 1 a DA-homotopy from f tog (rel B),
see (7.11) (5). A map a: A -* X of degree + 1 is given by a homotopy H
if the following holds:
(1)

a(b) = 0 for beB,

(2)

ad+dot =g-f,

(3)

a(xy) = (ax)(gy)+ (- 1)IxI(fx)(ay) for x,yeA.

By (2) we see that a DA-homotopy is a chain homotopy. Theorem (7.18)
below implies that `DA-homotopic rel B' is actually an equivalence relation.

Lemma. Assume the cofibration B >-> A = BI j T(W) is generated by W.
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Then a map a: A -> X of degree + 1 is a DA-homotopyfrom f to g if (1) and (3) in
(7.12) hold and if (2) in (7.12) is satisfied on generators we W.

Proof. We prove inductively that (2) in (7.12) is satisfied. Assume (2) is satisfied

on x and ycA, that is, adx + dax = gx -f x, ady + day = gy - f y. Then (2)
is also satisfied on

since we have

ad(xy) + da(xy) = a((dx)y + z(dy)) + d((ax)gy + (f x)ay)

= (adx + dax)(gy) +f x(ady + day)

= (gx -f x)gy +f x(gy -f y)
= gxgy -f xf y = g(xy) -f (xY)
Here we set i = (- 1)l" lx.

(7.13) Definition of T(V,dV). Let V=

be a positive graded module

with Vo = 0. We define the graded module dV by

(dV) =
V -*

V

dV be the maps of degree - 1 given by (1). This yields the object
T(V, dV) = (T(V (D dV), d)

(2)

in DA* by defining the differential d on generators via d: V-+dV, d(dV) = 0,
and by defining s(V) = E(dV) = 0. Note that

* >--> T(dV) >- > T(V, dV)

(3)

are cofibrations in DA* (where T(dV) has trivial differential) and that T(V, dV)
has the following universal property. Let A be an object DA and let pp:V-4A

be a map of degree 0 between graded modules. Then there is a unique
map
gyp:T(V,dV)--P.A

in DA

(4)

which extends p, that is 0 1 V = p. Moreover, in case A is augmented and if
up = 0 then also (p is augmented.
11

By the next lemma we see that T(V, dV) = CT(dV) is a cone for the chain
algebra T(dV).

(7.14) Lemma. T(V, dV) is acyclic, that is, R >-+ T(V, dV) is a weak equivalence. In fact, R >--+T(V, dV) is a homotopy equivalence in the I-category
DA,, see (7.18).

Proof. In the I-category DA, we have the push out diagram
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I*T(dv) --> CT(dV) = T(V, dV)
1oI

110

T(dV)

----------B

Since io is a homotopy equivalence by (3.13) also To is one by (C2)(b) and
(3.3).

The cylinder in the category DA is natural since a pair map f : (A, B) -* (X, Y)

with B }-- A, Y>-* X induces the map
If:IBA-*IYX
as follows: Let A = B LIT(V). Then we define

(If)ila = it fa

for aeA,
for aeA,

(If )sv = SX f v

for ve V.

(If )ioa = io f a

(*)

Here SX = S:X -* IYX is the map of degree + 1 in (7.11)(5).
(7.15) Lemma. There is a unique map If in DA which satisfies (*) above and we
have

(IJ)SA=SXf

(**)

Proof. Clearly, there is a unique map between algebras which satisfies (*). We
now check (**). On beB equation (**) is true since SAb = 0 and since for f be Y
also SX f b = 0. Moreover, by definition, (**) is true on v e V. Assume now (* * )
is true on x, yeA. Then we have
(If)S(xy) _ (If)((Sx)y" + (-1)Ixlx SY)

((If)(Sx))-(fy)" + (- 1)I I(.fx)((If)(Sy)) = Sf(xY),
compare (7.11)(5). This shows that (**) is also true on xy and thus (**) is
proven. From (**) we derive that If is a chain map:

(If)d(sv)=(If)(v"-v'-Sdv)=(fv)"-(fv)'-Sfdv
= dS(f v) = d(If) (sv),

compare (7.11)(4). Now lemma (7.15) is proved.
(7.16) Corollary. For a composition of pair maps f g:(D, E) -+(A, B) -+ (X, Y) in

DA we have I(fg) = (If) (Ig).
Proof. Let D = ELIT(W). Then we have for weW, (If)(Ig)(sw) = (If)(Sgw) =
S(fgw) _ (I (fg))(sw) by (**) and by (*)
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(7.17) Corollary. The cylinder IBA of a cofibration B >---+ A in DA is well
defined up to canonical isomorphism.

Let B be an object in DA. Then we have the category DAB. The objects
are the cofibrations B >---+ A in DA, the maps are the maps under B in DA. We

obtain by (7.16) the functor

I:DAB-DAB,
with I(A, B) = (IBA, B). We say a map f : (A, B) -* (A', B) in DAB is a cofibration

if f : A -+ A' is a cofibration in DA. The initial object of DAB is the pair (B, B)
given by the identity of B. For this structure of DAB we have the

(7.18) Proposition. The category DAB is an I-category.
Here we need no assumption on the commutative ring of coefficients R.
Similarly as in (7.18) we see that also (DA,k)B is an I-category. The cylinder
in (7.11) is augmented by ep.

We derive from (7.18) and (3.12) that the projection p:IBA -* A is a
homotopy equivalence in DAB and thus p is a weak equivalence in DA.
Therefore IBA is actually a cylinder for the structure (7.8) as defined in (1.6).
The following corollary is an analogue of the corresponding result (6.11) for
chain complexes.
(7.19) Corollary. Let R be a principal ideal domain and let f : A -> A' be a map
in DAB (flat). If f is a weak equivalence in DA then f is a homotopy equivalence
in the I-category DAB.

A similar result is true for augmented chain algebras. The corollary is a
direct consequence of (7.18), (7.10) and (11.2.12).

Consider the functor
Q : (DA,k)B-- (Chain'

which carries (A, B) to Q(A/B) where A/B is the push out of * #- B >---), A in

DA. Since A is augmented also A/B is augmented and therefore the chain
complex Q(A/B) is defined by the quotient in (7.2). Clearly, if V generates
B >--+ A then Q(A/B) = V.

(7.20) Proposition. The functor Q above preserves all the structures of the
I-categories, that is: QI = IQ, Q carries cofibrations to cofibrations, and Q
carries push outs to push outs,

Q(AUX)=QAUQX;
B

QB

also Q(*) = * for the initial objects.
This is an easy consequence of the definition of cylinders in (7.11) and (6.8)
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respectively. The proposition shows that Q is a based model functor in the
sense of (1.10).

Proof of (7.18). The proof is actually very similar to the proof of (6.10). For
convenience we prove the result only for B = *. We leave the case B * as
an exercise. Clearly the cylinder exiom (I1) is satisfied by (7.16) and (7.11).
Next we prove the push out axiom (12). For the cofibration
B >---+ A = (B11T(W), d),

(1)

and for f : B -4 Y the push out A UB Y= (YUT(W), d) is the unique chain
algebra for which the canonical map

f=fU1:BUT(W)-+Y11T(W)

(2)

is a chain map, see (7.9). Now the functor I carries f to If with

(If)sw=Sfw=Sw=sw for we W.

(3)

Therefore we get If = If and thus I carries push outs to push outs.
Next consider the cofibration axiom (13). The composition of cofibrations
is a cofibration since we have
(B LIT(V)) UT(W) = BLI(T(V)LjT(W)) = BUT(V© W).
For the cofibration (1) let W" = {x e W I I x I < n} and let
A" = (BUT(W"), d)

(4)

be the subchain algebra of A with A">---+ A"+' We now define inductively
the homotopy extension E (E = 0) by the maps

E":IA"UA->X.

(5)

A"

As in the proof of (6.10) we define E"' on generators we W"+t by
E"+'(sw) = 0,
E"

" (w") = f (w) + E"Sdw.

(6)

Here S is the homotopy is (7.11)(5). In the same way as in the proof of (6.10)
we see that En" is a well-defined map in DA which extends E". Inductively
we get the homotopy extension E. This proves (13).
The relative cylinder axiom (13) is clear by the definition of the cylinder
in (7.11). Finally, we obtain an interchange map for X = (T(V), d) as follows.
We observe that for the graded module I in (6.8) we can write
IX = (T(I (D V), d),

(7)

where we use the identification in (6.8)(2). Now we define the interchange
map on IIX = (T(1 0 1 (D V), d) to be the algebra map T(t Qx 1), see (7.4), where
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t

1:IQx IQV-*IQx IQx Visgiven byt(x( y)=(- 1)I"ll''ly®xfor x,yeI.One

can check that T(t (D 1) is a well-defined chain map. Now also (15) is proved
and therefore the proof of (7.18) is complete.

Proof of (7.10). The composition axiom is clearly satisfied and push outs as
in (C2) exist by (7.9). Moreover, we prove (C2), (C3) and (C4) in (7.26), (7.21)
and (7.22) respectively. We prove the results only for DA*, slight modifications

yield the proof for DA as well.

(7.21) Lemma. Each map f :B-> Y in DA* admits a factorization B >A

Y.

Proof. We construct A= (B11T(W), d) inductively where we use the notation
(4) in the proof of (7.18). Assume we constructed an extension gn: A" -+ X of
f such that gn*:H;A"_*HiX is an isomorphism for i < n and is surjective for
i = n. This is true for n = - 1. Then we choose V' = V;,+ 1 and d such that
(Z denotes the cycles)

V' d (ZA")n

A = kernel e,

HnA",

maps surjectively onto kernel (gn)*. Therefore we can choose g' such that
Ann

n

V' -Xn+1
9
commutes. Now g' yields the map g' : A' = A" UT (V') -+ X of chain algebras
which extends gn.

Clearly, HiA' = H.A" for i < n. For i = n we have HnA' _
where d':A;,+ 1 = An+ 1 O+ Ao O V' (D Ao (ZA")n, as follows by (7.5). By
construction of V' the map pd' maps surjectively onto kernel gn*. Therefore,
g' induces the isomorphism HnA' = HnX. Now we choose V = Vn+ 1 and g"
such that the composition
V--'-+

- Hn+1X

is surjective. We set dV = 0. Then the extension gn+,: An+ 1 = A' u T(V) -> X of

g' given by g" induces an isomorphism Hign+1 for i < n and a surjection
Hn+1gn+1

(7.22) Lemma. All objects in DA* are fibrant.
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We point out that in (7.21) and (7.22) the ring of coefficients is allowed to be

any commutative ring.

Proof of (7.22). Let i:B>--+ A be a cofibration and a weak equivalence,
A = (B1JT(V), d). We construct the commutative diagram in DA*
B

1

B

B v T(W,,ddW) '

A'
where W =

(1)

A

1} is given by the underlying module of A and where

T(W, dW) is the acyclic object in (7.14). We define j by the inclusion, see (1.7),
and we define 2 by W c A, see (7.13)(4). Since j is a weak equivalence also 2 is
one by i = 2.j. However, one readily checks that 2 is a surjective map of modules

since i*:HoB = Ho A. We have the retraction r = (1, c) of j where s is the
augmentation of T(W, dW). Therefore rR is a retraction of i once we have the
commutative diagram (1). This shows that B is fibrant.
We construct R inductively. For this we fix a basis J,, of the free module V.
Assume R(/3) is defined for f3EJ,,, I #1 < n, and let a eJ,, with I a I = n. Then R(doe)

is defined and
2Rda = da

is a boundary. Choose yeB v T(W, dW) so that Ay = a; by the surjectivity of
A this is possible. Then

,(Rda-dy)=da-2dy=0.
Furthermore, d(Rda - dy) = Rdda = 0. Now H(ker A) = 0 since 2 is a weak
equivalence (here we use the long exact homology sequence of the short exact
sequence ker 2 >-* B v T(W1 dW)
A). Therefore we can find weker(A)
with

Rda - dy=dw.

Now we define R on a by Ra = y + w. Then dRa = Rda and 2Ra = 2y = a.
This completes the inductive construction of R in (1).
For the proof of the push out axiom (C2) in (7.10) we use the following
spectral sequence of a cofibration: Let B >---> A = BLIT(V) be a cofibration
generated by V. We introduce the double degree I x
(p, q) of a typical element

by

and q=E"=0lbil, compare (7.5).
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Let AP,9 be the module of elements in A of bidegree (p, q) and let
FPA =

(7.23)

Ai, j.
1<P

j>0

The modules F A form a filtration of subchain complexes in A which is
bounded above since
An c
P
This yields the spectral sequence {EP 9A,d°}
which converges to HA. We obtain the E1-term as follows: We have

Ev= (FPA/FP-1A)P+9 = AP,9
Using the interchange isomorphism we get
O(V®n)PO(B(Dln+1))9,

Ap,q
n>0

compare (7.5). Moreover, the differential d° is given by the commutative
diagram
O(V®n)p®(B®(n+1))9

EP,9 °
nZQ
d°

O 1®da
n>O
O(V®n)DO(B®(n+1))9-1

EP,9-1 =

l

n>0

Here dB is the differential on B®(n+1) determined by the differential on B. Since

V is a free R-module we derive
(7.24)

0

E1

P,9 -

H(EP,9>d0)

O(VOn)POHq(Up®(n+l)
n>0

We now consider the push out diagram
(BLIT(V),d) fHl -(YLIT(V),d)
n

f

A

n

X

push
B

f

Y

in the category DA, see (7.20) (2). The map f induces a map between spectral
sequences such that for the E'-term the following diagram commutes:
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EP,gA =
n ?0

(7.25)

®n) p
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0 Hg(B®(n+ 1))
1

f*

I®Hq(f®(n+1))
n?0

EP,gX =

(DV®n)p0Hg(Y(D(n+i))
n>0

(7.26) Lemma. Let R be a principal ideal domain and assume f : B -+ Y is a
weak equivalence in DA(flat). Then also f is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Since B is flat as an R-module and since R is a principal ideal domain
we can apply the Kunneth formula for Hg(B®l"+') in (7.25). This shows thatf*

in (7.25) is an isomorphism since f is a weak equivalence. Now the
comparison theorem for spectral sequences shows that also f*: HA = HX
is an isomorphism. Compare Hilton-Stammbach.
(7.27) Example. A topological monoid is a space M with a basepoint * and
with an associative multiplication u: M x M -* M, µ(x, y) = x y, in Top such

that *x = x- * = x. For example a topological group is a topological
monoid. The singular chain complex SC*M in (6.13) is a chain algebra in
DA*(flat) by the multiplication
SC*(M x M)
SC*(M).
it: SC*(M) Q SC*(M)
Here x is the associative cross-product of singular chains. In case we choose
the singular cubical chain complex the cross product is easely given by the
product f x g of singular cubes f, g. The augmentation of the chain algebra
SC*(M) is induced by the map M -> *. The homology algebra H*(M) _
H*(SC*M) in (7.7) is called the Pontryagin ring of M.
(7.28) Definition. For a topological space X with basepoint * we define the
Moore loop space c2X. An element (f, r) eK2X is given by re l8 and by a map
f : [0, r] -> X with f (0) =f (r) = *. The topology of QX is taken from X R x l
where the function space XR has the compact open topology. The addition
+ : S2X X QX -> S2X

of loops is defined by (f, r) + (g, s) = (f + g, r + s) with (f + g) (t) = f (t) for

0< t< r and (f + g)(r + t) = g(t) for 0< t< s. This shows that S2X is a
topological monoid. A basepoint preserving map F:X -* Y induces the map
S2F: S2X -> Q Y, (OF) (f, r) = (F f, r). This shows that S2 is a functor which carries

Top* to the category of topological monoids.
By (7.27) and (7.28) we have the functor
SC*fl:TOP* -* DA* (flat),
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which carries the pointed space X to the chain algebra of the Moore loop
space of X. Let Top* be the cofibration category of pointed spaces with the
structure (5.4) and assume that SC*S2 has coefficients in a principal ideal
domain so that DA*(flat) is a cofibration category by (7.10). Clearly SC*S2
carries a homotopy equivalence in Top* to a weak equivalence. This shows
that the functor SC*S2 preserves weak equivalences. Furthermore, we have
with the notation in (3.10):
(7.29) Theorem. The functor SC*S2 is compatible with all push outs AUBY
for which A, B and Y are path connected and for which B >-> A induces an
isomorphism on fundamental groups.

This shows that SC*S2 is a model functor on an appropriate subcategory
of Top*, see (1.10), for example on the full subcategory of Top* consisting
of simply connected spaces. We do not prove the theorem in this book, for
simply connected spaces A, B, Y the proposition can be derived from results
in Adams-Hilton.

(7.30) Remark. The functor SC*S2 is not compatible with all push outs in
Top*. For example consider the push out of S' -< * >----+ S' or of I <-<
8I -> * where I is the unit interval and where S1 = I/8I is the 1-sphere.
(7.31) Definition. Let A and B be graded algebras (positive or negative), see
(7.1). Then the tensor product A Qx B is a graded algebra. As a graded module
A& B is defined as in (6.6). The multiplication is given by the formula
(a (D b). (a' (D b') = (- 1)jbu° (a - a') OO (b b').
i

If A and B are augmented then so is A Ox B by s(a 0 b) =

Moreover,
if A and B are differential algebras as in (7.6) then A O B is a differential
algebra by the differential in (6.7). There is a natural isomorphism T: A Ox B
B Ox A of differential algebras by T(a (D b) _ (- 1)Ialibi b Q a

(7.32) Proposition. For the functor i = SC*Q above we have a natural
isomorphism of chain algebras in Ho(DA*(flat)), see (11.3.5),
x Y).

This is easily seen by use of the cross-product of singular chains and by use
of the natural homotopy equivalence S2(X x Y) QX x 0 Y.

§ 8 The category of commutative cochain algebras
We show that the category of connected commutative cochain algebras is a
cofibration category and we consider the Sullivan-De Rham functor from
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spaces to such algebras. In Chapter VIII we shall show that this functor
induces an equivalence of rational homotopy theories. This section is based
on the excellent notes of Halperin. For further studies we refer the reader
to these notes, to Bousfield-Gugenheim, Tanre and clearly to the original
work of Sullivan.
Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients with unit 1 and with 'C-R;

for most results of this section we actually assume that R is a field of
characteristic zero.
(8.1) Definition. A (negative) graded algebra A = {A", n >_ 0} is commutative if
compare (7.1).

(8.2) Definition. For a graded free module V= {V", n >_ 0} we have the free
commutative algebra over V, denoted by A(V), with
A(V) = Exterior algebra (Vodd)0 Symmetric algebra (Ve"e")

Here the symmetric algebra generated by

is also the polynomial algebra

on generators in JV ett where J" is a basis of V". For a basis J,, of V
we also write A(Jv) = A(V). The R-module A(V) is a free R-module since V
is free and since we assume ZER. Let A( V)" be the submodule of elements
of degree n in A(V) which is generated by the products x, A
A xk with
+ I xk I = n, x,e V. Here we denote the multiplication in A(V) by
I xt I +
X A y, x, y eA(V). The algebra A(V) is augmented by a: A(V) -+ R, s(x) = 0,
xe V. Thus the composition V c A(V) = kernel (E) -+ QA(V) is a canonical
isomorphism, see (7.2).
For commutative graded algebras A, B we have the tensor product A Qx B
in (7.31) which is the push out of A - * -> B in the category of commutative
graded algebras. We have
(8.3)

A(V) Q A(V') = A(V (D V')

(8.4) Definition. A commutative cochain algebra is a negative differential
algebra which is commutative as a graded algebra, see (8.1) and (7.6). Let
CDA be the category of commutative cochain algebras; maps in CDA are
maps between differential algebras as in (7.6). Moreover let CDA* be the
category of augmented commutative cochain algebras, this is the category of
objects over * = R in CDA. An object A in CDA is connected if * -> A induces

an isomorphism R = H°A. Let CDA* be the full subcategory of CDA*
consisting of connected augmented commutative cochain algebras.

Clearly, the cohomology HA = {H"A} of an object in CDA is a commutative graded algebra which is augmented if A is augmented.
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The tensor product A Qx B of objects in CDA is an object in CDA with the
multiplication and the differential in (7.31). If A and B are augmented also
A Qx B is augmented. Moreover, if R is a field, we have the isomorphism of
algebras H(A (D B) = HA Qx HB.

Remark. Bousfield-Gugenheim introduce the structure of a model category
on CDA and CDA*. Cofibrations in this structure, however, are defined only
abstractly and we have no explicit cylinder construction for such cofibrations.
We therefore consider the following structure of CDA* which is also studied
by Halperin and Halperin-Watkiss.
(8.5) Definition
(1)

A map f : B -> A in CDA* is a weak equivalence if f induces an
isomorphism f*:HB-+HA in cohomology.

(2)

A map is B -> A in CDA* is a cofibration (or equivalently a KS-extension)
if there is a submodule V of A and a well-ordered subset JV of V with the
following properties (a), (b) and (c).

(a)
(b)

V is a free module with basis Jr, and s(V) = 0.
The homomorphism BOO A(V) -- A of commutative algebras, given by
B - A and V c A, is an isomorphism of algebras.
For aEJV write V<a for the submodule of V generated by all /3eJv with
Q < a. Then the differential in A satisfies

(c)

d(a)EB Q A(V<«),

where we use the isomorphism in (b).

The cofibration

i

is called minimal if in addition

I $1 < I a I

fl < a for

a, aeJV.

II

(8.6) Remark. A cofibration as in (8.5) is an elementary cofibration if dV B.
For example, if JV consists of a single element the cofibration B > --> A is
elementary by (8.5)(2)(c). Also, (8.5)(2)(c) shows that each cofibration is the
limit of a well-ordered sequence of elementary cofibrations
(BOO A(V «), d) >--* (B 0 A(V<,), d),

with aeJV. The composition of cofibrations is a cofibration since we have

(B0A(V))0A(W)=B©A(Vp W).
The basis JV and the basis Jw yield the basis JV u J,V of V@ W which is well
ordered by setting a < /3 for aEJV, IEJw.
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(8.7) Definition of A( V, dV). Let V= {V", n >_ 0} be a graded free module,
V" = 0 for n < 0. We define the graded module dV by
(d V)" = V"- 1, equivalently V = sdV.

(1)

Let d: V-> dV be the map of degree + 1 given by (1). This map yields the object
A(V, dV) = (A(V(D dV), d)

(2)

in CDA* by defining the differential d on generators via d: V -+ dV. Clearly
ddV = 0 and c(V) = e(dV) = 0. If the basis J,, of V consists of a single element
t we also write A(t, dt) for (2). We have the isomorphism in CDA*
A(V, dV) = ®X A(t, dt).

(3)

tEJy

Here an `infinite tensor product' has to be interpreted as the direct limit of
finite tensor products. Note that
* >-* A(dV) >--+ A(V, dV)

(4)

are cofibrations and that A(V, d V) has the following universal property: let
A be an object in CDA* and let (p: V--+ ker (E) c A be a map of degree 0
between graded modules. Then there is a unique map
(p:A(V,dV)-+ A in CDA*,

(5)

which extends (p, that is, cp 1 V = cp. By the next lemma we see that
A(V, dV) = C(A(dV)) is a cone on the algebra A(dV), which has trivial
differential.

II

(8.8) Poineare lemma. Let R be a field of characteristic zero. Then A(V, dV)
is acyclic, that is, rl:R >- A(V, dV) is a weak equivalence.
Compare 1.3 in Bousfield-Gugenheim.

Proof. By (8.7)(3) and by a limit argument it is enough to prove the
proposition for A(t, dt). If the degree i t is odd we have A(t, dt) = A(dt) O+
t- A(dt) and HA(t, dt) = A(dt)/(dt) A(dt) = R. If I t I is even we have A(t, dt) =
A(t) p+ (dt) A(t). We define a map h of degree - 1 on A(t, dt) by h(v) = 0 for
veA(t) and
m

h(w)

bt

=oi+1

t`+1

for

w = dt Y b,t`e(dt)A(t).
=o

It is in the formal integral' h(w) that char(R)=O is needed. For the
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augmentation e and for q in (8.8) one can check dh + hd = 1 - rie. Thus n is a
homotopy equivalence of cochain complexes.

(8.9) Remark. We recall the following result, (compare Halperin 2.2). Let R
be a field of characteristic zero and let i:B >-* A be a cofibration in CDA°k.
Then there exists factorization of i,
A

where B >--* A is a minimal cofibration and where A. Q A(V, dV) is the tensor

product in the category CDA* of A and of an appropriate acyclic object as

in (8.7). The canonical inclusion j carries x to x Qx 1 = x and a is an
isomorphism in CDA*. Clearly, j is a weak equivalence by (8.8).
(8.10) Lemma. Let R be afield of characteristic zero. Then each map f : B -* Yin

CDA* admits a factorization
Y,
P

where i is a minimal cofibration and where p is a weak equivalence.

Remark. A factorization as in (8.10) is called a minimal model of f, or
a minimal model of Y in case B = * is the initial object. A minimal model
B >--+A off is well defined up to an isomorphism under B, that is: for two
minimal models A, A' there is an isomorphism a: A A' under B such that
pa -- p rel B. Compare the notes of Halperin and (II.1.13).
For the convenience of the reader we now recall the proof of lemma (8.10),
see 6.4 in Halperin.
Proof of (8.10). We shall construct
A = (B (D AX, dA),

where each X" is decomposed in the form

X"=OX;, n>_0.
o

The differential dA extends the differential dB of B and satisfies

dA(Xq)CB®A(X`mp+Xmq), m0,q0.

(1)

We shall simultaneously construct p:A =* Y so that

pdA=dyp, plB=f,

(2)

and

pXq c ker (e),

q

0.

(3)
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We now construct the modules X.O. Set

Xo = ker {H'(B) H1(Y)}.

Define dA on X°° so that dA(x) is a cocycle in B representing xeXg.
Extend p to Xo so that (2) and (3) holds. Suppose X9 has been defined
for q < r and p and dA have been extended to B Q AX° , so that (1), (2) and (3)
hold. Let

X0 =ker{H1(BO
and further extend p and dA just as we did when r = 0. Then we get
H°(B O AX°) = R

(4)

p*:Hl(B(D AX°)->H1(Y) is injective.

(5)

For the proof of (4) we need only to show that H°(B Q AX ° r) = R for all
r. Assume this holds for q < r; then H°(B (D AX ° ,) = R. We write

D=BQx AX°
tB&AX0<r=D&AX0
If 0e(D Qx AX°)° is a cocycle write 0 = 00 + 01 +
A'X°, 0m # 0. Since dA4 = 0 we see that

+ 0m with O;ED° Q
(6)

(dD Ox 1)4m = 0.

In fact, dA carries D° Qx A4° to D1 O Aj-1X° Q+ D1 Q AiX° by the
derivation formula where the second coordinate is dD 0 1. Thus for j < m the

elements dAoj do not meet D1 Q AmX° and thus dAO = 0 implies (6). It
follows from our induction hypothesis and from (6) that (EA'"X°.
Now by construction, dA injects X° onto a space of cocycles in D' which

does not meet d0(D°). On the other hand, dA4 = 0 and (6) show with
arguments as in (6) that

dA4m+(dD©1)0m-1=0.
Since (bmEAX° this implies
dAcbm = 0.

Consider the acyclic object A(X °, dX °) in (8.8). Since dA: X ° -> D is
injective, it follows that dom =0 in A(X °, dX°). Since A(X °, dX
is
°)

acyclic by (8.8), the only cocycles in AX° of A(X°, dX°) are scalars. Hence
m = 0 and 0 = 4c-R. This completes the proof of (4).
For the proof of (5) assume 4 E(B (9AX°)1, dA4 = O, pq5 is a coboundary.
Then 4 E(B Q AX ° r)11 some r, and so (by definition of X,'+,) for some
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AX°r). In particular, 0 is a coboundary in

xeX°+1,
BOO AX°. This proves (5).

Next we construct the modules X;, n > 0. Suppose that for some n > 0
the spaces X q' are defined for m < n and q > 0, and that dA and p are extended

to B O AX " so that (1) and (2) hold. Assume as well that

p*:H(BQAX ") +H(Y) is (n - 1) regular.

(7)

Here we say that a map A (of degree 0) between graded modules is
n-regular if it is an isomorphism in degrees < n and injective in degree
n + 1. Now define spaces Wo = coker(p*)" and Vo = ker(p*)n+' where
(p*)'=p*:H`(B©AX`")_+H`(Y), i=n, n+1. Let
Xo=WoO+Va,
dA(w) = 0 for we Wo,
dA(v) = a cocycle in BOO AX " " representing v, v e V o .

(8)

Extend p in the obvious way to X" so that 2 holds. Then p* is surjective
in degree n on B 00 AX `" QO AX o.

Next, if X 9 is defined for 0 q < r and if the map p and the differential
dA are extended to B Q AX `" Q AX <r so that (1) and (2) hold, set (for r > 1)
X" = ker {p* : H"+'(B Q AX `"Q AX <r) _+ H"+ 1 Y}.

Extend dA to X; so that
dA(x)EB Q AX `" O AX <r is a cocycle representing x, x EX; .

Extend p to X" so that (2) holds. Then we get
p*:H(B(DAX`")-->H(Y) is n-regular.

(9)

(10)

In fact, since (B Q AX")"' = (BOO AX `")', m < n, it follows from (7) that p*

in (10) is an isomorphism in degrees less than n. We show next that it is
injective in degree n.
Suppose 0 is a cocycle in (B ©AX_")" and p(P is a coboundary. Note that
O E B OO AX `" OO AX "r, some r. Let D = B Q AX `" QO AX 1< r and let dD be
the restriction of dA. Write
10BOO AX`"QAXn<r=DO AX;,

=f+52, /ieD°QX",

S2eD".

Since dAcb = 0 we conclude (d, (D 1)Ji = 0. But since H°(Y) = R, (7) shows
that H°(D) = R. Hence 1'eX;. It follows that dA/JedD(D"). In view of our
construction of X;, this implies ii = 0.
Hence QED. Continuing in this way we eventually obtain- OEBOO AX`".
Now (7) shows that 0 is a coboundary. Thus p* in (10) is injective in degree n.
Finally, p* in (10) is surjective in degree n by the definition of Wo c X". It is
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injective in degree n + 1 by the same argument as used in the proof of (5). This
completes the proof of (10).

By induction we obtain A and the factorization in (8.10). Clearly, (10)
shows that p: A -> Y is a weak equivalence and (1) shows that is B >--). A is a
minimal cofibration. Moreover, (3) shows that p is augmentation preserving.
By definition pi =f. Therefore the proof of (8.10) is complete.
(8.11) Lemma. Let the ring of coefficients be afield of characteristic zero. Then
all objects in CDA* are fibrant with respect to the structure in (8.5).

Proof. The arguments are similar as in the proof of (7.22). Let i:B
A be a
cofibration and a weak equivalence. We construct the following commutative
diagram in CDA* where BQA(W,dW) = B v C(A(dW)) is a sum of B and a
cone.
B

-B

1

(1)

B(DA(W,dW)

R:
A',

1

\c

A

Here W is the underlying module of A, A = W, and A(W, dW) is the acyclic
object in (8.8). We define j by j(b) = b Q 1 and we define 2 by 2(b) = i(b) for
beB and 2(v) = v for ve W = A. Since A(W, dW) is acyclic we see that j is a weak

equivalence, therefore also 2 is a weak equivalence since i = A j is one. We
have a restriction r of j by r = 1B (D a where a is the augmentation of A(W, dW).

Therefore rR is a retraction of i once we have the commutative diagram (1).
This shows that B is fibrant.
Now we construct R inductively. For this we fix a bases J,, as in (8.5) (c).
Assume R(/3) is defined for /3c-J,,, /3 < a. Then also RdAa is defined and
.RdAa = dAa

is a coboundary. Choose yeB Qx A(W, dW) so that Ay = a. This is possible since

2 is a surjective map of modules. Then
,(RdAa - dy) = dAa - 2dy = 0.

Here d is the differential of B® A(W, dW). Furthermore,
d(RdAa - dy) = RdAdAa = 0.

Since H(ker2) = 0 we can write (for some weker(2))
RdAa - dy = dw.
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Extend R to BOO A(V<a) by setting

Ra=y+w.
By definition dRa = RdAa, while

2Ra=Ay =a.
This completes the inductive construction of R in (1).
(8.12) Push outs in CDA*. In the category CDA* there exist push outs
(B(D A(V),dA)
n

f©I

' (Y(9 A(V),d)

T

A

A(

Y
B

j

push

B

Y

f

Here A ®Y = (Y(D A(V), d) is the unique cochain algebra in CDA for which
f OO 1 and 1 are chain maps. In case B >-* A is an elementary cofibration we
obtain the differential on Y Ox A(V) by the composition d = fdA: V - B -. Y.
(8.13) Lemma. The structure (8.5) of CDA* satisfies the push out axiom (C2).
Here char(R) = 0 is not needed.

Proof. Since the homology is compatible with limits it is enough to check
axiom (C2)(a) for elementary cofibrations, see (8.6). In this case we have the
filtration of cochain complexes

B=Fo cF1 =BQx A(a) (IaIodd),
... F
B
A
,,

,,

<--

The
even), where A is the submodule of A(a) generated by
1 = BOO a" is a cochain complex which up to a change of
quotient
degree, is isomorphic to B. Thus the exact cohomology sequence of the pair
(F", F" _ 1) and the five lemma show inductively that f is a weak equivalence
provided f is one.
Qal

(8.14) Push outs in CDA1. Let R be a field of characteristic zero. In the
category CDA* of connected cochain algebras, see (8.4), there exist push out
diagrams of the form
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A'AUY
B

push

n

(1)

A

f

B

Y

where the connected push out A UB Y is a quotient of A OX B Yin (8.12). In case
H°(A X®B Y) = R we actually have A UB Y = A ®X B Y. In general, however,

AQ-BY may not be connected even though A, B and Y are; consider for
example

R - A(dt) >--+A(t, dt)

with I t j = 0.

For the construction of the push out A UB Yin the category CDA* we use
the method of Halperin-Watkiss: By use of (8.9) we factor the inclusion
i:B >-+A as a sequence of cofibrations in CDA*

i:B>-B=(BOA(V),d)>---+A>--*A,

(2)

where V is concentrated in degree 0 and where A =R (D A(W) with W o = 0.
Choose a basis Jv of the minimal cofibration B > --> B as in (8.5). We shall
define a surjective homomorphism in CDA*

n:B®Y=(Y (D A(V),d)-(Y0A(V),d)= Y

(3)

where H°(Y) = R and we set

AU Y=AOY,
B

(4)

e

where we use B -> B ®X e Y-+ R. The map it is given inductively and extends

the identity of Y. For each aeJ, we shall define a surjective map in CDA*
na: Y O AV<a -* Y O A V<a such that H°(YO A(V<a)) = R, and such that if
/3< a the inclusion YO AV<Q -+ YO AV<, factors to yield a (unique) inclusion
YO AV<, -> YO A V<a. Assume nQ constructed for /3< a. Consider

7t<a=lim7r.:Y(& AV<a--> YOAV<a= limYOAV<
6<a

R<a

In the case n<a(da)ed(YOAV<a) define YOAV<YOAV<a Since
H°(Y(D AV<a) = lim H°(Y O AV<f) = R,

there is a unique w in the augmentation ideal of Y O AV, with dw = it <a(da).
Extend it <a to na by setting na(a) = w.
Otherwise set Y 0 AV<a = Y O A V<a (D A(a), da = 71 <a(da) and extend n <
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to is by setting 1Ca(a) = a. In this case we need to verify that H°(Y (D A P,,)=R.
We show this similarly as (4) in the proof of (8.10). Suppose z= 40 + ¢1a +

+

is a d cocycle of degree 0, 4)kE YQx AV<a = D, with 4 n 0 0. Then

d¢ = 0 and

d(q5 _ 1) = 0.

The first equation shows that 0 is a

0, since by the hypothesis da0d(Y(& AV<a), the second equation
shows that n = 0. Hence z = AER. Finally, set 7r = limaia with YQx A V =
scalar )..

in CDA*. This completes the definition of it. If E is in
CDA* and if 4):A ZB Y--> E is a map in CDA* it is evident from the

lima Y Qx A V< a

construction that 0 factors to give a map A &g Y-+ E. Thus (4) is the desired
push out in CDA,°*.

(8.15) Remark. The construction of A UB Y in (8.14) has a geometric

analogue in the definition of pull backs in the category Top* of path
connected spaces with basepoint. The usual pull back Xx1.Z in Top* needs

not to be path connected even though X, Y and Z are objects in Top*.
Therefore we can use the path component (XxyZ)0 of the basepoint (*, *) in
XxrZ to be the correct pull back in the category Top*.

(8.16) Lemma. Let R be afield of characteristic zero. The structure (8.5) of
CDA* satisfies the push out axiom (C2).

Proof. By (8.14) push outs exist. Moreover (8.13) shows that A XOB Y is in
CDA,°* provided f is a weak equivalence. Hence A XQB Y = A UB Y and thus
(8.13) also shows that (C2)(a) is satisfied.
From (8.16), (8.11), (8.10) and (8.6) we derive the following result:

(8.17) Theorem. Let R be a field of characteristic zero. Then the category
CDA,°* with the structure in (8.5) is a cofibration category in which all objects
are fibrant. Push outs in CDA,°* are the connected push outs described in (8.14).

(8.18) Remark. Cofibrations and weak equivalences in CDA* are also
cofibrations and weak equivalences in the model category CDA* defined
by Bousfield-Gugenheim. Therefore CDA* can be considered as an
explicit substructure of this model category. Cofibrations in the model
category CDA* are more complicated than our cofibrations in (8.5); in
particular, they need not to be injective maps between algebras, for example,
if V is concentrated in degree 0 then e Q 1: A(V) p A--* A (where A is any
object in CDA*) is a cofibration in the sense of Bousfield-Gugenheim.
11

Next we define for each cofibration i:B >---* A = (B (DA(V), dA) in CDA,°*
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an explicit cylinder object

AUA>--*IBA- A

(8.19)

B

in the cofibration category CDA* of (8.17), compare (1.5). Here A UBA is
the connected push out constructed in (8.14), let V + = V/V ° and let sV +
be the graded module defined by

(sV+)n-1=(V+compare §6.

(1)

We have the map of upper degree - 1
9=sp:V"-,(V+)"-+(sV+)"-1

(with s V ° = 0) where p is the quotient map and where s is given by the
identity (1). For sV+ we have the acyclic object A(sV +, dsV +) as in (8.8).
We now define the object IBA in (8.19) by the tensor product in the category
CDA*.

IBA=A®A(sV+,dsV+)
=A v A(sV+,dsV+),

(2)

which is a sum of A and a cone. The weak equivalence p in (8.19) is defined
by p = 1® c where a is the augmentation. Furthermore, we define i° in (8.19)
by the canonical inclusion

i°(a) = a ®l

for anA.

(3)

The definition of i1, however, is more complicated, compare §5 in
Halperin. We note that as an algebra
IBA = B& A(V)®A(sV+) ®A(dsV+)
Thus a degree - 1 derivation, S, is defined by

(4)

S(B)=S(sV+)=S(dsV+)=0,
S(v) =

s(v)esV+,

for veV, see (1),
(x, yeIBA).

(5)

We define a degree zero derivation, 0, on IBA in (4) by

6=dS+Sd,

(6)

where d is the differential on IBA. Note that
dO = Od,

pS = 0,

p0=0.

(7)

Therefore S and 0 preserve kernel(s).

Lemma. For each 0eIBA there is some N (depending on 0) with 0N(0) = 0,
(ON = 0... 0 = N-fold iteration of 0).
(8)
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Proof of (8). For aeJ,,, see (8.5), we have Ocx - dSa = Sdae1BA <,, where
A <,, = B ®A(V<a). Hence
O cxEIBA<«

since OdSa = dSdScx + SddScx = 0 by (5); in fact, Scx = saes V+ for aEJv and
thus SdScx = 0 since dsaedsV see (2). Inductively we get (8) since 0(B) = 0
and since 9sv = Odsv = 0 for sves V +.

By (8) we can define an automorphism ee of IBA in CDA*, namely
ON
"0
exp(0) = ee =N=0
N
N!

with inverse a -B.

(9)

Finally, we obtain i1 in (8.19) by
i1 = eei° = (exp(dS + Sd))i°.

(10)

This completes the definition of the cylinder object (8.19) provided we can
prove:

Lemma. The map (i°, i1) in (8.19) defined by (3) and (10) is a cofibration; in
(11)
fact (i°ii1) is a minimal cofibration if B>---). A is minimal.
Proof. First assume that B >-* A = (B (D A(V), dA) is minimal. Then we have
the factorization

B >, B° _ (B (D A(V °), dA) >, A

(12)

and one can check that (12) induces the canonical isomorphism in CDA*

AUA=ADX A=I BQx A (V'(DV"),d)
B

Bo

(13)

Vo

Here V' = V" = V are isomorphic copies of V and V° is the submodule of V
and V" respectively with (V°)° = V° and (V°)" = 0 for n 0. Let V' Dvo V"
be the push out of V' V° c V" in the category of graded modules; (clearly
V'(1),,, V" = V@ V +). We now obtain an isomorphism g of algebras for which

the following diagram commutes and for which g s V + is the canonical
inclusion sV + c IBA given by (4).

B®A(V'(DV"Q+sV ) q-' IBA
Vo

i

(io, iJ

B®A(V'(DV")
Vo

=

(14)

AUA
B

Here j is the canonical inclusion. One obtains the inverse g -1 of g inductively
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similarly as in the proof of (9.18) (9) below. Note that (io, i1) is a well-defined
map in CDA,°k since io I B = i 1 I B, actually io I Bo = i 1 I Bo since B >---+ A is

minimal. Let Ji, be a well-ordered bases of V as in (8.5). Then we obtain the

well ordered basis J,v, of s V + by the elements s(a) (aeJv, l a I > 0)
with s(a) < s(/i) if a < /3. Now one can check that

g-1d(sa)EBQA(V'OV"

(sV+)<sa).

(15)

Vo

This proves that (io, i1) in (14) is a minimal cofibration. Compare 5.28 in
Halperin.
Next assume that B >---+A is not minimal. In this case we can use the
factorization (8.9) and one can check that the induced map q in the following
commutative diagram is a cofibration:
IBA

AUA >
B

1-

push

AUA >

sIBA

B

(8.20) Remark on cofibers. Let B >---* A = (B (D A(V), dA) be a cofibration in

CDA*. Then we have the push out diagram in CDA*

A>A/B=A D*_(A(V),d)
B
(1)

A

A

B E-> * - R
where a is the augmentation. The sequence B >---+ A -+ A/B is exactly a KS
extension in the sense of Halperin. It is easy to check that * >----+ A/B is a
minimal cofibration in case B >---+ A is minimal. On the other hand, we have
the push out diagram in CDA*:

A 9 ) (A/B)o = A U *
B

(2)

where (A/B)o is the `connected component' of A/B, compare (8.15). There is a
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quotient map A/B -. (A/B)0 by the construction in (8.14), this is an
isomorphism in case H°(A/B) = R. In general, A/B may not be connected even

though A and B are.
Now suppose that B >----+A is a minimal cofibration in CDA*. Then
Halperin 3.10 shows that the generators V of A = (B px A(V ), dA) can be chosen
such that for A/B = (A(V ), d) and V = V' Q+ V V _ {V", n > 1 }, we have

d(V°) = 0, d(A(V+)) c A(V+).

(3)

In this case we get
A/B = A(V °) Qx (A/B)0

in CDA*,

(4)

where (A/B)0 = (A(V +), d) is a connected minimal cochain algebra. Therefore
we have

dA(V +) c A A,

(5)

where A= A(V+) is the augmentation ideal, see (8.2) and (7.2). By (5) the
differential of Q(A/B)0 = V + is trivial.

(8.21) Definition. For a cofibration B >---+A in CDA* we define the
qi-homotopy groups by
Ry(A, B) =H"(Q(A/B))

(1)

Here Q(A/B) is the cochain complex with the differential induced by the
differential of A/B. In case B >----+ A is a minimal cofibration with the property
(8.20) (3) we get

i,(A,B)=V°

(2)

and

nn*(A, B) = V" = H"(Q(A/B)0)

for n >_ A.

(8.22) Example. Let M be a '-manifold with basepoint *. Then the de Rham
algebra A*oR(M) of (l;°°-forms on M is a commutative cochain algebra (with
coefficient ring R = R). The augmentation c is given by the inclusion * -* M
of the basepoint which induces s: A*nR(M) -+ AnR(*) = R.
For a field R of characteristic zero there is the Sullivan-de Rham functor
(8.23)

AR:TOP* -> CDA*,

which is contravariant and which carries a topological space X with basepoint to the commutative cochain algebra AR(X) of simplicial differential
forms on the singular set of X; for a definition of the functor AR compare
Halperin or Bousfield-Gugenheim, since AR(X) = Au(X)00 R it is enough to
define the functor A. We now describe some properties of the functor AR.
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For the coefficients R = 18 (given by real numbers), and for a v-manifold
M as in (8.22) one has a natural isomorphism
AvR(M) ^' Af(M)

(1)

in Ho(CDA*), see (11.3.5). The Sullivan-de Rham theorem shows that
`integration of forms' yields a natural isomorphism
H*(X, R) = H*(ARX)

(2)

for X in TOP*. This implies that ARX is connected (H°(ARX) = R) in case X
is path connected. Let Top** be the full subcategory of Top* consisting of
path connected spaces. Then AR in (8.23) gives us
AR:(Topo*)°P-+CDA*

(3)

Here CDA* is a cofibration category. Moreover, Top* is a fibration
category with the structure in (5.5); pull backs in Tops are given as in (8.15).
Since AR(*) = R = * we see that AR is a based functor. Moreover, (2) shows
that AR preserves weak equivalences. For pull backs in Top*o we have the
next result which is proved in 20.6 of Halperin. Let
A

Y

be maps in Top** and assume that also the fiber F of A -. B is path connected.
Then the pull back A x BY is path connected too and we get:
(8.24) Theorem. The functor AR in (8.23) is compatible with the pull back A X B Y

provided ir1B acts nilpotently on the homology H*(F, R) and provided either
H*(F, R) or both H*(Y, R) and H*(B, R) have finite type.
Compare the notation in (8.26) below.
By definition in (1.10)(3) compatibility with A X B Y means that the induced
map q in the commutative diagram

AR(A)-AR(A X BY)

9,

(8.25)

ARY

p*
ARB

/I
AR(B)
I

push
f*

l\

I

AR(Y)

is a weak equivalence.

The result (8.24) shows that a = AR in (8.22)(3) is a model functor on
appropriate subcategories of Topo, see (1.10).
(8.26) Notation. For a group G the lower central series F q G c G is inductively
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defined by letting Fq+1G be the subgroup of G generated by the commutators
- x - y + x + y, x e G, yE I,qG. A group G is nilpotent if I'qG = 0 for some
q >_ 1. For a group G and a G-module (i.e. Z [G] -module) N the lower central
series I'qN c N is inductively defined by letting Fq+ 1N be the sub-G-module

of N generated by - n + n9, geG, nEI'gN. A G-module N is nilpotent if
FqN = 0 for some q 1. A path connected topological space X is nilpotent
if nc1X is a nilpotent group and n"X is a nilpotent ir1X-module, n >_ 2. In
particular simply connected spaces are nilpotent.
(8.27) Remark. Let f NO be the class of all nilpotent CW-spaces X for which
the homology H*(X, Z) is a rational vector space of finite type (thus X is a
O-local space in the sense of (5.12)) and for which the inclusion * -* X of

the base point is a closed cofibration in Top. Let Top**(f NO) be the full
subcategory of Top** consisting of objects in f NO. Then we get the following
commutative diagram of functors

Ho(Top**) Ho(CDA0*)
U

(CDA*),/
U

Topo (.f NQ)/ ' M CDA* (f MQ)/ ^ .

Here we use the induced functor A. on homotopy categories in (11.3.6)
and we define the functor M as in (11.3.9) by choosing minimal models
* >- MA - - A. Let f MO be the class of all objects A in CDA* for which
* >--+ A = (A(V), d) is a minimal cofibration and for which V" is a finite
dimensional rational vector space, n > 1, V° = 0. The category CDA*(f MO)

is the full subcategory of CDA* consisting of objects in f MO. It is a
fundamental result of Sullivan that the functor MA, in the bottom row of the
diagram is actually on equivalence of categories, compare also 9.4 in BousfieldGugenheim. We prove a variant of this result, see Chapter VIII, by using
towers of categories. Our proof relies only on (8.24) and (8.23)(2) and does not
use the realization functor of Sullivan.

§ 9 The category of chain Lie algebras
The homotopy theory of chain Lie algebras is similar to the homotopy
theory of chain algebras. The universal enveloping functor gives the possibility

to compare both homotopy theories. We show that the category of chain
Lie algebras is a cofibration category (we do not assume that the Lie algebras
are 1-reduced as in Quillen (1969)) and we consider the Quillen functor from
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simply connected spaces to chain Lie algebras. In Chapter IX we will show
that this functor induces an equivalence of rational homotopy theories.
Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients, for most results in this section
we assume that R contains 0 or that R is a field of characteristic zero.
(9.1) Definition. A (graded) Lie algebra L is a positive graded module together

with a map

[ , ]:L®L-*L, x( Yi-->[x,Y],
of degree 0 such that (1) and (2) holds:
Anticommutativity:[x,y] = -(1)1x1IYI[y x].

Jacobi identity: [x, [y, z] ] = [[x, y], z] + (- 1)11[y, [x, z] ].

(1)
(2)

A map f : L -* L' between Lie algebras is a map of degree 0 with f [x, y] =
[ f x, f y]. The Lie algebra L is 1-reduced if Lo = 0. Let [L, L] be the image
of [ , ] above, then the quotient QL= L/[L, L] of graded modules is the
module of indecomposables of L. Clearly, f induces Q f : QL-* Q.L.
II

(9.2) Example. Let X be a simply connected space. Then the homotopy groups

t (i2X) form a 1-reduced Lie algebra with the Whitehead product as Lie
bracket, see (11.15.19).

(9.3) Example. Let A be a positive algebra as in (7.1). Then A is a Lie algebra
by the Lie bracket associated to the multiplication in A given by
[x, Y] = X- Y - (- 1)ixuyiY X

The corresponding functor, A f--* (A, [

,

(1)

] ), from algebras to Lie algebras has

a `left adjoint' U which carries a Lie algebra L to its universal enveloping
algebra U(L). Here U(L) is an algebra together with a map i:L-* U(L) between
Lie algebras such that the following universal property holds:

For any algebra A and any Lie algebra map f : L-* (A, [ , ]) there is a
unique algebra map f : U(L) - A with f =7 i.
We obtain the augmented algebra U(L) by the quotient
U(L) = T(L)/J,

(2)

(3)

where J is the two-sided ideal of the tensor algebra T(L) generated by the
elements
(x OO Y - (- 1)Ixllyly ® x) - [x, Y]

(4)

with x, yeL. The canonical map i:L-* U(L) is given by L c T(L) and the
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augmentation of T(L) yields the augmentation of U(L). One gets by (7.2):
Q U(L) = Q(L)

(5)

By use of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem the map of modules
i s L -+ U(L) is injective and has a natural retraction r: U(L) -* L,

(6)

provided R contains 0, see the remark 3.8 of appendix B in Quillen (1969).

For further properties of U we refer the reader to Quillen (1969) and
Milnor-Moore.
We say that L(V) is a free Lie algebra if V is a free R-module. By the
universal properties one readily gets
U(L(V)) = T(V).

(9.4)

If the coefficient ring R contains 0 then the injection (9.3)(6) shows that L(V)
is the sub Lie algebra of the tensor algebra T(V) generated by V.

The initial and final object in the category of Lie algebras is the trivial
module * which is 0 in each degree. Let Lj jL' be the free product of Lie
algebras L and L, this is the push out of L.- * --> L' in the category of Lie
algebras. The universal properties imply the formulas:
L(V)JJL(V') = L(V(D V')

(9.5)
and

U(LIjL(V)) = (UL)UT(V).

(9.6)

Therefore (7.5) yields a good formula for LUL(V) by the inclusion LUL(V)

(UL)UT(V) provided we assume that R contains 0, see (9.3)(6); in fact, in
this case L IIL(V) is the sub Lie algebra of (UL)U T(V) generated by L and
V.

(9.7) Definition. A chain Lie algebra L is a graded Lie algebra together with
a differential d:L-+L of degree -1 such that (L, d) is a chain complex and
such that

[, ]:LQx L-*L
is a chain map, see (6.7), that is
d [x, y] = [dx, y] + (- 1)I" l [x, dy]

A map between chain Lie algebras is a map between Lie algebras which is
also a chain map. Let DL be the category of chain Lie algebras.
II

The homology of a chain Lie algebra L is a Lie algebra with the bracket
(9.8)

[

,

HL (E) HL---JH(L(D L)-*HL,
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compare (7.7). Here j is an isomorphism by the Kunneth theorem provided
R is a field. From (9.3)(3) we derive

(9.9) Lemma. For a chain Lie algebra L there is a unique differential d on
U(L) such that (U(L), d) is an augmented chain algebra and such that L-> U(L)
is a chain map.
For a chain Lie algebra L the natural retraction r: U(L) -> L in (9.3)(6) is
a chain map between chain complexes, (here we assume that R contains 0),
compare 3.6 in appendix B of Quillen (1969).

Using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and the Kunneth formula
Quillen (1969), appendix B, shows:

(9.10) Theorem. Let R be a field of characteristic zero then the natural map
U(H(L)) -, H(U(L)) is an isomorphism.

Similarly as in (7.8) we define the following structure for DL.
(9.11) Definition.
(1)

A map f : B -. A in DL is a weak equivalence if f induces an isomorphism

f,k:HB = HA in homology.
(2)

A map B -* A in DL is a cofibration if there is a submodule V of A with the

following properties:
(a)
V is a free module, and
(b) the map B UL(V) -+ A of Lie algebras, given by B -+ A and V c A, is
an isomorphism.

We call V a module of generators for B >-* A. The cofibration B >--+ A is
elementary if d(V) c B. The cofibrant objects in DL are the `free' chain Lie
algebras.
II

(9.12) Push outs in DL. For the cofibration B >--+ A = (BU_jL(W), d) and for
f : B -> Y the induced cofibration Y >+ A U B Y, given by
A

f

AUY=(Y11 L(W),d)
B

push

Ii

Y

B
f

is generated by W and f =f j j 1 is the identitity on W. The differential d on
A UB Y is the unique differential for which f and Tare chain maps. In case i is an

elementary cofibration we obtain d on A U,, Y by d: W-* B -4 Y.
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(9.13) Theorem. Suppose the ring R of coefficients is a field of characteristic
zero. Then the category DL with the structure (9.11) is a cofibration category
for which all objects are fibrant. Moreover, the universal enveloping functor
U: DL -* DA* is a based modelfunctor which carries cof brations to cofibrations.

We prove this result in (9.16) below. As in (7.13) we define

(9.14) Definition of L (V, dV). Let V be a positive graded module with
Vo = 0 and let dV with sdV = V and d: V-+ dV be given as in (7.13). Then we

obtain the object
L(V, dV) = (L(V O+ dV), d)

(1)

in DL by defining the differential d on generators via d: V -* dV, ddV = 0.
Note that
U4 V, dV) = T(V, dV),

(2)

* >---+ L(dV) >---* L(V, dV)

(3)

compare (7.13), and that

are cofibrations in DL (where L(dV) has trivial differential). Moreover,
L(V, dV) has the following universal property. Let A be an object in DL and
let cp: V -* A be a map of degree 0 between graded modules. Then there is a
unique map
(p:L(V,dV)--+A in DL
(4)
which extends (p, that is

IV= T.

II

By the next lemma we see that L(V, dV) = CL(dV) is a cone for the chain
Lie algebra L(dV) provided the ring R of coefficients is nice:
(9.15) Lemma. Let R be afield of characteristic zero then L(V, dV) is acyclic,
that is, * -> L( V, dV) is a weak equivalence in DL.

Proof. We use (7.14) and (9.10), so that
UH(L(V, dV)) = HU(L(V, dV))

= HT(V, dV) = R,
and hence H(L(V, dV)) = 0.

(9.16) Proof of (9.13). The composition axiom is clearly satisfied, see (9.5),
and push outs as in (C2) exist by (9.12). We now prove (C2)(a) by use of
(9.10) and by use of (C2)(a) in DA*. Here we use the fact that

UB>--> UA = (UBuT(W), d)
is a cofibration in DA*, so that a weak equivalence f:B

(1)

Yin DL yields a
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weak equivalence

U(f):U(A)-,U(AUY)

in DA*.

(2)

B

Now (9.10) shows that A A UB Y is a weak equivalence since we can use
(9.3)(6). For the proof of (C3) we use the same inductive construction as in
the proof of (7.21). Moreover, we show that all objects in DL are fibrant by
the same arguments as in (7.22) where we replace T(W, dW) by L(W, dW)
and where we use (9.15). This completes the proof of (9.13).
(9.17) Remark. Let DL1 be the full subcategory of DL consisting of chain
Lie algebras which are 1-reduced. Then Quillen (1969) shows with similar
arguments as above that DL1 is a closed model category for which cofibrations
and weak equivalences are defined as in (9.11) and for which fibrations are
given by maps which are surjective in degree >_ 2.
Next we define for each cofibration

i:B >---+A = (BUL(V), dA) in DL
an explicit cylinder object
(9.18)

AUA

IBA - A

B

in the cofibration category DL in (9.13), we assume that R is a field of
characteristic zero. The construction is similar to the one in (8.19). For s V,
see § 6, let L(sV, dsV) be the acyclic cone in (9.14) with dsV = V and let
IBA = (A UL(sV, dsV), d)

= A v L(sV, dsV)

(1)

be the sum in DL. The weak equivalence p in (9.18) is defined by p = (1, 0)
where 0:L(sV, dsV) -+ *. We define io as in (9.18) by the canonical inclusion
A c A v L(sV, dsV). Clearly, pio = 1. The definition of it is more complicated.
We note that as a Lie algebra
IBA = B 1JL(V O+ sV (D dsV).

(2)

Therefore we can define a degree + 1 derivation S of this Lie algebra by
S(B) = S(s V) = S(ds V) = 0,
S(v) = sv for ve V,

(3)

S([x, Y]) = [Sx, Y] + (- 1)'X1[x, Sy]

Now a degree zero derivation 0 on IBA is given by
0 = dS + Sd,

(4)
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where d is the differential in (1). Note that

dO=0d, pS=0, p0=0.

(5)

Lemma. For each q5EIBA there is some N (depending on 0) with 0N(4)_
0 ... 0(q5) = 0.

(6)

One can prove this lemma along the same lines as in (8.19)(8). By (6), (5) we

can define an automorphism ee = exp (0) in DL of IBA, namely
°°

ON

ee = Y_

(7)

rv=o N! '

the inverse is e-e. To this end we can define i1 in (9.18) by the composition
ii = eeio = (exp (dS + Sd)) io

(8)

This completes the definition of the cylinder object (9.18) provided we can
show

Lemma. The map (io, i1) is a cofibration in DL.

(9)

Proof. We have

AUA=(BUL(V'p+V"),d),

(10)

B

where V' = V" = V are isomorphic copies of V. We obtain an isomorphism
g of Lie algebras for which the following diagram commutes and for which
g I s V is the canonical inclusion sV c IBA given by (1).

BJJL(V'O+ V"(@ sV) 9 ) IBA

Ji
BLjL(V'(D V")

J(ioii)

(11)

= AUA
B

Here j is the canonical inclusion. Note that (io, i1) is a well-defined map since
io I B = i1 I B. We now show inductively that g is an isomorphism. Assume
this is true for IBA<,, where A< _
d) is a sub Lie algebra of A
given has Vim, _ {V;, i < n}. Then for veV we know i 1(v) - v -dsv = wEIBA <,,.
Hence we can define the inverse g - 1 by g - t v = v', g -'sv = sv and
(12)
g-'(dsv) = v" - v'- g-1(w).

We can use g to define a differential d on B11L(VO+ V" (D s V) so that g is
an isomorphism of chain Lie algebras.
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For the field R = 0 of rational numbers there is the Quillen functor
(9.19)

A: Top* -* DL1.

Here Top* is the full subcategory of Top* of simply connected spaces and
DL1 is the full subcategory of DL consisting of 1-reduced chain Lie algebras.

Let HoQTop* be the localization of Top* with respect to H*(- ,

CD)-

equivalences, see (5.10) and (11.3.5). Then Quillen (1969) proves that 2 induces

an equivalence of localized categories
(9.20)

Ho(A):Hoo(Top*) -> Ho(DL1).

This corresponds to the result of Sullivan in (8.27) above, compare
Neisendorfer. In Chapter IX we give a new proof for the equivalence Ho(2)
(restricted to spaces with finite dimensional rational homology). Our proof

relies only on the properties of the functor 2 described in the following
theorem which is due to Quillen.
(9.21) Theorem. The Quillenfunctor A in (9.19) is a based model functor between
cofibration categories and induces a bijection

2:[S0", XU] -+[2S", 2X0] =
of homotopy sets.

Here Sn is the rational n-sphere, n >_ 2, and X. is a rational space. We show
in (IX.§ 3) that any functor 2 which has the properties in (9.21) induces an
isomorphism of towers of categories which approximate Hoo(Top*) and
Ho(DL1) respectively. We can derive (9.21) and the next result from Quillen
(1969), see (11.4.1).

(9.22) Theorem. There is a natural weak equivalence of functors U2 Q1 in DA* where U is the universal enveloping functor and where
0 is the rational chains on the loop space functor (7.29).
By (9.21) and (9.22) we obtain the commutative diagram of degree 0 maps

(9.23)

7r*(K2X) O O

H*(2X0)

H*(4X, 0)

H*(U2Xo).

U(i*(OX) (DO) = UH*(2XQ)

U)
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Here his the Hurewicz map and i is the inclusion (9.3)(6). The isomorphism 2 of
Lie algebras is induced by the bijection in (9.21) and the isomorphism of
algebras is induced by the natural weak equivalence in (9.22). Now (9.10) gives

us the isomorphism in the columns which corresponds to the Milnor-Moore
theorem.

II

Homotopy theory in a cofibration
category

Much of the standard and classical homotopy theory for topological spaces
can be deduced from the axiom of a cofibration category. We derive in this

chapter basic facts of homotopy theory from the axioms. We introduce
homotopy groups, the action of the fundamental group, homotopy groups
of function spaces, and homotopy groups of pairs. Moreover, we describe
the fundamental exact sequences for these groups and we prove the naturality

of these exact sequences with respect to functors between cofibration
categories. This leads further than the results previously obtained in the
literature. We deduce from the axioms of a cofibration category various
results which are new in topology.

§ 1 Some properties of a cofibration category
Let C be a fixed cofibration category. In the commutative diagram of
unbroken arrows in C
f

X

push
X1

*

p

Y
!t

the subdiagram `push' is called cocartesian or a push out if for every Y and
every pair a, l3 there exists exactly one map (a, /3) in C extending the diagram
commutatively. We also write P = X0 UxX, if the choice off and g in (1.1)
is clear from the context. Consider the commutative diagrams
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W'

W_

#a J

U

D3

9

I/f'a'

.

U'

(1.1)(a) Let D1 be a push out. Then D2 is a push out if and only if D3 is a
push out.
(1.1)(b) Let D1 be a homotopy push out. Then D2 is a homotopy push out
if and only if D3 is a homotopy push out.
We leave the proof of (1.1)(a) and (1.1)(b) as an exercise. In fact, (1.1)(b)

is an easy consequence of (b) in the next lemma (1.2). Consider the
commutative diagram

$1

f

X g X1

where in each row one of the maps is a cofibration. Then the push outs of
the rows exist in C by (C2). We get the map a u /3: Yo U r Y1
a v /3 =
which satisfies the following gluing lemma.

X0 U xX 1 with

(1.2) Lemma
(a) Assume a, /3, y and the induced map (g, /3):X
then also a u /3 is a cofibration.

UYY1-> X 1 are cofibration,

(b) If the columns a, /3, y are weak equivalences then also a u /3 is a weak
equivalence.

Remark. For the cofibration categpry Top the result (1.2) (b) is proved by
Brown-Heath (1970). This is just an example for the numerous results in the
literature which are covered by the abstract approach.

Proof. Consider the following diagram in which all squares are push outs
and in which P'-+ P is the map a u /3.
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For (a) the diagram is well defined, for (b) the diagram is well defined if f'
and g' are cofibrations. A diagram chase shows that in this case (a) and (b) hold.
Next we assume for the proof of (b) that Y -> Y1 is not a cofibration. Then

we have the factorization Y >-+ Y1=* Y, by (C3). This leads to the
commutative diagram

YoI*push

iA(

Xo.*

and thus to the commutative diagram
YoUYI

r

' YoUYI

Y

Y

i

laufl

XoU`Y1
X

t

) XoUX1
x

Therefore we have to show that r, s and t are weak equivalences. This is
proved above.

(1.3) Definition. Let Pair (C) be the following category. Objects are morph-
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isms ix: Y -> X in C. We denote ix also by ix = (X, Y), in particular, if iX is a
cofibration in C. Morphisms (M) =f: iA -* ix are commutative diagrams

in C. The morphism (f, f') is a weak equivalence if f and f' are weak equivalences

in C. Moreover, (f, f) is a cofibration if f and (f, iX): A UB Y -. X are
cofibrations in C. We call (f, f') a push out if the diagram is a push out
diagram with iA:B >-- * A a cofibration.
We also consider the following subcategory of Pair (C).
(1.4) Definition. Let Y be an object in C. A map f under Y is a commutative
diagram
Y

X

A
f

in C. Let CY be the category of maps under Y. Objects are the maps Y -* X.
Cofibrations and weak equivalences in CY are the same as in C. The identity
of Y is the initial object in C". Thus an object (Y -* X) in CY is cofibrant if
Y -> X is a cofibration in C. An object (Y - X) is fibrant if X is fibrant in

C. With these notations one easily verifies that CY has the structure of a
cofibration category with an initial object.
Next we prove for Pair (C) the relativization lemma:
(1.5) Lemma. The category Pair (C) with cofibrations and weak equivalences
as in (1.3) is a cofibration category. An object iA: B -* A is fibrant in Pair (C)
if B and A are fibrant in C.
If C has the initial object ¢, then also Pair (C) has an initial object given

by the identity of 0. The object ix: Y -> X is cofibrant in Pair (C) if 0 »
Y >---+ X are cofibrations in C.
For the proof of (1.5) we use the following extension property of fibrant
models:

(1.6) Lemma. Let i and f be given as in the diagram
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2'
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Y

f

11

R"

Then, if Y is fibrant, there is 7 with fi = f. Moreover, two extensions f, ft of
f are homotopic rel X.

Proof. We consider the commutative diagram of unbroken arrows

f

X
Y

Rf

rf
RU Y/
x

Since Y is fibrant there is a retraction r for T, let f = rf.
Now let 7,J 1 be extensions off. We have for a cylinder Z on X >-+ R the
diagram
X >---+

R

- r push

I-

R >--

>

MI ) . Y
.

(

RUR
x

H

Z
Here j is a weak equivalence since io: R -+ Z is one, see (I.1.5). We now obtain

the extension H in the same way as above.

(1.7) Proof of (1.5). We have to check the axioms (CI),..., (C4). First we
observe that a cofibration (i, i') in Pair (C) corresponds to the commutative
diagram in C
A

(1)

B'%-

`

A1

in which i, i' are cofibrations. It is clear that the composition axiom (Cl) is
satisfied in Pair (C), see (1.2).
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For the proof of the push out axiom (C2) in Pair (C) consider maps
(X o, Yo) <---< (X, Y) -+ (X,, Y,) in Pair (C),

(2)

as in (1, 2). The diagram in the proof of (1, 2) shows that (P', P) is the push
out of (2) in Pair (C) with P = X, UX X, and P' = (YOU, Y,). Moreover, the

cofibration Q >-+ P in this diagram shows that (X,, Y,) -, (P, P') is a
cofibration in Pair (C). It is easy to check that (X o, Yo) -+ (P, P') is a weak
equivalence if (X, Y) -> (X,, Y,) is one. Hence (C2) is proved.
Next we prove (C3) in Pair (C). For (f,f') we consider the diagram

P

B>

Y
(f tiYq)

A-

push

f'

where A' and A are given by factorization in C, (C3). This shows that (A, A') is a

factorization for (f, f').
Also the axiom on fibrant objects (C4) is satisfied in Pair (C): In the diagram

B >n L4 P >---* R
push

(4)

B'>=.R'
we choose fibrant models R' and R in C. Then the pair (R, R') is a fibrant
model of (B, B'). We have to check that (R, R') is fibrant in Pair (C). To this
end we prove the proposition on fibrant objects in (1.5): Let A and B be
fibrant in C and let

push-"'p

(5)

be a trivial cofibration i = (i, i') in Pair (C). We have to show that there is a
retraction r = (r, r'):(A, B) -> (A, B) of i.

First we choose a retraction r' of i' in C. This is possible since B is fibrant
Then we obtain the following commutative
in C, see the definition in
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diagram

where q = (lA, iAr') and where r = q" is an extension of q by (1.6). Thus (r, r')
is a retraction for i = (i, i').
Next assume (A, B) is fibrant in Pair (C) and let a: A >- - A and /3: B
be trivial cofibrations in C. We obtain retractions for a and /3 in C since we
have retractions for the trivial cofibrations
* A U B> B),

(Q, Q) (A, B) >-

(a,1): (A, B) >-2L4

,

B),

in Pair (C). This shows that A and B are fibrant in C. Now the proof of
(1.5) is complete.

In addition to the factorization axiom (C3) we get
(1.8) Lemma. Let Y befibrant. Then for a map f :B -* Y there is a factorization
f : B >---+ A =+ Y off where A is fibrant.
In particular, for a cofibration Y c X we can choose a cylinder IyX which
is fibrant if X is fibrant.

Proof. By (C3) we have a factorization A of f. By (C4) we have a
fibrant model j0:A >=+A and by (1.6) we obtain the commutative diagram
A

f : B >--+

A

where p is a weak equivalence by (Cl).

(1.9) Lemma. Let u, v:X -+ U be maps and let u ^ v rel Y. If u is a weak
equivalence so is v.

Proof. We apply (Cl) twice to the commutative diagram
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where we use (1.1.5).

(1.10) Weak lifting lemma. Any commutative diagram
B

X

1

lY

A

(*)

can be embedded in a commutative diagram
B

-X
s Y

We call the pair L = (h, j) in (**) a weak lifting for diagram (*). The map h is
a cofibration provided B -> X is a cofibration.
Proof. Apply(C3)to the map A UBX - Y which is defined by (*) and use (C 1).

(1.11) Lifting lemma. Consider the commutative diagram of unbroken arrows:

(a) If X is fibrant there is a map h for which the upper triangle commutes.

(b) If X and Y are fibrant there is a map h for which the upper triangle
commutes and for which ph is homotopic to g rel B. We call a map h with
these properties a lifting for the diagram.
(c) If X and Y are fibrant a lifting of the diagram is unique up to homotopy rel
B.

Proof. Since X is fibrant there is a retraction r:X =-+X for j:X -*X in (**)
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of (1.10). Let It = A. This proves (a). Now assume also that X and

With the notation in (1.10) we have to prove

ph=prh=gjrh--qh=grelB.
We consider the commutative diagram of unbroken arrows:
q

AUA

(jrh,h)

X

i

B

-Y

q

(2)

r

Z-

A " .* X

Here Z denotes a cylinder on B c A. As in (1.10) we obtain the weak lifting
H and by (1.6) we have the map q. Thus H = qH is a homotopy as in (1).
This proves (b). We prove (c) in (2.6).

The following result is an easy consequence of (1.11):

(1.12) Corollary. Let is Y>=* X be a cofibration and a weak equivalence
between fibrant objects. Then Y is a deformation retract of X. That is, there is a

retraction r:X -* Y with rI Y = lr and with it c Ix rel Y.

Proof. Consider the diagram

and apply (1.11).

(1.13) Corollary. Let Y be fibrant and let

BA1- Y,
P

B >->A2
j

q

Y

be factorizations of a given f. B - Y such that A, and A2 are fibrant, see (1.8).
Then there is up to homotopy rel B a unique weak equivalence ca: A, -*A2 with

ai=j and ga^prelB.
By (2.12) below we know that a in (1.13) is also a homotopy equivalence
under B.
(1.14) Corollary. A retract of a fibrant object is fibrant.
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Proof. Consider a push out as in the proof of (1.2.6) and use the same
argument as in (1.2.6) or use (1.6).

§ 2 Sets of homotopy classes
For a cofibration Y c X and a map u: Y -> U let
Hom (X, U)°

(2.1)

be the set of all maps f : X -> U in C for which f I Y = u. We say f is an
extension of u. On this set of extensions of u we have as in I, § 1 the homotopy
relation relative Y which we denote by ` - rel Y'.

(2.2) Proposition. Let U be fibrant. Then all cylinders on Y C X define the
same homotopy relation relative Y on the set (2.1). Moreover, the homotopy
relation relative Y is an equivalence relation.
Thus, if U is fibrant, we have the set
(2.3)(a)

[X, U] Y = [X, U]° = Hom(X, U)°/_ rel Y

of homotopy classes. We write { f} for the homotopy class off and we
write [X, U]' if the choice of u is clear from the context.
For an initial object 0 of C let
(b)

[X, U] = [X, U] d = Horn (X, U)/

rel 0

be the set of all homotopy classes of maps from X to U. Here we assume
that X is cofibrant and that U is fibrant. For the objects ix: Y>-+X and
u: Y-> U in C' we have by (1.4)
(c)

[X, U] Y = [lx, u].

Proof of (2.2). Let Z1 and Z2 be cylinders and assume that there is a
homotopy Hl :u -- v rel Y which is defined on Z1. Then we obtain a homotopy

H2:u -- v rel Y defined on Z2, as follows: We apply (1.10) and (1.6) to the
diagram

(*)

h.
and we set H2 = M'
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We now show that
rel Y) is an equivalence relation. Clearly, u u rel Y
since up:Z -> X -* U is a homotopy u a rel Y. Moreover, we apply (1.10)
and (1.6) to the diagram

i- H

-U

Y

Y

P

n

Z=

IW
P

X

Here T is the interchange map of the two factors X. For a homotopy
H: u v rel Y the composition Hn is a homotopy v -- u rel Y. We call
- H = fin a negative of the homotopy H.
We now consider the push out

ZZ

0

Z

(p, p)

0X

X

i'

I

X

Z
io

Since io is a weak equivalence also io is one by (C2). Thus by (Cl) the map
(p, p) is a weak equivalence since p = (p, p)io. For homotopies H: u v and
G:v w we obtain the next diagram in which we apply again (1.10) and
(1.6):
(H G)

U-' W-)

ZUZ
x

Xl I

ioUii

(RP)

Z-

Al

U

(HG)

--- DZ

Xfp

H + G = (H, G) m is a homotopy u = w rel Y. This proves the proposition.

(2.6) Proof of (1.11) (c). Let h and h be liftings and let H and G be
homotopies relative B from ph to g and from g to ph respectively. We apply
(1.11)(a) to the diagram
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AUA

X

B

iOUti / F

zUz-,

Y

(H, G)

A

Here io u it is a cofibration by (1.2). Now F is a homotopy from h to h
relative B since we have:
(2.7) Remark. The sequence

AUA>

ipul,

B

A

(p,p)

is a cylinder for B >-* A in the sense of (I.1.5). In fact (p, p)(io u it) = (1, 1) is
the folding map. (Using this cylinder we see that (2.5) follows from (*) in the
proof of (2.2).)

Next we study induced functions on homotopy sets. Let U and V be
fibrant. A map g: U -* V and a pair map (f, f'):(A, B) (X, Y) induce
functions
g*: [X, U]° ----> [X, V]9",

(2.8)

f *: [X, U]° -* [A, U]°f ,

where u: Y -+ U. We set g* {x} = {gx} and f * {x} = {xf }. Clearly, if f f t rel B

then f*=f*t
(2.9) Lemma. g* and f * in (2.8) are well defined.

Proof. Let H:x ^- y rel Y be a homotopy. Then gH:gx
is well defined. Moreover, f * is well defined since

gy rel Y and thus g*

H (If):xf -- yf re1B.

Here HH and If are given by the following diagram where we apply
(1.6) and (1.10):The pair map f yields the commutative diagram of unbroken
arrows
(x,Y)

H

U

of
(2.10)

B

AUA
IBA

f

jf

XUX
Z
' ------------

A-X

ti
IYX
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IBA denotes a cylinder on B c A. Z and I,,X are cylinders on Y c X, compare
(1.1.5).

(2.11) Proposition.

(a) If g is a weak equivalence, then g,, is a bijection.

(b) If f and f' are weak equivalences or if (f,f') is a push out then f* is a
bijection.

Proof. g* is surjective since for {v}e[X, V]9° we can apply (1.11)(b) to the
diagram

(1)

and we obtain v with g* {v} = {v}. Next g* is injective since we can apply
(1.11) (c).

Now assume that (f , f') is a push out. For {a} e [A, U]" f ' we have
f * { (a, u) j = { (a, u) f } = {a}.

(2)

Therefore f * is surjective. Now let

H:xf -- yfrel B

(3)

be a homotopy. We consider the push out diagram

U

H

t

. Z'

IBA
push

fuf XUX

AUA

One can check that Z is a cylinder on Y c X. Hence we obtain the homotopy
H: x y rel Y. This proves that f * is injective.

Next assume that f and f' are weak equivalences. Then (f , f') is the
composition of pair maps
f..
A

P

y

X

push

ix

B - f -+ Y

Y
1

(5)
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where g = (f, ix) is a weak equivalence by (Cl) and (C2). Since we have seen
that the push out (f ", f') induces a bijection it remains to show that g* is a
bijection. To this end we prove the following special case: Letj:X >--- RX be
a fibrant model of X by (C4). Then
j*:[RX, U]1'= [X, U] Y

(6)

is a bijection. Clearly, j* is surjective by (1.6). Moreover, j* is injective since
the push out

(7)
A

XUX 2,- RXURX
JVJ

Y

Y

yields a cylinder Z1 on Y >---+ RX. Thus, we can use the same argument as in
(4). Now g in (5) extends to a commutative diagram (see (1.6)).

(8)

By (2.11)(a) we know that is a homotopy equivalence under Y, see (2.12)
below. Thus g*: [RX, U]Y -* [RP, U]Y is a bijection. We deduce from (6) and
(8) that g* is a bijection.

0

We derive from (2.11) (a) the following general form of a theorem of Dold
(compare Dold (1963), (1966) and 2.18, 6.21 in tom Dieck-Kamps-Puppe).
Clearly, the dual of the following result is also true in a fibration category.
(2.12) Corollary. Consider the commutative diagram
U

V

where U and V are fibrant. If g is a weak equivalence, then g is a homotopy
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equivalence under B. That is, there is f : V -+ U under B with g f

1r, rel B

and fg -- lvrelB.
Proof. By (2.11)(a) there is { f } E [V, U]B with g,k { f } = { 1 ,,}. On the other hand

for {fg}E[U,U]B we have g{fg}={gfg}={g}=g*{lu}. Since g* is
injective we get {fg} = {1u}. This proves (2.12).

Next let RU and R'U be two fibrant models of the object U as in (C4).
Then we obtain by (1.6) the commutative diagram
RU

"--1

R'U

(2.13)

The map a is well defined up to homotopy rel U and by (2.12) a is a homotopy equivalence under U. This shows that fibrant models are essentially
unique.

Next we describe the relative cylinders and the homotopy extension
property.
For a cofibration (Y, B) >--> (X, A) in Pair (C) we have the folding map
(X UYX, A UBA) -*(X, A), a factorization of which is a cylinder I(Y,B)(X, A) in

Pair (C). We obtain this cylinder by (1.7) (3) together with the commutative
diagram

XUX

XUIBAUX >-

IYX--*X

Y

push

(2.14)

1

1
AUA

IBA

A

B

where the horizontal maps compose to the folding (1,1). Thus IBA and IYX
are in fact also cylinders in C; I(Y,B)(X, A) = (IYX, IBA).

(2.15) Definition. A triple (A, A, B) in C is a sequence of cofibrations B >->
A >---* A. A map (f, f, f'): (A, A, B) -* (X, X, Y) between triples corresponds to
a pair of pair maps (f , f) and (f, f').
II

A triple (A, A, B) gives us the cofibration (B, B) >-" (A, A) in Pair (C), see
(1.3). Thus we have by (2.14) the cylinder on i which is a pair (IBA,IBA) with
(2.16)

IBA >' A U I BA U A >-'-, I BA.

This, we say, is the relative cylinder of the triple (A, A, B). Compare axiom (14)
in (I.§ 3).
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For the push out diagram

AUA
B

push

AUA >. IBA

push

AUIBAUA>-" IBA

B

push
A U A >-- IBA U A
B

the maps jjo and jjt are weak equivalences and cofibrations. This yields by
(1.6) the following homotopy extension property of cofibrations (compare (13)
in (I.§ 3)). Consider for i = 0 or i = 1 the diagram
A U I BA (f H)

U

IBA

where f :A-* U and H:1BA-* U are given with f I A = Hip.

(2.17) Proposition. If U is fbrant there exists a homotopy G which extends

(f , H). G is unique up to homotopy rel A U IBA.
Now assume U is fibrant and let u: A -> U be given. The pair maps is (A, B)
> - (A, B) and j : (A, B) -> (A, A) induce
[A, U]u -* [A, U]uiB -* [A, U]"lB.
1*

From (2.17) we easily derive the exactness of this sequence, that is
(2.18) Corollary.

Imj* = i* -'Jul.
The prolongation of this sequence will be discussed in (5.17) and in § 10
below.

Cylinders in an arbitrary cofibration category have a similar property as
we described in the push out axiom for cylinders in (12), see (I.§ 3). To see this

we consider the map (f, f, f'): (A, A, B) -> (X, X, Y) between triples. Then
((f, f), (f', f')) is a map between pairs in Pair (C), compare (2.15). From (1.5)
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and (2.10) we deduce the pair map
(2.19)

(IBA IBA) ('fU) , (IJ, I,.X)

between relative cylinders.
(2.20) Lemma. If (f, f ): (A, A) -> (X, X) is a push out (see (1.3)) we can assume

that also (If, If) and (If, fu If uf) are push outs.
We leave the proof as an exercise.

§ 3 The homotopy category of fibrant and cofibrant objects
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object 0. Then we have the
full subcategories
(3.1)

CCfcC,=C,

where C, f consists of objects which are both fibrant and cofibrant, see
(1.1.2). The category C, of cofibrant objects is a cofibration category, see
(1.1.3), but C,f in general is not, see (1.1.2). From (2.2) and (2.9) we derive:

(3.2) Lemma. Homotopy relative 0 is a natural equivalence relation on the
morphism sets of Cr f.

We thus have the homotopy category
(3.3)

CC f/ ^ = Cc f/(c rel 0).

The morphism sets in this category are the sets [X, Y] in (2.3)(b) which
are well defined since X, Y are cofibrant and fibrant. We consider the quotient
functor
(3.4)

q:C,f-->C'f/,,,,

which carries the morphism f to its homotopy class rel ¢. This functor has
the following universal property:
(3.5) Definition. Let C be an arbitrary category and let S be a subclass of the
class of morphisms in C. By the localization of C with respect to S we mean the

category S-'C together with a functor q:C-*S-'C having the following
universal property: For every seS, q(s) is an isomorphism; given any functor

F:C-*B with F(s) an isomorpshim for all seS, there is a unique functor
0:S-'C-*B such that Oq = F. Except for set-theoretic difficulties the category
S-'C exists, see Gabriel-Zisman (1967). Let Ho(C) be the localization of C
with respect to the given class of weak equivalences in C.
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We show that the functor q in (3.4) has the universal property in (3.5).
Therefore the localization HoC, f = C, f/ exists. Moreover, the inclusions
of categories in (3.1) induce equivalences of categories
(3.6) Proposition.

HoC,

HoCC f

HoC.
j

i

Proof of (3.6). We first show that q in (3.4) has the universal property in (3.5).
Let f : A -> X be a weak equivalence in C, f, then the theorem of Dold (2.12)

shows that f is a homotopy equivalence. Hence q(f) is an isomorphism in
CCf/

Next let F:C,f-+B be a functor which carries weak equivalences to
isomorphisms. We have to show that F factors uniquely over q. Let H:f ^ g
be a homotopy rel 0. Then we get (with the notation in (I.1.5)):
F(f) = F(Hio) = F(H)F(io) and

F(g) = F(Hi,) = F(H)F(i,).

Now F(io) = F(it) since F(io)F(p) = 1 = F(i,)F(p) where F(p) is an isomorphism, hence F(f) = F(g).
It remains to show that HoC, and HoC exist and that i and j in (3.6) are
equivalences of categories.

For each object X in C, we choose a fibrant model RX in Cr f. We set
RX = X if X is an object in Cr f. Let HoC, be the category having the same

objects as C, and with the homotopy set [RU,RV] as set of morphisms
U -> V. Let q: C, -> HoC, be the functor which is the identity on objects and
which carries g to the extension Rg,

RU
A

U

A
9

V

which we get by (1.6). One checks that q is a well defined functor which carries
weak equivalences to isomorphisms and that q is universal with respect to this

property. This proves that HoC, exists and by construction the inclusion i
in (3.6) is an equivalence of categories. Indeed, i is full and faithful and satisfies

the realizability condition; hence i is an equivalence of categories. By (3.7)
we actually obtain a functor
(3.8)

R:C,-+C,f/

which induces the inverse of the equivalence i. The functor R depends on the
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choice of models but different choices yield canonically isomorphic functors.
Similarly, we prove the result for HoC, compare the proof of theorem 1
in Quillen (1967). We define HoC as follows: objects are the same as in C.
We choose by (C3) a factorization
4)

MX m X,

for each object X in C. Thus MX is cofibrant. Let the homotopy set
[RMX, RMY] be the set of morphisms X -+ Y in HoC. We define a functor
q: C -+ HoC which carries weak equivalences to isomorphisms and which is
universal with respect to this property: Consider the diagram:

RM(f)

(3.10)

R(m).

R(m)

f

R(f)

Here R(m) and R(f) are given as in (3.7). By (1.11) there is a lifting RM(f).
Let q(f) be the homotopy class of RM(f) rel 0. One checks that q(f) is well
defined, see (2.11), and that q is a functor with the universal property. This
proves that HoC exists and that j is an equivalence of categories. By (3.10)
we obtain a functor
(3.11)

RM:C -+C, f/

which depends on the choice of models. Different choices yield canonically
isomorphic functors. The functor RM induces the inverse of the equivalence
ji in (3.6). Now the proof of (3.6) is complete.
(3.12) Lemma. Let (i: Y -+ X) and (u: Y -* U) be objects in C'. Moreover, let

Y >--+ MX -X be a factorization of i and let U >= RU be afibrant model
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of U in C. Then the set [MX, RU]' can be identified with the set of morphisms
from i to u in Ho(CY).
Compare (2.3)(c).
Proof of (3.12). Let Y>--* M U -2t* U be a factorization of u and let RMU and

RMX be fibrant models. Then we have a weak equivalence RMU -> R U
induced by m:MU - > U, see (3.7). Therefore
[RMX, RM U]Y + [RMX, R U]"

[MX, R U]Y.

By (3.12) we may define
(3.13)

[X, U] Y = [MX, R U] Y,

provided maps is Y -+ X and u: Y-* U are given. An arbitrary element
{f } e [X, U] Y is this represented by a commutative diagram

X'*\-

f, .WRU

iZMX

Yu

U

in C. The set [MX,RU]Y is an `honest' homotopy set as defined in (2.3).

§ 4 Functors between cofibration categories
Each functor a: C -* K which preserves weak equivalences induces by the
universal property in (3.5) a functor Hoa: HoC -* HoK, compare the notation
in (1.1.10).

(4.1) Definition. Assume a, f3: C -* K are functors which preserve weak
equivalences. A natural weak equivalence i: a -+ f3 is a natural transformation

such that 'r:a(X) fl(X) is a weak equivalence for all X. Moreover, we say
a and /3 are natural weak equivalent if there is a finite chain a - a 1
/3 of
natural weak equivalences.
II

Clearly, if a and /3 are natural weak equivalent we get a natural equivalence
(4.2)

Ho(a) - Ho(#)

of the induced functors on homotopy categories.
(4.3) Proposition. Let a, /3: C -> K be functors between cofibration categories
which are natural weak equivalent. If a preserves weak equivalences then also
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/3 preserves weak equivalences. If a is compatible with a homotopy push out then

so is /3. Thus if a is a model functor then so is /3, see (1.1.10).
Since the identical functor of a cofibration category C is a model functor
we get:

(4.4) Corollory. Let C be a cofibration category and let a: C -+ C be a functor

naturally weak equivalent to the identical functor of C. Then a is a model
functor.

Proof of (4.3). We have the commutative diagram

ax 0 #X
aft

I flf,

aY

/3Y

which shows that /3f is a weak equivalence if f is one. We now check that /3
is compatible with push outs, see (I.1.10). We obtain a factorization M/3A of
/3(i) by the commutative diagram
aA

/3A

/f
Pj

I

MA

A

%

push

aB _ s

lt(i)

/3B

This induces the commutative diagram, see (1.1.10)(3):
aY

MaY

aX

)

/3Y

M/3Y,

/3X

where the induced map MaY-*M/3Y is a weak equivalence by (1.2) (b). This
shows that q: M/3Y-+/3Y is a weak equivalence.
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(1) Example. Let Top be the cofibration category of topological spaces with
the CW-structure in (1.5.6). Then the realization of the singular set yields a
functor
ISI:Top-*Top,
which carries a space X to the CW-complex I SX I, see (1.5.8.). The functor
IS I is natural weak equivalent to the identical functor via the natural map
I SX -24 X. Therefore (4.4) above shows that I S I is a model functor which
carries objects to cofibrant objects.

(2) Example. Consider the cofibration category C in (1.5.10). From 3.3 in
Bousfield (1975) we derive a `localization functor' C -+ C which carries objects

to fibrant objects and which is natural weak equivalent to the identical
functor of C. Thus by (4.4) this localization functor is a model functor.
(4.5) Proposition. Let f :B --> X be a map in the cofibration category C. Then the
cobase change functor
f,: (CB), -' (CX)c

(which carries B >-> A to X >-+ A UBX) is a based model functor which
carries cofibrations to cofibrations, see (1.4).
We leave the proof as an exercise. The cobase change functor induces the
functor
(4.6)

Ho(f*): Ho(CB)c -> Ho(CX)c

which is an equivalence of categories provided f is a weak equivalence. For
this we show that each object is X >-+ A is realizable by Hofk : Consider the
diagram
Ao

B

A

p A, i
f

where AO is a factorization of if. Now fAo = Al is isomorphic to A in
Ho(Cx), by A 1

- A.
§ 5 The groupoid of homotopies

For a cofibration Y c X we choose a cylinder I,,X. Let x, y: X -> U be extensions
of u: Y - U where U is fibrant. A homotopy x y rel Y is a map G:I,.X --* U,

which extends (x, y):X U y X

U. We consider the set of homotopy classes
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relative (x, y) of such homotopies:
HY(x,Y) = [IYX,

(5.1)

The elements of this set are called tracks from x to y relative Y. The set (5.1)
depends only up to canonical bijection on the choice of the cylinder IYX,
compare diagram (*) in the proof of (2.2). If U is not fibrant we define the
set (5.1) by (3.13).
A map g: U -+ V and a pair map f : (A, B) -+ (X, Y) induce functions as in (2.8)
(5.2)

Jf*=(If)*:HY(x,Y)-+HB(xf,Yf)
:HY(x,Y)-+Hr(gx,gy)

g*

For the definition off * we use If in (2.10). The function f * does not depend
on the choice of If.

We show that we have the structure (+, -,0) of a groupoid for the sets
in (5.1). Let p:IYX -+ X be the projection of the cylinder. We call
(5.3)

0 = {xp} EHY(x, x)

the trivial track. Let

- = n*:Hy(x,y)-+HY(y,x)

(5.4)

be defined by n in (2.4). We call - G the negative of the track G. Moreover,
we define the addition
(5.5)

+: HY(x, y) x H1(Y, z) -* HY(x, z).

Here we set {H} + {G} = {(H, G) m}, see (2.5). The addition is also called
track addition.
One can check that the functions in (5.4) and (5.5) are well defined.
(5.6) Proposition. For HEHY(w, x), GEHY(x, y) and FEHY(y, z) we have the
following equations (1), ... , (9).

(1) H+(G+F)=(H+G)+F,

(2) H+0=0+H=H,
(3) H+(-H)=0,(-H)+H=O,
(4) f *(H + G) =f *H +f *G,

(5) f*(-H)= -f*H,
(6) g*(H + G) = g*H + g*G,

(7) g*(- H) _ - g*H.
Now consider the following commutative diagram
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'`'y'

fg--+ X

At

I

B --> Y

'

U

zz.

and let HeHy(x,y), GeHB(f,g) and G'eHB.(f',g') be tracks

(8) H*G=f*H+y*G=x*G+g*H
(9) (H*G)*G'=H*(G*G')
The equations (1) . . . (9) correspond to the equations which define a
2-category. Therefore the proposition implies:

Corollary. Let C be a cofibration category and let Y be an object in C. Then
the category (CY)c of cofibrant objects in CY is a 2-category in which the
2-morphisms are tracks.
Compare Kamps, Marcum (1976) and Kelley-Street.
Proof of (5.6). We leave (1) . . . (7) as an exercise to the reader. For (8) and (9)
representatives of the tracks yield maps
IG

IB(IBA) __

+IYX -'+ U,

IB'(IB,(IB,A')) *IB(IBA)

H(IG)

U.

Now we can use an argument as in the proof of (5.15) below.

Let Y c X c X be cofibrations and for x, y:X - U let GeHY(x, y) be a
track. Then G induces a bijection of homotopy sets
(5.7)

G# : [X, U]" -> [X, U]''

with the following properties:
(5.8)

(O# = identity,
1 (G1+G2)#=G#oG#.

We define G# by the homotopy extension property (2.17). That is, we choose
for {a} e [X, U]x and for G = {H} a homotopy H on IYX with H I IYX = H,
Hio = a, and we set: G#{a} = {Hit}.
(5.9) Lemma. G" is well defined and satisfies the equation in (5.8).

Proof. We choose the relative cylinder for the triple X UYX c X U IYX U
(X u IYX u X) to be
X c IYX, as in (2.16). Here we assume the cylinder
the push out of cylinders. By the homotopy extension property of this relative
cylinder we see that G# {a} does not depend on the choice of H and a. Clearly,
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04 = identity. Moreover, we derive formula (5.8) from the commutative
diagram: (Z = IYX, Z = IYX)

Z

DZ -< Z U Z

"t

V

V

push
m

DZ

-<ZU
X

which we deduce from (1.5).
Let g: U --+ V and that let (f, f, fo): (A, A, B) -+ (X, X, Y) be a map between
triples. Then we have the commutative diagrams, compare (5.2),

OF '

[X,
(5.10)

UlXf
I

[A

fd
(f *G)"

[X, U]X 0 [X, U]y

[X, U]X

9*

1

[A U]Yf

1

(9*G)"19*

-

. [X, V]gy

[X V]sX

Proof. For f * this follows from (2.19). In fact

f *G#{a} =f*{Hit} = {Hit f} = {H(If)ii}.
Here H(If) extends H(If )E f *G by (2.19).

We define the torus EYX on Y c X by the push out diagram:
X

P

r

EYX

IYX
(5.11)

push

UX

X
(1, 1)

Y

A pair map f : (A, B) -* (X, Y) induces E f : EBA

EYX with E f f = If of, see

(2.10).

Let u:X -+ U be a map where U is fibrant. By (2.11) the push out T induces
the bijection of sets
(5.12)

[EYX, U]°

[IYX, U]( u,") = Hy(u, u).

Here HY(u, u) is a group by (5.6) which via r* induces a group structure on
the set [EYX, U]°. We denote this group by
(5.13)

it,(Uxl ', u) = ([EYX, U]u,+, -, 0), see § 10.
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(5.14) Remarks. Let Y >---). X be a cofibration in the category of topological
spaces Top and let u:X -+ U be a map in Top. Then we can define the subspace
UXl' = { f e Ux; f I Y = u I Y} of the function space Ux = { f; f : X -* U} with the
compact open topology. The map u is the basepoint of U"1'. The fundamental
group i1(UXl', u) = [EYX, U]" coincides with the group in (5.13) up to the
canonical isomorphism which depends on the choice of the cylinder in (5.11).
For a track Ge[IYX, U](",') = HY(u, v) we obtain the diagram
[EyX, U]°
(5.15)

, - Hy(u,u)

H

#

IG

*

[EYX, U]°

I

I

` - HY(v, v) - G + H + G

where we use the triple (EYX, X, Y), see (5.7).

Lemma. Diagram (5.15) commutes.
This shows by (5.6) that G# in (5.15) is an isomorphism of groups which is an
inner automorphism if u = v.

Proof By (5.10) we see i*G#(i*)-'H = ((1,1)*G)#H.
We know that Z = I X UYIYX is a cylinder on X UYX. Thus we have
(1, 1)*G = (G, G):Z - U.
By (2.16) we have a relative cylinder (Z, Z) on X UYX c IYX such that in the
diagram

IYXUZ

H,(G,G)

T

U

jjo is a cofibration and a weak equivalence. Therefore the extension F gives us
(G, G)# H = {Fi1}, see (5.7). We now consider the following commutative
diagram of unbroken arrows

IYXUIYX
P

(io,io

iA

IYX
P

Ia(IYX)

A

X

.
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Here we use an appropriate cylinder for a = X UyX c I, X. The map K
represents - (1io) + io + (Ii,), where (Iio,1i,):Z c Z is the inclusion. Since
by (5.6) we know - 0 + 0 + 0 = 0, there is a homotopy A which makes the
diagram above commute. By (1.10) we choose the lifting A which gives the
homotopy FA:Fi, - G + H + G rel a. This proves the commutativity of
(5.15).

Let (A, A, B) be a triple and let v: A -> U be given. We derive from (5.7),
(5.8) the action of the fundamental group
[A, U]A X [Y-BA, U]A _ [A, U]A,

(5.16)

which carries (u, H) to u + H = H# (u). This action leads to the exact sequence
of sets (see § 10).
(5.17)

IF-BA, U]A --> [A, U]A

[A, U]B --* [A, U]B,

where j and i* are defined as in (2.18) and where u+(H) = u + H. One can
check that image(u+) = j- j(u). In (2.18) we have seen that image
(j) = (i*) - '({v} ). The exact sequence (5.17) is of great help for the comparison
of the categories Ho(CB) and Ho(CA) if B >--+ A. For example, we have the
following useful results in topology:

(5.18) Example. Consider the cofibration category Top in (5.1) and the triple
(A, *, 0) where 0 is the empty set and where * is a basepoint of A such that *
>---+ A is a cofibration in Top. For this triple the exact sequence (5.17) yields
the exact sequence

[Y-,* U]*

[A, U]* -* [A U]m _, [*, U]m

Il

II

irt(U)

7ro(U)

This shows that for a path connected space U we have the equations
[A, U]*/x,(U) = [A, U]1,

where the fundamental group it, acts by
XHOC#X,

aeir1,

XE[A,U]*.

(5.19) Example. Let p: U -> D be a fibration in Top with fiber F = p-'(*)
and with basepoint * eF c U. Moreover, let A- D be a basepoint preserving map. If * >--* A is a closed cofibration in Top there is the exact
sequence.
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[Z*, U]D

[A, U]D -*[A, U]D -* [*, U]o

II

II

7ro(F)

it1(F)

This as well is an example of the exact sequence (5.17). In fact, let TopD be the

cofibration category of spaces over D obtained by Strom's model category
(I.4a.4) via (1.4a.5). Then (A, *, ¢) is a triple in TopD and U is a fibrant object in

TopD so that we can apply (5.17). In particular we get
[A, U]nlir1F = [A, U]"D,
provided the fiber F is path connected.
(5.20) Example. Let F = Top be the fibration category of topological spaces in
(5.2). For a triple X -> X--->> Y in F we have the exact sequence
[U,nYX]x-+-+[U,X]X- [U,X]y-[U,X]Y

which is dual to (5.17). We consider the special case with Y= * and U =

p-1(*)=F-**eX, p:X -> X. Thus we get for 1 = lF

[F,O*X]x ` [F,X]x-*[F,X]
II

[F x S1/F x *,X]*
U

[F, X]

II

[F,F]
U

[S1, X]* = ir1(X) - Aut (F), aH a#
Here Aut (F) is the group of homotopy equivalences of F in Top/ The
This operator induces the action
operator a i--> a# satisfies (a + a)# = /3#
of 7rX from the right on the homology of the fiber by x" = (a#)*(x) for
xeH*F. If F is simply connected (or simple) we obtain by ir1X-+Aut(F) the
-a#.

action of 7t 1X on the homotopy groups i"F = [S", F], n >_ 2.

§ 5a Appendix: homotopies and functors
Let C and K be cofibration categories and let cc : C -* K be a functor which
preserves weak equivalences. We here show that a carries tracks in C to
tracks in K.
First we consider the induced functions on homotopy sets. Let Y be an
object in C. Then a induces the functor
(5a.1)

a: Cy -> K"y,
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which carries the object is Y-* X in CY to the object a(i):aY-> aX in KaY.
Clearly, this functor as well preserves weak equivalences and thus we get the
induced functor on homotopy categories
Hoa: HoCY ->HoK"Y.

(5a.2)

Now assume that i: Y >---+ X is a cofibration in C and that u: Y -. U is given

where U is fibrant in C. For the homotopy set [X, U]' we obtain by Hoot in
(5a.2) the function (compare (3.13))
(5a.3)

a = Hoa: [X, U] Y ---> [aX, aU]aY = [MaX, RaU]xY.

Usually a alone is sufficient notation for this function since it will be clear
from the context whether we apply a to a map in C or to a homotopy class
in HoCY. In (5a.3) we choose for a(i):aY->aX the factorization
a Y >--* MaX => aX,

(1)

q

and we choose for the object aU the fibrant model
a U >=-* Ra U.

(2)

i

Then the function a = Hoc carries the homotopy class off : X -* U rel Y to the
homotopy class, rel a Y, of the composition

f : MaX

aX --> a U >--* Ra U.
q

j

of

(3)

Thus the construction f i--*f depends on the choices in (1) and (2).
U](x.Y) where x, y:X -+ U are maps
Now consider the set of tracks [IYX,
which coincide on Y. Then the functor a induces the following function aL
which carries tracks from x to y rel Y to tracks from x toy rel a Y; (here x and Y
are given by (3) above).
[IYX U](x.Y) «i [adYX,aU]a(x.Y)
(5a.4)
1

II

[IaYMaX,Rot U](`,y) (L* [MaIYX,RaU]la(x.Y)

In this diagram the function a is defined by (5a.3) and L* = h*(j*)-1 is
induced by a weak lifting L = (h, j) in the following commutative diagram
with L' = ((cdo)q, (aii)q).
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Max UayMaX >--+ IarMaX

Max

h

I

L'

a(X U,X)

aIYX =*
aX
IP

>- 4 Mal y,X

It is clear that L* in (5a.4) is well defined, compare (1.10) and (1.11). Moreover,
L* is bijection provided a is compatible with the push out X UYX, see (1.1.10)
and (2.11).

(5a.5) Theorem. Let HE[IrX,

U]'".x and GE[IrX, U]x.y be tracks as in (5.6).

Then aL in (5a.4) satisfies the formulas:
aL(H + G) = aL(H) + CL(G),

aL( - H) = - aL(H),
aL(0) = 0,
(Rag)*aL(G) = aL(g*G)

where g: U --> U',

(Maf)*aL(G) = aL(f *G) where f : (X',Y') -* (X, Y).

Here Rag is an extension RaU --+ RaU' of (xg:aU -* aU'. Moreover Maf =
(f t, i) is a weak lifting of the diagram

aY' >---+ Max,

OX

if

K

(5a.6)

i

A

MaX

aY

aX

We point out that in (5a.5) we only assume
which induces (Maf )* =f
that the functor a preserves weak equivalences.

Proof of (5a.5). Consider the diagrams in (2.4), (2.5)
diagrams are commutative diagrams in C of the type
U

F I \F
I

A

T- X
(1)

B

11,

Y
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Here U is a fibrant object and F denotes an extension of F, (L, A) is a `weak
lifting' as in (1.10). The functor a carries the unbroken arrows of diagram
(1) to the subdiagram in the middle of the following commutative diagram
of unbroken arrows.

Here (L,A) is a weak lifting as in (1) where we replace the objects A,B...
by A, B ... respectively. In this situation we can choose extensions of aF
described by the broken arrows. The equations in (5a.5) follow from the fact
that
(aFx)L

(aFaL)b rel A.

(3)

We prove this as follows: Diagram (2) can be considered as being a diagram
in Ho(K"). In this category we get the equation

(aA)-'aL/3-'b = -'xA -'L.

(4)

We see this since we can apply the isomorphism a f to both sides. Hence
commutativity of (2) yields (4). Now the right-hand side of (3) represents
jaF(aA) -' aLfi -' b, the left-hand side represents jaF -' x;-' L. Therefore
if we apply jaF to both sides of (4) we get (3); here we use (3.12) in the
category Ho(K).
As an example we derive from (3) the equation a,(- H)
H. In this
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case (1) is given by (2.4) and b = x = 4 and /3 = = r are given by diagram
(5a.4)(1). Moreover, F represents the track H. Now the left-hand side of (3)
represents - aLH and the right-hand side of (3) represents aL( - H).
Next we consider the operator G# in (5.7) and we show that G# is compatible

with the functor a. Let Y >-* X > --- X be a triple in C. We choose the
commutative diagram

Y -+cxx

aX

T

T

(5a.7)

MaX >----> Rag.

U]tx,Y> be a track and let aLG be given by (5a.4).
(5a.8) Proposition. Let GE[IyX,
Then we have the commutative diagram
G#
[X, U]x
[X, U]Y

a

1a

[Max, RoU]"

[Max, RaU]''

Here a carries :X -+ U to the composition :MaX aX - aU

->RaU.

Proof Since a preserves weak equivalences also the induced functor
a: Pair C --+ Pair K

(1)

preserves weak equivalences. The triple (X, X, Y) is the same as a cofibration
is (Y, Y) > -> (X, X)

in Pair C.

(2)

Then a factorization

a(i):(aY,aY)>---*(M,M)- *(cxX,aX)

(3)

is the same as a choice in (5a.7), M = MaX, M = Max. Now we can apply
(5a.4) for the functor a in (1). This yields the function
He[I(Y,Y)(X,X),(U, U]«.n)
IcxL

,

(4)

aLHe[I,,(Y,Y)(M, M), Ra(U, U)f "

For G = HIIYX we have {n} =
and similarly for aLG = (aLH) I I"yM we
have {4} = (aLG)#{. This proves (5a.8) since
a{j} = {4} =
(aLG)#{ } =
by definition of a in (5a.8).

(5a.9) Remark. Proposition (5a.8) shows that the functor a carries the exact
sequence (5.17) is C to the corresponding exact sequence in K.
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§6 Homotopy groups
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object which we denote by *
(6.1) Definition. A based object in C is a pair X = (X, Ox) where X is a cofibrant
object (that is, * -+ X is a cofibration) and where 0 = Ox:X -, * is a map from X

to the initial object. We call 0 = Ox the trivial map on X. A map f : X -* Y
between based objects is based if Of = 0 and f is based up to homotopy if Of = 0

in HoC,.

11

(6.2) Remark. If the initial object * is also final object of C then each cofibrant

object in C is based by the unique map 0:X -* *. In general there might be
many maps X -* *. For example, let B be a cofibration category and let Y be an

object in B. Then C = B' is a cofibration category with the initial object
* = (l is Y --* Y). A based object in C is given by cofibration Y >---* X and by a

retraction Ox:X -* Y. There might be several different retractions from X
to Y.

(6.3) Example. Let B be a cofibration category and let B >-* A be a
cofibration in B. Then we have the cofibration i2: A > - A UBA (inclusion of
the second summand) so that A UBA is a cofibrant object in BA. The object
A UBA in BA is based by the folding map 0 = (1,1): A UBA -A. We denote
this based object in BA by EBA = (A >-- A UBA - A). We use this example
in § 10.

0

(6.4) Definition. Two based objects X1, X 2 are equivalent if there is a
commutative diagram

0
11

Let X be any object in C and assume a map Ox:X -> * is given. Then any
factorization MX of * -+ X is a based object by

* >->MX-*X-*

(1)

Two such factorizations are equivalent as based objects.
On the other hand a fibrant model X >=* RX of a based object X admits a
commutative diagram
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+X

0,+ *
X

V

i
RX -R*

(2)

ROX

where ROx is an extension as in (1.6). In case * = R * isfibrant we can use ROX
as a trivial map of RX; two such choices again are equivalent as based objects.

Actually we always may assume that R* = *. In case R*

* we have

is * >--* R* and hence the functor i*:C = C* _ CR* (see (4.5)) induces an
equivalence of homotopy theories.
For an object Y and a based object X we always have the trivial map
O:X -+* -* Y. If Y is fibrant this map represents the trivial homotopy class
(6.5)

Oe[X, Y] = R (Y)

Here [X, Y] denotes the set of homotopy classes relative *, see (2.3)(b).

For cofibrant objects A and B in C we get the sum A v B which is the
push out of A <-< * >--+ B. If A and B are based then A v B is based by
(0, 0): A v B

The inclusions

(6.6)

ii:A> ->A v B,

'2:B>--+A v B

induce the bijection
(6.7)

[A v B, Y] = [A, Y] x [B, Y].

This follows from the fact that I*A v 1*B is a cylinder on
I *A is a cylinder on * >----* A.

A v B. Here

(6.8) Definition. For a based object A the suspension EA is the based object
which is defined by the push out diagram

(io,i,)

push

push
A

A v A

(1, A 1) 0

Here E*A is the torus on * >----,.A, see (5.11). Clearly, YEA depends on the
choice of the trivial map O: A -+ *. The composition 7ro :I *A -. E*A -> EA is the
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0 on A. Since EA is a based object we can define

E"A=E(En-1A), n?1, E°A=A.

The push out o in the diagram above yields the bijection of sets (see (5.13))
(6.10)

[EA, U] L. [E*A, U]° with 0:A-> U.

By (5.13) this set has a group structure, via a* also [EA, U] is a group for which

0 is the neutral element. More generally we obtain for n > 1 the homotopy
groups
7Gn(U) = [E"A, U].

(6.11)

These groups are only defined with respect to a based object A. A priori, they
depend on the choice of cylinders in (6.8), but different choices of cylinders
yield canonically isomorphic groups. For n > 2 the groups itn(U) are abelian,
see (9.10).

(6.12) Example. Let C = Top*, see (1.5.4). If A = S° is the zero sphere,
S° = {0, 1}, then
7r"X

= cn°(X) = [E"S°, X] = [S", X]

is the nth homotopy group of the pointed space X. i1X is the fundamental
group of X. The fundamental group ir1X acts on the groups ir"X. This action is
available for the groups in (6.11) as follows:
By use of 7c°:1 *A E*A - EA we identify a map a: EA -* U with a
homotopy a1C°:0 2-- 0, a7C°:I*A-> U. This leads by (5.7) to the (natural) group
action
(6.13)

with
Moreover,

automorphism

7r (U) X ITi(U) - >rcn (U)

(n ? 1),

Here we use (6.10) for n = 1 and (10.4)(3) for n > 1.
is an automorphism of nn(U) for each a, in fact, the inner
a + + a for n = 1, see (5.15).

(6.14) Proposition. If A is a suspension, A = EA', then the operation in (6.13)
is trivial
for all a).

This is clear for n = 1 since iri = it ' is abelian, for n > 1 we prove this
in (11.14).

For a based map f :A--+ B we obtain the based map
(6.15)

Ef :EA DEB

by using If in (2.10) and by the push out diagram (6.8). More generally we get
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E"f : E"A -> E"B. These maps induce homomorphisms f
(Y-"f )* : icB(U) ->
ic (U). One can check that (g f )* =f *g* for a based map g: B -* C.

(6.16) Remark. For X = YEA v EA the group structure on [EA,X], see
(3.13), yields maps m = io + ii E[EA, EA v EA] and n = - 1 E[EA, EA] in the
category HoC, compare (3.6). One easily verifies that (EA, m, n, 0) is a cogroup
in HoC, that is: In HoC we have the equations (m V 1)m = (1 v m)m, (1, n)m =
(n, 1)m = 0, and (1, 0)m = (0, 1)m = 1. The maps m and n determine the group

structure on the functor 7r'( ) by + = m* and - = n*.

§ 6a Homotopy groups and functors
Let a: C -* K be a functor between cofibration categories which preserves
weak equivalences and which is based, that is a carries the initial object * in C
to the initial object * = a(*) in K, compare (I.1.10); (if a is not based we consider
the based functor a:C -> K**)).
A based object * > -> X -0 + * in C yields by the choice of a factorization

Max a based object
(6a.1)

in K. Hence the suspension EMaX is defined. The functor a induces the
binatural homomorphism of groups
aL: [EX, U] -* [EMaX, Ra U].

(6a.2)

This homomorphism is a special case of (5a.4) since we use (6.10) and (5.12).
From (5a.5) we deduce the properties of aL.
There is a map qo: EMaX -* MaEX in HoC such that the following diagram
commutes

[EX, U]

I

[EMaX,RaU] - [MaEX,RaU]
qo

Clearly, q0 can be obtained by aL({i}) where i:EX >-4 REX is a fibrant
model of EX. The function a is given by Hoa is §4, see also (5a.3). We now
define inductively the binatural homomorphism
(6a.3)

aL = al: [1"X, U] -* [E"McX, RaU] by ai = aL and
n

aL = (E

n-t

* "-'

qo) aL

Here the suspension E"- tqo is defined as in § 9 below since qo is based up to
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homotopy, n >_ 2. In (8.27)(3) we describe a different way to obtain the map q0.
This shows that qo and (E" -1q0)* are bijections provided a is a model functor.

(6a.4) Example. Let a = C* be the functor of (reduced) singular chains from
pointed topological spaces to chain complexes, see I.§ 6. Then aL in (6a.3) yields
the classical Hurewicz homomorphism

nn(U) = [E-SO, U] -* [E"C*S°, C* U] =

7 Relative homotopy groups and the exact homotopy
sequence of a pair
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. Then the category Pair
(C) of pairs in C has the initial object * = (*, *). A based pair (A, B), that is, a
based object in Pair (C), is given by maps * >---+ B >----+ A -+ * in C. Hence A
and B are based objects in C. For a based pair we have the homotopy groups in
the cofibration category Pair (C), see (6.11),
(7.1)

[E"(A, B), (U, V)]

(n >_ 0),

where (U, V) is a fibrant pair. This is a pointed set for n = 0, a group for n = 1
and an abelian group for n > 2. The pair E"(A, B) is a pair of suspensions in C
(7.2)

In (A, B) = (E"A, In B).

This follows from (2.16). Moreover, the comultiplication m on E"(A, B) is a map
(7.3)

m: (E"A, E"B) --) (E"A v E"A, E"B v E"B)

in Ho Pair (C) which restricts to the comultiplication on E"A and E"B
respectively, see (6.16). This shows that the boundary function
(7.4)

0: [E"(A, B), (U, V)] - + [E"B, V]

with a { (f, f') } = { f'} is a homomorphism, n >_ 1.

For a based object A in C we define the cone CA by the push out:

ii) push

(7.5)

io

I°'

AvA

(1,0)

A map f :A-+ U is nullhomotopic (f 0) if and only if there is an extension
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f : CA -+ U of f . If we replace in (7.5) the map (1, 0) by (0, 1) we obtain
i1: A > -> C'A. Since A>---> I *A is a weak equivalence also * -+ CA is
weak equivalence and thus CA -+ * is a weak equivalence.
More generally we say that for a based object A any factorization

A>--->C*

(1)

of the trivial map O: A -+ * is a cone on A; C = CA. For two cones C1, Cz there

is always a commutative diagram

ti
(2)

where C is a cone on A.
We have the push out map

7r:(CA,A)-*(EA, *),

(7.6)

compare (6.8) and (1.3). Since the pair (CA, A) in (7.5) is based we obtain
E"(CA, A) = (E-CA, E"A), as in (7.2). By (1.10) we can choose a weak lifting T

for the diagram

E"A >-- -- E"CA
0

7,

CE"A

which gives a bijection T* for the following sets:
(7.7)

7r n+ l (U, V) = [(CE"A, ERA), (U, V)] = CE"(CA, A), (U, V)].
T*

We call the set 7Cn+ 1(U, V) with the group structure induced by T* the relative
homotopy groups of the fibrant pair (U, V). This is an abelian group for n >_ 2.

The relative homotopy groups are the linking terms in the following long
exact homotopy sequence of the pair (U, V):
For n > 0 we consider the sequence

i 7rn+1(U)- -9n+1(U,

V)

-7-* 7Cn(U).

Here i is induced by V -> U, 8 is given by restriction as in (7.4) and j = 7t* is
induced by the pair map 7r: (CE"A, E"A) (E"+ 'A, *) in (7.6).
(7.8) Proposition. For n >_ 0 the sequence is exact, for n _> 1 the functions i, j, 0
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are homomorphisms of groups. Moreover, the sequence is natural with respect to
pair maps (U, V) -+(U', V') in Ho Pair (C) and with respect to based maps A -> B
in C.

Remark. (7.8) is as well the cofibration sequence in Pair(C) for (A, *)
-> (A, A) -* (CA, A), see (8.25) below

Proof. Since we can replace A by E"A it is enough to check exactness for n = 0.
V >---- U be nullhomotopic. Then we have an extension a: CA --f U
Let A
which is a pair map a: (CA, A) -> (U, V) with Of 51 = {a}. This proves exactness
at ro (V). Now suppose, we have (a, a): (CA, A) -+ (U, V) with H: a 0. Then the

homotopy extension property of A c CA gives us the pair map
(G, H): (1 * CA,1 *A) -* (U, V).

For (Gi1,O):(CA,A)->(U, V) there is /3:EA--- U with j{/3} = {Gi1} =
{Gio} _ {a} since Gi1 A = 0. This proves exactness at ni (U, V). Next, suppose
/3: EA -> U is given with j {/3} = 0. Then we have a nullhomotopy
(G, H): C(CA, A) = (CCA, CA) --* (U, V)

with Gi = G I (CA, A) = f7r. Since /37r I A = 0 we obtain by H a map y: EA -. V
with yit = H. For the two cofibrations io, Cio : CA >--+ CCA (given by the cone

on CA and by the pair C(CA, A) respectively) there is a homotopy
Gio a- G(Cio) rel A since io I A = (Cio) I A and since CCA is contractible. This

proves that i{y} = {f}. Thus we have also exactness at it (U).
It remains to show that for n >_ 1 the functions i, j, 0 are homomorphisms of
groups. This is clear for i and 0. For j we use the following argument:
The based map 7r: (CA, A) -> (Y-A, *) and its suspension E"n in Pair (C) induce

certainly for n > 1 a homomorphism of groups (E"ir)*. Moreover, for the
isomorphism (- 1)" the diagram (7.9) commutes. This proves that j is a
homomorphism since n > 1.
7E1(U)

7[n+1(U,V) .

CEn+1A U

[E"(CAII,A), (U, V)]

Next we consider the action of the fundamental group 7r1 (V) on the
homotopy sequence (7.8). First, we define the action
(7.10)

it "+1(U, V) X i1(V) _7rA 1(U, V)

on the relative homotopy groups as follows: We consider the pair (n >_ 1).
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Q = (CE"A v EA, E"A v EA). Its long exact homotopy sequence gives us the
split short exact sequence

0,

v

0.

For the elements io : E"A -* E"A v EA, i 1: EA --> E"A v YEA we have

y=µ"=i0'1o:E"ASE"AvEA inHoC,

(7.11)

which induces the action in (6.13), that is
a). We call y the universal
example of the action.
We now apply the short exact sequence above. Since (0, 1)*y = µ*(0,1) _
01 =0, we know that µeImage a. Since 0 is injective there is a unique map
(CE-A, E"A)

(7.12)

(CE"A v YEA, E"A v EA)

in Ho Pair (C) with aµ =,u. This pair map i is the universal example for
the action (7.10). That is, we set for ZE7rn+1(U, V) and aeici(V)
One easily checks that this is in fact a group action acting via automorphisms.
By naturality we have 7(Za) = (8Z)", this means, 0 is an equivariant homomorphism. The group n '(V) acts on icn(U) by (6.13) and by the homomorphism

i:7ri(V)-'ir (U).
(7.13) Proposition. All homomorphisms i, j, 0 of the exact homotopy sequence
(7.8) (n > 1) are equivariant with respect to the action of it (V).

Proof We have to check

j(y`a)=j(yr,

yen+1(U).

The universal example for this equation is the following commutative diagram
in Ho Pair (C)
(CI-A, E"A)

(CE"A v YEA, E"A v EA)
((n v 1), (0, 1))

(E"+1A *)

(1"+ 'A. v IA, EA)

(1'+ 'A v IA, *)
((y, ia),0)
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In (11.15) below we show that this diagram commutes.
(7.14) Definition. A homomorphism between groups, a: P2 -> Pt, is a crossed
module if p, acts from the right on p2 via automorphisms (P2 -- P2, X I--* x",
aEpt) such that for x, yep2

a(x")=-a+ax+a.

(1)

- y + x + y = xa(Y).

(2)

A map (F, (p) between crossed modules is a commutative diagram

P2 F

PI2

(3)

in the category of groups such that F is rp equivariant, that is F(xa) = (Fx)°".
11

(7.15) Remark. For a crossed module a: P2 -> Pt the kernel of a lies in the
center of P2, in fact for yekernel (a) we have - y + x + y = x'Y = x° = x for all
X.

(7.16) Proposition. The homomorphism a:ir (U, V)
module for all A, U, and V as in (7.8).

7r (V) is

a crossed

Proof. (1) in (7.14) is clearly satisfied by (7.13) and (5.15). It remains to check
(2) in (7.14). For this we consider the commutative diagram
E7z(C(EA v EA), YEA v EA)
4.

=\a

i*

n i (EA v YEA),

µe7r2(CEA v EA,EA v EA)
where i is the inclusion. For µ in (7.12) we know a'µ = p = - i2 + i1 + i2.
On the other hand, for µ = - j2 + jt + j2 we get aµ = - i2 + it + i2 as well.
(Clearly it, i2, jt, j2 denote the obvious inclusions). Since C(EA v EA) is
contractible we see that a is an isomorphism. Therefore we get i*µ = µ. This,
in fact, is the universal example for equation (2) in (7.14).

(7.17) Corollary. The image of it (U)-+nz(U, V) lies in the center of the
group nz(U,V).
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This is an immediate consequence of (7.15) and of the exactness in (7.8).
Finally we consider the end of the exact sequence in (7.8)

nl(U) J'ni(U,V) 'no(V) 'no(U)
The last three terms are pointed sets. Moreover the sequence comes with a
natural action
(7.18)

ni(U, V) X ni(U)

ni(U, V)

such that j is given by j(x) = 0 + x and such that elements of 7r' (U, V) are
in the same orbit if and only if they have the same image in no (V) via 0.
We define + in (7.18) by the map y: CA -> CA v YEA in Ho(CA) which is
given by track addition, compare (8.7) below. Now it is easy to check that
the action (7.18) has the properties as described.
The homotopy sequence of a pair in (7.8) is compatible with certain functors.

Let a:C -* K be a functor between cofibration categories which preserves
By (7.5) we get
weak equivalences and which is based, (that is, a(*)
Ma(CA, A) = (CMaA, MaA).

(7.19)

The left-hand side is a factorization of * -* a(CA, A) in Pair (K). By (6a.3),
applied to the functor a: Pair (C) Pair (K), we obtain the homomorphism
[E"(CA,A),(U,
(7.20)

1a

[E"(CMaA, MaA), Ra(U, V)] = nM+ i (RaU, RaV)

between relative homotopy groups. Here Ra(U, V) = (RaU, Ra V) is a
fibrant model of a(U, V) = (a U, aV) is Pair (K).
(7.21) Theorem. With the notation above the functor a induces a commutative
diagram
RA I(U) -+

7En+1(U,V)

nn(V)

n" (u)
a

nM+ i (RaU)

(RaU, RaV)

M"A(RaV)

MxA(RaU)

the rows of which are the exact sequences in (7.8). Moreover, a is compatible
with the action in (7.10), that is,
This is essentially clear by the naturality of a in (6a.3).
(7.22) Remark. The commutative diagram in (7.21) is a well-known fact for the
Hurewicz homomorphism in (6a.4).
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§ 8 Principal cofibrations and the cofiber sequence
Let f : A -> B be a map and let A be a based object. We define the cofiber
(mapping cone) Cf by the push out diagram in C

Here CA is a cone on A as defined in (7.5). If B is also a based object and if
f is a based map then Cf is based by 0 = (OcA, OB): Cf
where Oc,, is the
map in (7.5). In this case i f is a based map.
(8.2) Warning. If B = * and if f = OA then Cf = A. However, there might be
A. Moreover, Cf is not
maps ft A --> * with f O. In this case we have Cf
based in this case.
(8.3) Definition. We call a cofibration is B >-+ C a principal cofibration with
attaching map f e [A, B] if there is a map fo: A -> RB, which represents f,
together with a weak equivalence Cfo =>RC in CB.

For example, i f in (8.1) is a principal cofibration.
A principal cofibration i has the following characteristic property. Consider
the diagram of unbroken arrows in C

f
A----+
B0 U
u

where U is fibrant and where f e [A, B] is the attaching map. The map u can
be extended over C (that is, a map w with w I B = u exists) exactly if the element

f * Jul c[A, U]

(8.5)

is the

trivial element, f *{u} = 0. For this reason we call f * {u} the

primary obstruction for extending u.

The obstruction property off * Jul is a consequence of the fact that the
push out (8.1) induces the bijection
(8.6)

[I*A U]uf,o = [CA, U]uf = [Cf, U]u

of homotopy sets by (2.11). By (8.6) we identify a map w: C f -* U with
a null-homotopy of ti 0.
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The suspension YEA cooperates from the right on C f by means of the map
(8.7)

it:Cf -+CfvEA

in HoC6. By using the identification in (8.6) we define the cooperation µ by
track addition 1= ioit f + i17t0, where 1Eo:I *A -> EA and 7 f:I *A CA C f
are the canonical homotopies and where io and it are the inclusions of Cf
and EA respectively in Cf v A. Compare (5.5). Let Y >-+B >-* Cf be
cofibrations in C and let v: Y -> U be given. The cooperation (8.7) induces the

function µ* = +:
(8.8)

[Cf, U]1' x [IA, U] - [Cf, U]Y.

By (5.6) this is a group action of the group [EA, U] on the set [Cf, U]Y. If
B >--+ C is a principal cofibration as in (8.3) we have this action as well on the
set [C, U]° by the bijection [C, U]° = [C fo, U]°.
If Y = B the action (8.8) is transitive and effective so that for an extension
w: C f -* U of u: B -* U we have the bijection
(8.9)

w+ : [I A, U] -> [Cf, U]°,

defined by w+(a) = {w} + at.
If Y = * we obtain by (8.8) the usual action
(8.10)

[C f1 U] x [EA, U] -14 [C f, U].

The relative cylinder for the triple (C1, B, Y) gives us the cofibration (see (2.16))
(8.11)

CfuIYBuCf>---+ IyCf.

By track addition we have the map in HoC

(wf:EA->CfuIyBuCf
Lwf=-i07rf+If+i17Cf
where If :I *A -> IYB is induced by f, compare (2.10).

(8.12) Lemma. The cofibration (8.11) is a principal cofbration with attaching
map wf.

Proof. By (2.20) we know that (I *CA, CA u I *A u CA) --> (IYC f, Cf U
IYB u C f) is a push out. Since we have the weak equivalence (CIA, EA) (I *CA, CA u I *A u CA) of pairs we obtain (8.12)

Let uo,u1:Cf-*U be maps and let H:uoIB_u1IB (H:1YB-). U) be a
homotopy of their restrictions. Then we define the difference
(8.13)

d(uo, H, u 1) = wf (uo, H, u 1) e [FA, U].
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We set d(uo, a t) = d(uo, 0, u 1) if uo I B = u1 I B, here 0 is the trivial homotopy.

By (8.12) d(uo, H, u1) = 0 if the homotopy H is extandable to a homotopy
G:uo u1. Clearly, the homotopy - uo7r f + H(1 f) + u1it f:EA-> U represents
d(uo, H, u1). By (5.6) we see
(8.14)

d(uo, H, u1) + d(u1, G, u2) = d(uo, H + G, u2).

Moreover, for the action + in (8.8) we have the equation
(8.15)

{uo} + d(uo, H, u 1) _ {ul } e [C f, U]',

where uo I Y = u 1 Y and where H: uo I B = u1 I B is a homotopy rel Y.
We now describe the exact classification sequence for a principal cofibration.

Suppose we have a commutative diagram in C

C=Cf
A

U
B

V
Y

Then we have the following sequence of homotopy sets:
(8.16)

[1yB, U]U __ [EA, U] - [Cf, U]° -* [B, U]° -* [A, U].
f

Here we define w+ by w+(a) = {w} + a and we set E(w, f)(H) = d(w, H, w),
where we identify the element Hc-[Y1,B, U]" with a track H:u u. By
(8.14) it is easy to see that 1(w, f) is a homomorphism of groups. Moreover,
(8.17) Proposition. The sequence (8.16) is exact in the following sense:

Image (if)=(f*) '(0),
Image (w+) = (i f)-' {u},

Image E(w,f)=

(w+) _'({w}).

Thus the group `Image E(w, f )' is the isotropy group of the action + in (8.8)
in {w}. If the group [EA, U] is abelian the isotropy group depends only on the
orbit of {w} which is characterized by the restriction {u} of {w}. Moreover, if
[EA, U] is abelian the homomorphism E(w, f) = E(u, f) depends only on u. In
§ 10 we discuss the prolongation of (8.16).
Proof of (8.17). The first equation is a consequence of the obstruction property

in (8.5). The second equation follows from (8.15). The third equation is
obtained as follows: Let {w} + {a} _ {w} and let H:(w, a)µ -- w rel Y be a
homotopy. Since (w, a)µ I B = u the restriction of H to B is a self homotopy H': u -- u rel Y for which by (8.13) 0 = d(w + a, H', w) = d(w + a, w) +
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Therefore
d(w, H', w) = - d(w, w + a) + E(w, f)(H') = - a + E(w, f)(H').
aelmE(w, f ). On the other hand if aelmE(w, f) then H' exists such that 0 = - a
+ E(w, f )H'. The equations above then imply 0 = d(w + a, H', w). Therefore H'

can be extended to a homotopy w + a - w rel Y. This proves the third
equation.
Assume now in (8.16) that Y = *, that B is a based object and that f is a based
map. Then also Cf is based and we obtain for w = 0: Cf -* * -> U the following
special case of the exact sequence (8.16):
(8.18)

[Y-B, U]

[Y-A, U] -o' [C,, U] -14 [B, U]

[A, U].

This is the classical cofibration sequence (Puppe sequence). We now describe
a different approach which yields this sequence as well.
Let A be a based object and let A >-* B be a cofibration. Then we define
the cofiber B/A by the push out diagram.
B

g

)B/A

(8.19)

We call A >-" B

B/A a cofiber sequence. By (2.18) we see that the induced

sequence of homotopy sets
(8.20)

[B/A, U] 9) [B, U]

[A, U]

is exact, that is (i*)-'0 = Image q*.
If (B, A) is a based pair then B/A is based and also B -a B/A is a based
map. For example we have the following cofibers which are based:
(821)

CA =1 *A/i 1 A,

C'A = I *A/ioA,

tY.A = CA/A = C'A/A =1*A/(A v A)

If f : A >--+ B is a cofibration then also lr f: CA >-+ Cf is a cofibration. In this
case we have canonical weak equivalences of cofibers
(8.22)

C f-* C f/CA = B/A,

which are based maps if f is based. We see this by the push out diagrams

B >--> Cf

f j push I

Ar->CA

Cf/CA
push

.
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Next we define the cofiber of a map f :A -+ B where A is a based object. We

choose a factorization Al by (C3) and we get the diagram

A f )B
(8.23)

-/P
A1

f, = q

B, = A1/A

We call B1 = Al/A the cofiber off. For example we can choose for Al the
mapping cylinder Z f Off, see (I.1.8). In this case the cofiber off is the mapping

cone Cf off, see (8.1).
Assume now that f is a based map. Then also Al is based by 0 = OBp
and (A1, A) is a based pair. Thus f 1 is a based map and we can apply an
inductive procedure by replacing f in (8.23) by f 1, etc. This yields the following

commutative diagram of based objects and based maps:
B

B2

B1

(8.24)

A>---+ Al >-+ A 2

>-*A3>-

'

where Bi+ 1 is the cofiber of Ai > -+Ai+ 1 for i >_ 1 and where Ai+ 1 is a
factorization of q: Ai --* Bi.

On the other hand the cofiber of B >---> C f is C f/B = CA/A = EA. This
yields the top row of the diagram

Af, B

Cf

t)q

EA

DEB Zi
(*)

A >--+

A 1 >-+ A2 >---+

A3 >---+

A4 >_

...

Here f, i and q are based maps, the suspensions of which form the prolongation
E"f E"i, E"(( ± 1)q) (n >_ 1) of the top row. As in the classical case we see
(8.25) Proposition. There exists a commutative diagram (*) in HoC in which all
vertical arrows are isomorphisms in HoC.
If we apply the functor [ , U] we derive from (8.25) and (8.20) the exact
sequence in (8.18) together with the long exact continuation:
[E2A, U]

(1

[EC f, U] «- * [EB, U] «

...

,

(8.26) Proposition. (Eq)* [E2A, U] lies in the center of the group [EC f, U].
We prove (8.26) in the proof of (9.10) below.
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Finally, we consider principal cofibrations in connection with functors.
Let a: C - K be a based functor which preserves weak equivalences, see (1.1.10).

For the principal cofibration (8.1) we obtain the following commutative
diagram in K for which the front square is a push out:

/

V. aC f

aCA

CMaA-

qf, f
CMaf

(8.27)

-. aB

* > MaA. MaB
Here * >--> Maf -2 a f is a factorization of * -+ a f in Pair (K) and CMaA is

obtained by a factorization of MaA -* aA - aCA. Diagram (8.27) yields
the canonical map q f which is a weak equivalence provided the functor
a is compatible with the push out C f = CA U f B, see (1.1.10) and
(I.4b.4).

Clearly, MaA is a based object by

*>-+MaA--aA-+a* = *.

(1)

Moreover, Maf is a based map if f is based. In case f = 0: A -* * is the trivial
map we get by q f the map
qo: EMaA = CMaf/MaB --+ aEA.

(2)

The map q f is compatible with the cooperation in the sense that the following
diagram commutes in Ho(KM ).
CMaf v EMaA

CM«f

(3)

jqi
acf

i ((aii)gf,(ai2)go)

aµ

' a(C f v EA)

Here i1: C f -* Cf v YEA and i2: EA -* Cf v EA are the canonical maps. Since

,u is defined by addition of tracks we derive from (5a.5) that diagram (3)
commutes.
Now assume that f is a based map between based objects. Then also Maf
is a based map between based objects and hence we have cofiber sequences

(8.25) for f and Maf respectively. These yield the following commutative
diagram in Ho(K)

9 Induced maps on cofibers

of

aA

-I
MaA

M

where q f, qo

aB

aC f

i^

qt

MaB

CmM f
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"Ff

- aYA

aEB
qo...

I qo

EMaA

EMaf `

(4)

EMaB

are isomorphisms in Ho(K) provided a is a model functor.

§ 9 Induced maps on cofibers
Let f :(A, B) -* (X, Y) be a pair map. We consider the diagram
B

>----+A

-> A/B
I fl,

Y >--* X

q--+

X/Y

where B and Y are based objects. If f is a based map, that is Of' = 0, then
the induced map f" on cofibers is well defined by f" = f u 1, see (1.2). In this
case diagram (9.1) commutes. If (A, B) and (X, Y) are based pairs and if (f , f') is

based map then also f" is a based map.
Next we assume that f' in (9.1) is only based up to homotopy, see (6.1). Then

we obtain a map f" in the homotopy category HoC, by lemma (9.4) below.
For a based object B the group [Y-B, *] needs not to be trivial. This group
acts on the homotopy set [A/B, U] = [A, U]B of homotopy classes relative
0: B -> * -+ U as follows. By the canonical homotopy 1CQ in (6.8) we associate

with /3e[EB, *] the homotopy /3:0

0 with /3:I*B -+EB --*R* -+ U.

By (5.7) we thus obtain the action
(9.2)

[A/B, U] x [EB,*] -- [A/B, U],
(x, fl)

Q# (x) = xQ

which we call the *-action on the cofiber.
(9.3) Examples for the *-action.

(a) Consider cofiber sequence A >---+ E*A -> EA. From (5.15) we deduce
that the action of [EA, *] on [EA, U] is given by inner automorphisms,
that is: " = - d + + where d: YEA --. R * - U.
(b) Along the same lines as in (5.15) one checks that the *-action for the

cofiber sequence A >-* CA -> EA is given by " = - a + .
In particular, we see that the action of [EA,*] on [Y-A, U] depends on how
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YEA is obtained as a quotient. Note that even if A = EA' is a suspension, the
action in (b) in non-trivial if there are non-trivial homotopy classes YEA *,
while the action in (a) is trivial in this case since, as we will see, the group
[EEA', U] is abelian.
(9.4) Lemma. Let gyp: (A, B) -* (X, Y) be a map in Ho Pair (Ce), where (A, B)
and (X, Y) are given as in (9.1) (B and Y are based objects). If the restriction
cp':B-> Y of T in HoC, is based up to homotopy, that is O*cp = 0, then there
exists a commutative diagram
,

w

(A, B)

(X, Y)
Iq

Iq

(P-+(X/Y, *)

(A/B, *)

in Ho Pair (C,). (p" is well defined up to the *-action on the cofiber by this
property.
We call any cp" as in (9.4) a quotient map for (pp, (p').
Proof of (9.4). We consider the following diagram in which (f, f') represents gyp.

B >--* A

R* BOO
RO

f,

O

jf

RY>- RX

q

O
Rq

A/B
If "

> R(X/Y)

Here RX is a fibrant model with R * >-" RX. Qz commutes, but ® homotopy
commutes ((p' is based up to homotopy). Let H:(RO) f' ti 0 rel *, H:I*B -* R *

be a homotopy. Then
(9.5)

f" = H# { (Rq) f } e[A, R(X/Y)]B = [A/B, R(X/Y)]

where H:I *B _ R* >-> RX

Rq

R(X/Y). Now f " represents cp". Any gyp" for
which the diagram in (9.4) commutes can be constructed this way. This implies

that the set of quotient maps for ((p, (p') is given by the orbit

(gyp")",

a c [EB, * ].

(9.6) Lemma. Let cp, gyp', (p" be given as in (9.4). If (p' and qp : A -> X are
isomorphisms in HoC, then also cp" is an isomorphism in HoC,.
Next we want to derive from (9.4) the suspension operator for homotopy
classes. To this end we consider the functor
(9.7)

E.: HoC, -* Ho Pair (C,),
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which carries X to the pair (E*X, X) and cp : A -* X to (E . rp, rp): (E*A,A) -.
(E*X, X). Here Y-. (p is defined as follows: If co is represented by f : A -+ RX

then E.q is represented by E.f:E*A->E*RX, compare (5.11). We leave it
to the reader to check that E. is a well defined functor.
Now let A and X be based objects and let p:A -* X be a map in HoC,
which is based up to homotopy. Then a suspension of cp, Ecp, is given by a
quotient map of (E. cp, (p) as in (9.4). That is, E9 is any map for which the
diagram
(E*A, A)

(EV),w),

(E*X, X)

Jti
(YEA,

Iq

(EX, *)

commutes in Ho Pair (Q. Since ELp is only well defined up the *-action we
cannot say that E is a functor. However, if the grop [EA, EX] is abelian then
the *-action is trivial by example (9.3) (a), and in this case the function
(9.8)

E: [A, X]o -* [Y-A, EX]a

is well defined. Here [A,X]o denotes the subset of all elements coe[A,X]
with 0*cp = 0. The suspension of a based map in C is defined in (6.15). By
(9.8) we have the suspension of a map which is based up to homotopy. Using
cones we can characterize the suspension Ef as follows.
(9.9) Lemma. Let f :A -* B be based up to homotopy and assume [Y-A, Y-B] is
abelian. Then Ef:EA-EB is the unique map in HoC which is a quotient map
of (Cf , f): (CA, A) --> (CB, B) and which is based up to homoto p y.
In the lemma Cf : CA -* CB denotes any extension off; Cf exists since f is
based up to homotopy. The map (Cf,f) however is not well defind in Ho Pair
(C). The map (Cf, f) is a quotient map (as in (9.4)) of (If, f v f): (I *A, A v A) -*
(I*B,B v B). This yields the proposition in (9.9).
(9.10) Proposition.

(a) Let q e [A, X]o and let U be afibrant object in C. Then any suspension E(p
of q induces a homomorphism of groups
(Ecp)*: [EX, U] -* [Y-A, U].

(b) For n > 2 the group [E"A, U] is abelian.
(c) The diagram
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EEA

Z"`

E(EA v EA)
(Ei1,Ei2)

E2A

mE

E2A V E2A

commutes in HoC,. Here in and mE are the comultiplications on YEA and
E2A respectively, see (6.16).
(d) The function E in (9.8) is a well defined homomorphism of groups if A = EA'
is a suspension.
Proof. We first proof (a). Let co e [A, X]a be represented by f : A -* RX. Choose
a map u: R * -> U. Then we have the following natural isomorphism of groups:

[EX, U] : [E*X, U]° : [E*RX, U]u(12O) RO: RX -+ R *,

[EA, U] : [E*A, U]°.
By (9.5) and (9.7) we see that the function
(E(P)*: [E*RX, U]u(RO) _+ [E*A U]o

is given by the formula (EcP)*O = (uH)#(E f)*O. Since (uH)# and (E.f)* are
homomorphisms of groups, (1(p)* is also a homomorphism of groups.
We now prove (b). It is enough to consider n = 2. For n = 2 the proposition

in (b) is a special case of (8.26). In fact, let f in (8.26) be the trivial map
O: A -> *; then Cf = EA and q = 1. We therefore prove more generally (8.26).
Let f : A -* B be a based map between based objects and let q: Cf -* C f/B = EA
be the quotient map and let p: Cf -* Cf v EA be the coaction in (8.7). Now

q is a based map and p is based up to homotopy. (For Cf = EA the map
µ coincides with m.)

Let p1=(1,0):CfvEA-*Cf and p2=(0,1):CfvEA-EA be the projections. We have p1µ = 1 and p214 = q. Since p is based up to homotopy we

can choose a suspension Ep of p. Now Ep is only well defined up to the
*-action, so we cannot expect that Ep1Ep = 1 and Ep2Ep = Eq. But there
are a, Se[EC f, *] such that Ep1 EP = 1" and Ep2Ep = (Eq)s. Since p is well
defined in Ho(CB) we may assume that 6 = (Eq)*(/3) for some f3E[E2A, *]. The

map (Ei11Ei2):EC f v E2A E(C f v YEA) is an isomorphism in Ho(Q.
Therefore the homomorphism.
(Ei2)*): [E(C f v EA), U] - > [EC f, U] x [ 2A, U]

is bijective. Using (a) we see that the map
(Eµ)*A 1 [ECf, U] X [E2A, U] -* [ECf, U]

is a homomorphism of groups; we define Q+ q = µ( -",11-Q). Since the maps
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are also homomorphisms, there is the following distributivity

law:

O+(i +q')=( $ )+('O+q')

(*)

We now show that the equations
Q+ O =

and O Q+ q = (Eq)*q

hold. Note that il, i2, piv p2, 1 are based maps, so their suspensions are well
defined, and we have
Ep'Eik _

It follows that

_

1

ifj=k

0

if j

k

0), hence (D 0 = µ(
0) = (Eµ)*(Ep,)*
Similarly 0 Q+ q = (Eq)*q. By (*) and (**) we get:

+ (Eq)*q = (X (D 0) + (0 O+ q) = ( + 0) O+ (0 + q) = O+ q,

and

)@(q+0)=coq.

(Eq)*t1

This proves the proposition in (8.26) and (9.10)(b).
Finally, we prove (c) and (d) in (9.10). For f = 0 we see by (9.3)(a) and
(9.10)(b) that the *-action is trivial and hence -" = , q -ft = q. This shows
q). Now (c) is just the universal example for this equation
+ q = O+ q =
(put U = E(EA v YEA) and = Ei1, q = Ei2). Finally (9.10)(d) is an immediate
consequence of (9.10) (a), (b), (c).

§ 10 Homotopy groups of function spaces
Let C be a cofibration category and let (A, B) be a pair in C; hence (A, B)
denotes a map iA: B - A in C. A factorization iA = qi: B >-+ MA
map yields the push out diagram

MA (10.1)

tI

A of this

) MAUA 0-(gi A

push

B

This shows that E°°A = (A >---+ MA U ,A -> A) is a based object in the
cofibration category B = CA of objects under A. In case iA is a cofibration
EBA is the example in (6.3). The n-fold suspension E" = Ea in the category
B gives us the based object in B
(10.2)

Ea(EBA)=(E> , EBA-A).
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Here EBA = EBA is the torus in (5.11) provided iA is a cofibration in C. We
see this by the following remark on suspensions in CA.

(10.3) Remark. Let X = (A >- X -04A) be a based object in CA = B. Then
the torus EAX (in (5.11) yields the suspension E3(X) in B by the following
push out diagram in C:
0

X

.

A

(1)

push

0

We have by (2.20) the equation
EA C MA U A ) _ (EBMA) U A.

(2)

B

B

This shows that Ea(EBA) = EBMA UMAA where MA = A if

iA

is a

cofibration. More generally we get

Ea(EBA) = BMA U A,

(3)

MA

where EBMA is defined by (10.2) and where (r, 1A) = 0 is the trivial map of

the suspension (3). For a cofibration B >---- A the object (10.2) can be
obtained inductively by the push out diagram (n >_ 1) in C

In- t A. A
/

rY

EAEB 1A a EBA

(4)

push

I

I

En-1A

B

,.

This follows from (1) and (2).
Now let u: A--+ U be a map in C; hence u is an object in B = CA which is

fibrant in B if U is fibrant in C. We define the nth homotopy group of the
function space by
(10.4)

7ru(UA111,u) =

[EBA, U]u =

[Ea(E°BA),u]
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Here the right-hand side is a homotopy group in B as defined in (6.11). For
n = 1 the group (10.4) coincides with the group in (5.13). For n >_ 2 the groups
(10.4) are abelian by (9.10).
Using the push out (a, r) in (10.3) (4) one has the isomorphism of groups
a*:[EBA, U]u = [EAEB n- I A, U] U,.,

where the right-hand side is the group defined by (5.13); compare (2.11) (b)
and (6.10).

For n = 0 we obtain the bijection of sets; compare (3.13):
7T0(UA'B,

u) = [A,

[EBA, u].

(2)

The map u I B denotes the composition uiA:B-* U.
Finally we get for a based object A = (* >--> A --> *) in C the equation
E"A = E * A/A and hence
[En A, U] = 1rn(UA'`,0) _ [Y-" A, U]°.

(3)

(10.5) Remark. In the cofibration category Top the homotopy group
(10.4) coincides with the nth homotopy group of the function space UAIB
with basepoint u, see (5.14). Here we assume that 1A: B >--> A is a cofibration
in Top.

(10.6) Remark. Different choices of factorizations MA of iA yield equivalent
based objects EBA in CA, see (6.4). Hence also the corresponding suspensions
EB(EBA) are equivalent. This shows that the homotopy groups of the function
space in (10.4) are well defined up to a canonical isomorphism by the pair (A, B)
and by u: A-+ U.
A map (f, f'): (X, Y) -. (A, B) in Pair (C) induces a homomorphism
(10.7)

Up,

f*: 7r.(UIIB, U) _ 7r.(UXIY
I

as follows. We choose a weak lifting (Mf, f'):(MX, Y) -+ (MA, B) for (f, f').
This gives us the map

Mfu1:Ef=MXUA-+ EBA=MAUA,
Y

(1)

B

which is a based map between based objects in B =CA. The push out Ef
in C (given by iA f: Y-+ A) is based by the map 0 = (qM f, 'A) where q is the

weak equivalence in (10.1). The suspension yn(Mf u 1) is defined in the
cofibration category B and hence we have with the notation in'(10.2), (10.3) the
commutative diagram
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En(Ea°A)=EnA

EYX

push

(2)

X

A

A
1

One can check that the left-hand side of this diagram is a push out. This
diagram induces f * in (10.7), compare (10.4) and (2.11) (b). More generally

than (5.15), we obtain by (5.7) the isomorphism G# of groups for which
the following diagram commutes, see (5.10):
7cn(Ux'r uf)

(f*G)#

En(Ux

v.f)

j f*

I f*

(3)

7rn(UAIB,u) G 7tn(UAIB,v)
As in (5.16) we define the action of the fundamental group 7r, (U All, U) on
7rn(UAIB,u) by x + H = H#(x).

A triple (A, A, B) in C (B >-4A> ---- * A) gives us the pair maps

(A,B)>

(10.8)

B)',(A,A)

in Pair (C) which induce the exact sequence in (2.18) and (5.17). We now
describe the prolongation of this sequence. Let u: A -+ U be a map and let
v=uIA.
(10.9) Proposition. We have the long exact sequence (n >_ 0):

* itn+
1

1(UAll,

v)

a

irn(UAIA, u) -. 7rn(UA1B, u)-+ in(UA'B, v).
J

For n >_ 1 this is an exact sequence of homomorphisms of groups (of abelian
groups for n >_ 2). For n = 0 the sequence coincides with the sequence in (5.17).
For n = 1 the image of 0 lies in the center of 7ci(UAIA,u).
The sequence in (10.9) is natural, that is, a map f :(A, A, B) -> (X, X, Y)
between triples, a map g: U -* V, and a homotopy H: u w rel B respectively

induce functions f *, g*, H# as in (10.7) (3). These yield commutative
diagrams, the rows of which are exact sequences as in (10.9).

(10.10) Remark. The result in (10.9) is well known in the category Top
of topological spaces. Cofibrations B >---+A >-- A induce the following
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sequence in Top of function spaces
UAI.a

j*

i*

UAI B

UAI B.

Here i* is a fibration with fiber j*. Thus the exact sequence of homotopy
groups for a fibration provides us with an exact sequence as in (10.9). In fact,
(up to canonical isomorphism) this exact sequence coincides with the one
above for C = Top. Compare (10.5).

Proof of (10.9). Let B = CA be the cofibration category of objects under A.
The triple (A, A, B) yields the following sequence of based objects and based
maps in B

A U A -> EBA

(10.11)

B

9

AA.

The cofibration i is given by A >--* A and q is defined by the identity on A,
compare (10.1). One easily verifies that (10.11) is in fact a cofiber sequence
(in the sense of 8.19)) in the category B. The long exact sequence (8.26) or
(8.18) yields for the cofiber sequence (10.11) the exact sequence in (10.9). Here

we apply the functor [., u] where u is the object u: A -* U in B.
Next we consider the special case of (10.9) in which A is a mapping cone.
Let f : A -* B be a map where A is a based object in C and let Y >---4 B be a
cofibration. Then we have the triple (C f = C,B, Y) to which we apply (10.9).
Then we get the following prolongation of the exact classification sequence
in (8.16):

(10.12) Corollary. We have the commutative diagram of groups and group
homomorphisms (w: C f -* U, u = w I B):
'lrn+1(UBIY

u)

, [En+'A U]

W+

, 7rn(UCIY w)

7rn(UB,

u).

7rn(UCI B, W)

Here the row is exact since we have the isomorphism a. which gives us
j= (aJ- 10 and w+ = j*u ,. For n = 1 we have image i* = kernel E(w, f ),
where 2:(w, f) is defined in (8.16).

Proof. Let B = Cc where C = C1. For the pair (C f, B) we have the canonical
equivalence (in HoB):
(10.13)

EBCf=C1UC1--EA v Cf.
B
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We obtain µ since f : A -+ B >- C f is null homotopic. More explicitly let
(i2 + i 1: C f -> EA v Cf e [C f, YEA v Cf]B be given by the cooperation y in (8.7).
Then we set µ = (i2 + 11,12). Here i t : EA -> EA v C f and i2: C f -+

EA v Cf are the inclusions. The object EBC f is a based object in B, also
EA v Cf is a based object in B with o = (0, 1): EA v C f -+ Cf. In fact, EA v Cf
is a suspension in B with
(10.14)

EB(Cf>,AvCf-°>Cf)=EAvCf.

One easily checks that µ in (10.13) is an equivalence in HoB. Moreover,
is based up to homotopy.

(10.15) Remark. In the topological case we never can assume that µ is
a based map in B. This, in fact, is the reason why we study in §9 maps
which are only based up to homotopy.

Since EA v C f is a suspension in B we know by (9.11) that the n-fold
suspension E" = E6 of µ in the category B is well defined:

E6µ:Ep(EBCf)->Ea(EA v Ct)=En+tA v Cf.
This is an equivalence in HoB which induces the isomorphism
i"(UCIB, w) = [E6(EBC), W]

(10.16)

U-6w

1(u)*

[E"+ "A, U] = [E6(EA v C f), w]

of groups (n >_ 1) in (10.12), compare (10.4) and the following section § It.
We have the following special case of (10.13) for which B = * and C f = A.
Then
(i2 + it, i2):EA v YEA -* EA v YEA

is an equivalence in Ho(C") and is based up to homotopy in CIA. The
1 1)

YEA v EA
YEA). The
left-hand side is based by the folding map (YEA
right-hand side is based by (EA >-+ YEA v YEA 0-t YEA). Now µ induces the
equivalence in HoCEA

(10.17)

E*(EA)->E2A v EA

This is the suspension of i in CIA. Moreover this equivalence induces the
isomorphism
(10.18)

a:[EZA, U] - [E*EA, U]-

where w: EA -> U is any map in C.
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§ 10a Appendix: homotopy groups of function
spaces and functors
Let a:C-+K be a functor between cofibration categories which preserves weak
equivalences and let A be an object in C. This yields the functor aA:B = CA -+
H = K"A which preserves weak equivalences and which is based. Let (A, B)
be a pair in C given by a map iA: B --+ A and let u: A -+ U be a map in C. The
functor aA induces the binatural homomorphism aL which is defined by the
commutative diagram (X = 7-BA):
in(UAIB

u) = [X X,u]

a

ai

(10a.1)

\

[aEaX, au]
qo

[E,(MaX), Rau]

au) = [E"s,(E°BaA), Row]

In this diagram the function aA is given by the functor Ho(aA):Ho(B) -+Ho(H).
The composition c = q**aA is a special case of (6a.3). Moreover, the based

map L1 in H is given by the commutative diagram

aA;

Max

. a(X)

a(c> a(A)

II

Ia(MA U A)
E«eaA

alq

Li

push

aB >-

B
ta(1

1 MaA -

P a(A)

where Li is a lifting of a(T), see (10.1). The map L1 is a weak equivalence
provided a is compatible with the push out MAUBA, see (I, 10.1) (3). This
proves the first part of the following remark:
(10a.2) Remark. The function (E"L1)* in (10a.1) is a bijection if a is compatible

with MAUBA. By (6a.4) the function q** in (10a.1) is a bijection if a is
compatible with the push out EQX = CX/X in B.
By naturality of aL we get:
(10a.3) Proposition. The operator aL induces a map from the exact sequence for
(A, A, B) in (10.9) to the exact sequence for (MaA, MaA, XB), see (5a.7); in
particular aL0 = CaL.
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(10a.4) Proposition. aL is compatible with G# in (10.7) (3), that is, aL(G#
(aLG)# (aL)
For n = 1 this is a direct consequence of (5a.5).

§ 11 The partial and functional suspensions
Let C be a cofbration category with an initial object *. Let B be an object and
let A be a based object in C. Then A v B is the push out of A 4-< * - B and

B >-+A v B is a cofibration. We define the retraction

r=(0,1):A v B-*B.

(11.1)

Thus (B >---+ A v B
B) is a based object in the category B = CB. Let
Ea be the suspension in B. Then we have
Ea(A v B) = EA v B.

(11.2)

For a fibrant object u:B-* U in B we deduce from (11.1) the isomorphism
of groups
(11.3)

[EB(A v B), u] = [EA v B, U]" = [Y-A, U].

We derive (11.2) and (11.3) from the fact that I*A v B is a cylinder on

B>-.AvBin B.
Let X be a further based object in C. We say e[X,A v B] is trivial on
B if r* = 0 where r is the retraction in (11.1). We write
(11.4)

7rx(A v B)2 = [Y-"X, A v B]2 = kernel r*

for the set of elements which are trivial on B. This set can be interpreted as
follows: Let B[X v B, A v B]o be the set of maps
(X v B --+A v B)eHoB

which are based up to homotopy in B = CB. Then we get
(11.5)

[X,AvB]2=B[X vB,AvB]o

For the mapping cone C. of g: A -> B we have the following push out
diagram, (7Cg, 1) = (7Gg, ig),

CA v B

(na'1)

C9

AvB -B
A

(g, 1)

A

compare (8.1). This is a pair map which induces the commutative diagram
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it (CAvB,AvB)^ 7ro(AvB)2
(g,1)*

(11.6)

I (7t,,1)*
761 (Cg)

7r1 (B)

) 7t (Cg, B)

I
n0 (B)

Each row is a portion of the exact homotopy sequence of a pair as in (7.8). We

assume that X is a suspension so that by exactness a in the top row is an
isomorphism of groups. By exactness of the lower row we obtain the functional

operation
Eg:kernel(g,1),k->ir (Cg)/irc (B),

(11.7)

f

Eg=j-t(xg,1)*a-1,

which is a homomorphism of groups. We call Eg the functional suspension.
We also call an element f e [EX, Cg] with f EEg(g), E [X, A v B12, a functional
suspension of l; or equivalently a twisted map associated to c. If g = 0: A -> * -+ B

is the trivial map we have Cg = EA v B and thus (11.6) yields the diagram
i'(CA v B, A v B) = io (A v B)2
1(nv1)*

it (EA v B)2 = it (EA v B, B)

We call the homomorphism
v B)2 it (FA v B)2
1E=j-1(7E v 1)*a-1

(11.8)

the partial suspension. For the suspension E we have the commutative diagram

71o(AvB)2- 7E AvB)2
(11.9)
Ti
71o (A)o

Ii
ni(EA)o

where i is the inclusion, see (9.8).
Moreover, by use of (11.5) we have the commutative diagram
[X, A v B]2

[EX, EA v B]2

(11.10)

B[X

vB,EAvB]0

Here Z. is the suspension in B which is defined by (9.8) as well. Therefore,
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the partial suspension is a particular case of the suspension in the category
B=CB.
From the definition in (11.8) we obtain the following commutative diagram
in Ho Pair (C):
(CX, X)
(11.11)

(CA v B, A v B)
InV

In

(EX, *) (E-> (EA v B, B)

where a = . In fact, there is a unique

which is trivial on B, for which
this diagram commutes, see (9.9). On the other hand we can characterize the
partial suspension as follows. The map :X -+A v B gives us the pair map
:(X, *)-*(A v B, B). If we apply (5.11) we obtain
E*X

EB(A v B) = E*A v B

I

1

EX
If X is a suspension there is a unique

trivial on B, which makes the

diagram commute in HoC.
(11.13) Proposition. The action map µn:E"A-+E"A v EA in (7.11) is trivial on
YEA and we have Eµn = µn+ i

(11.14) Corollary. If A is a suspension then µi = io is the inclusion and thus
E"µ, = µn+ t = io is the inclusion. This implies (6.14).
(11.15) Corollary. By (11.11) the diagram in the proof of (7.13) commutes.

Proof of (11.13). The action map µ corresponds by the equivalence
E*A UACA =+E*A/A = E"A to the cooperation E*A UACA -' E*A UA
(CA v EA) in (8.7). We now deduce (11.13) from (11.12).

Let k: Y-* B be a map in C, let rl: Z -* X v Y be trivial on Y, Z = EZ', and
: X -* A v B be trivial on B, X = EX'. Then iak)ri : Z --* X v Y-* A v B
is trivial on B and we get with k) = i2k)
let

(11.16) Proposition.
k),1) =

k)(Ei).
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This follows easily from the definition (11.8) together with (11.11) or from
(11.10). Also we deduce from (11.10) the

(11.17) Lemma. For eir (A v B)2, ue[B, U] the function
(E5)* (, u): [IA, U] - [EX, U], a i-* (Ec)*(a, u)
is a homomorphism of groups.

§ 12 The difference operator
Let g: A -* B be a map (where A is a based object) and let ig: B >---+ Cg be its
mapping cone. For i 1: EA -> FA v Cg, i2 : Cg >-* EA v Cg, we have
(12.1)

i2 + i 1: (Cg, B) -* (EA v Cg, B),

by the action in (8.8). This is just the cooperation µ in (8.7) except for the
order in which the objects appear in the wedge. For f : EX -* C9 the difference
element

Vf= -f*(i2)+f*(i2+i1):EX-*EA v C9
is trivial on Cg. This gives us the difference operator
V : n i (Cg) - it (EA v Cg)2.

(12.2)

The difference operator has the following property with respect to the
functional suspension E. in (11.7).

(12.3) Proposition. Let X be a suspension. If f

for E7co(A v B)2 then

V f = (1 v

We have the following generalization of this result. We introduce the
relative difference operator V by the commutative diagram
7r1 (Cg)

7c1(Cg, B)
(i2 + i,)*

7r (EA v Cg)2

7r (EA v Cg, B)

_-> 7tii (EA v Cg, Cg)

where X is a suspension. Here 6 is induced by the identity on EA v Cg. Since
j is an isomorphism we can define the composition
(12.4)

V =j-18(i2 +i1)*.

One easily checks that for V in (12.2) the diagram commutes. From (11.6)
we derive by diagram chase
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(12.5) Proposition. For eia(A v B)2 the element
V = (1 V

_(irg, 1)*8-t

satisfies

Clearly, (12.3) is a special case of this result. The difference operator V in
(12.4) has the following important property:
(12.6) Proposition. Let f : X -* Y and let F: (Cf, Y) -+ (Cg, B) be a pair map. For
the element {7t f} eni (C f, Y), see (8.1), we have
VF = VF* {lt f} = d(i2F, (i2 + it)F)erri (EA v Cg)2.

Here the difference is well defined since (i2F)i,,= ((i2 + it)F)i,,, see (8.13).

Proof. The difference is trivial on C9. Thus we have to show
8(i2 + it)*F* {7rf} = jd(i2F, (i2 + i 1)F).

This is clear by definition of d.

From (8.15) we deduce the following corollary. Let F:(Cf, Y, Y0)-*
(Cg, B, Bo) be a map of triples and let u: Cg -U be given with v = u I Bo,
v=v(FI YO).

(12.7) Corollary. For ae[EA, U] we have the equation F*({u} + a) =
(F*{u})+(VF)*(a,{u}) in [Cf, U]°, {u}e[C9, U]°.
Here we use the action in (8.8). Equivalently to (12.7), we can state that
the following diagram homotopy commutes rel Y
F

Cf
(12.8)

EXVCf(VF"2F),EAvCg

This is the left distributivity law for maps between mapping cones. For
u: Cg -* U we consider the diagram (q >_ 0)
7rq(UC9IB, u)

(12.9)

F*

0 7rq(UCfi', uF)

Qu = 21

C.F

[y9+'A, U]

21

U].
(E"VF)*(.,U)

with o in (10.16). By (12.8) this diagram commutes. Compare the definition
of µ in (10.13) and use (11.10), see also (11.17).
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§ 13 Double mapping cones
We consider a double mapping cone as in the following diagram (A and Q
are based objects, U is fibrant)

C=Cf
U

A f B= Ch
U

(13.1)

Q h 0T
U
Y

compare the diagram in (8.16). We assume that A = EA' is a suspension. For
homotopy groups of function spaces( we obtain the following diagram (q >_ 1):
jtq(UBI Y
U)

ltq(UBIT U) -----(13.2)

[

----

d

ltq-1(uCB'W)

(E9vf)*(', u)

[Y-gA, U]

+ 1Q, U

Here y = j* is induced by (B, Y) c (B, T) and Q = 0 is the boundary in (10.9)
for the triple (C, B, Y). We set d1 = f3'. The isomorphisms a are defined in
(10.16). EqW f is the q-fold partial suspension of V f which gives us for q >_ 1
the homomorphism a i* (EqW f)*(a, u), see (11.17).
(13.3) Proposition. Diagram (13.2) commutes.

The homomorphism d1 is also the primary differential in a spectral
sequence, see (111.4.12).

Proof of (13.3). We have the diagram of based objects in B = Cc
AvC

BUC> ->CUC
Y

Iq

BUC
T

IQ vC

Y
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Here the row is a principal cofibration i in B with attaching map f u 1. The
map i induces the exact sequence for /3 in (13.2), compare (10.11). The map
q induces y in (13.2). By (10.13) we have the equivalence µ which induces a
(to the left in diagram (13.2)). Let V = µq(f u 1) be the composition. Then
we have VIA = (1 v i f) (i, + iz) f, where if : B >-4 C. Since if f = 0 we get

VIA=(1 vif)(-f*(i2)+f*(i2+it))=(1 vif)(Vf).
This proves (13.3), compare (11.10) and (10.7)(2).

Next we consider the cylinder I,.C on the double mapping cone in (13.1).
This leads to the following diagram of principal cofibrations and attaching
maps (compare (8.11)):
IYC

A

EA

WI

-CuIYBuC=IYCf
A

Q=AvIQvA

w

BuIYTuB=Z

where w f is defined in (8.11) and where

W=(iof,wh,i,f):Q-*Z.

(13.5)

As we have seen in (8.12) the cofibration i is a principal cofibration with
attaching map w f. Similarly, we see that j is a principal cofibration with
attaching map W since B c C = C f is a principal cofibration, see (13.1).
For the map W in (13.5) we have the functional suspension (see (11.7)):
E,,, =j-'(7r,, 1)*a-1. Here we use the homomorphisms of the following
diagram
7E i (CQ V

Z' Q V Z)

4 7Eo (Q V Z)2

I K 1),

w1ei (IYC1)

7EAq,CP Z)

---------

7E

A(Z)

We assume that A = EA' is a suspension. We define
(13.6)

ejr0

v Z)2

with (W,1)*O = 0

as follows:
Let io, iQ, i be inclusions of factors into Q and let io, iB: B >-4 Z be given by
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the cylinder I,.B. By the cooperation on Ch = B we have
lp + Wh - LQ: Ch -+ Q V Z.

This gives us the element

_ -l0 +(I0

Wh-lQ)f-lBf+l1

Since io + wh = 1 (see (8.15)) we see that Eio(Q V Z)2 and

(Wi1)*( )=-i f+(i +Wh-Wb)f-lef+i f=O.
This proves that the functional suspension E,,, is defined on
result is a crucial fact for the cylinder in (13.4).

.

The following

(13.7) Theorem
w

In (12.2) we defined the difference V f for f : A -> Ch. We now

V f =f *(i2 + il) -f *(l2) =f *(12) + (Of) -f *(l2)

similarly

EiL0(EQ V Ch)2

If the group is abelian we have V f = V f Moreover, we have in
the element Of = (1 v i f)*V f = (1 v i f)*V f.
Wh = 41, see (8.15), and from the definition of we deduce
7Eo(EQ V C f)2

(13.8)

From

is +

=-io+(Vf)*(-iQ,i8)+tii.

This leads to the following important formula for the difference in (8.13):

(13.9) Corollary. Letup,u1:C-*Uwith
be a homotopy H:uoIB ^ u1 IB. Then we have the formula

d(u0+ao,H+Q,u1 +a1)=d(uo,H,u1)-ao+at -(EVf)*(/,u1).
Here ao, L x
-* U, f3:E2Q - U.
For H + /3 in this formula we use the equivalence Cam,,, _ I rB. The corollary
follows from (13.7) by use of (12.3).
The proof of (13.7) is quite technical, it is somewhat easier to follow the
argument if it is assumed that all objects in C are fibrant. In this case each
map in HoC which is defined on a cofibrant object can be represented by a
map in C.

Proof of (13.7). Since the projection p:I rB -+ITB is a weak equivalence it is
enough to prove the theorem for Y= T. In this case we have

ChUCh=Z=ITCh>-.ITB with B=Ch.
T

We have the following commutative diagram

(1)
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CA

push

%

I
4

/

C' T + I*A If s ITCh

It,

(2)

j

1

A

AVA

I

> CEQ V C,

j Ui

10

EQVCh

Z

x

Q V Z

'-

Here we define i = io - ii (A = EA ' is a susper

'a _a :A

are the inclusions of A into A v A. We define 2 by
(3)

A = (iB - iQ, iB)

with iB: Ch c EQ V C,, and iQ: IQ (-- EQ v C,,. The difference iB - iQ is given
by the cooperation on Ch. By definition of A and r we see that the composition
x in (2) represents the element
{x} _ (Of)*(- iQ, iB),

(4)

compare (13.8). There is a canonical null homotopy of A -T-+ A v A c I*A
which gives us the map i, see (9) below. Moreover, by use of (6), there is a
canonical null homotopy of
EQ

W Ch UT Ch

EQ V Ch C- CEQ V Ch.

This null homotopy gives us by (8.12) the map I The map 2 is a weak
equivalence. Also 2 is a weak equivalence. We consider the commutative
diagram of groups and group homomorphism:

ni(CEQvZ,EQvZ)

ni(I*A,AVA)

('f) *

no(EQvZ)z

ni(ITCh,Z) a o

7Z1(CEQ V Ch, EQ V Ch) I

(5)

i,

Next we observe that the diagram

EQvCh -)EQVCh
(6)

EQVZ

Z
(Wh,1)
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homotopy commutes. This follows since
AllB =1B

Aw,, = d(iB - iQ, iB) = iQ + d(iB, ill)= jQ.

By (5) and (6) we see that for o = (1 v

with

we

have

(1 )*({ tt}) = (ir , 1)*0-1So.
(7)
Here, {f;}nir (1*A, A v A) is given by the pair map in (2) or equivalently
by equation (9) below.
By naturality of w f in (8.12) we have the commutative diagram (w = w,A)
vA

Ir

IA%
W

fuf

1'f

f

_

CfuITBuCf =ITCf -*---< Z
where we set 1 f = irf u If u irf. This gives us the commutative diagram
1

N( Cf)

7E1

TCf, 2)
(8)

7T

J---

A(I*

Since we have by definition of w in (8.12)

j{w}

{iCA} + {f7Ci} + {i1A}

we can deduce the theorem from (7), (8) and (4), see (13.8).

We now apply the result above to the classification sequence in (8.16) and
(10.12).

(13.10) Proposition. Let f and It be given as in (13.1) where we set Y= T. Then
we have the long exact sequence (n >_ 1):
Y

7tin+1 (UC

w) -

[yn+2Q U]

f [Y-'A,
U] ->71n(U'I', w)

... 7r 1(Uc", w) ---+ [E2Q, U] °`-) [Y-A, U] --> [C1, U]°
if*

[B U]° f'* [A, U],

the final part of which is isomorphic to (8.16). Here we set V = V1 and
Vn + '(u,

f) (l3) = (E"+

1V

f)*(fl, u),
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as in (13.2), n >_ 0. The operator co+ is the same as in (10.12) and a is given by
Q - li*.

Proof. For Y= T the map y in (13.2) is the identity and therefore /3 in
(13.2) is the same as 0 in (10.12). Now (10.12), (13.3) and (13.9) yield the
result.

We leave it to the reader to consider in more detail the special case of
(13.10) in which Y= T= * and h = 0. Then f: A = EA' - B = EQ is a map
between suspensions. Compare the examples in § 16 below.

Remark. In topology Barcus-Barratt (1958) and Rutter (1967) investigated
the isotropy groups of the [EA, U]-action on [Cf, U]* (where T= *) which
we identify with the image of V(u, f) in (13.10). In essence they use the
homomorphism 0(u, f), which in Rutter's notation is F(u, f). Above we have
shown that this homomorphism can be expressed by the partial suspension
of the difference V f and that this construction is actually available in any
cofibration category. Therefore we immediately obtain the result dual to
(13.10) in a fibration category. If we take the fibration category of topological
spaces then (13.10) yields theorem 2.2 of James-Thomas (1966). This as well
is studied by Nomura (1969). Compare also the discussion in Baues (1977).

§ 14 Homotopy theory in a fibration category
As we pointed out in the appendix of § I in Chapter I all results and
constructions for a cofibration category are in a dual way available for a
fibration category F. We fix the notation as follows:
Let F be a fibration category with a final object * (F needs not to have
an initial object). A based object in F is a fibrant object X (that is X
is a
fibration) together with a map o:*-*X.
The path object P is dual to the cylinder and was defined in the appendix

of 1.§1a. The loop object n is dual to the suspension E. The dual of an
attaching map is the classifying map f :A -> B which maps to a based object
B and which yields the principal fibration Pf --+A. Here P f is dual to the
mapping cone and is obtained by the pull back diagram

Pf
(14.1)

qI

Pull

I

A --+
B
f
B x B is the pull back of B

PB=B'

1`f 0 WB
Pull
(1,0)

BxB

B and WB denotes the contractible path
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object which is dual to the cone. For a fibration p:E - B over a based object
B we have the pull back diagram
F

E

(14.2)
*

0

)B

B is a fiber sequence. The fiber of
F is called the fiber of p and F -> E
WB
B is the loop object f2B.
We leave it to the reader to translate all results and constructions of this
chapter into the dual language of a fibration category.
As an example we describe the dual of the exact homotopy sequence of a
pair in (7.8). We write
(14.3)

7r"a(X) = [X, f2"B]

for the homotopy groups dual to (6.11). Here X is cofibrant and B is a based
object in F. A pair (A I B) in F is a map A-+ B, see (1.3). The category Pair
(F) is defined dually to (1.3) and is a fibration category by (1.5). Dually to
(7.7) we obtain the relative homotopy groups in F by
(14.4)

Here (WB I B) is the pair in (14.1) which is a based object in Pair (F). Now (7.8)

states that we have the exact sequence
(14.5)

'(UIV)-°.it (V)->.

Here p* is induced by the fibration p: U --)> V. Which is given by the pair
(U IV). Moreover j is induced by S2n 1 1B -+ WQ"B =. S2" WB. Again, 8 is the
restriction.

Next we consider the partial and the functional loop operations which are
dual to the partial and the functional suspensions respectively in § 11.
We have the pull back B x A of B - * +- A and B x A - A is a fibration
which has the section s = (0,1): A -> B x A compare (11.1). Now let X be a
further based object in F. We say that e [B x A, Q'X] is trivial on A if s* = 0.
We write
(14.6)

7z' (B x A)2 = [B x A, 52"X]2 = kernel s*

for the subset of elements which are trivial on B. This is the notation dual
to (11.4). For the principal fibration P f ---->> A in (14.1) we have the following
pull back diagram
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Pf (ir,g).WBxA
(14.7)

qJ

Igxl

pull

,

BxA

A
(f, 1)

which is a map (lt f, l): (P f I A) -* (W B x A I B x A) in the category Pair (F).
Therefore we obtain by (14.5) the following commutative diagram which is
dual to (11.6).

74X(WBxAIBxA)
(14.8)

a

1(7Tf 1)*

4(A) q -' 4(P1)

7zX(Pr A)

Here we assume that X is a loop object, so that by exactness a in the top
row is an isomorphisms of groups. Now
(14.9)

La: kernel (f, 1)* -* 7rX(P1)/im q*

L9 = j - 1(71f, 1)*0

'

is the functional loop operation dual to E9 in (11.7). If f = 0: A -> * -°- B
we have P f = S2B x A and j in (14.8) yield the isomorphism
7rX(f2B x A)2

7r X1

x A I A).

Thus we have the partial loop operation
(14.10)

L:7rX(B x A)2-44X(S2B x A)2,

L=j-t(IC° 1)*0 -1

Now it is easy to translate the important results in § 12 and § 13 into the dual
language of a fibration category.
For the category F of pointed topological spaces, see (1.5.5), the partial
and the functional loop operators are studied in Chapter 6 of Baues (1977).

§ 15 Whitehead products
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. We first obtain
the following `splitting' result which is well known in topology.
(15.1) Proposition. Let i : A >---+ B be a based cofibration between based objects

in C. If i admits a retraction re[B, A] in Ho(C), ri = 1A, which is based up to
homotopy, then there is an isomorphism in Ho(C)
EB

_ E(B/A) v EA.

Proof. Let U be a fibrant object and let q: B -* B/A = F be the projection for
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the cofiber. By exactness of the cofiber sequence (8.24) we obtain the short
exact sequence of groups

o, [EF, U] '

[Y-B, U]

«? [EA, U] ,
(F.)*

a

(1)

In fact, the homomorphism (Ei)* is surjective since a suspension Er, see (9.8),
yields the isomorphism (Ei)*(Er)* which differs only by a *-action from the
identity. The same argument shows that (E2i)* is surjective and whence (Eq)*
in (1) is injective by exactness. Now (1) shows that
c = (Eq) + (Er): EB = X

E(B/A) v YEA = Y

(2)

induces a bijection of sets *: [Y, U] : [X, U] for all fibrant U and thus for all
U in C. By specializing U the proposition follows.

(15.2) Definition. A fat sum A v B in C is a commutative diagram

`A iAVv B.- 'B

A

A' *
0

0

B

B'

in C such that PB1A = 01 and pAiB = 02 in Ho(C). Where o,: A --> * -> B' and
02: B -* * -> A' are given by 0fA and ojB respectively.

11

In many examples the weak equivalences jA and jB are actually the identities

of A and B respectively. If * is the final object of C it is enough to assume
that the diagram in (15.2) is commutative in Ho(C) since then suspensions
of homotopy classes are well defined.
We say that a fat sum A v B is based if all objects in (15.2) are cofibrant
and if
(15.3)

i= (iA, iB): A v B >--+A vv B

is a cofibration. In this case all objects of (15.2) are based objects in C and
all maps are based maps. Moreover, i in (15.3) is a based map which yields
a cofiber sequence as in (8.24). We call the cofiber
(15.4)

AAB=(AFB)/(AvB),

the smash product associated to the based fat sum A v B. Clearly, the smash
product A A B again is a based object in C.
The dual of a fat sum in a fibration category is called a fat product and
the dual of a smash product is a cosmash product associated to a fat product.

(15.5) Remark. For a fat sum A v B, as in (15.2), we obtain a based fat
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sum MA v MB as follows. As in (6.4)(1) we first choose factorizations
* >---+ MA -+ A and * >-* MB - B and then we choose a factorization
MA v MB >-*MAvv MB - ZAvv B
of the obvious map MA v MB A v B given by iA and iB. Next we choose
a weak lifting (MA)' as in the diagram

MA

-MA

1

(MA)'

lMA

JMA

A

PMA,.W

MAVMB-=AvvB P . A'
Similarly we choose a weak lifting (MB)'. Clearly (MA)' and (MB)' are
cofibrant. One readily checks that MA v MB is a well defined based fat sum.
Hence we have the smash product MA A MB associated to MA v MB by
(15.4).

(15.6) Remark. Let T: C -> K be a based functor between cofibration categories

which preserves weak equivalences. Then r carries a fat sum A v B in C to
a fat sum TA VV TB = r(A v B) in K. If A v B is based then TA VV TB needs not

to be a based fat sum. In this case we can apply the remark in (15.5) and
we get MTA VV MTB and MTA A MTB.

(15.7) Example. Let C be a cofibration category and let F be a fibration
category and assume C and F have an object * which is initial and final.
Then a product in C is a fat sum in C and dually a sum in F is a fat product
in F. In particular, the product A x B in Top* is a fat sum and the sum
A v B of spaces in Top* is a fat product, see (1.5.4) and (1.5.5).
(15.8) Example. Consider the cofibration category C = DA* (flat) in (1.7.10).
Then the tensor product A Qx B in (I.7.31) is a fat sum in C with projections
PA = lA 08, PB = &0 1B where a is the augmentation.
(15.9) Proposition. Let A v B be a based fat sum. Then there is an isomorphism
in Ho(C)

EAvEBvE(AAB).
For products in Top* as in (15.7) the proposition yields a well-known
result due to D. Puppe. We prove (15.9) by use of the cofiber sequence for
the cofibration i = (iA, iB) in (15.3). This cofiber sequence yields the short exact
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sequence of groups
0 - > [E(A A B), U] ±

*

[E(A v B), U] -* 0

[E(A v, B), U]

(15.10)

j

[EA, U] x [Y-B, U]

Here q is the quotient map for the cofiber (15.4) and the isomorphism j of
groups carries (a, f3) to the map E(A v B) YEA v EB -* U given by (a, f3). We
define the function s by the sum of elements
s(a, /3) = q*n(a) + qe(/)

(1)

in the group [E(A v B), U]. Here qA = (EjA) -1(EpA) and qB = (EjB) -1(E pB) are

well-defined maps in Ho(C) which induce homomorphisms of groups qA
and qB* respectively. Now the definition in (15.2) shows by (9.3)(a)

(Ei)*s =j.

(2)

Therefore (Ei)* is actually surjective. Similarly we see that (E2i)* is surjective
and therefore (Eq)* in (15.10) is injective by exactness.

Proof of (15.9). We use a similar argument as in the proof of (15.1)
relying on the exact sequence (15.10). The isomorphism r is the sum

(3)

r = ilgA + 12gB + i3(Eq) where i1, i2. i3 are the inclusions.

By use of the exact sequence (15.10) we define the Whitehead product
(15.11)

[

,

]: [Y-A, U] x [EB, U] -* [E(A A B), U]

which is associated to the fat sum A v B. For ae[EA, U], f3e[EB, U] the
product [a, f3] is given by a commutator in the group [E(A v B), U], namely
[a, /3] = (Eq)*

-1(- q*A(a) - gs(fl) + q*(a) + gB(l3))

(1)

This element is well defined since the homomorphism (Ei)* in (15.10) carries
the commutator to the trivial element and whence this commutator is in the
image of the injective map (Eq)* by exactness. For the inclusions i1:EA-+
YEA v EB and i2:EB-*EA v EB we get the Whitehead product map
w = [i1i i2]:E(A A B) - YEA v EB,

(2)

which is well defined in Ho(C) and for which
[a, /3] = w*(a, /3).

(3)

Clearly, the Whitehead product is natural with respect to maps v: U -* U',
v* [a, /3] = [v*a, v*/3]. We also use the exact sequence (15.10) for the definition
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of the group actions
(15.12)

[E(A A B), U] x [EA, U] -* [E(A A B), U], ( , a) i---*°,
[E(A A B), U] x [EB, U] [Y-(A A B), U], ( , /3) -* ,

which are defined by
(Eq)* - t (- q*(a) + (Eq)* c + qa(a) ),

_ (Eq)* - t(- ga(la) + (Eq)* + qe(/3)).

(15.13) Remark. Let C =Top* be the cofibration category of topological

spaces and let the fat sum A v B = A x B be given by the product of
topological spaces A and B. (This is a based fat sum if A and B are very
well pointed). The Whitehead product associated to A x B is the classical
Whitehead product, originally defined by J.H.C. Whitehead for spheres A
and B. One can show that the second action Q (15.12) associated to A x B
coincides with the action (6.13) provided A = S° - 1 is a sphere (in (6.13) we
replace A by B). If A is a suspension then the first action is trivial,
similarly p = if B is a suspension. Compare Baues (1977).
From (15.11) and (15.12) we derive the
(15.14) Lemma. [a, 0] = [0, /3] = 0,

[a' + a, /3] = [a', /3]" + lot, #1

and

[a, l3' + /3] = [a, /3] + [a, f3']#.

These formulas are deduced from the corresponding equations for
commutators which are valid in any group.
Addendum. Assume U is a based object and assume a or /3 are based up to
homotopy. Then [a, /3] is based up to homotopy and E[a, /3] = 0, see (9.8).
This follows readily from the fact that the group [Y-'(A B), U] is abelian
and that E in (9.8) is a homomorphism, see (9.10)(d).
We also use the exact sequence (15.10) for the
(15.15) Definition of the Hopf-construction. Let t: A v B -* X be a based
map between based objects with a = pi,, and /3 = ,uiB. Then the element
H(p)E[E(A A B), EX],
H(p) = (Eq)* -1(- s(Ea, E/3) + EF1),

is the Hopf-construction of t. Here the function s is defined as in (15.10)(1).
II

(15.16) Example. Let C = Top* and let µ:S1 x S1--> S1 be the multiplication
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on the unit sphere. Then the Hopf-map j = H(p)E[E(S1 A S'), ES'] = 7[3(S2)
is a generator of the homotopy group n3(S2) = [S3, S2] = Z.
(15.17) Theorem. Let T:C -* K be a based model functor between cofibration
categories. Then Whitehead products and Hopf constructions are compatible
with T. This means
TL[a, f3] = [TLa, TL$] E [E(MTA A MTB), T U],

TLH(p) = H(TM,u)e[E(MTA A MTB), EMTX].

Here we use the based fat sum MTA v MTB in K given as in (15.6) and we use
the homomorphism TL defined in (6a.2). The map TMI.I = MTµ in K is a model
of Tu as in (8.27) with
T(A v B)

rµ

,0

TX

MTA VV MTB >-+ MTX
TMN

Proof of (15.17). As in (8.27)(4) we have the commutative diagram in Ho(K)
Tyi

TE(A v B)

E(MTA v MTB)

Ii

TE(A Y B)

E(MTA v MTB)

2Yg

Yg

TE(A A B)

, E(MTA A MTB)

where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms in Ho(K) since T is compatible
with homotopy push outs.
(15.18) Remark. For the functor T = SC*SZ in (1.7.29) the first equation of
(15.17) yields a classical result of Samelson on Whitehead products. We will
show this in (17.24) below.
The Whitehead products associated to a product S" x S" of spheres in Top*
are the most important examples. They have the following nice properties:
(15.19) Example. Let C = Top* and let A A B = (A x B)/(A v B) where A and
B are very well pointed spaces in Top*. We identify the n-sphere S" with the
n-fold smash product

Sn=S'A...AS'=S'ASn-1=ESn-1

(1)

This shows Sn+,n+1 = ES" A Sm. For the homotopy groups
7En+1(U) = [ES", U] = [S", S2U] = nn(K2U)

(2)
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we have the Whitehead product associated to S" x Sm

[,

]:7r"(S2U) x irm(K2U) 'ir"+m(cU).

(3)

Now assume that ir,(U) = 7ro(S2U) = 0. Then (i*(f2U), [ , ]) is a graded Lie
algebra, see (1.9.1). The bilinearity of (3) is a consequence of (15.14).
Further properties of Whitehead products in Top* are discussed in Baues
(1981).

§ 15a Appendix: Whitehead products, co-Whitehead products
and cup products in topology
Let C = Top* be the cofibration category in (1.5.4) and let F = Top* be
the fibration category in (1.5.5). Suppose that A and B are very well pointed
CW-spaces, hence A and B are fibrant and cofibrant in C and in F. We have
the cofibration, resp. fibration sequence

1AvB>

x BA4A A B in C, and

(15a.1)

B = (A x B)/(A v B) is the smash product associated to the product
A x B in C, and AAA B is the cosmash product in F associated to the sum
A v B (this is the homotopy theoretic fiber of the inclusion i, see (14.1)),
compare also (15.7). The product A x B is a based fat sum in C; the sum
A v B, however, is a fat product in F which is not based since i is not a

fibration (here we use (15.5)).
By (15.11) we have the Whitehead product [

,

and we have dually the co-Whitehead product [

] associated to A x B in C
, ]°P associated to A v B

in F:
(15a.2)

] : [Y-A, U] x [LB, U] -* [Y-(A A B), U] in C,

]°P:[U,QA] x [U, )B]->[U,S2(A A B)] in F.

By the addendum of (15.14) we know that E[a, /3] = 0 and that Q[a, /3]°P = 0.

We now assume that U is a very well pointed CW-space. The next three
propositions are due to Arkowitz.
(15a.3) Proposition. The inclusion i:EA v EB >-> EA x EB -- Cw is a
principal cofibration with the attaching map w = [i,, i2]:E(A A B)-> EA v EB
given by the Whitehead product map.

Proof. Let CA x CB = CA x B u A x CB be the indicated subspace of the
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product CA x CB of cones and let no: (CA, A)--+(EA, *) be the quotient map.
Consider the following commutative diagram where Q is the push out

where w = 7ro x no and where w is the restriction of w. The induced map a is a
homotopy equivalence and io is a cone since CA x CB is contractible. Now

(15a.3) follows since there is a homotopy equivalence h for which the
composition

w:E(A A B) ,": CA x CB - A v EB
is the Whitehead product map.
Now let A,
(15a.4)

A=qA:U-*UxU->UAU,

be the reduced diagonal of U, A(x) = (x, x) for x e U.

(15a.5) Proposition. The co-Whitehead product [a, /3]°" above satisfies the
equation
[a,

f3]°y

= (Qt)j(a A Q)0,

where t:E(QA A QB) ^-, A ^n B is a natural homotopy equivalence and where
j:c2A A f BL-*QE(f2A A f2B) is the adjoint to the identity of E(92A A QB).

The proof uses arguments invented by Ganea.
Proof of (15a.5). For the proof it is convenient to use the following result of
Strum (1968):

Lemma. Let p: E - B be afibration and let A >-+ B be a cofibration in Top
then p-'(A)>---+ E is a cofibration in Top.
(1)
It is easy to see that for W in (14.1) the diagram
AAA B= WAxQBv52AxWB>- >---+ W(
Igxq

AvB

pull

Iq

>--* AxB

(2)
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is a pull back diagram. Here f2A >- WA is a cone by (1) since WA is
contractible, see (7.5)(1). There is a commutative diagram
(WA, f2A)

(MA, S2A)

jq

11o

(A, *)

(3)

(MA, * )

E

R,,

in Pair (Top*). Here RA is the evaluation map on 2QA which is adjoint to the
identity on QA.
Now (3) yields the homotopy commutative diagram
p

AvB
(4)

CS2A X CS2B wP MA v ES2B

t

,

2jh

E52A A K)B

where w is the Whitehead product map; compare the proof of lemma (15a.3)
above. Next consider the commutator in
[EU, A v B] = [U, S2(A v B)],

(5)

which is given by

(S2p)*[a,Mop = -iia-i2/i+ita+i2/3

_

(6)

Here we use (15a.4). The element CCE[EU,A] is the adjoint of a and satisfies
a = RA(Ea).

(7)

Thus we get
[ita, i21'] = [ilRA(Ea), i2Re(EQ)]
= [i1RA, i2RB](E(a n /3)),

(8)

and hence the result follows by (4) and (6).

We now assume that A and B are Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces as defined
in (I11.6.1) below. Let A and B be abelian groups and let

A=K(A,n+l), B=K(B,m+1).
Then S1A = K(A, n) and
(15a.6)

H"(U, A) = [U, K(A, n)] = [U, QA]
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is the reduced cohomology of U. Moreover, we have the well-known cup
product
(15a.7)

u:Hn(U,A)QHm(U,B)-+Hn+m(U,A(D B),

which carries a Qx /3 to a u /. This cup product can be described by the
co-Whitehead product.
(15a.8) Proposition. cu/3 = (flk)*[a, /3]°P.
Here k: A ^n B -> K(A Qx B, n + m + 1) is the first k-invariant of the space
A ^n B E(S2K(A, n + 1) A 4K(B, m + 1)), see (111.7.4) below. The proposition

shows us the precise meaning of the statement that `cup products and
Whitehead products are dual to each other', compare Eckmann (1962).
From (15.14) we derive the well-known fact S2(a u /3) = 0.
For the proof of (15a.8) recall that the cup product (15a.7) is induced by the
cup product map
U : K(A, n) x K(B, m)

K(A, n) n K(B, m) -4 K(A Off, n + m),

n, m

where q is the quotient map and where Un,m is the first k-invariant. We have
(15a.9)

a u /3 = U (Lx x /3)A = U (a n /3)A,
n,m

n,m

whence (15a.8) follows from (15a.5).

Finally, we describe an important property of the Whitehead product map

and of the cup-product map respectively. We know that the Whitehead
product map

w=wA,B:IAAB-->EAvEB
is trivial on

B. Therefore the partial suspension
E(wA,B):E2A A B->E2A v EB

is defined by (11.10). On the other hand, the cup product map above is trivial
on K(B, m) and thus the partial loop operation L in (14.10) yields the map
L(U):OK(A, n) x K(B, m) --> S2K(A Qx B, n + m).
n, m

Here we identify S2K(A, n) = K(A, n - 1).
(15a.10) Proposition.
E(wA,B) = WEA,B,

and

L(U)=
n,m

n- I'm
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Compare 3.1.11 and 6.1.12 in Baues (1977). The proposition will be used in
the next section.

§ 16 Examples on the classification of maps in topology
In this section we illustrate the use of the exact classification sequence in
(13.10) where we set T = Y= *. We work in the category Top*
of topological spaces with basepoint which is a cofibration category C and
a fibration category F by (1.5.4) and (1.5.5) respectively.
We consider maps in Top*
(16.1)

f:EAi v ... v YEA, ->EA.+, v ... v EAk,
g:K,x...xK,->K.+tx...xKk,

where for simplicity we assume that all Ai are suspensions (for examples
spheres of dimension >_ 1) and that all K; are Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces
of abelian groups. For example the Whitehead-product mapWA,B and the
cup product map Um. in (15a.10) are such maps f and g respectively.
Let U be a very well pointed CW-space. We can apply the classification
sequence in (13.10) for the computation of the sets of homotopy classes
[C f, U]

(16.2)

and

[U, Pg].

respectively. Here C f is the mapping cone of f and P9 is the homotopy
theoretic fiber of g. We will describe various examples for which we obtain
explicit descriptions of the sets in (16.2).

(16.3) Remark. The general method of computation for the sets (16.2)
proceeds as follows. Using the Hilton-Milnor theorem and the Kenneth
theorem respectively it is always possible to decompose the maps f and g
in (16.1) into a sum of maps ff and gj respectively. For these summands it
is easy to compute the differences V f; and '7g3. In most cases (15a.10) as
well allows the computation of the partial suspension E"V f; and of the partial
loop operation L Vg j. Then we can apply the classification sequence (13.10)

which yields a description of the sets [C f, U] or [U,Pg] in terms of exact
sequences. Such applications were obtained with different methods by Rutter
(1967), Nomura (1969) and originally by Barcus-Barratt (1958), compare
also Baues (1977).
We now consider the example where f = WA,B = w is the Whitehead product

map and where g = U is the cup product map. By (15a.3) we have the
principal cofibration
(16.4)

SAAB -f_+ YEA vEB>__*EAxEB2-- Cf.
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Dually (in the Eckmann-Hilton sense) we have the principal fibration

(16.5) Pg=K(A,n)uK(B,m)-K(A,n) x K(B,m)-*K(A(D B,n+m).
In both cases we can apply the classification sequence (13.10) and we can
use (15a.10). This yields the following two results.
(16.6) Theorem. Let A and B be suspensions. Then there is a bijection of sets
[EA x EB, U]

U [E2A A B, U]/I,,Q,
(a,/1)

where the disjoint union is taken over all pairs (a, /3) e [Y-A, U] x [EB, U] with
[a, /3] = 0 and where I,,,, in the subgroup of all elements

[x,/3]+T*[a,y]E[E2A A B, U]
with xe[E2A, U] and ye[E2B, U].
The map T is the obvious interchange map EA A EB : E2A A B. Here
[a, /3], [x, /3] and [a, y] denote the Whitehead products in (15a.2).
Addendum: Let u: T = EA x EB -* U be a basepoint preserving map and let
UT I * be the function space of all such maps. Let (a, /3) = ui be the restriction of u

to EA v EB. Then for n >_ 1 there is a short exact sequence of groups.
0-*coker//V"+1--+1"(UTl*, u)-*ker0"-+0.
B+1(U)_7rn+B(U),

Q":7En+1(U) X 7T

o"(x, Y) = [x, fl] + T* [a, Y]

(16.7) Theorem. There is a bijection of sets

[U,K(A,n)uK(B,m)],: U
(«,a)

where the disjoint union is taken over all pairs (a, /3)EH"(U, A) x Hm(U, B)
with a u (3 = 0 and where I,,,, is the subgroup of all elements
xU/3+auyeHn+m-1(U,AQB)

with xEF1"-1(U,A) and yefl'-1(U,B).
Here a u /3, x u f3 and a u y denote the cup products in the cohomology
of U, see (15a.7).

Addendum. Let u: U -* P = K(A, n) u K(B, m) be a basepoint preserving map

and let P°I* be the function space of all such maps. Let (a, /3) = pu be the
projection of u to K(A, n) x K(H, m). Then for k >_ 1 there is the short exact
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sequence of groups

0-*cokerVk+,
Vk:Hn-k(U A) X

7rk(P°I*,u)-+kerVk
H"`-k(U

0,

H)*Hn+,n-k(U,A©B),

Ok(x,y)=xufl +Lt uy.

Proof of (16.6) and (16.7). We apply (13.10) with T= Y= * for the
computation of (16.2). For f = wA,B = w the difference Vw is the map
Vw = - 12(0 + (i2 + i1)w:EA A B -> E(A1 v B,) v E(A2 v B2),

where Al = A2 = A, B1 = B2 = B. For the obvious inclusions ai, b; (i = 1, 2) of
A. and B. respectively we get
Ow= - w*(a2, b2) + w*(a2 + a,, b2 + bl)

= -[a2,b2]+[a2+al,b2+b1]
= [a1,bl] + [al,b2] -(ET)*[bl,a2],
where we use the bilinearity of the Whitehead product. Since the partial
suspension E is a homomorphism and since E[al, bl] = 0 we derive from (11.9)
and (15a.10)

E"Qw= [al,b2] -(En+1T)*[bl,a2]
Here a1 and b 1 are the inclusions of E"+ 1 A 1 and E"+ 1 B, respectively.
Since V"(u, w) = (EnV w)* u) we get the result in (16.6) by (13.10). We leave
the proof of (16.7) as an exercise. The arguments are of the same type as above,

they use the bilinearity of the cup product and (15a.10) and clearly the
sequence dual to (13.10) in the fibration category F = Top*.
We next describe further examples where we use the method in (16.3). We

say that a homomorphism a:it2(M)- 7r2(U) between homotopy groups is
realizable if there is a map u:M-> U with a = u*.
(16.8) Theorem. Let M be a closed 4-dimensional manifold which is simply
connected. Then there is a bijection

[M, U]

U H4(M, 714 U/I a,
a

where the disjoint union is taken over all realizable aeHom(7c2M, ir2 U) =
H2(M, 7z2 U). The subgroup Ia is the image of the homomorphism
5 Da: H2(M, 7r, U) - H4(M, ir4 U),

V(x) =(11*)*Sg2(x)+[ , ]*(xva).
Here ri*:7C3(U)Qx Z/2_+1r4(U) is induced by the suspension of the Hopf
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map (15.16) and Sq2 is the Steenrod square. Moreover x u a is the cup
product and [ , ]: n3 U (2 it2 U -> it4 U is the Whitehead product.
Addendum. Let u:M, U be a basepoint preserving map and let UMI* be the
function space of all such maps. Assume that u induces aeH2(M, ire U) as above.
Then for n >_ 1 there is a short exact sequence of groups

u) -4 kerVa-0,
5 oa:H2(X,7rn+2 U) -+ H4(X,i"+3U),

Va(x)=(g*)*Sg2(x)+[ , ]*(xua).
Here V is defined in the same way as oa = Va above.
Proof. Let B be a basis of the free abelian group H2M = (@B71 and choose
an ordering < of B. Then the Eckmann-Hilton homology decomposition
shows that M is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone Cf with

f:S30VS2.
B

f
Here a u beH4(M) = 11 denotes the cup product and ib is the inclusion of S2
for beB. We compute Vf by the bilinearity of the Whitehead product and
by the distributivity law for the Hopf map
11*(a+ Q)= q*(a)+r1*(Q)+ [a, #1

where a, /3Eit2(U). Since Sg2(x) = x u x mod 2 we obtain the result (16.8) in
the same way as in the proof of (16.6).

Next we describe classical examples which can be derived as well from
the classification sequence (13.10) in a fibration category similarly as (16.7).
(16.9) Theorem (Pontrjagin, Steenrod). Let X be a CW-complex with dim

(X) < n + 1 and let ueH"(S", 71) be a generator. Then the degree map
deg: [X, S"]

H"(X, 71) with deg (F) = F*(u) is surjective and

deg 1( )

IHn+1(X,71/2)/Sg2Hn-1(X71)

n=2
n>3'

Here Sq2 is the Steenrod square. For n = 1 the theorem is a special case of
the following result, compare Spanier. CPa denotes the complex projective
space with CP1 z S2.

(16.10) Theorem. Let X be a CW-complex with dim(X) < 2n + 1 and let
ueH2(CPa, Z) be a generator. Then the degree map deg: [X, CPa] -+ H2(X, 71)
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with deg(F) = F*(u) is surjective and

H2n+'(X,7)/(n+1) "uH1(X,Z).
Here " denots the n-fold cup product of .
Proof of (16.10). The first k-invariant of CPn is the map k:CP, = K(7L, 2) -*
K(7L, 2n + 2) which is represented by the cup product power un+ Therefore
we have by dim(X) < 2n + 1
[X, Pk] = [X, CPn]
Compare (111.7.2). We can compute Vk: K(Z, 2) x K(Z, 2) -+ K(7L, 2n + 2) as
follows

Vk= -kp2+k(p2+p1)
_
_
_

-p2un+l+(p2+pi)*(un+l)
-p2un+1+((p2+pl)*u)n+l
-p2un+1

kE (n

+(p2u+p*u)n+t
1)(p2uk)U(p1un+1-k).

k

From (15a.10) we derive
L(piun+l-kup2uk)=(Opi un+l-k)up2uk

where 2 p* u"+ l
have

k

= 0 for n + 1 - k > 1 since 52(a u fl) = 0. Moreover, we

Tpiu=p1:t2K(7L,2) x K(7L,2)-*f K(7L,2).

Thus the map
LVk: CIK(7L, 2) x K(Z, 2) - fIK(7L, 2n + 2)

given by L(Vk) = (n +
u p2u"). Now the result (16.10) is a
consequence of (13.10), compare the proof of (16.7). We leave it to the reader
is

to formulate an addendum of (16.10) which corresponds to the addendum
of (16.7).

Also an old result of Pontrjagin and Dold-Whitney is an illustration of the
classification sequence (13.10). Let BSO(n) be the classifying space of the
special orthogonal group. The homotopy set [X, BSO(n)] determines the
oriented (n - 1) sphere bundles with structure group SO(n) over X.
(16.11) Theorem (Dold-Whitney). Let X be a connected 4-dimensional polyhedron. Then there is a bijection (n >> 3)
[X, BSO(n)] = U ((H4(X, 7)/I') (B A"),
a
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where the disjoint union is taken over all oceH2(X,71/2). We have A4=
H4(X,11) and A" = 0 otherwise. Moreover, Ia = O for n

5. For n = 3 and n = 4

the subgroup Ia is the image of
(0«: H1(X, Z/2) -* H4(X, Z),
V (x) = (/3x) u (/3x) + /3(x u a).

Here /3 is the Bockstein homomorphism for 71

71-> 11/2.

Proof. We only describe the connection of the result with the classification

sequence (13.10): In low dimensions the space BSO(n), n >_ 3, has the

homotopy groups n = 0 = it3 and it2 = Z/2 and n4 =11 for n 0 4 and
it4 = 71(E 71 for n = 4. Thus the first k-invariant of the Postnikov tower (11.7.2)
is

k: K(it2, 2) -> K(it4, 5).

Moreover, the principal fibration Pk

K(it2, 2) yields for dim X< 4 a

bijection
[X, BSO(n)] = [X, Pk].

Thus we can apply (13.10). In fact, we have [K(l/2, 2), K(71, 5)] = 11/4 and k
is a generator for n = 3. For n = 4 the first coordinate of k is a generator and the
second coordinate is trivial. Moreover, k is twice a generator for n > 4. This is a

result of F. Peterson, compare formula 22 in Dold-Whitney. By use of the
explicit description of the generator one obtains Vk and L(Vk) with
L(ok)*(x, a) = V .(x).

§ 17 Homotopy groups in the category of chain algebras
We describe explicitly homotopy groups (and homotopy groups of function
spaces) in the category of chain algebras DA; in particular, we compute the
homotopy addition map. Similar results can be obtained in the category of

commutative cochain algebras CDA°k and in the category of chain Lie
algebras DL. The author, however, is not aware of an explicit formula for
the homotopy addition map on the cylinders in (1.8.19) and (1.9.18)
respectively. Such a formula would be an interesting analogue of the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Moreover, by the universal enveloping

functor U one can compare the `rational' homotopy addition map in DL
with the `integral' one in DA* which we describe in (17.4) below.
Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients and let DA be the category

of chain algebras over R with the structure in (1.§7). Recall that DAB
is an I-category. A homotopy equivalence in DAB is also a weak equivalence.
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The converse is true if R is a principal ideal domain and if B is R-flat.
Moreover, we know that DA(flat) and DA,(flat) are cofibration categories
provided R is a principal ideal domain, see (1.7.10).
Let B >---* A = (B II T(W), d) be a cofibration in DA and let u: B -> U be a
map in DA. Then we have the set of homotopy classes
(17.1)

[A, U]u = DA(A, U)°/

rel B,

where DA(A, U)" = { f : A -> U l f I B = u} and where the homotopy relation is
defined in (1.7.13). Clearly, this is an equivalence relation by (2.2). In case B =

is the initial object we set
(17.2)

[A, U]={f:A-*U}/morel *,

Here A = (T(W), d) is a free chain algebra.
We denote by {x} the homotopy class represented by x:A-f U. If A is a
based object in DA (or, equivalently, if A is an augmented free chain algebra)
we have the o-map s = 0: A -> * which is the augmentation of A; this map
yields the zero element in the homotopy set [A, U].
Recall that we have an explicit cylinder IBA = (B u T(W' (@ W" (D sW), d)
for the cofibration B >-* A, see (1.7.11). This yields the problem of computing
an explicit homotopy addition map
(17.3)

U IBA = DZ,

m:IBA

A

which is defined in (2.5). Here we have
DZ=(BUT(W'Q+W"(D W©sWo(D

with

sW1),d)

W'=W"=W=Wo=W1 = W.

(17.4) Computation of m. The map m is a homotopy 1 iof the inclusions
i', i: A - DZ. Therefore m is given by the homotopy (see (1.7.12)):

M:A-*DZ
with
M(b) = 0
m(sw) = M(w)

for beB,

(1)

for we W,

(2)

Md+dM=i"-f,
M(xy) _ (Mx)y"' + (- 1)"1x'(My) for x, yeA.

On the other hand, we obtain from the canonical inclusions
1Jo, J 1: I BA -* DZ,

Jow' = w ,Jow" = w",Josw = Swo,
J1W = W",jlw" =W 'j1SW= SW1,

(3)
(4)
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the homotopies So = joS, S, = j,S:A -.DZ, where S is defined in (1.7.11).
These homotopies satisfy

Sod+dSo=i"-i',
Sid + dS, = i"' - i"

(5)

Therefore we have the operator

M=M-So-S,,

(6)

which satisfies the following equations:

dM + Md = 0,
M(b) = 0

(7)

for beB,

(8)

ci(xy) = (MX)Y"' + (- 1)IXlx'(MY) + (Sox)(Y'" - y") - (-

1)i.xI(x"

- x')(S1Y).
(9)

We now construct M inductively: Let v e W be given with I v I = n and
assume we know k(w) for all w e W with I w I < n. Then by (9) we have a
We choose
formula for Mdv. By (7) this element is a boundary Mdv =
such a and we set

Mv=

(10)

There is a canonical way to define M in (6) as follows. We define a map
of degree + 2

Sm:A-> DZ
II

(11)

II

BUT(W) BUT(W'Q+
Sm(b) = 0 for beB,
Sm(w) = 0

for wE W, and
x Sm(Y)

Sm(XY) = (- 1)HSox.S1Y +

for x,yEA. As in (1.7.11) one can check that S. is well defined. Moreover,
the map
M = Smd - dSm: A -> DZ

(12)

satisfies the equations (7), (8) and (9). Therefore (12) yields a canonical choice
in (10), compare Helling.

We describe an example for the homotopy addition map in §2. More
generally then (17.1), we have the homotopy groups of function spaces (n >_ 1)
in DA,
(17.5)

B, u) = [

A, U]u,

compare (§ 6, § 10). We know that n, is a group and that nn, for n > 2, is an
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abelian group. For n = 1 the group structure on nt is induced by the comultiplication m on EBA which makes the diagram
IBA

M

IP

IBAUIBA
'I PUP

E BA U EBA

EBA
M

A1JT(sW)

A

A11T(sWO(D sW,)

commutative. Here p is the canonical identification map with pw' = pw" = w,
psw = sw for w e W.

(17.6) Theorem. Let B >--> A = BJJ T(W) be a cofibration and assume W is
finite dimensional (that is, W, = 0 for n > N). Then it1(UAI B, u) is a nilpotent
group.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of (111.4.14) since B >--> A is a complex
of finite length in DAB, see (VII.§ 4). A less simple proof can be deduced
from the explicit formula for m in (17.4).
1:1

From the definition of EBA in (10.3)(4) we derive
(17.7)

EBA = BIjT(W (@ s" W) = A11 T(s"W).

The differential d on EBA (n >_ 1) is given as follows. Let S": A -* EBA be
the map of degree n with

for beB,

S"b = 0
S"w = s"w
S"(xy) =

for we W,

for x, yeA.

Then d is defined on W by dA and on s" W by ds"w = (- 1)"S"dw.
For a free augmented chain algebra A = (T(W), d) we have the suspension
IA = E*A/A which is a quotient in DA. From (17.7) we derive
(17.8)

EA = (T(sW), d)

with d(sw) = - sdQw

for wE W.

Here dQ is the differential on QA = W, see (1.7.2). Clearly, the n-fold suspension
is

(17.9)

E"A = E*A/A = (T(s"W), d)

with ds"w = (- 1)"s"dQw.

The homotopy set [E"A, U] has a group structure which is abelian for
n >_ 2. We leave it to the reader to describe a formula for the comultiplication
(17.10)

m:EA=T(sW)-EAvEA=T(sW0(D sW1),
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which is obtained by dividing out A in the bottom row of diagram (17.5).
In general m induces a non abelian group structure for [EA, U], compare
the example in (17.22) below. By use of derivations there is an altenative
description of the homotopy groups in (17.5).
(17.11) Definition. Let B c A be a cofibration and let u:A-- U be a map in
DA. An (A I B, u)-derivation of degree n (n e7L) is a map F: A -> U of degree n

of the underlying graded modules such that
F(b) = 0
F(xy) _ (Fx)(uy) + (- 1)"I"I(ux)(Fy)

for beB,
for x, yeA.

(1)
(2)

The set of all such derivations:
Der" = Der"(UAI B, u)

(3)

is a module by (F + G)(x) = (Fx) + (Gx). We define a boundary operator
a :Der" -* Der" _

(4)

a(F)=Fod-(- 1)"doF
where d denotes the differential in A and U respectively. One easily checks
that a(F) is an element of Dern and that as = 0. Thus we have for all ne71
the homology
H" Der*(UAIB, u) = ker (a)/im (a)

of the chain complex of derivations.

(5)
II

(17.12) Proposition. Let B c A = B11T(W) be a cofibration in DA. Then we
have for n >_ 1 a bijection
7r"(UAI B, U) = H" Der* (UAI B, u),

which depends on the choice of the generators W. For n >_ 2 this is an isomorphism

of abelian groups.

Proof. Let A(EBA, U)" be the set of all algebra maps F: EBA -> U between
the underlying graded algebras with F1 A = u. We have the bijection
A(EBA, U)"=Der",

Fi- +FS"=F,

(1)

with S" in (17.7). Now F is a chain algebra map (dF = Fd) if and only if
aF = 0. Therefore (1) gives us the bijection (see (17.1))
DA(EBA, U)" = kernel (a).

(2)

It remains to show that for F1,F2eDA(EBA, U)" we have
F1

with aG=F2-F1.

(*)
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Then, clearly, (2) gives us the bijection in (17.12). Now a DA-homotopy G
from Ft to F2(rel A) is given by a map G:EBA-> U of degree + 1 with
Gx = 0 for xeA,

(3)

Gd+dG=F2-Ft,

(4)

and

G(xy) = (Gx)(F2y) + (- 1)'xl(Ftx)(Gy)

(5)

for x, yeJBA. Therefore the map

G=GS"

(6)

is of degree n + 1 and satisfies by (17.7)
Gb = 0

for beB,

(7)

G(xy) = G((S"x)y + (- 1)"lx'x(S"y))

=(Gx)(uy)+(-

1)(n+»ixi(ux)(Gy)

(8)

for x,yeA. Here we use (3) and (5). By (7) and (8) we know that GEDer,, +1.
Moreover, by (4) and (17.7) we have for vE W
aG(v) = GS"dv - (-1)"+tdGS"v

_ (-1)"Gds"v + (-1)"dGs"v
_ (-1)"(F2 - Ft)s"v
_ (-1)"(F2 - Ft) (v)
(9)
Therefore a(-1)"G = F2 - Ft. The other direction of (*) can be proved in
a similar way. It follows from (17.17) and (17.18) below that the bijection is
actually an isomorphism of groups for n >_ 2.
(17.13) Definition. For chain complexes V, W let
Homn = Homn(V, W)

(nEZZ)

be the module of linear maps of degree n from V to W. Let a: Homn -> Homn _ t

be defined by Of =f d - (- 1)"d f. Then, since as = 0, we have the homology
H" Hom*(V, W) of the chain complex (Hom*, a). Let s" V be the chain complex

with ds"v = (- 1)"s"dv. Then Hn Hom* (V, W) is just the set of homotopy
classes of chain maps s"V-* W.

From (17.12) we derive the following special case:

(17.14) Corollary. Let A be an augmented free chain algebra and let QA be
the chain complex of indecomposables of A. Then we have for n >_ 1 a bijection
[E"A, U] = Hn Hom* (QA, U), which depends on the choice of generators W
for A = T(W), W = QA. For n >_ 2 this is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
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(17.15) Addendum. If the differential on QA is trivial we have
H,, Hom* (QA, U) = Hom,, (QA, H* U).

Proof of (17.14) and (17.15). We have the isomorphism of chain complexes
Der*(UAI*, 0) = Hom*(QA, U). Since QA is a free module we obtain (17.15),
compare also 111.4.3 in Mac Lane (1967).

(17.16) Definition. A cofibration B >-* A in DA with A = B11T(W) =
& ,0B ®(W (D B)®' is of filtration < n (with respect to W) if
n

dWc (a) B®(W®B)°1.

11

1=0

The elementary cofibrations are just those of filtration 0. We now consider
cofibrations of filtration 1 with dW c B Q+ B ® W (D B.

(17.17) Example. Let Y c X = Yjl T(V) be a cofibration in DA. Then for
n>>-1

X c E"X = X Ll T(s"V)

is a cofibration of filtration < 1 with respect to s"V. In fact, by (17.7) we see

ds"VcX®s"V®X.
(17.18) Proposition. Let B c A = BUT(W) be a cofbration of filtration < 1.
Then the comultiplication m on EBA in (17.5) is given by m(ot)= a for aeA,
and m(sw) = swo + sw1 for we W.

(17.19) Corollary. If B c A is of filtration < 1 then the bijection in (17.12),
7r1(UAIB,

u) = H1 Der* (UAIB, u), is an isomorphism of abelian groups.

Proof of (17.18). For we W we have
dw = d1 w + dew

(1)

with d1weB and d2weB ® W &B. This shows that for M in (6) of (17.4) we
have
M(dv) = M(d2w),

(2)

see (8) in (17.4). Now (8) and (9) in (17.4) show us that for a ®v ®/1,
(a, $eB, ve W), we have

M(a®v®/)=(-1)ka,

®(Mv)®/3,,, k=Ia1.

(3)

Assume now we have constructed M with My = 0 for I v I < n. Then for w,
I w I = n + 1, the equations (1), (2) and (3) above show M(dw) = 0. Therefore
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= 0 in (10) of (17.4). Thus for all veW we have My = 0 or

we can choose

equivalently m(sv) = My = Sov + S1v = svo + sv1.

(17.20) Definition. Let T be the free augmented algebra generated by the
generator t with degree I t I = 0, clearly d(t) = 0. Then E"T = T(s"t) has trivial
differential and the homotopy groups are
7E, '(A) = [Y-"T, A] = H"(A)

(1)

for n >_ 1, see § 6 and (17.14). Moreover, the relative homotopy groups of a pair
(A, B) are
ir (A, B) = H"(A, B) = H"(A/B).

(2)

Here A/B is the quotient chain complex of the underlying chain complexes
of A and B, see (7.7).

II

The exact homotopy sequence (7.8) for the functor ,zn is just the long exact
homology sequence

a

(17.21)

H"B ---* H"A - H"(A, B)

a

H"

B -> ....

Remark. T corresponds in topology to the 1-sphere S' so that 7r' (A)
corresponds to the homotopy groups nn+1(X), n> 1, of a space X. Clearly,
the homotopy groups of spheres lr (EmT) can be easily computed in the
category DA of chain algebras.
(17.22) Example. We consider the example which in topology corresponds
to a product S" + 1 x S' + 1 of two spheres (n, m >_ 1). Let v, w and v x w be
elements of degree n, m and n + m + 1 respectively and let A = T(v, w, v x w)
be the free chain algebra generated by these elements with the differential
dv = dw = 0 and for [v, w] = vw - (- 1)"mwv let
d(v x w) _ (- 1)"[v, w].

(1)

We construct M on A(X). First we set Mv = Mw = 0. Since dSov = v" - v'
and dS1w = w"' - w" we obtain from (9) in (17.4) the equation
AI(vw) _

_ (-

(Sov)(w,,,

- w") - (- 1)"(v" - v')(S1w)

1)n+1d((SOv)-(SIw)).

Similarly we get M(wv) _ (-

Md(vxw)=d with

Therefore we see that
Now we

can define M by

Mv=Sov+S1v,Mw=Sow+S1w,
M(v x w)=SO(v x w)+S1(v x w)+(Sov)(S1w)+(- 1)("+1)(m+1)(Sow)(S1v)
(2)
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We have for x = sv, y = sw, z = s(v x w) the degrees I z I= I x I + I Y 1.

Moreover, IA = T(x, y, z) has trivial differential and the comultiplication
m: YEA --* EA U EA = T(xo, x1, yo, yv zo, z1)

(3)

is given by

mx=xo+x1,
my=Yo+Y1,
mz = zo + z1 + xoy1 + (- 1)IXIIYIYoxl

For the homotopy set (see (17.14) and (17.15))
[Y-A, U] = Hixi(U) x H1Y1(U) x Hixi+1Y1(U)

(4)

we obtain by (3) the multiplication +:
(ao,flo,Yo)+(a1,Q1,Y1)=(ao+a1,/30+/31,Yo +Y1 +aofli +(- 1)IxluYlfloa1)
(5)

Here ao/31 and /coal are products in the algebra H* U. The commutator of
the elements a = (a, 0, 0), /3 = (0, /3, 0)E [EA, U] is by (5) the element

-a- +a+/3=(0,0,[a,/3]).

(6)

Thus, if the Lie bracket

[a, Q] = a /3 - (- 1)" Afl. a

(7)

of the algebra H* U is not trivial, the group [IA, U] is not abelian.
Recall that we have the functor r: Top* -* DA* given by i = SC*S2 in

(1.7.29). We know that t is a model functor, actually i is natural weak
equivalent to a based model functor. We therefore can apply (15.17) for the
computation of 2[a, /3] where [a, /3] is a Whitehead product, aeir"+ 1(U) and

fiEltm+1(U). By the Bott-Samelson theorem we have a canonical weak
equivalence 6,

* >--* T(v) -> r(S"+ 1)

(17.23)

(where I v I = n, T(v) = E"T), such that the composition

h:i"(s U) = [S"+1 U] -+[TSn+1,TU]'* [T(v), T U] = Hn(1 U)

is the Hurewicz-map, see (17.20). Now one readily checks that there is a
commutative diagram in DA*
T(v) v T(w)
((ii 1)6, (Ti2)Q)

V

(T(v,w,v,

T(v)O T(w) '6(S"+1 x S+m+t)

x w), d)
J1

Jz
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Here j2j1 is given by the isomorphism in (1.7.32). The map j2j1 is compatible
with the projections pl, P2 on S"+ 1 x Sm+ t and on T(v, w, v x w) respectively.

We define pi:T(v,w,v x w)-*T(v) by p1(v)=v and p1(w)=0=p1(v x w).
Similarly, we define p2. The diagram above shows that (T(v, w, v x w),
i,p1,p2) is a fat wedge MTS"+1 VV MTSm+1 for r(S"+1 x Sm+1) as in (15.5).
Hence we can apply (15.17) and we get by (17.22)(7) the Samelson
(17.24) Theorem. For aE7c"(S1U) and /3E7cm(QU) and for the Whitehead product
[a, /3] E7t, +m( U) the Hurewicz-homomorphism
h:7c,k(fIU) _* H*(f2U)

satisfies the formula
h([a, /3]) = [ha, h/3].

Here the bracket at the right-hand side is the Lie bracket associated to the
multiplication in the algebra H,k(S2U), compare (1.9.3).

Compare also (1.9.23). We need no sign in the formula of (17.24) since we
define the Whitehead product by the commutator in (15.11).

III

The homotopy spectral sequences
in a cofibration category

In Chapter II we obtained the fundamental exact sequences of homotopy
theory, namely
(A) the cofiber sequence,
(B) the exact sequence for homotopy groups of function spaces, and
(C) the exact sequence for relative homotopy groups.

In this chapter we derive from these exact sequences the corresponding
homotopy spectral sequences. In case (A) this leads to the general form of
both the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence and the Bousfield-Kan
spectral sequence, compare also Eckmann-Hilton (1966). In case (B) we
obtain a far reaching generalization of the Federer spectral sequence for
homotopy groups of function spaces in topology. In case (C) the homotopy
spectral sequence is the general form of the homotopy exact couple in topology
(considered by Massey) from which we deduce the `certain exact sequence of
J.H.C. Whitehead' in a cofibration category. All these results on the homotopy

spectral sequences are available in any cofibration category. Moreover,
a functor between cofibration categories (which carries weak equivalences to
weak equivalences) induces a map between these homotopy spectral sequences
compatible with the differentials. Various properties of the spectral sequences
are proved in this chapter, some of them seem to be new (even for the classical
topological spectral sequences).
In all cases (A), (B) and (C) we study the Ez-term of the spectral sequences.

For this we introduce complexes, chain complexes, and twisted chain
complexes in a cofibration category. Complexes are iterated mapping cones

which are obtained by a succession of attaching cones. For example in
topology CW-complexes and dually Postnikov-towers are complexes. We
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define a functor which carries complexes (and filtration preserving maps) to
(twisted) chain complexes and chain maps. The (twisted) cohomology, defined
in terms of this chain functor, yields the E2-term of the spectral sequence in
case (A) (and in case (B)). In topology the chain complex corresponds to
the cellular chain complex of a CW-complex, and the twisted chain complex

corresponds to the cellular chain complex of the universal covering of a
CW-complex. Therefore the twisted cohomology yields the cohomology with
local coefficients of a CW-complex as an example. The spectral sequence for
case (B) can also be used for the enumeration of the set zo of a function space
which is a set of homotopy classes of maps.
A surprising application of the spectral sequence in case (B) is the result
that in any cofibration category the group 7r1 acts nilpotently on irn (n >_.1)

provided that we consider a complex X of finite length. In particular, the
homotopy group [EX, U] is nilpotent; in topology this is a classical result
of G.W. Whitehead (1954).

In the first section of the chapter we consider filtered objects X in a
cofibration category and we show that the homotopy group 1n(Ux, u) is
embedded in a short exact lim'-sequence.

§ 1 Homotopy groups of homotopy limits
Let C be a cofibration category. We first generalize the category Pair(C) in
(11.1.3) by considering `filtered objects' in C.
(1.1) Definition. Let Fil(C) be the following category. Objects are diagrams

A morphism f: A -* B in Fil(C) is a sequence of maps f5 : An ---* Bn with
in fn

n >_ 0. We say that f is a weak equivalence if each fn, n >_ 0, is a

weak equivalence in C. Moreover, f is a cofibration if each map
(.fn+ 1 ,

fn): (A,,+,, An) -(Bn+ 1, Bn)

is a cofibration in Pair(C). We call the object A = {An} = {An, in} a filtered
object in C. We say that A is constant if A. = U and in = 1 u for all n; in this
case we write A = {U}. Moreover, A is a skeleton, A = Ann, if in,:A.,An,+1
is the identity for m > n.
II

If C has an initial object * then also Fil(C) has the initial object
* = { * }. An object A = {An} is cofibrant in Fil (C) if all maps
(1.1)(a)

* >---+ A0 >--+ A, >---+ ... >--* An >---+
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are cofibrations in C. Recall that Fil(C), denotes the full subcategory of
cofibrant objects in Fil(C).
For a fibration category F we define Fil(F) dually by diagrams
(1.1)(b)

A = (A0 - A14- A2 #- ... )
PO

P1

in F. This is a fibrant object in Fil (F) if all p; are fibrations and if Ao ->
is a fibration. We call such a fibrant object a tower offibrations. As in (11.1.5)
we obtain
(1.2) Lemma. The category Fil(C) with cofibrations and weak equivalences in
(1.1) is a cofibration category.
We only check (C3) and (C4) in Fil(C). For a map f : {An} -* { B,,} we obtain
a factorization f : {An} >---+ {Cn} -=-* {Bn} by the following commutative
diagram.

P2>---+ C2

- 'B2

Aa------ Co-=>Bo
Here we first choose a factorization Co of Ao -* Bo in C. Then the push out P1

and the map P1-*B1 is defined. We choose a factorization C1 of this map.
Then the push out P2 and the map P2 -+ B2 is defined. There is a factorization C2

of this map. Inductively we obtain the filtered object C with A >--> C - B.
Next we get a fibrant model {An } >-2:4 {RA,, } of {An } by choosing
inductively fibrant models in C as in the diagram

Pj1 >=-> RA2

A2

push
(1.4)

push
J

Ao >- RAO
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Here RAn+ 1 is the fibrant model in C of the push out Pn. An object A= {An } in

Fil (C) is f brant if and only if all objects An are fibrant in C, see (11.1.5).

We now consider cylinders and homotopies in Fit (C). For a cofibrant
filtered object A we have the cylinder I*A = {I*An} which is a sequence of
cylinders in C. We call a map H:1 *A -+ U in Fil (C) a 0-homotopy or a
filtration preserving homotopy. The example of CW-complexes in topology
shows that also homotopies are of interest which are not 0-homotopies. We

say H is a k-homotopy, k >_ 0, between f and g if we have homotopies
Hn: ik fn ^., ikgn rel * with ik: Un -> Un+k such that the diagram
I*An+l

Un+k+l

Hn +1

J;

(1.5)

T

1*An

Un+k

H,

k

commutes, n >_ 0. We write H: f ^ g. We are mainly interested in 0-homotopies
k

is an equivalence relation on the
set of all filtration preserving maps A -* U. Clearly, f 4 g implies f 14'g
In case U is not fibrant we use a fibrant model RU of U in Fil(C) for the
and 1-homotopies. If U is fibrant, then

definition of 4 . In particular, Ho Fil (C) = Fil (C)1/ ~ .
In order to obtain homotopy limits in C we assume the following

(1.6) Continuity axiom. For each cofibrant object A= {An} in Fil(C) there
exists the colimit lim An in C. Moreover, the functor lim: Fil (C), --> C preserves
weak equivalences and cofibrations.

The axiom is also used in Anderson (1978). We denote a colimit (direct
limit) by lim and we denote a limit (inverse limit) by Lim.
(1.7) Examples.

(a) The cofibration category of topological spaces in (1.5.1) satisfies the
continuity axiom. This follows from the appendix in Milnor (1963),
compare also Vogt (1963). This implies that the cofibration category of
simplicial sets given by (1.2.12) and the cofibration category Top with the

CW-structure (1.5.6) both satisfy the continuity axiom.
(b) The fibration category of simplicial sets (and of simplicial sets with base
point respectively) given by (1.2.12) satisfies the dual of the continuity

axiom. Compare Part II in Bousfield-Kan.
(c) The cofibration category of positive chain complexes with the structure

in (I.§ 6) satisfies the continuity axiom since in ChainR we have
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lim HA, = H(lim An), compare VIII.5.20 in Dold (1972); this also implies
that the cofibration categories of chain algebras (1.7.10) and of commutative cochain algebras (1.8.17) satisfy the continuity axiom.

(1.8) Remark. If the cofibration category C satisfies the continuity axiom
then for any cofibrant object X in C also the cofibration category, C", of
objects under X satisfies the continuity axiom.
(1.9) Definition. Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object * and
assume the continuity axiom is satisfied. For each filtered object A = {An}
in C we define the homotopy colimit by
holim {An} = lim {MA,,}.

Here {MAn} = MA is given by a factorization * >---* MA -* A of * -* A in
Fil (C). Hence holim is a functor
holim: Ho (Fil C)

Ho (Fil C),

Ho C,

compare (II.§3). In case the colimit lim {An} exists, the canonical map
holim {An} -*lim {An} needs not to be a weak equivalence. For a cofibrant

filtered object A we have the canonical weak equivalence holim {A} =>
lim {An}, in this case we write A., = lim {An}.
An object A is based in Fil (C) if * = A _ 1 >--> AO is a cofibration and if all

maps An >-4 An+1 are based in C. If axiom (1.6) is satisfied the limit A
of a based filtered object A is clearly based in C. For the based filtered object A

we have the function
(1.10)

[E"A., U]

P Lim [E"A U]

(n >_ 0)

for homotopy groups. Here U is a fibrant object in C and A yields the inverse
system of sets (groups for n >= 1), { [E"Ai, U] }, and p is the obvious map. The
based filtered object E"A = {E"A,} is the n-fold suspension in Fil(C). We
derive from the homotopy extension property in (11.2.17) that p is a surjective
function for n >_ 0, here we use the cylinder in Fil(C). Clearly, for n > 1 the
function p is a homomorphism of groups. For the study of the kernel p-' (0) of
(1.10) we follow the idea of Milnor (1962), compare also K.S. Brown (1973) and
Bousfield-Kan. To this end we introduce

(1.11) Definition of Lim and Lim' for groups. A tower of (possibly non-
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abelian) groups and homomorphisms

...->Gn '

>Gn-r->...-. G-r =

gives rise to a right action Q+ of the product group IIGn on the product set

IIGn given by (x0,. .. , xi, ...) O (go, ... , gi, ...) = (- go + xo +jgi, ... , - gi +
xi + jgi+ 1, ...). Here we write the group structure of Gn additively. Clearly,
Lim { G,,} = {g I 0 Q+ g = 0} is the isotropy group of this action in 0. We define

Lim' {G,,} as the orbit set of the action; this is the set of equivalence classes

[{x,}] of IIGn under the equivalence relation given by x - ye:>3g with
y = x p g. In general Lim' {Gn} is only a pointed set, but if the Gn are abelian,
then Lim' {Gn} inherits the usual abelian group structure. In fact, in this case
Lim' {Gn} is the cokernel of the homomorphism d:IIGn - > IIGn, d(g) = 0 Q+ g,
and Lim {Gn} is the kernel of d.
11

(1.12) Remark. Let {G,,} be a tower of groups such that j: Gn -+ Gn _ 1 is
surjective for all n. Then Lim' {Gn} = 0. Compare IX.§2 in Bousfield-Kan,
where one can find as well further properties of Lim and Lim'.
(1.13) Theorem. Let C be a cofibration category which satisfies the continuity
axiom (1.6). Let U be afibrant object in C and let A be a based object in Fil(C).
Then one has the natural short exact sequence (n >_ 0):

0-> Lim' [E"+'Ai, U]

U] P > Lim [Y-"A,, U] -+0.

For n = 0 this is an exact sequence of sets, (i.e. j injective, p surjective and
p - '(0) = image j). For n >_ 1 this is a short exact sequence of groups (of abelian
groups for n >_ 2). The sequence is natural for based maps A -* A' between based

objects in Fil(C) and the sequence is natural for maps U-> U' in C.

For n = 1 the sequence in (1.13) is an extension E of a group G by an
abelian group M. Such an extension

n G->0

(1.14)

gives M the structure of a G-module by defining a9 = go ' i(a) go for go ep -' (g),

acM, geG. We also call (a,g)i- *a5 the action of G on M associated to the
extension (1.14). It is well known that the extension (1.14) is classified by an
element {E}EH2(G,M), compare (IV.3.7) and (IV.6.2).
(1.15) Proposition. The

action

of

g = {gi}ELim [EAi, U]

on

a=

[{ai}]ELim' [E2Ai, U] associated to the extension in (1.13) (n = 1) is given by
the formula

a9=[{a9'}]
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where ar is defined by the action of [EAi, U] on [E2A1, U] in (11.6.13).
We prove (1.13) and (1.15) in (1.23) below. Special cases of (1.13) are well

known, compare Milnor (1962), Bousfield-Kan, Vogt (1973) and HuberMeyer (1978). The result in (1.15) seems to be new also in topology.

Example. Using the exact sequence (1.13) in the cofibration category of
topological spaces Gray showed that there is an essential map f : CP°° -*
S3(CP°° = oo-dimensional complex projective space) such that the restrictions
f MCP" are null homotopic for all n.
Now let a: C -* K be a functor between cofibration categories which both

satisfy the continuity axiom. Assume that a is based (a(*) _ *) and that a
preserves weak equivalences. Clearly, a induces a functor
a: Fil (C) -* Fil (K).

(1.16)

For a cofibrant object A = {An} in Fil(C) we get * >-->B = MaA -- aA in
Fil(K) as in (1.9). This gives us the canonical map
(1.17)

*>--+

Moreover, a factorization of this map yields

*>

*MaA

aA

If A is a based object in Fil(C) then B is a based object in Fil(K), hence we
obtain by (II.6a.2) the maps
5 a,=aL:[E"At,U]->[E"Bi,Roc U]
1a. = (En q. )* aL: [E" A ,,,,, U] -> [E" B,,,, R a U]

which are homomorphisms of groups for n > 1.
(1.18) Proposition. The map a,,, is compatible with the exact sequence in (1. 13),
that is:

(Lim {ai})°p = p°a, and

jo(Lim'{ai})=ate°p.
This result is proved in (1.23) below. Next we derive from (1.13) the following

corollary on homotopy groups of function spaces in C.
(1.19) Corollary. Let C be a cofibration category and assume C satisfies axiom
(1.6). Let X be a filtered object in Fil(C)° and let
be a map in C

into afibrant object U. We denote by un the composition Xn-*X - U. Then
we have for n >_ 0 the short exact sequence
0->Lim'it,+,(UX"'X0,un)-

7rn(UX°°'X°,u)-+ Lim7Cn(UX"1X0,un)-*0.
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The sequence is natural with respect to maps in Fil(C). Moreover, the sequence

has properties as described in (1. 13) and (1.15), in particular, for n = 1 the
action associated to the extension is given by the formula in (1.15) via the action
in (11.5.16) and (11.10.7) (3).

We also point out that the sequence in (1.17) is compatible with functors
as in (1.16), compare (10a.1). The following proof of (1.17) is an example for
the great advantages of an axiomatic approach.
Proof of (1.19). By (1.8) the cofibration category B = Cx- satisfies axiom (1.6).

The filtered object X in C yields the following filtered object A in B which
is based. Let
An=X.>--*

Xo

where p = (jn,1), jn: X -+X l the canonical map. The map u: X ,, - U gives

us the fibrant object u in B. We obtain by (1.13) the exact sequence for
[1"A, ,u] in B. This sequence is isomorphic to the one in (1.19) by use of
(11.10.4).

For the proof of (1.13) we use the mapping torus Z f,g which is given by
the push out in C
1*X
push

(1.20)

XvX

Ue)

+Y

Here X is a based object. Clearly, if f and g are based then Z f,g is based.
The inclusion i also called the `homotopy equalizer' off and g since clearly
if a ig.
(1.21) Lemma. Assume f and g are based maps. Then Z f,g is embedded in the
cofiber sequence of based maps

(a) Y>-*Zf,g 9 EX _Ef+Fg
-+I Y £
Moreover, the diagram
Ci

N

Ci v E Y

(b)

EX

EXvIY
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with µ = - i2(E f) + it + '2(Y-9) commutes in Ho(C). Here y is the coaction in
(11.8.7). Also the following diagram commutes in Ho(C)

E2X -

' E2X V EX
P2

(c)

I1(if )

Iq

EZf9

E2XVEZf9

Here we set µ = - i2 + it (Eq) + i2 and we define µ2 by the universal example of
the coaction in (11.7.11).

By (a) in the lemma we have the exact sequence of groups
[E2 X, U]

[EZ f 'g, U]

t

[E Y, U].

t

Here the image of (Ei)* is the group G = kernel (- E f + Eg)* and the kernel
of (E i)* is the abelian group M = image (E q)* = cokernel (- E2 f + E2 g)*.
Hence we have the extension

O-*M-*[EZf,9, U]-*G-*0.
The associated action of G on M, see (1.14), is computed in (1.21) (c); namely,
for e G c [E Y, U] and for [a]eM with ae[E2X U] we have
(1.22)

[a]' = [a(Ef)* ] = [a(E9)*4]

where we use the action of [EX, U] on [E2 X, U] defined by 112, µ2 (a, q) = a".

Proof of (1.21). Clearly, Z.f,9/Y = EX by (1.20). On the other hand we obtain
an isomorphism in Ho(C)

4:YX->C,=Zf,9UCY

(1)

Y

by track addition

q=-Cf+n+Cg

(2)

where it is the track in (1.20). Now (b) follows immediately from (2) since µ
in (b) as well is defined by track addition. Clearly (b) implies that - Y -f + Eg
is part the cofiber sequence in (a). Next we prove (c). For µ in (b) we obtain
the principal cofibration Cu and the homotopy push out

EX V I
V

(0'1) 1)--*

Y- Y

V
Ei

(3)

C17 u -> EZ f,9
This is clear by the cofiber sequence (a) since (0, 1)*ii = - If + Eg. We have
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the homotopy

o-i1:1*(EX v EY)->E2X V EZf,g
o -11: i2 (E i)(0,1) -- i2 (E i)(0,1)

(4)

Which is obtained from the trivial homotopy o by adding - it with
i1:E2X

2X v E Zf g, see (11. 13.9). We observe that the difference

d(u,o-i1,u)E[E2X,E2X V EZf,g],

(5)

see (11.8.13), represents µ in (c), that is,
µ = (E q)* d(u, o - i 1 , u)

(6)

For this we use the canonical homotopy (0,1)µq ^ (- E f + Eg)q -- 0. Now
the proposition in (c) is a consequence of (11. 13.9) and (II.11.13). We leave
the details as an exercise.
(1.23) Proof of (1.13), (1.15), and (1.18). Let W = V A. be the coproduct of
all objects Am, m > 0. This coproduct exists by (1.6). Let f be the identity of
W and let g be the map

W= m>-1
V Am-->m>-1
V Am+l=W
with g = V., -J., im: Am >--> Am+ 1. The double mapping cylinder Z f,g is
called the telescope for A. For Zf,g we use the cylinder 1*W= Vm,oI*Am
on W. This shows that Z f,g is the colimit of Z = {Zn} with

Zn=I*A,UI*A,UI*A2U U I*An.
Ao

A_1

Al

We sketch the telescope of A by:

(1.24)

I*Ao

I*A1

1*A2

1

0

1

0

1

0

Clearly, the obvious projection Zn -> An is a weak equivalence. Therefore, by
(1.6) also h: lim Z. = Z f,g => lim A. = A, is a weak equivalence. We now can

use (1.21) for the group [EA., U] = [EZf,g, U]. This yields the result in
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(1.13). Moreover (1.15) is a consequence of (1.22). Finally we get (1.18) by
(11.8.27) (4).

§ 2 The homotopy spectral sequence
We describe an `extended' homotopy spectral sequence for a filtered object
in a cofibration category C which is based on the exact cofiber sequences in
C. This spectral sequence consists in dimension 1 of possibly non-abelian

groups, and in dimension 0 of pointed sets, acted on by the groups in
dimension 1. We discuss two versions of the spectral sequence, one for
homotopy groups and one for homotopy groups of function spaces.

Case (A). Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object * and let

X = {X.} be a based object in Fil (C), * --* X ° > *. Then we set for
n>_0
(2.1)

Un = (Ux^1*, 0)

and F,,=

0)

so that Tr, U,, = [EX,,, U] and ltrFn = [Y-"(X,,/X,, _J, U] are homotopy groups
in C.

Case (B). Let C be a cofibration category (which not necessarily has an initial
object) and let X = {Xn} be an object in Fil(C) such that i:Xn >-*Xn+1 is a
cofibration in C, n 0. Moreover, let un: Xn -* U be a map in C with un I 1 i = un,
hence u = {un}:X -* {U}. Then we set
(2.2)

Un =

un)

and F, = (Ux"1x"-', un)

so that Ttr Un and nrFn are homotopy groups of function spaces in C.
In case (A) and in case (B) we can form the homotopy sequences
(2.3)

This is the cofiber sequence for X,-1 >---+ Xn in case (A), see (11.8.25), and in

case (B) this is the exact sequence for homotopy groups of function spaces
given by the triple (X,,, Xn - 1, X0), see (11. 10.9). We have shown in Chapter II
that the sequence (2.3) is exact in the following sense (this is true for case (A)
and case (B)):

(i) The last three objects are sets with base-point 0, all the others are groups,
and the image of t2 Un _ 1 lies in the center of i, F,,,
(ii) everywhere `kernel = image', and
(iii) the sequence comes with a natural action, + , of it 1 Un _ 1 on 7r0F,, such
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that n1 Un-1-' noF,, is given by a H 0 + a, and such that `elements of
n0Fn are in the same orbit if and only if they have the same image in
no Un'.

From this it follows that one can form the rth derived homotopy sequence
(r>> 0):

-'noFnr)-'it

1

Here we set
ni Unr) = image(ni Un+r -* ni Un) C ni Un
7CF(r) _
`

n

kernel (7ri Fn -> ni Un/ni Unr))

action of kernel (nt + 1

Un - 1 -+ 7ci + 1 Un - r - 1)

(for i > 0 the group n1Fnr) is the cokernel of the boundary homomorphism
between the indicated kernels, for i = 0 the set no Un/no Unr) is the quotient of
sets). It is not hard to see that the derived homotopy sequences in (2.4) are also

exact in the above sense. This leads to the
(2.5) Definition of the homotopy spectral sequence {E,`{ Un } }. Let E,,'=
Es+r,t+r+1 be
7Ct-SFsr 1) for t > s >= 0, r
1 and let the differential
the composite map
(r
(r1)
Us(r
7r,
n t sFs

t

t

s

1 Fs+r

s

This spectral sequence has the following properties:

(i) E;,' is a group if t - s >= 1, which is abelian if t - s 2,
(ii) E,,' is a pointed set with basepoint 0 if t - s = 0,
Es+r,t+r-1 is a homomorphism if t - s >= 2, and
(iii) the differential dr:E;°`->
its image is a subgroup of the center if t - s = 2; moreover for t - s >_ 1
s

Es,t n kerneldr

Er+1 - Es,n image d,.'

(iv) there is an action, +, of E;-rs

+1

on the set

Es,S

such that dr:

Es-r,s-r-1-> E, ,S is given by dr(X) = o + x, and such that

c E,'S/action of

Er-r,S-r+1

(2.6) Convergence for finite skeleta. Assume that X = X <N is a finite skeleton,
see (1.1). Then limX = X = XN clearly exists. We have it Fn = 0 for n > N,
i > 0. Therefore we get
EsN+1
t = Es,t
N+2

Es,oot

(1)
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(In case (B) we also have 7ciF0 = 0, this implies Enr = En;`+ 1.) We picture
the spectral sequence as follows.

t-s=

q-+-----------Es,q+s

abelian groups
dr
I

groups

--------------

1 --

r

sets

N

S

1

s

Elements in the column of degree s are represented by elements in 7C* F. The
row of degree q contributes towards the homotopy group

- 1 [;J, U] for case (A)

7>q

u.) for case (B)

1 tq(Ux°°ixo

(2)

We now form the filtration quotients
QS7Lq = image (7rq U

7Lq US).

(3)

This gives us the tower of groups (q > 1)
QNTtq

QN - 1 ltq' ... -i Q07Lq -> O.

(4)

For X., = XN we get (q > 1)
and
E +s=kernel (Qsitq--*QS_tltq)
7Cq U = QN7Cq,

We define a filtration of 7tq

(5)

(q > 1)

Ks,q = kernel (76q

7tq Us),

...=K5,q(-- ... cKo,q=7C9U

(6)

The associated graded group of this filtration is by (5) the group
Gs,q = K s- 1,4K

= Esq+s

s,q

oo

( 7)

(2.7) Complete convergence. Let C be a cofibration category which satisfies the

continuity axioms (1.6). Then X., = lim

is defined (provided Xo is
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cofibrant in case (B)). Assume that for all s > 0
(a) Lim; (E; s+q) =0 = Lim,t. (E;^s+q+ l)

(b)

then we have for q > 1
qU = Lims(Qs7Cq) = Lims(lrgUs),
1Es,a+s=kernel(Qs7rq-QS-i1tq),

where we define

(c) E .0= Limr(Es,1)
r = n EY'`.
Clearly, (a) is satisfied in the finite case by (v)(1); therefore (2.6)(5) is a special
case of (b). For a proof of (b) cpmpare IX.5.4 in Bousfield-Kan. The MittagLeffler convergence as well is available; for this we refer the reader to IX.5.5 in
Bousfield-Kan.

(2.8) Naturality. A map g: U -> U' in C and a map f : X" -* X in Fil(C) (which
in case (A) is based) induce functions

and
respectively. Here we have in case (A) resp. in case (B)
U ;, _ ((U')X"'*, o)

U = (Ux"l *

o)

resp. _ ((U')X"1XO, gun),
resp. = (UX"I XO, unf,,)

The functions g*, f * are compatible with all the structure of the spectral
sequence described in (i) . . . (iv) above. This follows from the corresponding
naturality of the sequence (2.3), see (11.8.25) and (11.10.9).
(2.9) Invariance in case (A). The map g* in (2.8) depends only on the homotopy
class of g in Ho (C) Moreover, if f, f 1: X" -> X are maps which are k-homotopic

by a homotopy which is a based map (see (1.5)) than f * and f * coincide on

Es,' for r > k. This follows by a diagram chase in the same way as the
corresponding result in (10.9) below. Further `invariance' in case (A) and in
case (B) can be derived from (3.15) and (4.12) respectively where we compute
the E2-term.
(2.10) Naturality with respect to functors. Let a: C -> K be a functor between
cofibration categories which carries weak equivalences to weak equivalences.

Case(A). Assume that a

* >- MaX

aX

is

based, a* = *. For X = {Xn} we choose

* in Fil(K) and we define U', by MaX = B as in (1.17).
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The maps ai in (1.17) induce maps
J
a,:Er't({Un})-*Er't({Uf}),

which are compatible with all the above structure (i)... (iv) of the spectral
sequence. In particular, drat = aLd,.

Case (B). For X = {Xn} we choose * >-4 MaX =>aX in Fit (C0) and we
define U by MaX and by a(un) as in (2.2). Then aL is defined similarly as in case
(A) above.

(2.11) Naturality with respect to homotopies in case (B). Let u, u': X = {Xn } {U} be maps as in (2.2) and let Ix0X be a cylinder of {X0} >----+ X in Fil(C).
A homotopy H: u ^-- u' rel X0, H:I xo X -> { U}, induces maps
H# : Er,r({ Un })

Er^t { U } ),

which are compatible with all the above structure (i)... (iv). Here U', is defined
by u' as in (2.2).
(2.12) Compatibility with suspension (case A). For the based object X in Fil(C)
we have the suspension EX which again is a based object in Fil(C). Therefore
the spectral sequence {Er't { U } } is defined with
Un = (Ulx.,* 0)

We have for t - s > 1
Er't { Un } = Er°t+

1 { Un }.

Moreover, in the range where this equality holds the differentials coincide up
to sign.

(2.13) Compatibility with suspension (case B). For the filtered object X in
Fil(C) of case (B) we get the filtered object Ex0X in Fil(C) which is the torus of
{X 0 } > -* X. Now the spectral sequence {Er,'j U } } is defined with
U':n = (U'X° °Ixo ur),
where r: Y. xo X --* X is the retraction. For t - s > 1 one gets
E" { U1:} = Es' + l 1 Un }

and in the range where this equality holds the differentials coincide up to sign.

(2.14) Remark. Chapter IX of Bousfield-Kan deals with a special case of the
spectral sequence above. They consider the fibration category F of pointed
simplicial sets. A `tower offibrations X in F' in the sense of Bousfield-Kan is
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exactly a based object in Fil(F) f. The dual homotopy spectral sequence (case
(A)) for X, with U = S° = 0-sphere, in the spectral sequence of Bousfield-Kan
for a tower of fibrations.

§ 3 Based complexes and cohomology
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. The following notion of
a complex is the generalization of a `CW-complex' available in any cofibration
category.
(3.1) Definition. A complex X = {Xn, fn} in C is a filtered object {Xn} in C for
which all maps Xn- 1 >---> Xn(n >=1) are principal cofibrations (see (11.8.3))
with attaching maps fnE[An, Xn_ ], n >_ 1. Here all An are based objects and
we assume that A. is a suspension for it >_ 2. Al needs not to be a suspension.

We call Xn the n-skeleton of X. Let Complex be the full subcategory Fil(C)
consisting of complexes.
II

Remark. If X is a complex, and if Y -2:4 X or X
Y are weak equivalences in
Fil(C), then Y is a complex the attaching maps of which are induced by those

of X. In particular, the fibrant model RX in Fil(C) is a complex.
(3.2) Warning. If we have a complex X with X°
suspension EA1, compare (11.8.2).

then X 1 needs not to be the

(3.3) Definition. A complex X as in (3.1) is a based complex if X ° = * and if X is

a based filtered object such that all attaching maps are based up to homotopy.
Let Complex, be the subcategory of Complex consisting of based complexes
and of maps F: X -* Y for which each Fn: X n -> Yn is based up to homotopy.
II

(3.4) Example. Let X be a CW-complex with X° = *. Then X = {Xn, fn} is a
complex in Top* with attaching maps fn E [An, Xn -1 ] where
An = V S"-'
Z.

is a one point union of spheres with Zn = set of n-cells of X. In particular A 1 is
not a suspension, the spaces Ai (i > 1), however, are suspensions. Compare
(1.5.7).

We now introduce the following commutative diagram of functors (which is
well known for CW-complexes):

3 Based complexes and cohomology
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- Chain
K

Complexo/

Chain/

Here
is the equivalence relation on the category Complexo induced by khomotopies, see (1.5), and p is the quotient functor.
For the definition of Chain we use a subcategory K of Ho(C) on which the
suspension functor

E: K K

(3.6)

is well defined by (11.9.8). Objects of K are based objects in C and morphisms in

K are maps f :A -* B which are based up to homotopy and for which A is a
suspension if B: *.
(3.7) Definition. A chain complex A = {Ai, di} is a sequence of maps di: Ai
E Ai-1 (i E Z) in K with (E d. _ 1)di = 0. Actually, we require the slightly stronger
condition

d*(i1 + i2(Edi- 1)) = d*(i1)E[Ai, EAi-1 V E2Ai z]

(1)

A chain map f:A-*B is a sequence of maps fi:Ai-*Bi in K such that
(E fi _ 1)di = di fi. Two chain maps f, g: A -* B are homotopic if there exist

elements a;e[EBn_1,An]o, neZ, such that in the abelian group [EBn_1,
Y_ E An -1]o we have the equation

(Ygn-1)-(Efn-1)=(Eon-1)(Edn-1)+Unon,
d

1EAn1

6.y 2
1

(2)

An-2

,
(3)

9

Bn

d

EBn-1

E2Bn-2

We call a: f _- g a chain homotopy. One readily verifies that homotopy is a
natural equivalence relation on the category Chain of chain maps.
II

For the definition of the functor K in (3.5) we use a slight
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(3.8) Generalization of the cofiber sequence. Consider a map f : A = E A'- B
which is based up to homotopy and suppose B c C f is a based pair. Then
there is a unique equivalence
(1)

in Ho(C) which is a quotient map of i f: (CA, A)-+ (C f, B) and which is based

up to homotopy. Moreover, for the cofiber sequence of B c C f we obtain
the commutative diagram in Ho(C)

\

IA

qq

Ef

(2)

B>---+ C1 q Cf/B->EB
and thus (E f) q = 0. This follows from (11.9.9). Next let g: X = E X'-+ Y and
let (C9, Y) be a based pair. A pair map F: (C f, B) -+ (C9, Y) for which C f -+ C9
is based up to homotopy yields a unique quotient map
F: E A ^- C f/B -+ C9/Y _ E X,

(3)

which is based up to homotopy.

Proof of (3). Let F be any quotient map of F (see (11.9.4). Then we know
O*Fq = O*qF = O*F = 0. Therefore by (2) there is /3c-[Y-B, *] with O*F =
/3(f). Now F = FP is a quotient map which is based up to homotopy.
We now define K in (3.5). A based complex X = {X,,,
the composite map (nez)

do+I:A.+1-r+i X.

(3.9)

yields by (3.8)

9 Xn/Xn-1 -EAn

where we set A; = * = X; for i< 0. The boundary map dn+ 1 of X satisfies
(Edn)dn+ 1 = 0 since (E fn)q = 0 by (3.8). This shows that k(X) = {An, d,,) is a
chain complex C. We leave it as an exercise to check condition (1) in (3.7)
for k(X). Now let K in (3.5) be given by
K(X) _ {Y, A,,, Edo} = Ek(X).

(3.10)

For F: X -> Y in Complexo the induced map KF: KX -+ K Y in Chain is
obtained by (3.8) (3):

Yn-1 >- *Y
p

An

F._,

X,

->

n

1F,

X,

Xn/Xn-1^EA,,
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By naturality of the cofiber sequence we see that KF is a map in Chain so
that K is a well-defined functor. In general (KF)n is not desuspendable.
(3.11) Lemma. K induces a well-defined functor on homotopy categories (see
1

(3.5)), that is: F G = KF KG.
Proof For the complex Y we choose a cylinder I* Y= {I* Yn} in Fil(C). This
cylinder yields the complex ZY = {(ZY), W, ,J with (Z Y),, = Yn u I* Yn _ 1 u Yn
and with attaching maps
W,,:B, v EBn-1 v Bn-*(ZY)n-1,
(1)

Wn = (i0gn, wgn-1, i1gn),

compare (11.13.5). ZY is a based complex since Y is based. A 1-homotopy
1

H:FiG is a map H:ZY-+X in Fil(C). Moreover, H,,:(ZY)n-*Xn is based
up to homotopy since Fn and Gn are based up to homotopy. (This fact is one
of the reasons why we work with maps which are based up to homotopy.)

Since H is a map in Complexo we can apply the chain functor K to H.
We obtain the chain map KH: K(ZY) -* K(X), as in (3.10). This chain map
gives us the commutative diagram
EBn v E2Bn-1 v EBn

(KH).

Y_ A,,

l

(2)

Z2B,-, v E3Bn-2 V 12B,,-, --*E2An-1
(KH)"

Here do is the boundary in K(ZY). We derive from the definition of Wn in
(1) and (11.13.5)

(Edn)IjoEB. = jo(Edn)

(3)

(Edn)II1F'B. = j1(Edn),

(4)

(Ydn)IE2Bn-1 = -j0-J(E2dn-1)+11
(5)
We denote by d the boundary in K(Y). The maps jo and j1 are the first and
the second inclusion of EB or E2B respectively, j is the inclusion of E3Bn-2.
Equation (5) follows from the definition of w f in (11.8.11). On the other hand,
we have (KH)n I jo E Bn = (KF)n, and (KH)n I j 1 Y. Bn = (KG),,. We define a by

an = (KH)n I E2 Bn _ 1. The commutativity of (2) shows that a:KF ^- KG is a
homotopy in the sense of (3.7). Here we use (3), (4) and (5). This proves the
proposition.

We use chain complexes for the definition of cohomology as follows: Let
U be a fibrant object in C and letA be a chain complex in C with boundary
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maps dn: An -> E An. Then we get the induced maps (k >_ 1)
(3.12)

[Ek+l An-1>U]

k

[Ek-'A,,,1,U]

with bk(a) = (Ek 1 dn+ 1)*(a). Thus Sk is a homomorphism between abelian

groups for k2. Since A satisfies (E d,,_ 1)dn = 0 we have 6"6"-'=O.
Moreover, by conditions (1) in (3.7) the abelian group image (82"-1) acts from

the right on the subset kernel (8;) of [Y-A,,, U] by addition in the group
[E A,,, U]. This leads to the definition of cohomology (k >_ 1)
(3.13)

Hkn (A, U) =

kernel(bk)
action of image (bk + i )

This is an abelian group for k >_ 2 and this is a set for k = 1. Moreover, the
cohomology Hi (A, U) is an abelian group provided kernel (8i) is an abelian
subgroup of [E An, U]. For k > 0 we set
(3.14)

Hk(EA, U) = Hk+ 1(A, U).

Here EA = {EA,,, Edn} denotes the suspension of the chain complex A.
Clearly the cohomology is a functor on the category Chain°P x Ho(C).
Moreover, a chain homotopy f n-, g implies f * = g*; for this consider diagram
(3.7)(3). Hence Hk(-, U) is a functor on

The crucial property of the cohomology above is the following result on
the homotopy spectral sequence (case (A)):

(3.15) Proposition. Let X be a based complex in C and let

Un} be the
homotopy spectral sequence with Un = (UX°l* 0), see (2.1). Then one has the
natural isomorphism
E2fl+s{Un} = Hq(K(X), U)

for all s and q. Here K is the chain functor in (3.10) with K(X) = Ek(X). In
particular, Ez9+s is an abelian group for q >_ 1 and 1-homotopic maps F -- G
on X induce F* = G* on Ej +s
Proof of (3.15). We consider only the case q = 0. Then we get the commutative
diagram
[Xs+1, U]
(Yd,)*

a

[EA U]
s>

d+

I

i

[Xs, U]
1

[As+1, U]

4 Complexes and twisted cohomology
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The row and the columns of this diagram are exact cofiber sequences. The
definition in (2.5) yields

/3-1(image(J))
E2s

action of x(kernel(i))

_

kernel (d,*+

action of image(Eds)*

11

(3.16) Example. Let X be a CW-complex with X° = * as in (3.4). Then we
have the cellular chain complex of X in Chain, with

C"X=H"(X",Xn-1)=(@7L.

Z

(1)

It is well known that for n >_ 1 the homotopy class of Ed",

d" = qf,,:A"-+X"-t ->EA"-1,

(2)

can be identified with the boundary map a": C"X -> C" _., X of the cellular

chain complex. Hence

d"* : [Ek 12 2A " _ 1,

U] -+ [Ek + 1 A", U] is

the same

as
8,*:Hom(C,, -, X, 7r,,,,, U)-*Hom(C,, X, lrn+k U)

This shows for n + k >_ 2 and k >_ 0

H"(KX; U) = H"(X,

(3)
(U))
The right-hand side is the singular cohomology of the pair (X, *). The spectral
sequence for X corresponds to the (unstable) Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequences, see Hilton (1971) for the stable version of this spectral sequence.
II

§ 4 Complexes and twisted cohomology
Let 3` be a class of complexes as defined in (3.1) and let Complex(3:) be the full
subcategory of Complex consisting of complexes in X. We assume that for each

X Ear the colimit X., = lim {X"} with X" >--> X exists and that lim yields a
functor
(4.1)

lim : Complex(X) -> Ho(C).

For example, if each complex in 3r is a finite skeleton then this functor exists.

On the other hand lim in (4.1) exists provided the cofibration category C
satisfies the continuity axiom (1.6) and each X in X is cofibrant.
We now introduce the commutative diagram of functors
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Complex (X)1°

K

)Chain'
IP

IP

Complex (X)/

0 Chain"/

where the equivalence relation 4 is induced by k-homotopies, see (1.5), and
where p is the quotient functor. This diagram is the `twisted' analogue of
diagram (3.5). We proceed in the same way as in § 3 and, in fact, we will see that

(4.2) can be considered as being a special case of diagram (3.5).
For the definition of the category Chain" we use categories Coef and Wedge:

(4.3) Definition of the coefficient category Coef. Objects are pairs (X, X 1),
X 1 >---+ X, in C. We denote a pair X = (X, X 1) by X if the choice of X 1 is clear
from the context. A morphism (o: X = (X, X 1) -> Y = (Y, Y1) in Coef is a map

(p:X l -* Y in Ho(C) for which there is a commutative diagram in Ho(C)

X

Y

4,

Composition is defined by
be denoted by (p.

(pail = (p/. Occasionally also the map (pl will
II

Next we define the twisted analogue Wedge of the category K in (3.6). For
the category Wedge the partial suspension functor
(4.4)

E: Wedge -+ Wedge

is well defined by (11. 11.8) and by (11.11.16). An object in Wedge denoted by

A v X, is given by a based object A in C and by a pair X in Coef. A map
f O (p:A v X -+B v Yin Wedge is a morphism (p:X -4 Yin Coef together with
a map f c- [A, B v Y]2 for which there is a commutative diagram in Ho(C)

A f BvY
(1)

Y1

Here we assume that A = EA' is a suspension if B

*. Composition is defined

4 Complexes and twisted cohomology
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by the formula
(2)
(f 0 (q)(g 0 0 = (f, irO)g 0 ((PO.
The map ir:Y-*B v Y is the inclusion. We call f 0 p a 9-map in Wedge. We
also write f Q cp or more precisely f Q 0 for the map (f, ir(p): A v X - B v Yin
Ho(C). Moreover, the map f1 in (1) occasionally is denoted by f. Finally, the
partial suspension functor E is given by

E(AvX)=EAvX,
E(f O ) (Ef)O

(3)

Jj

(4.5) Definition. A twisted chain complex K = {X, An, dn} is given by a pair
X = (X, X 1) in Coef, by a sequence An, neZ, of based objects in C and by a
sequence of maps d 01: A v X -+ EA _ 1 v X in Wedge such that
((Ed _ 1) Q 1)d = 0. Actually we require the slightly stronger condition

d*((i1 +i2Edn-1)01)=d*(i101)e[An,(EAn-1 v E2An-2) V X]2

(1)

Here i1 is the inclusion of EAn_1, and i2 is the inclusion of EAn-1 v X, into
EAn _ 1 v E2An _ 2 v X. A twisted chain map or a (p-chain map ((p, f): K'-->
K (K' = { Y,
is given by a map (p: Y-> X in Coef and by a sequence
f = {fn} such that the following diagram commutes in Wedge

dd"ol ,EAn_1vX

f 0wI

I

Ef-1o

(2)

BnvY dd"Q1+EBn_1vY
Clearly composition of twisted chain maps is defined by composition in
Wedge. Two twisted chain maps ((p, f), (vi, g) from K' to K are homotopic if
9 = >(i and if there are elements
1, An V X1]2 (neZ) such that in the
abelian group [B_ 1,
1 v X12 we have the equation:
(3)

An_1vX

An vX

4

g.

f0w

\\

P. E2An_2vX

10,

E29-20(P
E2f _20w

Eg"-10w

a"0w `, Ef _10q

d"01

01

Ean_1O1P

EBn-1vy Ed_ 0 1
1

P-

E2B

(4)

zvY
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We call a = {an1: ((p, f)

(0, g) a twisted chain homotopy. It is easy to see that

this homotopy is a natural equivalence relation on the category Chain" of
twisted chain maps. Hence the quotient category Chain"/ - is well defined.
We have the forgetful functor

c:Chain'/^ ->Coef,

(5)

which carries the homotopy class of a cp-chain map to cp. We call c the
coefficient functor.

II

We now define k in (4.2). A complex X = {Xn,

XeX, yields the

composite map
(4.6)

v

do+1:An+1 -

X

Here µ = (i2 + i t) is the cooperation and f,, is the attaching map of the
principal cofibration X,,-, >---+ X, . We set A,
The boundary map do+1 satisfies

for i< 0 and d, = 0 for i< 1.

do+1=jl1fn+1=j(Vfn+1) (n>_1)

(1)

where V fn+1 is the difference construction. We claim that
k(X) _ IX,,,, An, do }

(2)

is a well-defined twisted chain complex with trivial pair X = (X c0, XJ.
We define the functor k in (4.2) by
K(X) = {X

,

EA,,, Edn} = Ek(X)

(3)

For F : Y--> X in Complex(X) with F., = lim F the induced map KF:KY-> KX

is the F,,-chain map given by the elements
(4)
(KF)n = J*V (F.,F _ l) E [EBn, EAn V X ao ] 2
where V (F.,F is defined by the pair map (Fn, Fn - J: (Y,,, Yn - 1) -+ (Xn, X n - 1) as
in (11.12.6). The map j is defined as in (4.6).

(4.7) Lemma. The functor IK is well defined and a 1-homotopy F
twisted chain homotopy KF a KG.
This completes the definition of diagram (4.2).

G yields a

Proof of (4.7). We consider the cofibration category B = C"°° of objects in C
under X.. The complex X in C gives us the based complex X = (Xn, fn) in B as
follows. Let
(1)

4 Complexes and twisted cohomology
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v
with p =(i, 1) and let the attaching map
in Ho(B)
1 Ux0X. Clearly, the
1 >-+
be given by in = (i1 i2) where
attaching map f is based up to homotopy. Therefore X is a well defined based
complex in B for which kX is defined in (3.9). As in the proof of (11. 13.3) we see

that kX = kX. Hence kX is well defined, in particular, we have
Q
1
for do+1 in (4.6).
Next we show that the functor k can be described in terms of the functor K
in (3.10). Let the map F: Y-> X in Complex(X) be given as in (4.6) (4). We define
a complex YF in B by

(YF)n = (Xoo >- YnU X.
ro

P

where p =
The attaching maps are
('19,,, '2)- We obtain a map

X oo)

(2)

v X., -> Y _ 1 U ,,X,, with

F:YF-+X by

(3)

This map is a based map between based complexes in B. Therefore we obtain
by (3.10) the map KF:KYF-+KX between chain complexes on B. This map

can be identified with the map KF. Compare (11.12.9). Moreover, a 1homotopy F G yields a 1-homotopy F - G in B and therefore by (3.11) we
get a chain homotopy KF -- KG. This completes the proof of (4.7).

Now we use twisted chain complexes for the definition of twisted
cohomology as follows: Let U be a fibrant object in C and let u:X -> (U, U) be a
map in Coef. For a twisted chain complex K = {X, A,

d induce coboundary functions
[Y-k+ 'A.-,, U]

n-1

bk+1

[EkA,,, U] - [Ek- 'A.,,, U]
Sk

1)* (a, u). For k 2 the coboundary 6k "is a homomorphwith 6k(a) = (Ek -1
ism between abelian groups, see (11.11.17). Since K satisfies
1) (D 1)d = 0

we get akbk+ i = 0. Moreover, by condition (1) in (4.5) the abelian group image
) acts from the right on the subset kernel (Si) of [Y-A., U] by addition in
U]. This leads to the definition of twisted cohomology, k >_ 1,
the group
(62n-1

(4.8)

Hk K, u) =

kernel (8k)
action of image (Sk+ i )

This is an abelian group for k >_ 2 and this is a set for k = 1. Moreover, the
cohomology Hi (K, u) is an abelian group provided kernel (8i) is an abelian
subgroup of [Y-A,,, U]. (This, for example, is the case if the attaching map f is a
functional suspension, see (11.11.7), n >_ 2.) For k 0 we set
(4.9)

Hk(EK, u) = Hk+ 1(K, u).
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Here EK = {X,
denotes the partial suspension of the twisted chain
complex K. A (p-chain map f :K' -> K induces a function (k >_ 1)
(4.10)

f*:H'(K,u)-*H"(K',u(p),

Here {a} denotes the cohomology class of ae[EkA,,, U]. Moreover, a twisted
chain homotopy ((p, f) (0, g) implies f * = g*. A map g: U -> V in Ho(C)
induces the homomorphism

g*:H"(K,u)->H"(K,gu), g*{a} _ {g*a}.

(4.11)

The crucial property of the twisted cohomology above is the following result

on the homotopy spectral sequence (case (B)) which is the analogue of the
result in (3.15).
(4.12) Theorem. Let X be a complex in C, XeX, and let u:X -+ { U} be a map in

Fil(C) which yields u,,:X,,
E;.t {

with U,, _ (UX"I X0,

Consider the homotopy spectral sequence
see (2.2). Then one has the natural isomorphism

Hg(K(X), u.)
for all s and q. Here I' is the twisted chain functor in (4.6)(3) with k(X) = Ek(X).
In particular, E29+, is an abelian group for q 1 and 1-homotopic maps F ^ G

on X induce F* = G* on E2

',9+s

Proof. The proof of (4.12) is similar to the one in (3.15); the crucial point is the
commutativity of diagram (11.13.2). One can also use the construction in the
proof of (4.7) so that (4.12) can be considered as being a special case of (3.15).

(4.13) Corollary. For maps u, v:X,, -+ U with u v rel X0 the groups E; °9(X, u)
and E,,°"q(X, v) (r 2) are canonically isomorphic. Thus Ep"9(X, u) is well defined

for ue[X,,, U]'°.

Proof. Let H:u ^ v be a homotopy rel X0. By (2.10) we obtain the
isomorphism H# of spectral sequences. Since the E2-term depends only on the
homotopy class of u = u,,,, see (4.12), the result follows.

On the other hand a homotopy H: u -- v rel X0 induces a map H# on
homotopy groups of function spaces
H*: 7r'(UX-1X° u)

-*7C9(UX`°IX°,

v),

which actually depends on the choice of the track class of H. For example, for

q = 1 and for a self homotopy H:u -- u rel X0 the map H# is an inner
automorphism of the group, see (11.5.15). This fact yields the following result:
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c XN = X is of finite length and

let u: X -. U be a map where U isfibrant. Then the group it 1(UXl xo, u) is nilpotent.

In fact, all iterated commutators of N + 1 elements are trivial.
Proof. We identify Hen1(UXl"0, u) with a self-homotopy H:u ^ u rel Xo. Then
H# is the inner automorphism on it1(UXl'O,u) by H, see (11.5.15). Since H#
induces the identity on the associated graded group G" in (2.6) (7) we obtain
the result by the following remark.

(4.15) Remark. Assume the group it acts on the group G via automorphisms.
The action is nilpotent if there are subgroups (N < oo):

O=KNC... cKPCKP_l c... cKo=G
with the following properties: For all p the group KP is normal in K p _ 1 and the

quotient group KP/Kp_1 is abelian. Moreover, KP is n-invariant and the itaction induced on KP/KP_ 1 is trivial. The group G is nilpotent if the action
of it = G on G via inner automorphisms is nilpotent.
More generally than (4.14) we have
(4.16) Corollary. Assume the complex X, c ... c X N = X is of f nite length and
let u:X -* U be a map into afibrant object U. Then the group action (defined by
(11.5.16)) of nc1(UXWXO, u) on nq(UXIXO, u) is nilpotent (q >_ 1).

This is proved by (4.13) in the same way as (4.14). By choosing for u the trivial

map u = 0 we obtain the following special case of (4.16):

(4.17) Corollary. Assume * c X1 c ... c XN = X is a based complex of finite

length (N < oc). Then the group it (U) is nilpotent, in fact all iterated
commutators of N + 1 elements are trivial. Moreover, the action of rci (U) on
it (U) is nilpotent for q >= 1, see (11.6.13).

Remark. For a CW-complex X with X0 = * and XN = X it is a classical result
of G.W. Whitehead that the group [EX, U] is nilpotent. It is surprising that
this fact by (4.17) is available in any cofibration category.
Finally, we point out that the homotopy spectral sequence in (4.12) is an

important tool for the

(4.18) Computation of isotropy groups. Let X o c X 1 c... c X N= X be a
X _ 1 ] and let u: XN -* U be a map in C.
complex with attaching maps f e
Then the action in (11.8.8) gives us the action
[XN,

U]XO

X [EAN, U]

[XN, U]X0

(1)
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The isotropy group of this action in {u}e[XN, U] x0 is the subgroup
IN({u}) _ {ae[EAN, U]: {u} + LX= {u} }.

(2)

From (2.6) we derive that the sequence (N > 1)
o-SIN({u})C---* [EAN,U] °>EN,N, o

(3)

is a short exact sequence of groups. Here EN.N is given by the spectral sequence

n <= N. For N = 1 the exact sequence in (3)
with U,, = (Ux
coincides with (11.8.9) since p is a bijection in this case.

§ 5 Cohomology with local coefficients of CW-complexes
We show that cohomology with local coefficients of a CW-complex is a special
case of twisted cohomology as defined in section § 4.

First we fix some notation on group rings. The fundamental group it =
(7r1(X), +, -,0) will usually be written additively. The group ring ZL[it] is the
free abelian group generated by the set of elements [a], ae7r. A typical element
is EaE,,na[a]eZ[7r] where only a finite number of elements ne7L, ae71, is nontrivial. The multiplication of the ring Z [7r] is defined by the group structure +
in it, namely (Eana[a])(ERmR[/3]) = Ea,an,,mp[a + /3]. We have the augmentation e :Z [7r] -* Z, a(E«na [a]) = Ean,,. 1 = [0] is the unit in Z [?r] and E is the ring

homomorphism with c[a] = 1 for ae7r. A homomorphism cp:7r-*G between
groups induces the ring homomorphism qi :7L [ii] -* 7L [G] with q [a] = [cpa].
We shall use modules, M = (ir, M), over the group ring 7L [7r] which are also
called 7r-modules. If not otherwise stated these are right n-modules. The action
or by x".
of aei on xeM is denoted by

(5.1) Definition. Let Mod; be the following category. Objects are modules
(7r, M) over group rings and morphisms are pairs (g, F): (7r, M) -* (G, N) where

g: 7r -* G is a homomorphism between groups and where F: M -* N is a (pequivariant homomorphism, that is,
The homomorphism
9 induces on N the structure of a right 7L[ir]-module by setting
for xeN, aen. We denote this 7L[i]-module by ,p*N. Then
Hom,(M, N) = Hom1t,](M, p*N)

is the abelian group of all gyp-equivariant maps from M to N. Similarly, we
define the category Chain-, of chain complexes over group rings. Objects are
pairs (ir, C) where C is a Z[it]-chain complex, see (1.6.1). Morphisms are pairs
(9, F):(it, C) -> (G, K) where F: C - K is a q -equivariant chain map. Two such
maps are homotopic, (gyp, F)

(0, G), if q = 1i and if there exists a cp-equivariant

map a: C -,. K of degree + 1 with dot + ad = - F + G.

11
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We define homology and cohomology for objects in Chain,.

(5.2) Definition. Let F be a left l[it]-module. Then the tensor product

F(1)

C ( Zln,I is a chain complex of abelian groups the homology of which is
denoted by

H*(C,I')=H*(C&).
7Lln]

Next let F be a right 7L [x]-module. Then Homrl,](C, F) is a cochain complex of

abelian groups with cohomology groups
H*(C, F) = H*(Hom,[,,(C, I')).

(2)

A map ((p, F) in Chain; induces homomorphisms
F* _ (F 0 1)*:H* (C, (p*) -> H*(K, F)
F* = Hom (F,1r)* :H*(K, r) -> H*(C, cp*F)}_

(3)

These maps depend only on the homotopy class of the chain map F.

Let C = Top* be the cofibration category of topological spaces with
basepoint, see (11.5.4). Let (X, D) be a relative CW-complex as defined in (11.5.7)

with skeleta X' and * eD. We assume that D is path connected and that D = X°
so that X is path connected too. It is easy to see that X is a complex in C in the
sense of (3.1) with skeleta X" and with attaching maps (n >_ 1)
(5.3)

V Sn-1 = A -> Xa-1 in Ho(C).
Zn

Here Z is the set of n-cells in X - D. Now let 3r be a class of such relative CWcomplexes in C. We assume that for each Xe the universal covering X exists.
Let
(5.4)

p:X -- X

be the covering projection. We fix for each Xe

a basepoint *eX with

p(*) = *. For each map F:Y-+X in Complex (X) there is a unique basepoint
preserving map F: Y-> X with pF = Fp. Here we use the assumption that Y
and X are path connected. By covering transformations the fundamental
group ic1(X) acts from the right on X
(5.5)

X x m1(X)-*X, (x, a)

and F is a 1p-equivariant map, that is, F(x a) = F(x) sp(a) where (P=
iv1(F):ir1(Y)- ir1(X). We define the relative n-skeleton X" of X by X" =
p -1(X"). Next we define the functor
(5.6)

C* : Complex(3r) -> Chain;
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which carries the relative C W-complex (X, D) to the relative cellular chain
complex C*X = C*(X, D) of the universal covering of X. Let (ne7L)
Cn(X) = Cn(X, D) = Hn(Xn, Xn 1)

(1)

be the relative singular homology of the pair of skeleta (Xn, k n 1). By covering

transformations this is a 7r-module. The boundary map dn:Cn(X)
C,,-,(X) is given by the composition
dn:Hn(Xn,

X"-1)

Xn-2)e

(2)

where j and 8 are operators of the long exact homology sequences for pairs. A
map F:X --> Y induces
C*(F) = F*:C*X _* C*Y.

(3)

This is a lp-equivariant chain map with (p = 7r1(F) as in (5.5).

(5.7) Remark. By definition in (I1.5.7) we know that X" - Xn-1 is a disjoint
union of open cells e" = D" - OD", namely
X"-Xn-1=

U e.

eeZ

(1)

The subset p-1(e) of X for eeZn is again a disjoint union of n-cells,
homeomorphic to e x it, it = 7r1 (X). This shows that C"X is the free 7L[rr]module generated by Z,,

Cn(X) = O Z[it]

Z

(2)

Using (5.2) we get the following (relative) homology and cohomology groups
with local coefficients:

H *(X, D; F) = H*(C*(X, D);F),
{H*(X, D; F) = H*(C*(X, D); I,).
The groups (5.8) are also defined by (5.6)(1)(2) in case D = 0 is the empty
set; then we get H*(X, F) and H*(X, F) respectively by (5.8) provided X is
path connected. There is a generalization of the cohomology (5.8) in the
non-path connected case by use of `local coefficient systems', see Spanier.
The next result generalizes the well-known isomorphism in (3.16) (3).
(5.8)

(5.9) Theorem. For a relative CW-complex X = (X, D) as above (X ear) and for a
map u:X -+ U in Top* there is a natural isomorphism
Hk(KX, u) = H"(X, D;

with n Z 1, n + k > 2. The left-hand side is the twisted cohomology in §4.
The right-hand side is the cohomology with local coefficients where
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(p = ir1(u):ir1(X)-+i1(U) and where t"+k(U) is a ir1(U) module by (11.6.13)
(A = S°).

(5.10) Corollary. The E2-term of the homotopy spectral sequence for (UXID,u)
is given by the cohomology groups with local coefficients (t > 2)
see (4.12).
Ei` = Hs(X, D;

The corollary is originally due to Federer in case the action of the
fundamental group 7C1 U on i*(U) is trivial. Compare also Switzer (1981) and
Legrand.

Proof of (5.9) For a discrete set Z let E"Z+ = V ZS" the corresponding one
point union of n-spheres. Let Z" be the set of n-cells of X" - X"- 'and let Zn be
the set of n-cells of Y' - Y" -1 Below we construct a canonical isomorphism T
for which the following two diagrams commute where F: Y -+ X is a map in
Complex(3r), (k > 2, n >_ 1).
Cn+1X

dl

7rk(EkZn+1

v X)2

I(Ebd1)*.

CnX
Cn Y

(1)

7rk(Ek2n V X)2
1rk(EkZn V Y)2
(Ek-"(KF)nOF)*

CnX

(2)

7ck(EkZn V X)2

The right-hand side of these diagrams is given by the twisted chain functor KX
in §4. Now the proposition in (5.9) follows readily from (1), (2) and from the
definitions of cohomology in (5.8) and in (4.8). For An = E" -1 Z we obtain T
by the following commutative diagram where k is the Hurewicz homomorphism (n >_ 2).

7rn(EAn v X", X")

7Cn(EAn V X')2 =+ 7Cn(EAn V X)2
Jo

7rn(EAn v X",

in(Xn Xn-1)_
TJ
TCn (X")

J*

X"-1)

*

=

7rn(Xn Xn-1)

t

h

)

H"(Xn in-1)

(3)
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Here It is an isomorphism for n > 3, but the isomorphism t in (3) is well defined
by (3) also for n = 2. The case n = 1 will be considered in (VI. 1.20) (9) below.
Now let ce be the characteristic map of the cell eeZ", Ceen"(Xn, X"-'), and
let fe = 8ce be the attaching map of e. Moreover, let tenn(EA" v X)2 be given
by the inclusion S" c EA" associated to e. Then one can check

t(e) = to

for e = hp*' (ce).

(4)

For eeZn+1 it is readily seen by the definition in (5.6)(2)
hp* 'J(.fe) = do +1(e)

(5)

On the other hand, we derive from the definition of the difference construction
V fe that
J l1*J(.fe) =J0(V fe)

(6)

tdn+1(e)=J*(Vfe)=do+1°te=(dn+101)*t(e)

(7)

Using (4), (5) and (6) we get

For the second equation compare (4.6) (1). This completes the proof that (1)

commutes for k = n > 2. For k # n we use the result below on the partial
suspension E. In a similar way one can check that (2) commutes.
In the next remark we describe some properties of CW-complexes which
are very special cases of the general suspension theorem (V.§ 7a). We leave it to

the reader to give a more direct proof.
(5.11) Remark. For E"Z+ = V ZS" let ie:S" c E"Z+ be the inclusion associated
to eeZ. Let X, Y be relative CW-complexes as in (5.3) above with attaching

map f

X,,-1

(a) The homomorphism
(nf,1)*:n"(CA" v X" t A" V

Xn-1)--arc"(X",X"-1)

is surjective for n = 2 and is an isomorphism for n ! 2, see (11. 11.6).
(b) The partial suspension
E:nn(E"Z+ V Y)2-+nn+1(En+1Z+ v y)2

is surjective for n = 1 and is an isomorphism for n >_ 2.
(c) The inclusion Y' Y of the k-skeleton induces a homomorphism
nn(E"Z+ v Yk)2 _+ nn(E"Z+ v Y)2

(n >_ 1) which is surjective for k = 1 and which is an isomorphism for
k>_2.

(d) For n = ir1 Y we have the isomorphism of n-modules (n >_ 2)

in: nZ[n] = nn(E"Z+ v Y)2
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which carries eeZ to the inclusion ie and which clearly satisfies
Ein = i,,+1. By (11.11.13) we see that the partial suspension E is a
homomorphism of it-modules.

§ 5a Appendix: admissible classes of complexes
The definition of an admissible class of complexes in a cofibration category is
motivated by the properties of CW-complexes. In fact, the class X of CWcomplexes in (5.4) is an admissible class. In Chapter VII, § 3, § 4 we will describe

further examples of admissible classes of complexes.
Let (X, D) be a relative CW-complex (X E X) as in § 5 with attaching maps

fn: A,, -+ Xi-1 =X"-' We derive from the properties of CW-complexes in
(5.11) that the differential do in k(X) = {X , A, dn} has afactorization as in the
following diagram:

41-

Y.An-1
V

(5a.1)

\

Xn-1 EY.An-1 V Xoo

' EAn-1 V X2

I
EA"-1 V X1

Here do is trivial on X 1 and the homotopy class of idn is well defined. This

diagram shows that the twisted cohomology H'(KX, u) in (5.9) actually
depends only on the restriction u1 = uIX1. We derive from (5.11):

(5a.2) Lemma. For a CW-complex X = (X, D) as above the twisted chain
complex k(X, 2) = { (X 2, X 1), A, dn} is well defined by the maps iIn in (5a.1). For

K(X, 2) = Ek(X, 2) we get the natural isomorphism
H"k(I (X, oo), u) = H"(K(X, 2), u1),

where u 1: (X', X 1) -* (U, U) is the map in Coef given by u and where K(X, oo) =

.k(X) is the twisted chain complex in (5.9).

Clearly the homomorphism (p = ir1(u) in (5.9) as well is determined by
u1:(X2,X1)-*(U, U).
Now let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. We characterize
classes of complexes in C which have the properties described in (5a.1) and
(5a.2) and we call such classes admissible classes of complexes.
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(5a.3) Definition. Let X be a complex and let A and B be based objects. We say
(A, B) is injective on X2 if the inclusion X2 c XN(N >_ 2) induces an injective
map
[A, B V X2]2 -> [A, B v XN]2.

We say that (A, B) is surjective on X1 if X1 c XN(N >_ 1) induces a surjective
map

[A,B V X1]2--*[A,B V XN]2

II

(5a.4) Notation. For an element E[A, B v Xn]2 we frequently denote any
composition (1 v j) : A -* B v X B v X n , n < in, as well by . Here j is the
inclusion Xn c X,,,. We say that = ' on X. if (1 v j) = 'e[A, B V Xm]2.
(5a.5) Definition. We say that X is an admissible class of complexes if for all X,
Ye 3f with attaching maps Ai -+ X i _ 1 and B1-* Yi -1, respectively,
the following properties (a), (b) are satisfied.
(a) The pairs (B,,,,, EAn), (Y-B, EAn), and (2B n _ 1, EAn) are injective on X 2
and surjective on X 1 for n > 2.
(b) The pairs (A,, 1, E2An-1), (An+1,EAn V E2An-1), (EBn+1,E2An), and
(E2Bn, E2An) are injective on X2 for n > 2.

We also assume that XE3r implies that each skeleton Xn is a complex in
X, n > 1.

II

(5a.6) Example. It follows readily from (5.11) that the class 3r of relative CWcomplexes considered in § 5 is an admissible class of complexes in C = Top*.
Now let X be an admissible class of complexes as in (5a.5). Then we obtain
for each X e E a similar diagram as in (5a.1) (where actually X., is not needed
for the construction of dn). The conditions in (5a.5) are chosen essentially in
such a way that the following lemma holds:
(5a.7) Lemma. Let X (X Ear) be a complex with attaching maps f n: An -> Xn - 1.
is well defined by
Then the twisted chain complex k(X, 2) _ {(X2, X 1), An,
iidn = Vf, see (5a.1). Moreover, K(X, 2) = Ek(X, 2) defines a functor as in (4.2)

K(-, 2);Complex (X)/ ° -+Chain"
which induces a functor

K(-, 2):Complex(X)/^ ->Chain"/
Clearly, for the functor k(-, oo) = K in (4.2) the inclusion X2 c X., induces
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a natural map K(X, 2) -> K(X, oo) which induces the isomorphism
(5a.8)

Hk(K(X, co), u) = Hk(K(X, 2), u1)

as in (5a.2). We point out that for the definition of K(X, 2) the existence of

X = lim X is not needed.

§ 6 Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces and cohomology
with local coefficients
Recall that an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(A, n) is a CW-space with
basepoint together with an isomorphism
(6.1)

rc,K(A, n) _

A r=n
ron

0

Here A is a group which is abelian for n > 2 and rc, is the rth homotopy group.
Such spaces exist and they are unique up to homotopy equivalence in Top. For
a CW-space X the loop space S2X is a CW-space too, see Milnor 1959. Hence
f2K(A, n) is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space with
(6.2)

k:K(A, n - 1) 2-- QK(A, n).

Actually there is a unique homotopy equivalence k in Top* for which the

composite map A = 7r _ 1 K(A, n - 1) -* 7r _ 1 f2K(A, n) = 7r,,K(A, n) = A, induced by k, is the identity of A. Clearly, the loop space in (6.2) is the loop space
of a based object in the fibration category Top (1.5.2). For a CW-space U we
have the well-known natural isomorphism (n >_ 0, k > 0)
(6.3)

7rK(A.n+k)(U) = [U, f2kK(A, n + k)] = [U, K(A, n)] = H"(U, A).

Here the left-hand side is a homotopy group in the fibration category Top, see
(11.14.3), and the right-hand side is the n-th singular cohomology group of U

with coefficients in the Z-module A. A similar result as in (6.3) is true for
cohomology with local coefficients as defined in § 5 above.
For this we consider the category TopD of spaces over D which is a fibration
category by (I.5.2) and (1I.1.4). If D = * is a point we have TopD = Top since * is

the final object of Top, the spaces with base point are the based objects in this
case. In general, a based object in TopD is given by a fibration p:A -. D in Top
and by a section o:D -+ A, po = ID. For example, if F has a basepoint *, then
(6.4)

(D -* F x D

n

D)

with i(d) = (*, d) is a based object in TopD.

(6.5) Definition. Let *eD and let it = 7r1(D) be the fundamental group of the
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CW-space D. For a it-module A the (generalized) Eilenberg-Mac Lane space
L(A, n) in TopD is a based object in TopD with fiber K(A, n),
P

K(A,n) `>L(A,n). D,
such that the action of it = n1(D) c n1L(A, n) on the group A = nn(K(A, n))
inL(A, n), given by (11.6.13), coincides with the it-module A.
Such objects L(A, n) always exist, compare for example 5.2.6 in Baues (1977),
and they are unique up to homotopy equivalence of based objects in TopD. In
particular, we have as in (6.2) the homotopy equivalence in TopD
k:L(A, n - 1) _- S2L(A, n),

(6.6)

which is a based map in TopD. Here S1L(A, n) is the loop space of a based
object in the fibration category TopD. For n = 1 we use (6.6) as a definition of
L(A, 0). On fibers the homotopy equivalence k is the homotopy equivalence
k in (6.2). By obstruction theory (see for example 5.2.4 in Baues (1977)) we
get the following result which generalizes (6.3).
(6.7) Proposition. Let a: X -* D be an object in TopD where X and D are path
connected CW-spaces and let A be a it-module with it = ii1D. Then there is a
natural isomorphism of abelion groups (k >_ 0, nEZ)
7EL(A,n+k)(X) = H"(X, a*A).

The left-hand side denotes a homotopy group in the fibration category TopD, see
(11.14.3), the right-hand side is the cohomology with local coefficients which is
defined by (5.8). The ii1(x)-module a* A is induced by a*: it1(X) -> ii1(D), see (5.1).

Now let p: U - V be a fibration in Top between path connected CWspaces and let V -+ D be a map. Then p = (U I V) is a fibration in TopD for which

the exact sequence (11.14.5) is defined. The following result describes a wellknown example of this exact sequence.
(6.8) Theorem. Let ZP be the mapping cylinder of p in Top. Then we have for
B = L(A, n + k) the isomorphism of exact sequences

its (V) "iB(U)
2u

Hn(V)

to

' iB(UI V)
lu

d

ik-1(V)
1
B
to

P ,.Hn(U)1,Hn+1(ZP U) ---- Hn+1(V)

-

n*

The local coefficients in the cohomology groups of the bottom row are determined
by the it-modul A as in (6.7).
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The theorem describes the well-known long exact cohomology sequence for
the pair (Zr, U), compare 5.2.4 in Baues (1977).

§ 7 Postnikov towers
We first dualize the notion of a complex in (3.1).
(7.1) Definition. The notion of a cocomplex in a fibration category is obtained

by dualizing the notion of a complex in a cofibration category. Thus a
cocomplex E = {E1 } is a tower
Eon(

E1E-E2'Erz

...

of principal fibrations in a fibration category with coattaching maps
A" where A" is a based object (a loop object for

(= classifying maps) E.
n >> 2).

We now show that Postnikov towers yield important examples of
cocomplexes in topology. We recall from 5.3.1 in Baues (1977) the following
result on the Postnikov decomposition of a fibration.

(7.2) Theorem. Let p: E - B be afibration in Top with f ber F and let E, F, and
B be path connected CW-spaces. Then there exist fibrations qn and maps h"
making the diagram of basepoint preserving maps

E° = B

14.4

El

-

- En-1

9"

- E"

commute, such that for n > 1:
(i) qn is a fibration with fiber K(icnF, n),

(ii) hn is (n + 1)-connected, that is, h" induces isomorphisms of homotopy
groups i, for r < n and 7Cn+ 1(hn) is surjective.

For B = * we call the tower {E"} the Postnikov-decomposition of the space
E. In general the fibrations qn:E" - En-1 are not principal fibrations in Top.
We can, however, apply the following result, see section 5.2 in Baues (1977).

(7.3) Proposition. Let p:E - B be afibration in Top between path connected
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CW-spaces with fiber F = K(A, n) where A is abelian, n > 1. Let b:B -* D be a
map, which induces a surjection b*:ir1(B) - it1(D) = it, and for which kernel
(b*) acts trivially on A, see (11.5.20). Then A is a n-module and there exists a map

f :B -+L(A, n + 1) in TopD such that p:E - B is a principal fibration in the
fibration category TopD with classifying map f.

This result gives us many examples for the `warning' in (11.8.2). The
element f,
f E[B, L(A, n + 1)]D = Hn+1(B, b*A),

(7.4)

which is uniquely determined by the fibration p:E -)) B in (7.3), is called the
(twisted) k-invariant of the fibration p. Recall that a path connected CW-space
F is nilpotent if it1F acts nilpotently on 7r ,,F for n > 1, see (1.8.26). We say that
F is a simple space if it1F acts trivially on inF, n > 1. Moreover, a fibration p:

E - B with fiber F is simple if F is simple and if it1(B) acts trivially on nn(f),
n >1, via (11.5.20). The fibration p is nilpotent if F is nilpotent and if it, (E) acts
nilpotently on in(F) = itn+,(ZP, E) via (11.7.10). We derive from (7.2) and (7.3).

(7.5) Lemma. Let p:E ->) B be afibration with fiber F and let E, F, and B be
path connected CW-spaces.
(a) If p is a simple fibration, then {E"} in (7.2) is a cocomplex in Top.
(b) If F is a simple space, then {E"} in (7.2) is a cocomplex in TopB.
(c) If p is a nilpotentfibration, then each qn:E" E"-', n >_ 1, in (7.2) is a finite
cocomplex in Top, E" = EN"
-* Ea = E" 1, with classifying maps

E"-+K(A", n + 1) where A" is a subquotient of inF with a trivial action
of 7r 1(E).

(d) If F is a nilpotent space, then each qn:E"-+E"-1, n> 1, in (7.2) is a finite
cocomplex in TopB, E" = EN" -+ -* Eo = E" - 1, with classifying maps
E"-+L(A",n+ 1). Here A" is a subquotient of inF with a trivial action
of 7t1(F) and hence with an induced action of 7t1(B).

§ 8 Nilpotency of function spaces in topology
We consider the commutative diagram in Top

Y "'E
(8.1)

%f

X

P,

B

where i is a cofibration and p is a fibration in Top with fiber F. Let
(8.2)

Map(X,E)B={fEExIfi=w,pf=v}
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be the space of all fillers for diagram (8.1). This is a subspace of the space of all

maps, Ex = If, f :E -> X J, which has the compact open topology.
(8.3) Theorem. Each path component of the function space Map (X, E)B is a
nilpotent space provided (a) or (b) holds:
(a) (Y = Xo

>- XN = X) is a finite complex in Topr.

(b) (E = EM -' - E0 = B) is a finite cocomplex in TopB.
Clearly (a) is satisfied, if (X, Y) is a relative CW-complex for which X and Y
are path connected, * e Y, and for which dim (X - Y) < oo, see (5.3). On the
other hand (b) is satisfied if E, F and B are path connected CW-spaces and if F
is a nilpotent space with only finitely many non-trivial homotopy groups, see
(7.4)(d). Moreover, we derive the following result.

(8.4) Corollary. Each path component of Map (X, E)B is a nilpotent space if
(X, Y) is a relative CW-complex with dim (X - Y) < oo and if F is nilpotent.
In this corollary Y is allowed to be the empty space, Y = 0. We obtain (8.4)
since we can replace E - B by an appropriate Postnikov section EN -->3- B,
so that we can apply (8.3). The result (8.4) corresponds to a theorem of Scheerer

(1980); for B = * the result was obtained by Sullivan (1977) and HiltonMislin-Roitberg-Steiner. We give a new proof which is available in many
Quillen model categories and which is a simple application of (4.17).
For the proof of (8.3) we use the following lemma:
(8.5) Lemma. Let C be a model category with an initial object *. Consider maps

Q>-*X>--->Cf-*D
in C where X >--+ C f is a principal cofibration in C. Then X >---* C f is a
principal cofibration in the cofibration category Co of objects under Q and over
D. Here CD has the external structure in (I.4a.5).

Proof. Let f : A -> X be the attaching map where A is a based object in C. Let

B = C. For the mapping cylinder Z f of f in C we obtain the following
commutative diagram in B:

QvA>->QvCA 1

I
Zf

push

Q

1
CIA

Q >----' X >-->
C f --+ D
since C,/CA = Z f/A = C f in C. Here the top row is a cylinder in B of the based
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object Q v A in B. Hence Z f >----> Ci is a principal cofibration in B which by
the diagram above is `equivalent' to X >--> Cf. Using the general notion of a
principal cofibration in (11.8.3) we obtain the proposition in (8.5).
Now it is easy to prove (8.3). We use the model category Top of Strom, see
(1.2.10).

(8.6) Proof of (8.3). Choose a map ueMap (X, E)B. First we assume that (a) is
satisfied. In this case it: X >--+ X UYX is a based complex in C = Top X of
finite length. Therefore by (8.5)
«.LL,X-L, B)
XUX
A =( X >
(1)

--

>

Y

is a based complex in CB = C(v) of finite length. Moreover,
i"(Map (X, E)B, u) = [E"A, B],

(2)

where B = (X -!L+ E JEL+ B) is an object in C(v). Clearly the right-hand side of (2)

is defined in the cofibration category C(v). We can apply (8.3) and the
proposition follows immediately. If (b) is satisfied we have the dual argument
which yields the proof.

§ 9 Homotopy groups of function spaces in topology
We consider the homotopy groups
(9.1)

u" = i"(Map (X, E)e, u), n >1,

of the function space in (8.2) where we assume that all spaces in (8.1) are CWspaces and that X and E, F and B are path connected. It is enough to consider
the case where X is a CW-complex with trivial 0-skeleton X° = * and where Y
is a subcomplex of X. Hence we have the filtration of relative skeleta
(9.2)

YcXOCX1c

with X = Y U X" where Y = X0 if * e Y, (or equivalently if Y
other hand we have the Postnikov tower

0). On the

(9.3)

by (7.2). By naturality of the function space (8.2) we derive from (9.2) and (9.3)

the following towers of Serre fibrations in Top with
(9.4)
M P = Map(XP, E)B and MP = Map(X, EP)B,
Mme...->MP->MP

1->...MO=

F
*

if
if

Y=O'
Y:A0
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For the compositions up:X p c X
(9.5)

(itn)p = in(Mp, up)
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E, up:X =- E-> EP, we have the groups

and

(itn)" = in(M", up),

which are inverse systems by the towers in (9.4). Using (1.13) in the fibration
category of Serre fibrations, see (1.2.11) we obtain for n >_ 0 the exact sequences
0-+ Lim'(Ttn+t)p->7G"--Lim(1tn)p->0,

0 -* Lim' (in + )P -> 7rn -+ Lim (in)p -+ 0-

(9.7) Remark. The exact sequences in (9.6) are isomorphic, that is, kernel
= kernel 4i'. We leave the proof as an exercise.
Moreover, we have the following result for the homotopy spectral sequence
of Bousfield-Kan, see (2.13).
(9.8) Theorem.

(i) Let Y be path connected with *EY. Then the homotopy spectral sequence
E, 't = E,'t{Mp} satisfies
Ezt = Hr(X, Y;u*7zt(F))

fort >_ 2. For B = * the spectral sequence coincides with the one in (5.10).
(ii) Let F be a simple space. Then the homotopy spectral sequence Em'" _
Em."{Mp} satisfies for in >_ 1
Em,n =

H2m-n(X, Y; u*itm(F))

(iii) If the assumptions in (i) and (ii) are satisfied we have an isomorphism of
spectral sequences
(Esr dr) _ (E,,2t1 s, dr - 1)

for r>_ 2, t-s> 1.
Recall that we have an action of it1(E) on itm(F) = itm+ 1(Zp, E) by (I1.7.10);
this yields an action ofit1(X) via a*:it1(X)-*i1(E) and hence the coefficients in
(i) and (ii) above are well defined. A proof of the theorem can be achieved
similarly as in (5.10), compare Baues (1977).

§ 10 The relative homotopy spectral sequence
We now describe an `extended' spectral sequence for a filtered object in a

cofibration category C which relies on the exact sequence for relative
homotopy groups in (11.§ 7). We therefore call this spectral sequence the
relative homotopy spectral sequence.
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Let U = {U"} be a cofibrant and fibrant object in Fil(C). If V is any filtered
object in C we can replace V by its model RM(V) which is cofibrant and fibrant
in Fil(C), see (II.§ 3). By (II.§ 7) we can form the exact homotopy sequences of
the pairs (U", Un-1) where A is a based object in C
(10.1)

1)7r1(/Un)

2

J
-+7r1(U",U"
1)-*7t0(U" 1)->7t0lU").

We have shown that the sequence (10.1) is exact in the following sense (see
II.§ 7):

(i) the last three objects are sets with basepoint 0, all the others are groups,
and the image of 7r2 (U") lies in the center of 7r2 (Un, U" - 1)
(ii) everywhere `kernel = image', and

(iii) the sequence comes with a natural action, +, of 7rA(Un) on the set
n14(U", U" 1) such that j:7r1(U")-+7ci(U" Un 1) is given by xH0+x,
and such that elements of 7ri (Un, Un-1) are in the same orbit if and only
if they have the same image in 7c0 (Un - 1),
(iv) Moreover, the sequence comes with a natural action of 7rA(U" 1) on all
terms of the top row of (10.1) such that j, 0, i are equivariant; in addition

the action on 7rA(Un-1) is given by inner automorphisms, and
1) is a crossed module.

8:7r2 (Un, U" 1) -> 7zA(Un

,

The properties (i), (ii), and (iii) above correspond exactly to the properties (i),
(ii), and (iii) respectively described in (2.3). We have, however, the fact that i in
(10.1) lowers the filtration degree while i in (2.3) raises the filtration degree. We
therefore define
70(Um)
(10.2)

II

7CA(Um+1 Um)

7CA(Um+l)
Il

7riU-m 17riU-m-1

Illl

) 7ri-IF-m

Now the bottom row is of the same type as in (2.3). As in (2.3) it follows from
(10.1) that one can form the rth derived homotopy sequences (r >_ 0, - m =
n< 0). They are defined in the same way as in (2.4) by the identification in (10.2)
(10.3)

-i7r2U(r)m-2r-1

7r1F(r)m-r

lrlU(r)m-r
U(r)

--+

7E1UOm-r-1

U

m

M - 11.*

Here we set as in (2.4):
7LiU(r)m=image(7rA(Um-r)_*7t

7riF(r)m =

(Um))

kernel ( 7 0,( Um11, lUm) - 7rA(Um)/7r U(rlm)
action of kernel (7r+ 1(U' 1)_+7C +1(Um+r+l))'

10 The relative homotopy spectral sequence
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One can check that the sequence (10.3) is again exact in the sense of (10.1)
(iv). Next we obtain as in (2.5).
(10.4) Definition of the relative homotopy spectral sequence {E,°`(A, U) }. Let
-+Es+r,t+r- 1
1, and let the differential dr:Es,t
E;" _
t_SFsr- 1) fort >= s< 0, r
be the composition
(r-1) , 7rt-s U(r-1) 7rt-s-,Fs+r
(r-1)
7r, r-sFs

s

This spectral sequence has again all properties as in (2.5) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv). The
above is defined for s < 0 while in (2.5) the
main difference is the fact that
terms Es,` are defined for s >= 0.

(10.5) Convergence of the spectral sequence (10.4). Assume U = {U"} has the
property that the pairs (Un+1, Un) `get higher and higher connected', that is
N1 ... with lim {Nn} = oo. Then
(U"+1, U") = 0 for i < N" where 0<_ No
it
we can find for each q >_ 0 a bound r = r(q) < oo such that
Es,q+s = Es,q+,s = ... = Es,q+s
co
r
r+1

(1)

We picture the spectral sequence as follows:
(2)

+1

s

The elements in the column of degree s< 0 are represented by elements in
(U-s+ 1, U-s). The row of degree q contributes towards the
itgFs = it
homotopy group 7t (U°). We define a filtration of iq (U°)(q 1, s < 0)
Ks,q = kernel (iq
c Ks,q

(U-s),

... t K_ 1,q c K°,q = 7t9 (U°).

1

(3)
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By the assumption above we get ns<0K5,q = 0 and the associated graded
group of this filtration is
Gs,q = K,
K

+ 1,q/'Ks,q

- Es,q+s

(4)

Hence the spectral sequence converges to the homotopy groups 7C"k(U°) of the

initial term U° of the filtered object U.
(10.6) The crossed chain complex C*. The indicated diagonal C* in (10.5) (2),
given by q + s = 0, with all differentials d1 corresponds to the sequence

) 7C3(U3, U2)7C2(U2 U1) __ +71

1

(1)

with a,, = ja = d1 for n >_ 3 and with a2 = E. Clearly, a" _ a" = 0 for n >_ 3. We

call this sequence, together with the action of 7rA(U1), the crossed chain
complex C* = CA(U) where we set

it (U", U"

C"A

(U)

- 1)

7C1 (U1)

,

n > 2,
(2)

n = 1.

The image of a2 is a normal subgroup and the group 71 = cokernel (a2) can be
identified with the image of
it (U2) by exactness. Since 0, is a crossed

module we see that kernel (a2) is abelian and a it-module. Moreover, the
boundaries a", n >= 4, and a3:7c3 (U3, U2) -+ kernel (a2) are homomorphisms
between n-modules, see (11.7.14), the action is induced by the action of it (U').
These properties show that CA(U) is a well defined crossed chain complex,
compare the definition in (VI.§ 1) below.

We obtain for n > 2 the homology of the crossed chain complex
H' (U) = H,,C*(U) = ker a"/im a"+

1,

(3)

which is a 7t-module. Clearly, we have the inclusion Hz (U) c EZ ''0(A, U), and
we have the equation of 7gA(U1)-modules
H (U) = Ez "+ 1 "0 (A, U)

for n

3.

(4)

1 and t - s = q 2 and all differentials
are 7t1(U')-equivariant; (the action of 7zA(U1) is trivial if A is a suspension,
In fact E;°` is a 7rA(U1)-module for s
see (11.6.14)).

(10.7) Whitehead's certain exact sequence. Assume all terms of the spectral
sequence are trivial below the diagonal C* in (10.5)(2), that is, 7C9 (U U"-') _
O for q < n. Then we get for q > 1
7C9 (U) = Jim 7Cq (U) = 7Lq (Uq+ 1)

(1)

10 The relative homotopy spectral sequence
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and 7tiq(Uq) ->7zq(U) is surjective. In particular, the sequence
(2)

7r (U2, U1) 2-+ A(U1) *7t (U)_*0

is exact and hence kernel (02) is a 7ci (U)-module. Moreover, for n >_ 2 also
H (U) is a 7c1 (U)-module; (the action is trivial if A is a suspension).
Next we define for q > 2
Fq (U) = image (7rq (Uq 1)

7rq (Uq))

(3)

This again is a 7rA(U)-module. Now one can form the long exact sequence of
7CA A( U)-modules

0

(4)

Here i is induced by 7tq(Uq)->7cq(U) and j is induced by the commutative
diagram
7tq(U)

ker aq C 7Lq A (Uq, Uq - 1).

A
q+1(U

q+1

(5)

q

U)

We call j the generalized Hurewicz homomorphism. Moreover, we obtain the
secondary boundary operator b by the diagram
A(U)

b

HA
m

keraq+l =7Cq+1(Uq+l, U")

iq(Uq),

(6)

aq+,

q(U" Uq-1)
where kernel (j) = Tq(U). One can check that the exact sequence (4) essentially
is a special case of the first derived homotopy sequence in (10.3), (r = 1). For
this we use the identification (10.6) (4).
(10.8) Naturality. A based map f : A' -+A in C and a map g: U -+ U' in Fil(C), f
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f * : E,,`(A U) -* E; ,`(A', U)

g*:E;`(A, U)-*E;'`(A, U')
respectively. These maps f * and g* are compatible with all the structure of the

spectral sequences described above. This follows from the corresponding
naturality of the sequences (10.1), see (II.§ 7).
(10.9) Invariance. Let f, f1:A' --> A be based maps in C which are homotopic by a
based homotopy then f * = f 1. Moreover, if the maps g, g': U -> U' in Fil(C) are
k-homotopic (see (1.5)) then the induced maps g*, g* coincide on E,,' for r > k.

Proof of (10.9) The first part is clear. Now assume g, g' are k-homotopic. We

consider the following commutative diagram in which all rows are exact
sequences:
7ri+lU m+1

1Um+1

)Ti+1U

Ri+1Um

*7ri+1Um+r+1
,

---I Ri+1(Um+1 Um-r)

+1

i
lri+1(Um+1 Um) -* 7[U' 7riUm+l

lti+1(Um+r+1 Um)

Um

Let xea image(ir) with ax = irz. Then a diagram chase shows x C- image
(ir). Let x = ir(x). The whole diagram is natural for g and for g'. Since g and g'
are k-homotopic we see
a9*x = 9*ir,C = g*irx = ag*x.

Hence there is y with g' x = g*x + jy. Since g and g' are k-homotopic we know
lrlrg* = irirg*. This shows jir(y) = 0. We choose z with i'(z) = ir(y). Then we get

g'x = g*x + j(y - i(z)) where
1ir(Y - i(z)) = ir(Y) - i'(z) = 0.

Hence {g*x} and {g*x} coincide in E;'+1(A, U').

(10.10) Naturality with respect tofunctors. Let a:C -> K be a functor between
cofibration categories which carries weak equivalences to weak equivalences
and assume that a is based, a(*) = *. For U in Fil(C), f we choose

RM(aU) in Fil(K)c f

(1)

10 The relative homotopy spectral sequence
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as in (11.3.11). Moreover, for A we choose the based object
* >--+ MaA -> a(A) -> a(*) _ *.

(2)

Then a induces natural functions
a:E,'`(A, U) --+ E,'`(MaA, RMaU)

(3)

which are compatible with all the structure of the spectral sequence described
above. This follows from (11.7.21).

(10.11) Compatibility with suspension. We have the natural isomorphism
E;'`+1(A U)=E,'`(EA,U)
for t > s S 0, r >_ 1, t - s >_ 1, and in this range all differentials of the spectral
sequence coincide up to a sign. The equation above is not compatible with the
action of i (U t ); this group acts on the right-hand side, yet the corresponding
i
action of 1rfA(U1)
on the left-hand side is trivial.

(10.12) Properties of the crossed chain complex. A based map f : A'- A in C
and a map g: U -* U' in Fil(C)C f induce homomorphisms f * and g* on CA(U).

Moreover we obtain induced homomorphisms
f *:H A(U)

A'

g*:H (U)->H (U')
that is f *(x4) = (f
g*(xl) = (g*x)9*'. If f is homotopic to f 1 by a based homotopy then f * = f
on CA (U) and on H*(U). Moreover, if g is 1-homotopic to g' then we have
g* = g'
on HA(U). We have the following compatibility with
suspension

which are compatible with the action of i

H3(U)

HzA(s 'U) and
1U)

(2)

forn>3}

Here we define the object s-' U in Fil(C) by (s-1 U)" = U"+ 1 for n >_ 0. Finally
we remark that a functor a as in (10.10) yields the binatural homomorphisms

a:C*(U) C*"A(RMaU)
a:Hn (U) -H "'"A(RMaU)

(3)

which are compatible with the action of ir3(U1), that is a(xe) = (ax)"(4), see
(11.7.21)

(10.13) Properties of Whitehead'scertain exact sequence. Clearly, the sequence
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is natural with respect to a based map f :A'--* A and with respect to a map
g: U -* U' in Fil(C)C f. We get the commutative diagram (n >_ 2)
Hn+1(U)

' I n(U)

19*

H'n+1(U')

' in(U)
' 7rn

(1)

19*

19*

19*

Fn (U)

HA(U)

(U')

Hn (U')

If g is 1-homotopic to g' then all homorphisms g* in (1) satisfy g* = g*. Hence
Whitehead's exact sequence is an invariant of the `1-homotopy type' of U. We
obtain a similar diagram for f *. Clearly g* and f * are compatible with the
action of 7E (U), that is g*(xl) = (g*x)9*l and f *(xl) = (f *x)f*'. We have the

following compatibility with suspension where s -1 U is defined as in
(10.12).
HA4 (U)

' F 3(U)

II

7C3(U)

II

H3(U)

n

II

)F2A(S_1U)

H2A(S-1U)

)7C2A(S-1U)

(2)

Here the bottom row is defined since the assumption in (10.7) implies that
the spectral sequence E,'`(EA, s -1 U) is trivial below the diagonal. Diagram (2)
commutes up to a sign. The isomorphisms in (2) are not compatible with the

action of 7c (U), see (10.11). Finally a functor a as in (10.10) yields the
commutative diagram
Hn+ 1(u)
1a

H +1(Ua)

TA(U) (u)

in (u)

1a

la

TMaA/(Ua)

Hn (u)
1a/

(3)

HMallllllA(Ua)

7rMZA(Ua) ___+

Ua = RMa(U). Here we assume that the spectral sequence
E','(MaA, Ua) is trivial below the diagonal so that the bottom row of (3) is

where

defined by (10.7). All homomorphisms a in (3) are natural in A and U and they
are compatible with the action of 7ti (U), that is a(xe) =

Remark: J.H.C. Whitehead (1950) introduced the certain exact sequence in
the cofibration category Top* for a CW-complex U with U° = *. We study this
in more detail in the next section. It is an interesting fact that this exact sequence

is available in all cofibration categories for pairs (A, U) which satisfy the
assumption in (10.7). For example, in the cofibration category of chain
algebras we have this sequence as well (we will describe this in detail elsewhere,
compare also (IX.§ 1).
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§ 11 The relative homotopy spectral sequence for
CW-complexes
Let C = Top* be the cofibration category of topological spaces with basepoint.
In this category * is the final and the initial object. Therefore all maps between
cofibrant objects are based maps. We apply the results of § 10 to a relative CWcomplex U = (U, D) = {Un} with U° = D. Here D is a path connected CWspace with *eD. We use the based object A = S° in Top* given by the 0-sphere.
We first consider the crossed chain complex C*°(U,D) in (10.6) given by
(11.1)

...-*113(U3,U2)_7r2(U2,U1) a*jr1(U1).

As usual we set 7rk° = Irk. We will use this crossed chain complex in Chapter VI.

It is a result of J.H.C. Whitehead, that 0 in (11.1) is a free crossed module,
compare (VI.1.11). The projection p: U -> U of the universal covering, see (5.4),

induces the isomorphism (n > 3)
(11.2)

Cn°(U, D) _ in °(U", U" 1)
= 7rS°(Un
n l

n-1 )

= Hn(Un, Un

1)

= Cn(U, D).

Compare (5.6)(1). This shows for b = p-'(D)
(11.3)

Hn°(U, D) = Hn(U, D)

for n >_ 4, and

{H30(U, D) - H3(U, D)
Here we have Hk(U, D) = HkC(U, D) = Hk(U, D; Z [7r] ), it = 7r1(U). In case

D = * is a point we get
(11.4)

Hn°(U,*)=H,,(U) forn2, (D=U°=*).

The cellular approximation theorem shows easely that the assumption in
(10.7) is satisfied, namely
(11.5)

7rq(Un,Un-1)=0 forq<n.

For the relative CW-complex U = (U, D) with relative skeleta D c Un we
define for n >_ 2
(11.6)

rn(U, D) = rn°{Un} = image (7r,, U"

7r,, U").

By (11.5) and (10.7) (4) we get Whitehead's exact sequence of ir1(U)-modules
(11.7)

,r2U-*HZ°(U,D) -+ 0

Here the homomorphism j for n > 4 is the composite map
j:in(U) p-mn(U) h Hn(U)-*Hn(U>D),
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where h is the classical Hurewicz homomorphism. The exact sequence (11.7) is

an invariant of the homotopy type under D of the pair (U, D). This follows
again from the cellular approximation theorem.
In case D = * is a point the sequence (11.7) gives us the classical sequence of
J.H.C. Whitehead (1950), F'2U = rn(U, *),
(11.8)

H4U *F3U>n3U-'>H3U->0->n2U=H2U-->0.

Here we have F'2U = 0 since 7r2(U1)= 0 where U1 is a one point union of 1spheres and hence a K(7r,1). This gives us the classical result of Hurewicz that

for a path connected space we have 7r2 U =H2U and h: 7r3 U H3 U is
surjective. More generally we have the classical Hurewicz
(11.9) Theorem. Assume irk(U) = 0 for 1 < k < n so that U is (k - 1)-connected.

Then we have Fk(U) = 0 for 1 < k < n and therefore j:7rn(U) - H5(U) is an
isomorphism and j:7ri+1(U)-.Hn+1(U) is surjective.
We point out that the isomorphism (11.4) for n = 2 is a consequence of the
isomorphism in (11.8).
Finally, we consider the relative homotopy spectral sequence E; t(S°, U)
where U = (U, D) is a relative CW-complex with U° = D path connected. By
(11.5) this sequence is trivial below the diagonal C* in (10.5) (2). Therefore the
spectral sequence converges to i*(D), compare (10.5). For r >_ 2 the spectral
sequence is an invariant of the homotopy type of U under D. For D = * this is
exactly the `homotopy exact couple' of Massey (1952), compare also Hu (1959),
p. 252.

(11.10) Remark. For a finite relative CW-complex (U,D) with UN = U the
spectral sequence
U) can be considered as being a special case of the
spectral sequence of Bousfield-Kan (2.14) since we can choose a commutative
diagram in Top*
U°

c .. c

U1

1~
1

UN

> ... - U°

where the bottom row is a tower of fibrations in Top*. Then the exact
sequences in (2.3) correspond exactly to the exact sequences in (10.1) so that we
get

Er,t(S° {Un})=

for -N:!<s<-0.

EN+s,t({Un})

IV
Extensions, coverings, and
cohomology groups of a category

Here we describe general notions having to do with categories and
functors. These notions will be used frequently in the following chapters.
We introduce a detecting functor by combining the sufficiency and the
realizability conditions used by J.H.C. Whitehead. Examples in Chapter V
motivate the notion of an action of abelian groups on a category. We describe
various basic properties; linear extensions of categories are special cases of
such actions. We classify the equivalence classes of linear extensions by the

second cohomology of a small category. This generalizes the HochschildMitchell cohomology. Moreover, we show that the first cohomology classifies
linear coverings. The linear extensions and linear coverings lead to the notion
of an exact sequence for functors.

§ 1 Detecting functors
Let K be a category. For objects A, B in K we denote by K(A, B) the set of
morphisms A-+ B of K. Ob(K) denotes the class of objects in K. We write
AeK or AEOb(K) if A is an object in K.
Assume for all objects A, B in K we have an equivalence relation - on

K(A, B). Then - is said to be a natural equivalence relation on K if for
morphisms
f

a

9

b

A -pB-C
in K we have (f - g and a - b) of - bg. In this case we obtain the quotient
category K/- which has the same objects as K and for which the set of
morphisms is
(1.1)

(K/ -) (A, B) = K(A, B)/

.
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{f } denotes the equivalence class of f . Composition in K/ - is defined by
{a} { f I= {af I. Clearly, the identity of A in K/- is { 1,,}. Each functor p: A--+ B

induces the natural equivalence relation - on A with

a - b. .pa = pb for a, beA(A, B).

(1.2)

We call the corresponding quotient category pA = A/ - the image category of
p. The functor p induces the faithful functor is pA --> B, which is an inclusion
of categories if p is injective on classes of objects. We say p is a quotient
functor if i is an isomorphism of categories. Following J.H.C. Whitehead we
define the following conditions on a functor p: A--+ B:

(1.3) (a) Sufficiency: For objects A,A' in A a morphism a:A-*A' is an
equivalence if and only if pa: pA -* pA' is an equivalence in B.

(b) Realizability: pA -> B is an equivalence of categories. This is
equivalent to the following two conditions
(bl) For each object B in B there is an object A in A such that pA and B
are equivalent in B.
(b2) For objects A, A' in A and for a morphism fi: pA - pA' in B there is
a morphism a: A -+ A' with pa = /3.

Compare § 14, theorem 17 in J.H.C. Whitehead (1950). For example, the
Whitehead theorem (1.5.9) yields the following well known properties of
homotopy groups ;(X) and of homology groups H,(X) = Hj(X; Z) respectively.
1.4 Example

(A) The functor n* : Top*/ ^ -> Gr* which carries a pointed space X to the
graded group {ir X, i >_ 1} satisfies the sufficiency condition on the full
subcategory of Top/ -- consisting of path connected well pointed CWspaces.

(B) The functor H*:Top/

-+Ab* which carries a space X to the graded

abelian group {H;X, i >_ 0} satisfies the sufficiency condition on the full
subcategory of Top/ -- consisting of simply connected CW-spaces.

Clearly the functors in (A) and (B) do not satisfy the realizability
condition.
(1.5) Definition. A functor p: A -,. B is a detecting functor if p satisfies both the
sufficiency and the realizability conditions.
II

The problem in many of J.H.C. Whitehead's papers is the construction of
such detecting functors for homotopy categories of CW-complexes since this
yields the classification of homotopy types by the following obvious properties
of a detecting functor.
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A detecting functor p: A -+ B induces a 1-1 correspondence between equivalence classes of objects in A and equivalence classes of objects in B. On

morphism sets a detecting functor p induces a surjection p: A(A, A') - s
B(pA, pA'). The number of morphisms in B(pA, pA') can be much smaller than
the number of morphisms in A(A, A'). Moreover, a detecting functor induces

the surjective homomorphism
(1.6)

p:EA(A) --) EB(pA)

of groups. Here EA(A) is the group of equivalences A -A in A. We also call
EA(A) = AutA(A) the group of automorphisms of A. In fact, EA(A) is the
subset p- 1EB(pA) in A(A, A) by sufficiency. An equivalence of categories is
a detecting functor. The composition of detecting functors A --> B -+ C is again

a detecting functor. On the other hand:
(1.7) Lemma. If the composition qp: A -> B -> C is a detecting functor where p
is a quotient functor, then q and p are detecting functors.

§ 2 Group actions on categories
We say that D is a (natural) action of (abelian) groups on the category C if
for all objects A, B in C we have an abelian group D(A, B) and a group action
(2.1)

C(A,B) x D(A,B)_C(A,B), (f,a)Hf +a,

such that for (g, f)eC(B, C) x D(B, C) there exists 8eD(A, C) with (g + fl)
(f + a) = (gf) + 6. This equation is the condition of `naturality' for the action.
An action D on C yields the quotient functor p: C -+ C/D = C/ - where for
f, f'eC(A, B) the equivalence relation - (induced by D) is
(2.2)

f .f'p3aeD(A,B)

with

f'=f +a.

Clearly, this is a natural equivalence relation. The morphism set in C/D is
the set of orbits (C/D)(A, B) = C(A, B)/' = C(A, B)/D(A, B). The isotropy
groups of the action are If = {aeD(A, B) f + a =f } which depend only on
p(f) in C/D. The quotient group (D/I)p(f) = D(A, B)/If acts transitively and
effectively on the subset p - t pf of C(A, B). This leads to the following slightly
more general notation.
We say that D is a (natural) action on the functor p: C -+ B if for all objects
A, B in C and for all morphisms f eB(pA, pB) with ¢ p- t(f) c C(A, B) we

have an abelian group d7 = D(f) together with a transitive action
(2.3)

p-'(f)xD(f)-'p

(fa)i--+f +a.

We call C an extension of B by the action D if p satisfies in addition the
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realizability condition (1.3)(b), (that is pC -24 B is an equivalence of categories).

Let I(f)= If = {ac-D(f) I f + a = f } be the isotropy group of the action (2.3).
We write (D/I)r = D(f)/1(1). This group acts transitively and effectively on
p-'(f ). We say that the action D is effective if f + a =f implies a = 0 for all f in
C, aeDP(f). Each action D yields an effective action, DII, by dividing out the
isotropy groups as above. Clearly, D in (2.1) give us an action on the functor
p: C -+ C/D by setting D1= D(A, B).

(2.4) Definition. For an effective action D on p: C - B the formula

(g+/1)(f+a)=(gf)+(1) g,f(f,a) inC

(1)

defines the function
(D9,f: DP(9) X DP(f) -> DP(9f).

We call (1) and the function

(2)

the distributivity law of the action D. The

function Dg, f depends on g and f while the group D. = DP(g) depends only on
the morphism p(g) in B. For convenience we often write Dg instead of DP(g). The
distributivity law gives us the induced functions

f*:Dg-'Dgf,f*/3=(9,f(/3,0)a(g+Q)f =9f +f*/3,
and

(3)

g*a=(9,f(0,a)-9(f +a)=gf +g*a.

11

One easily verifies the following equations
(a) id* = id, id* = id for the identity id,
(b) (hg)* = h*g*:Df -* Dh8f,

(c) (9f)* =f *g*:Dn - Dh8f,

(d) h*f*=f*h*:D9_4Dhgf
For example (d) follows by h(g + #)f = h(gf +f */3) = hgf + h* f *(3 =
(hg + h*/3) f = hgf +f *h*/3. The equations (a) . . . (d) above show that f H D f
is a functor on the following category F(C).
(2.5) Definition. Let C be a category. Then the category of factorizations in C,

denoted by F(C), is given as follows. Objects in F(C) are morphisms in C.
Morphisms f -+g in F(C) are pairs (a, /3) for which
A

°C ) At
9

B F

B'
R

commutes in C. Hence af/ = g is a factorization of g. Composition is defined
by (a', /3')(c , /3) = (a'a,1313').

11
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The effective action D on p:C -* B in (2.3) gives us the functor
D : F(C) -> Set,

(2.6)

as well denoted by D, which carries the object f of F(C) to the abelian group
D f and which carries (a, fl)f - g in F(C) to the induced function
D(a> fl) = a*li* : Df - Data = D9.
Clearly, D(a,1) = a*, D(l, l3) = /3*.

(2.7) Definition. We define the mixed term A of an effective action D
on p: C -* B by the formula
A9,f (/3, a) ='t ,f(/3, a) -f */3 - g*a,
or equivalently by the distributivity law:
(a)

(b)

(g+f3)(f+a)=gf+g*a+f*/3+A9>f(/3,a).

Here A9, f is a function A9,1: D p(9) x Dpi f) -> Dp(9 f) with A9, f(0, a) = A9, f(/3, 0) = 0.

The action D has a left distributivity law if the function A9,f depends only
on (g, p f ), that is, if A9, f =AgJ0 for all fo with p fo = p f The action D has a
right distributivity law if A9, f depends only on (pg, f ).

We mainly consider actions which have nice linear properties:
(2.8) Definition. An effective action D on p: C - B is quadratic if all induced

functions (feC(A,B), geC(B,C)) f*:D9-*D9f,g*:Df->D9f are homomorphisms of abelian groups and if D has a left and right distributivity law such
that the mixed term A:D9 x D f -+D gf is bilinear. In this case we write the
mixed term in the form

We say that a quadratic action with a trivial mixed term, A = 0, is a linear
action. More generally, we call an action D on p: C -> B quadratic (resp. linear)
if the associated effective action D/I is quadratic (resp. linear), see (2.3).
II

For a quadratic action the functor D in (2.6) gives us a functor D:F(C)->Ab
into the category of abelian groups, we call such a functor a natural system
of abelian groups on C. Moreover, we get the following properties of quadratic
actions. Let
A--),B-+C )D
9
h
f
be morphisms in C. Moreover, let aED f, f eD9 and yeDh.
(2.9) Proposition:

(a) (g+/3)(f +a)=gf+g*a+f*/3+fl0a,
(b) (f+a)*#=f*Q+fQa,
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(c) (g+/3)*a=g*a+/3Oa,
(d) h*(13Oa)=(h*l3)Oa,
(e) f*(Y(D /3)=Y0(f*l3),
(f) (g*Y) 0 a = Y O (g*a),

(g) YO(/3Oa)=(Y0/3)Oa
Thus the mixed term 0 is an associative bilinear pairing.
Proof of (2.9). (a), (b) and (c) correspond to (2.4). We derive from (2.4)(3)

h* (f +a)*/3=h*(f*/3+/3Oa),
II

(f +a)*h*/3=f*h*fl+(h*/3)Oa.
Thus (d) follows from linearity of h*. Similarly we obtain (e) by

(h+Y)*f*/3=h*f*/3+YOf*/3,
II

f*(h+Y)*13=f*(h*#+y(D /3).
We derive (f) from
(g(f + a))*Y = (f + a)*g*Y =f *g*Y + (g*Y) O a,
I
(gf + g*a)*Y = (gf)*y + Y O g*Y

Moreover, we obtain (g) by:

(h+y)(g+/3)=hg+h*/3+g*y+yO/3
Therefore

(h+Y)*(g+13)*a=(hg)*Y+(h*I3+g*Y+y0/3)0
II

(h+y)*(g*a+fl Oa)=(h+y)*g*a+(h+y)*l3Oa
=h*g*a+yOg*a+h*(13(D a)+YO(13Oa)
Thus from (d) and (f) we derive (g) since 0 is bilinear.

Let D be an effective action on p: C --* B. For an object A in C and its
identity 1A we write

IDA=D1
(2.10)

AA =A 'A"A : DA x DA -> DA, with

/
(1A+#)(1A+0= 1A+$+a+AA(13,a)

This yields the exact sequence of groups, see (1.6),
0 - + (DA, -) '-* Ec(A)

EB(pA),
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where the group multiplication o on DA is given by the formula
a -/3 = a + /3 + DA(a, /3),

(2)

and where the injective homomorphism 1 + is defined by 1 +(a) = lA + a. The
zero element OEDA is also the neutral element of the group (DA, o). If D is a

quadratic action we see by (2.9) that DA is equipped with an associative
77-bilinear multiplication (D: DA x DA - DA with AA(a, /3) = a 0 /3.

(2.11) Proposition. Assume p:C-+ B satisfies the realizability condition and
assume D is an action on p for which the induced functions are homomorphisms.
Then p is a detecting functor if and only if the mixed term satisfies the condition
that for all objects A in C and for all /3EDA there exists ac-DA such that

a+fl +DA(a,/3)=0=cc +fl +A,(/3,a).

(*)

(2.12) Corollary. Assume p:C -* B satisfies the realizability condition and
assume D is a quadratic action on p such that 0 on DA is nilpotent for all
objects A. Then p is a detecting functor.
Here we say 0 is nilpotent on DA if for all /3EDA there is an n such that
the n-fold product /3°" = #0 . . . 0 /3 = 0 is trivial.
Proof of (2.12). p is a detecting functor if for /3c-DA there is ac-DA with

a+fl +aOf3=0=a+fl +fOa
We take a = - f3 + /3°2 - ... + (- 1)"/3°n + ...

Proof of (2.11). We may assume that p is the identity on objects. If p is a
detecting functor we know that 1 + f3EC(A, A) is an equivalence for all /acDA-Thus there exists ac-DA with

(1+a)(1+/3)=1+a+f3+AA(a,fl)=1,
Therefore (*) is satisfied. Now assume (*). Then (1) shows that 1 + /3 is an
equivalence and thus (1 + /3)* is an isomorphism. We have to prove that each
`realization' of an equivalence in B is an equivalence in C. Let f EB(A, B),
geB(B, A) be equivalences with

f4=1, gJ=1,

(2)

and let pf = f, pg = g. We know by (2) that there are f3EDB and aEDA such that

fg=1+/3, gf=1+a.

(3)

We have to show that there exists beD9 with

f(g+6)= 1, (g+8)f = 1.

(4)
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This is equivalent to

f*b= -Q, f*6= -a.

(5)

Now (3) shows that f*g* = (1 + fl)* and g* f* = (1 + a)* are isomorphisms.
Therefore f*: Dg DB is surjective and f*: DA->Df is injective. Now let
8e(f*)-1(- /3). Then 6 satisfies (5) since we prove f *(6) = - a. In fact, by (3)
we get fgf =f +f *fl =f +f*a, and thus f */3 = f*a. Now (5) holds since f*
is injective and since

f*f *(b) =f *f*(b) =f *(- /3) =f*(- a).
Here we use the assumption that f *, f* are homomorphisms.

(2.13) Example. Any ring R yields a quadratic action on the functor R -* *
where * is the trivial category and where R is the category with a single object *
given by the multiplication R = R(*, *). The action is given by addition in R.

(2.14) Example. Let Gr be the category of groups and group homomorphisms
and let Ab c Gr be the full subcategory of abelian groups. Then the projection
functor
pr: C = Gr x Ab -> Gr

admits a quadratic action D as follows. For objects A = (A1, A2) and
B = (B1, B2) in C the abelian group D(A, B) =Hom (A2, B2) acts on the
morphism set
C(A, B) = Hom (A 1, B1) x Horn (A2, B2),

by the formula (f, g)+g'=(f,g+g').

§ 3 Linear extensions of categories
Let C be a category. Recall that a natural system of abelian groups D
on C is a functor
(3.1)

D:F(C)-+Ab, D(f)=Df,

from the category of factorization (2.5) to the category of abelian groups.

For example a bifunctor D: COP x C - Ab yields a natural system by
= D(A, B) for f eC(A, B). Moreover, we write

Df

Df=D(A,(p,B)

(*)

provided a functor ¢: C -+ Coef is given such that Df = D. for all f, g eC(A, B)
with Of = (p = qg. A functor p: C -> B yields an obvious functor F(p): F(C) -+

F(B). Therefore a natural system D on B gives us the natural system
p*D = DF(p) on C.

3 Linear extensions
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(3.2) Definition. Let D be a natural system on the category B. We call
a category C a linear extension of B by D, and we write

D+ >-->C '->>B,
if the following properties are satisfied. The categories C and B have the
same classes of objects and p is a full functor which is the identity on objects.
For each morphism f : A -* B in B the group D f acts transitively and effectively
on the subset p - '(f) of C(A, B); the action is denoted by fo + a for fo e p - '(f)
and aeD f. Moreover, the linear distributivity law
(fo + a)(go + Q) = fogo +.f*f + g*a

is satisfied, goep-'(g), /3EDg, where the induced functions f* and g* are
given by the natural system D.

We call D + >--* C -> B a (weak) linear extension if pC -* B is an
equivalence of categories and if D + >----> C -* pC is a linear extension as
above.

11

Clearly, a linear action D on p: C -. K as defined in (2.8) yields a linear
extension
(D/I) + -* C

(3.3)

pC,

where pC is the image category of p defined in (1.2) and where DII is the
natural system on pC given as in (2.3). By (2.12) a linear extension as in
(3.2) satisfies the sufficiency condition (1.3)(a).

(3.4) Definition. Let D be a natural system of abelian groups on B. We say two
linear extensions p, q of B by D are equivalent if there is a commutative diagram

D+

)C

B

f

1

D +

1,

B

C'
q

where e is a D-equivariant isomorphism of categories. That is, e induces for

all feB(A,B) the bijection e:p-'(f);z: q-'(f) with the property

e(f+a)=e(f)+a
for p f =f and aeD f.

II

A linear extensions p is a split extension if there is a functor s:B -+ C for
which ps = 1 is the identity functor on B.
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(3.5) Proposition. Let B be a category and let D be a natural system of groups
on B. Then there exists a split extension D + -* B x D --* B of B by D (which
we call the semi direct product of B and D) and two split extensions of B by D are
equivalent.

Proof. We define K = B x D as follows: Objects of K are the objects of B. The
morphism sets of K are

K(A, B) = U f x D f,
feB(A,B)

and composition is defined by (g, fl)(f, a) = (gf, g*a +f */3).
It is easily seen that K is a category and that the projection prl : K -* B is a

split extension of B by D. We set s(f) _ (f , 0). If p : C -> B is a further

split extension of B by D with splitting s we obtain the equivariant
C by r(A)=s(A) on objects and E(f, a) = s(f) + a

isomorphism B x D
on morphisms.

Next we show that linear extensions of categories correspond exactly to
extensions of groups:

0-+D `+ E-P-+ G-*0,

(3.6)

where D is a G-module with xg = i -' (go ' i(x)go) for go e p -' (g). We call
h: G -+ Aut(D) with h(g -')(x) = x9 the associated homomorphism of the

extension. Two extensions E, E' as in (3.6) are equivalent if there is an
isomorphism e:E = E' of groups with pv = p, ei = i.

(3.7) Example. Each extension of groups (3.6) yields a linear extension
of categories

D+ ,E-G.
Here E is the category with one object * and with morphism set E(*, *) = E.
The functor p is given by p in (3.6). We define the action D + by D(g) = D for
geG(*, *) = G and
go +x =go -i(x)

for goep-'(g) and xeD. Thus we get
(go + x)(.fo + Y) = go' i(x)-fo-i(Y)
= gofo. (.f o ' i(x).fo)- i(Y)

= gofo + xf + y = gofo +.f *(x) + g*Y-

The induced maps are f *(x) = xf and g*(y) = y for x, yeD.

11
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On the other hand, a linear extension D + -+ C B of the category B by
D gives us for each object A in B the extension of groups (see (2.10))
0 --> DA -' +EC(A) -°' EB(pA) -1,

(3.8)

where Ec(A) is the group of self-equivalences of A in C. Here 1 +(a) = lA + a,
DA=D'A.
(3.9) Proposition. (3.8) is an extension of groups where DA is a right EB(pA)module by x" = (g- ')*g*(x) = g*(g- ')*(x).

Proof p in (3.8)

is

surjective since p is a detecting functor.

1+

is a

homomorphism since we have

t +(a+/3)=lA+a+l=1+1*a+l*/3
_(1+a)(1+N)=1+(c 1+(fl)

(*)

1 + is injective and Im 1 + = ker p since DA acts effectively and transitively
on p-'(1A). Moreover, we have
1+(xg)=go'1+(x)go, goep-'(g),
=go '(I + x)go

= 1 +(g-')*g*(x)

§ 4 Linear coverings of categories and exact
sequences for functors
The notion of a linear covering of a category arises naturally by the exact
sequences in towers of categories which play a central role in this book.

(4.1) Definition. Let C be a category and let H be a natural system of
abelian groups on C. We call L and the sequence

L--'p C -* H
a linear covering of C by H if the following properties are satisfied:

L is a category and j is a full and faithful functor.
On classes of objects the functorj is surjective,j: Ob(L)

(1)

Ob(C), and

for XeOb(C) the class j-'(X) of all objects X in L with j(X)=X is a
set. Moreover, the group H(lX) (given by the natural system H) acts
transitively and effectively on the set j-'(X), we denote the action by
X

1 (X) for Xej 1 (X), eH(1X).

(2)
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For objects X, Y in L and for a morphism f:j(X)->j(Y) in C an
obstruction element Cx,Y(f) EH(f) is defind with the derivation property
Cx,z(g.f) = g*Cx,Y(f) +f *CY,z(g)

(3)

(*)

for g f : j(X) -j(Y) --+j(Z) in C and with
Cx+4.Y+n(.f) = Zx,Y(f) + (f* -,f *1)

for EH(li(x)),

YI EH(li(Y))

(**)
II

A linear covering gives us the inclusion
(4.2)
j - : Lc = kernel (.i) c L.
The objects of L£ are the same as those of L and the morphisms X -> Y in LO
are all morphisms f : j(X) --+j(Y) with !C(f) = 0. We say that the linear covering
is split if there is a functor s: C -> LO such that the composite
(4.3)

is the identical functor on C.
(4.4) Definition. We say that linear coverings

L-'-*C--'+ H and L'
of C by H are equivalent if there is a functor cp:L-*L' with the following
properties

j'(o =j,
OX + ) _ (rpX) +
Cx,Y(.f) = Z)'(Px,wY(.f),

(1)
(2)
(3)

for objects X, Y in L and for a morphism f :j(X)-*j(Y) in C. The right-hand
=j(X) by (1). Clearly, q is
side of (2) and (3) is well defined since
actually an isomorphism of categories by (1), (2) and (4.1).
II

(4.5) Proposition. Let C be a category and let H be a natural system on C.
Then there exists a split linear covering of C by H and two such split linear
coverings are equivalent.

Proof. We define the split linear covering Co -f ). C -> H as follows: objects

of Co are pairs (X, 5) with EH(lx), XEOb(C). The action is defined by
(X, ) + ' = (X, + '). The morphisms (X, ) -* (Y, r1) in Co are the morphisms
X -* Y in C. We set j(X, ) = X and j is the identity on morphisms. Moreover,

J) =J *' -J *q.
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For a split extension as in (4.3) we obtain qp by cp(X, ) = s(X) +

and

Of) = s(f)
We now introduce the concept of an exact sequence for functors. Many
examples of such exact sequences are discussed in the Chapters VI, VII, VIII
and IX below. An exact sequence combines the notions of a linear extension
and of a linear covering.
Let A: A--* B be a functor. The image category AA is defined as a quotient
category of A, see (1.2). The objects of AA are the same as in A. Moreover, we
define the reduced image category A(A) as follows: objects are the equivalence

classes in Ob(A)/ - where we set - = A with
(4.6)

X _ Y.

1 3 equivalence f :X -* Yin A
with AX = AY and Af = 1.

We denote by {X}' the equivalence class of X in Ob(A)/-. By (4.6) the
object AX in B depends only on {X}A. Morphisms {X}'_* {Y}A in A(2) are
all morphisms F: AX --* AY in B which are realizable in A (that is, for F exists
f :X -> Y with F = Af). Clearly, one has the canonical functor
(4.7)

e: AA =Z A(A),

which is an equivalence of categories.

We also use the full image BA of A which is the full subcategory of B
consisting of objects AA, AEOb(A). Moreover the enlarged full image B(.) of

A is the following category. Objects are the same as in A(A), morphisms
{X }' -+ { Y} a are all morphisms AX -).Y in B. Now we have the canonical
functor
j:B(A)- 4B;L,

(4.8)

which is the identity on morphisms and which satisfies j{X}z = AX on objects.

Thus j is full and faithful and j is surjective on classes of objects.
By (4.6) and (4.7) we get the following factorization of the functor A
(4.9)

A:A

AA

-e

A(A) -L B(A)

BA -`- B.

Here q is the quotient functor and i is the full inclusion. The functor k is the
identity on objects and is the inclusion on morphism sets.

(4.10) Definition. Let A: A -> B be a functor and let D and H be natural
systems (see (3.1)) of abelian groups on AA and BA respectively. We call the
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sequence

D+ - *A--BAH
an exact sequence for A if the following properties are satisfies.
(a) The sequence D/I + -> A _2 AA is a linear extension of categories as in
(3.3), here I denotes the isotropy groups of the linear action D on A, see
(2.8).

(b) For all objects X, Yin A and morphisms f: 2X --> a Y in B an obstruction
element Cx,r(f)EH(f) is given such that Cx,y(f) = 0 if and only if there
is a morphism F:X -+ Yin A with AF = f. This is the obstruction property
of V.

(c) C has the derivation property

Zx,z(gf)=g*Cx,r(.f)+.f*Cy,z(g) for f:AX--, Y,g:AY-> Z.
(d) For all objects X in A and for all aEH(lAX) there is an object Yin A with

AY= AX and Cx,y(l) = a; we write X = Y+ a in this case. This is the
transivity property of C. From (c) we derive for f : AX -> AY

Cx+a,r+n(.f) = Cx,Y(f) + (f*a -f *Q), where aeH(lzx), QEH(12,r)
(e) Lemma. The properties (a), (b), (c), (d) above imply that
B(A) -' * Bz -'- H
is a linear covering with B(2)'c = A(A). Conversely, if such a linear covering

is given then (b), (c) and (d) are satisfied.

11

Proof. Assume first that a linear{{ covering is given. Then we define
CX,Y(J)

='C{X};L,{Y}''(f)

(1)

Clearly, (b) holds by B(A)' = A(A), and (c) holds by (4.1)(3). Next we denote by
X + a an object in A with {X + al' = {X}' + a, see (4.1)(2). Then, clearly, (d) is
satisfied by (4.1)(3).

Next assume that (a), (b), (c), and (d) are satisfied. The derivation property

(c) and the obstruction property (b) imply that Zx,r(f) depends only on
({X}, {Y}z, f ). In fact, for g:X' -> X with Ag = 1 we get Cx.,x(1) = 0 by the
obstruction property. Therefore the derivation property yields
9x',r(.f 0 1) = 1*CX,Y(f) +.f*CX',X(1)

= CX,r(f)

(2)

Next we show that the equivalence class
{X}A + a = {X + a}A

(3)
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is well defined by {X}A and a and does not depend on the choice of X + a.
Let f :X => Y with Af =1. Then
= 0 by (b) and therefore by (d)

tx+a,r+a(1) = a - a = 0.

(4)

Hence there is f : X + a -* Y + a by (b) with Al = 1. By (2.12) and (a) we know

that f is an equivalence whence we get {X + al' = {Y + a}A. Moreover, (3)
defines an action of H(1 Ax) on the set { { Y} ': AY = AX I which is transitive
and effective (this completes the proof of the lemma). We first show that (3)

is an action. We have
Cx+o,x(1) _ Cx,x(1) + 0 = 0.
Therefore there is an equivalence f : X + 0
{X}2. Moreover, we have

(5)

X with Af = 1, hence {X} a + 0 =

C(x+a)+#,x+(a+Q)(1) = CX+a,x(1) + /3 - (a + /3) = 0.

(6)

This yields an equivalence f :(X + a) + /3 - X + (a + (3) with Af = 1, hence
({X}A+a)+(3={X}'+(a+/3). The action is effective since {X}' ={X}A+
a = {X + al' yields a map f :X -*X + a with Af = 1. Hence 0 = flx,x+a(1) =
- a by (b) and (d). The action is transitive since for AY = AX we get a = Z x,r(l)
and

vx,r+a(1) = Cx,r(1) - a = 0

(7)

This yields f : X -+ Y + a with A f =1 by (b) and (a), see (2.12). Therefore
{X}' ={Y}A+a.
(4.11) Proposition. The functor A in an exact sequence (4.10) satisfies the
sufficiency condition, see (1.3)(a). Moreover groups of automorphisms are
embedded in an exact sequence
EB(AA)

HGAA)

Here A is an object in A and A and 1 +, 1 +(a) = lA + a, are homomorphisms
between groups (see (3.8)). The group H(IAA) is a right EB(AA)-module as in (3.9)

and C defined by C(f) _ (f ')* fl(f) is a derivation, see (7.1) below.

Proof. We show that f is actually a derivation as in (7.1).

C(.fg) _ (g-,f -').C(fg)
(g-'f -').(f*v(g) + g*C(A
_ (g- i)*Z(g) + (g-')*(.f
f (g) + g*(g-')*Z(.f )

=C(f)9+C(g)
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We have .Z(f) = 0 if and only if O(f) = 0 since (f ')* is an isomorphism.

For a functor A:A -* B and for an object B in B we define the class of
realizations of B
Real (B) = Real,,(B) = { (A, b) J b: AA = B}/ -.

Here we consider all pairs (A, b) where A is an object in A and where b:.1A -* B

an isomorphism in the category B. We define an equivalence relation on
such pairs by
(A, b) - (A', b')..3 g: A' = A in A with 2(g) = b -' b'.
Let {A, b} be the equivalence class of (A, b) in Real (B).
(4.12) Proposition. Assume A is afunctor in an exact sequence (4.10) and assume

{A,b}EReal,,(B). Then the group H(l,,A) acts transitively and effectively on
Real,,(B). In particular Real,, (B) is a set.
Proof. Clearly, A4, A' implies (A, b) - (A', b). Whence we have the function
M = { {A'}A:AA' _ AA} -> Real (B)

(1)

which carries {A'}' to {A', b}. By (4.10)(e) the group H(l,,A) acts transitively

and effectively on the set M. It remains to show that the function (1) is a
bijection. Let {A", b"} e Real (B). Then we have for f = b -1 b": AA" -* AA the

obstruction element
A^,A(f)
a = (f*) - 1iH(J1,,A)
E H (I AA)

where we use the isomorphism f * :
we have AA' = AA and

(2)

= H(f). We define A' = A + a. Then

,CA A,(f) = .CA A(f) -f *(a) = 0

(3)

by (4.10)(d). Therefore there is g:A" -* A' in A with Ag = f. By (4.11) we see
that g is an isomorphism in A. Whence {A',b} = {A",b"}. This proves that
the function (1) is surjective. It is clear by the definitions that the function
(1) is injective. Therefore the proof of (4.12) is complete.
Remark. On each category we have the natural system, 0, which consists only

of trivial groups. The sequence 0 -* A --'-+ B -> 0 is exact if and only if
A = AA

A(A) = B,,. In particular A is full and faithful.

A map between exact sequences as in (4.10) preserves all the structure.
More precisely consider the diagram
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(4.13)

H

9

P

E+

°
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-C

K

G

The rows of this diagram are exact sequence for the functors 2 and A'
respectively. The diagram is a map between exact sequences if the following
holds:

p and q are functors and 2'p = qA on objects and morphisms.

(1)

p:D f -> Ep f(f e Mor A) is a natural homomorphism between natural
systems on AA such that p(f + a) = p(f) + p(a) for a eD f. We therefore
call p a p-equivariant functor.

(2)

4:H f -+ Gg f(f e Mor B.) is a natural homomorphism between natural

(3)

systems on Bz such that Z' ,p,.(qf)=4Vx,y(f) for
The following proposition corresponds to the five lemma.
(4.14) Proposition. Consider the map between exact sequences in (14.13) and
assume 4: H -+ G and p: D/I -+ E/I are natural isomorphism. If q: B -> K is full
and faithful then also p: A - C is full and faithful. If q:Bx -+ KA, is an equivalence

of categories then also p:A->C is an equivalence of categories.
(4.15) Definition. A tower of categories is a diagram (iE72, M < i:5 N)

I
Di

D`- I

Hi

hi+i

H`- 1

I',

I
where Di-+Hi--+Hi_, -+ I', is an exact sequence for the functor A. Examples
are described in Chapter VI.
II

§ 5 The cohomology of a small category
We introduce the cohomology groups of a small category with coefficients
in a natural system, compare also Baues-Wirsching. The cohomology groups
in degree 2 and 1 classify linear extensions and linear coverings respectively.
We show this in the following sections § 6, § 7.
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(5.1) Definition. Let C be a small category. We define the cohomology
H"(C, D) of C with coefficients in the natural system D by the cohomology of the
following cochain complex
{F", 8}. The nth cochain group F" = F"(C, D) is the

abelian group of all functions

f:N"(C)-* U

Dz,

A.Mor (C)

(a)

with

Here N"(C) is the set of sequences (, 1 , ... , )n) of n composable morphisms

A°+--A14-...+--An
in C (which are the n-simplices of the nerve of Q. For n = 0 let N°(C) = Ob(C)
be the set of objects in C and let F°(C, D) be the set of all functions
(a)'

f :Ob(C) -> U DA
AeOb(C)

with f (A)EDA = D(l A). Addition in F" is given by adding pointwise in the

abelian groups D f, The coboundary

6:F n-1- F"

(b)

is defined by the formula (n > 1):
/

n-1/
(

E (- 1)if(2l,... I Ai2i+11..., An)

(c)

i=1

For n = 1 the coboundary 6 in (b) is given by
(c)'

(0)(2)=)*f(A)-2.*f(B) for (2:A->B)EN1(C).
One can check that Sf EFn for f EFn-1 and that 56 = 0.

We now describe the natural properties of the cohomology. To this end
we introduce the category Nat of all natural systems. Objects are pairs (C, D)
where D is a natural system on the small category C, see (3.1). Morphisms
are pairs
(5.2)

(O°P, T): (C, D) -* (C', D'),

where O:C'-*C is a functor and where T:O*D-*D' is a natural transformation of functors. Here O*D: FC' -> Ab is given by
(5.3)

((D*D)f=D0f for fEMor(C'),

and a* = O(a)*, f3* = O(p)*. A natural transformation t: D -> D yields as well

the natural transformation
(5.4)

O*t:O*D , O*D.
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Now morphisms in Nat are composed by the formula
(5.5)

Wp, 0)(0°p,T) = (0,)°p,
The cohomology introduced above is a functor,
H":Nat -* Ab (nd7L),

(5.6)

which carries the morphism (q5°p, T) of (5.2) to the induced homomorphism
(5.7)

T *4* : H"(C, D) -* H"(C', D'),

given on cochains feF" by (T*O*f)( ,,,...IAA')=TA,-f(O.11,...,OA;,)
with A'= A'
;, We have (l5°p, t) = (1,T)(4 °p, 1) and we write 4* = (¢°p, l)*
and (1, T)* = T*.

(5.8) Theorem. Suppose 0:C'->C is an equivalence of small categories. Then
0 induces an isomorphism
c* : H"(C, D) = H"(C', cb *D)

for all natural systems D on C, neZ.
For the proof of this result we consider first a natural equivalence

q5,0:C'-*C,
which induces an isomorphism of natural systems
with T= t*(t- t)*:Dl,f= DVf

Here we have Of = t(¢f)t-1 since t is a natural equivalence.
(5.9) Lemma. t*4,* = 0* on H"(C, D).

Proof of theorem (5.8). Let 0': C -- C' be a functor and let

t:0'0

1,

T:00' = 1

be equivalences. Then by (5.9) we have

and therefore 0* is an isomorphism.

t* and

(5.10) Proof of lemma (5.9). We construct a chain homotopy h for the diagram
of cochain maps
F*(C', cb*D)

F*(C,D)

IF.

F*(C', 0*D),

(1)
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t*0* - 0* = A + h8, with
{h:F"+'(C,D)-*F"(C',O*D).

(2)

Here h is given by the following formula
n

(3)

The terms in the alternating sum correspond to paths in the commutative
diagram

t

(4)

A somewhat tedious but straightforward calculation shows that formula (2)
is satisfied for h.

There are various special cases of natural systems which we obtain
by the functors:
(5.11)

FC-1-+ COP x

Here it and p are the obvious forgetful functors and q is the localization
functor for the fundamental groupoid
(5.12)

7rC = (Mor C)

Moreover

*

in

(5.11)

is

see (H.3.5).

the trivial

category

consisting of one

object and one morphism and o is the trivial functor. Using the functors
in (5.11) we get special natural systems on C by pulling back functors K -> Ab
where K is one of the categories in (5.11). Such functors are denoted as follows:
(5.13) Definition
M is a C-bimodule if M:C°P x C -> Ab.

F is a C-module if F: C --. Ab.
L is a local system on C if L:irC-*Ab.

A is a trivial system on C if A is an abelian group or equivalently if
A:*->Ab.

Clearly we define the cohomology of C with coefficients in M, F, L
and A respectively by the groups
H"(C, M) = H"(C, it*M),
H"(C, F) = H"(C, lr*p*F),

(1)

(2)
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(3)
(4)

(5.14) Remark. The cohomology (1) can be identified with the HochschildMitchell cohomology which was found by Mitchell (1972) by imitating the
classical ring theory on the level of categories. The cohomology (2) is used by
Watts (1965), by Quillen (1973) and by Grothendieck, see, for example,
Johnstone (1977) for the definition of topos cohomology. Next the
cohomologies (3) and (4) can be identified with the usual singular cohomologies of the classifying space B(C) with local coefficients L, and with
coefficients in the abelian group A, respectively, see Quillen (1973).
Our approach generalizes these concepts by taking natural systems as
coefficients which are more adapted to categories than the coefficients in
(5.13). Indeed, a module (resp. a bimodule) associates on abelian group to
an object (resp. to a pair of objects), while a natural system associates an
abelian group to each morphism.
(5.15) Remark. The cohomology (5.1) as well generalizes the c, thomology of a

group G. Let D be a right G-module. Then we have
H" (G, D) = H"(G, D),

where the left-hand side is the usual cohomology of G with coefficients in
the G-module D, see for example Cartan-Eilenberg (1956). The right-hand
side is the cohomology (5.1) of the category G with coefficients in the natural
system D defined by (3.7).

(5.16) Remark. For a C-module F there is a natural isomorphism
H"(C, F) = Lim "(F).

where Lim" is the derived of the Lim functor, see Roos (1961). In (111.1.11)
above we used the derived functor Lim' for a very special category C.

(5.17) Remark. It is clear that each linear extension of a free category F is a
split extension. Therefore the result in § 6 shows that H2(F, D) = 0 for all
natural systems D. More generally also H"(F, D) = 0 for n >_ 2 and for any
natural system D on F. Moreover, let S be a subclass of morphisms in F and let
S-'F be the localized category, see (11.3.5). Then also

H"(S-'F,D)=0 for n>2.
This is proved in Baues-Wirsching.
Finally, we introduce the cup product for the cohomology groups (5.1).
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(5.18) Definition. Let D, D', D" be natural systems on the small category C. A
pairing, denoted by
p: (D D') -* D"

associates with each 2-chain (f , g) in C the homomorphism

tt:Df0D'9->D"
of abelian groups such that for a 3-chain (f, g, h) and for x e Df , yED9, y'eD9,
zeD' we have the following formulas where we set x- y =µ(x 0 y):
(g*x).z =
f*(Y'z) = (f*Y)'z,
h*(x.y') =

II

(5.19) Definition. Let it: (D, D') -> D" be a pairing of natural systems on C. Then

we have the cup product
u : H"(C, D) ® Hm(C, D') - H" + m(C, D"),

(1)

which is defined on// cochains by the formula

(f

(2)

Here the multiplication x- y = µ(x 0 y) is defined by the pairing It as in (5.18)
above. We define (1) by

{ f} u {y} =If U0,
where { f } denotes the cohomology class represented by the cocycle f .

(3)
II

(5.20) Lemma. b(fug)=(Sf)ug+(-1)"fu(8g).
The lemma is easily checked by (5.18) and by the formula for 8 in (5.1).

The lemma implies that the cup product above is a well-defined homomorphism.

(5.21) Example. Let R be a commutative ring and let MR be the (small)
category of finitely generated R-modules. Then HomR:mR x mR Ab is a
bimodule on mR and we have the pairing
µ: (HomR, HomR) -> HomR,

which is given by the composition of homomorphisms, that is µ(a (D fl) = a o fl.

Therefore we obtain by (5.19) the cup product
u : H"(mR, HomR) 0 Hm(mR, HomR) -> H"+m(mR, HomR)

which shows that H*(mR, HomR) is a graded ring.
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§ 6 Classification of linear extensions
The definition of the cohomology groups of a small category with coefficients
in a natural system was motivated by the following result, compare (3.2) and
(3.4).

(6.1) Theorem (classification). Let D be a natural system on a small category
C and let M(C, D) be the set of equivalence classes of linear extensions of C
by D. Then there is a canonical bijection
P: M(C, D) = H2(C, D),

which maps the split extension to the zero element in the cohomology group
H2(C, D).

(6.2) Example. Let G be a group and let D be a right G-module. For the natural
system D on G in (3.7) the set M(G, D) can be identified easily with the set
E(G, D) of all equivalence classes of extensions in (3.6). Therefore (6.1) and
(5.15) yield the result:
E(G, D) = M(G, D) = H2(G, D) = H2(G, D).

This, in fact, is the well-known classification of group extensions.

Proof of theorem (6.1). Let p:E -->C be a linear extension by D. Since p is
surjective on morphisms there exists a function
s:Mor(C) -* Mor(E)

(1)

with ps = 1. If we have two such functions s and s' the condition ps = 1 = ps'
implies that there is a unique element
deF1(C,D),

(2)

with s'(f)=s(f)+d(f), feMor(C).
Moreover, each de-F' (C, D) gives us by (s + d)(f) = s(f) + d(f) a function
s + d: Mor (C) -* Mor (E) with p(s + d) = ps = 1. For (y, x)E N2(C) the formula
s(yx) = s(y)s(x) + os(y, x)

(3)

A eF2(C, D).

(4)

determines the element

This element measures the deviation of s from being a functor. If s is a
splitting then Os = 0. We now define the function 'Y in (6.1) by
Y' {E} _ {As}.

(5)

Here {E} eM(C, D) is the equivalence class of extension E and JA j eH2(C, D)
is the cohomology class represented by the cocycle As in (4) where s is chosen
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as in (1). First we have to check the cocycle condition for As: We compute
s((zy)x) = s(z)s(y)s(x) + x*OS(z, y) + A (zy, x)
s(z(yx)) = s(z)s(y)s(x) + z*A (y, x) + A(z, yx)

Therefore associativity of composition implies
o = z*A,(Y, x) - Ls(zy, x) + O5(z, yx) - x*zs(z, y)
= (6A,)(z, y, x), see (5.1) (c).

(6)

Moreover the cohomology class {As} does not depend on the choice of s: We
compute
(s + d)(yx) = s(y)s(x) + x*d(y) + y*d(x) + OS+d(Y, x)

Therefore we have by (3)
A5(Y, X) - AS+d(Y, x) = y*d(x) - d(yx) + x*d(y) = (6d)(y, x),

see (5.1)(c). (7)

In addition, we see that for an equivalence e we have
A,, = As.

(8)

By (6), (7) and (8) the function 'F in (5) is well-defined. The function 'F is
surjective by the following construction: Let AeF2(C, D), 6A = 0. We get an
extension
pA:Eo ->C
with 'I'{Eo} = {0}.

(9)

The morphisms in Eo are the pairs (f, a) with f eMor (C), aeD f. The
composition in Eo is defined by
(g, /3)(f, a) = (gf, - A(g,f) + g*a +f */3).

(10)

The action of D on Eo is defined by (f , a) + a' = (f , a + a'), Y e D f.
Since we have an equivalence

Eos - E
with

e(f,a)=s(f)+a}

we see that 'Y is also injective.

(6.3) Remark. For a linear extension

D+

(1)

the corresponding cohomology class 'F {E} eH2(C, D) has the following
universal property with respect to the groups of automorphisms in E: For an
object A in E the extension (1) yields the group extension
0 -* DA -* AutE(A) -* Autc(A)

0

(2)
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by restriction. Here aeAutc(A) acts on xEDA = D(lA) by x" =(a -').a*(X)The cohomology class corresponding to the extension (2) is given by the
image of the class `Y{E} under the homomorphism
H2(C, D) 4 H2 (Autc(A), DA).

(3)

Here i is the inclusion functor Autc(A)c_- C and t: i*D ---4 DA is the isomorphism of natural systems, see (3.7), with

t=(a-1)*:Dta *D(1A)=DA

(4)

We now describe some examples of linear extensions of categories. We
first describe an example for the group H2(C, D) which can be computed
directly by the formula in (5.1).

(6.4) Example. Consider the category Q pictured by the commutative
square:
b

(1)

C

Then we have for a natural system D on Q the isomorphism
H2(Q, D) = DE/(a*Da + Q*Da + 6*D, + y*Ds).

(2)

Let D + -+E -> C be any linear extension and let 0 be a commutative square in
C; this is a functor q5:Q -> C. Then (5.7) yields the element 4*{C} in the group
H2(Q, 4*D).

(6.5) Example. For any prime p there is a canonical linear extension of
categories
Hom7/P

±
mz/P2 ____4 mz/P.

(1)

Here mR with R = 7L/p2 or R = i/p denotes the (small) category of finitely
generated free R-modules. Objects are R" = R Q+ . . . Q+ R, n >_ 1, and
morphisms R" -+R' are (m x n)-matrices (aij) over R, composition is multiplication of matrices. We have the canonical bifunctor in (1)
HomR:mR x

(2)
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which carries (R", R') to the abelian group HomR(R", R'") = M'°'"(R) of
(m x n)-matrices. The functor q in (1) is reduction mod p. The action + in
(1) is given by the formula
(ai,) + A) = (ail + p/3i,;)

(3)

with (aij)EMm,"(7L/p2) and (Q,)EMm'"(7L/p). Here p:7L/p-7L/p2 maps {1} to
{p}. It is an easy excercise to show that (1) is a well-defined linear extension

of categories. This extension is not split. In fact, Hard computed the
cohomology group
H2(m11, Hom) = 7L/p,

(4)

and showed that the extension (1) represents a generator of this group via
(6.1). We now restrict the extension in (1) to the group of self equivalences as
in (6.3). This yields the group extension

M"'"(Zlp) >-* GL(n,71/p2) - GL(n, 7Llp)

(5)

W. Meyer proved that the extension of groups has a splitting if and only if

(n - 1)(p - 1) < 2. The extension (5) played a role in recent work of
Friedlander-Dwyer on the cohomology of GL(n, 7L/p).

In the next example we describe a more general procedure for the
construction of linear extensions of categories.
(6.6) Example (categories defined by central extension of groups). Let C be a
(small) category and let

A:C-.Ab,
(1)

be functors from C to the category, Ab, of abelian groups and to the category,

Gr, of groups respectively. We choose for each object X in C a central
extension

A(X) >----+ EX - G(X)

(2)

of groups. We do not assume that E is a functor on C. By use of the data
(1) and (2) we obtain the linear extension of categories

Horn (G-,A-)_±+ E p.pE

(3)

as follows. Objects of E are the same as in C and p is the identity on objects.
Morphisms in E are pairs (f, qp):X -> Y where f :X -> Y is a morphism in C
and where cp is a homomorphism of groups for which the diagram
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A(X) >-+ Ex >--L G(X)
A(f)

(

G(f)

(4)

A(Y) >-`, Ey - G(Y)
commutes. Composition is defined by (f,'p)(f', (p') = (f f', cp(p'). The functor
p: E --* C in (3) is the forgetful functor which carries (f, gyp) to f. The bifunctor

Hom(G-,A-):C°" x C-+Ab

(5)

carries (X, Y) to the abelian group of homomorphisms Hom (GX, A Y). For
aeHom (GX, A Y) we define the action + in (3) by

(f,(p)+a=(f,cp+iap).

(6)

Since the rows of (4) are central extensions we see that (6) is a well defined
morphism X -+ Yin E. Now it is easy to check that (3) is a welldefined linear
extension of categories.
II

(6.7) Example. Let C be the (small) category of finitely generated abelian
groups and let p be a prime. For each object A in C we have the canonical
homomorphism

A*7L/p={aeAlpa=o} cA->Z/pA=AQ7L/p,

(1)

which determines the extension of abelian groups
A Qx 7L/p >-- EA

(2)

A *7L/p

since Hom (A* Z/p, A ® Z/p) = Ext (A*7L/p, A Qx 7L/p). As in (6.6) we thus have

the linear extension of categories determined by (2):
Hom (- *7L/p, - Qx 7L/p) -±- EP

C.

(3)

In fact, the extension of categories in (6.5) is the restriction of (3) to the
subcategory m1, c C. By a result of Hartl we have the cohomology group
H2(C, Hom ( - *7L/p, - p 7L/p)) = 7L/p,

(4)

and the linear extension (3) represents a generator in this group via (6.1).
For p = 2 we can identify the extension (3) with the full homotopy category
of Moore spaces in degree >_ 3. See (V.3a.8) below.

§7 Classification of linear coverings
A derivation from a group G into a right G-module A is a function d: G -* A
with the property
d(xy) = (dx)v + dy.

(7.1)
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An inner derivation is G -* A is one for which there exists an element a eA
with i(x) = a - ax. It is a classical result that
H' (G, A) = Der (G, A)/Ider (G, A)

(7.2)

where Der and Ider denote the abelian groups of derivations and of inner
derivations respectively. Compare for example Hilton-Stammbach.
We now consider derivations from a small category C into a natural system
D on C and show that the cohomology H' (C, D) can be described similarly
as in (7.2). In the following definition we use the groups F°(C, D) defined in (5.1).

(7.3) Definition. A derivation d: C -> D is a function in F' (C, D) with
d(xy) = x*(dy) + y*(dx) An inner derivation i:C -* D is one for which there
exists an element aeF°(C, D) such that for x:A -* B i(x) = x*a(A) - x*a(B). 11
For example, a linear covering L -' > C -* D of C by D, see (4.1), yields a

derivation C:L+j*D.

(7.4) Example. Let G and D be defined as in (3.7) then a derivation
G --4,5 is exactly given by a derivation G -+ D. The same holds for inner
derivations.
We denote by Der (C, D) and Ider (C, D) the abelian groups of all derivations
and of all inner derivations C -* D respectively. These are actually functors
(7.5)

Der,

Ider: Nat -* Ab

which are defined on morphisms (O*P, r) exactly as in (5.7).

(7.6) Proposition. There is a natural isomorphism
H' (C, D) = Der (C, D)/Ider (C, D)

of functors on Nat which carries the cohomology class { f } to the class { f } .

This is clear by the definition in (5.1) which shows that feF'(C,D) is a
derivation if of = 0. Moreover, f is an inner derivation if f = b(g) with
geF°(C, D).

(7.7) Theorem (classification). Let H be a natural system of abelian groups on
the small category C and let N(C, H) be the set of equivalence classes of linear
coverings of C by H, see §4. Then there is a canonical bijection
N(C, H) = H' (C, H)
41

which maps the split linear covering to the zero element in the abelian group
H' (C, H), see (4.5).

This result is due to Unsold.
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Proof Let L = (L -> C -> H) be a linear covering. We choose a function
s:Ob(C)-*Ob(L) with j(sX)=X and we define the derivation
Cs(f) = C x,sY(f),f :X --* YeC.
Formula (4.1)(3) shows that the cohomology class {CS} does not depend on
the choice of s. Moreover {fls} = 0 if L is the split linear covering.
If L and L' are equivalent linear coverings as in (4.4) we have the function
cps with j'cpsX = X and clearly by (4.4)(3) we get C. = C. This shows that
the function 0 in (7.7) is well defined by
0 {L} = {C }.

(2)

Here {L} denotes the equivalence class of L. We now show that ty is a
bijection. Let d:C->H be any derivation. Then we define the linear covering

Ld-'>C-*H
as follows. Objects in Ld are pairs (X, ) with eH(lx). Clearly,

(3)

acts

by (X, c) + ' = (X, + c'). Morphisms (X, ) -+ (Y, rl) in Ld are the same as
morphisms X -> Y in C and we define j(X, ) = X. We define the derivation
C in (3) by
C:Ld -> j*H

V (x,4),(Y,n)(f) = d(f) + (f* -f *'1)
Clearly, for s with s(X) = (X, 0) we get

(4)

C = d.
(5)
Thus it is enough to show that 0 -' with 0 -'f dJ = {Ld} is a well-defined
function. Let 2eF°(C, H), see (7.3). The function A associates with each object

X in C an element 2XEH(lx) and yields the inner derivation

i(f) =f*),X -f *A Y
for f :X -> YeC. We show that there is an equivalence
cp: Ld -' Ld+P

(6)

Clearly, cp is defined on objects by cp(X, ) = (X, + AX) and cp is the identity
on morphisms. Therefore (1) and (2) in (4.4) are obviously satisfied. Moreover,
for fl':Ld+i-+j'*H, given by (4), we get

(x>),(Y,n)(f) _ (d + i)(f) + (f* -f *q)
2X)-f*(q + AY)
v(x,4 + AX),(Y,n+ Ay) (D)

so that also (4.4)(3) is satisfied. This completes the proof of (7.7).

V
Maps between mapping cones

We study maps between mapping cones, C f -> C9. In particular, we study
the properties of the action of [EA, Cg] on the set [C f, C9], f :A-+ X. This
action leads to natural group actions on a subcategory PAIR of Ho(C). The
general concept of a natural group action in Chapter IV is mainly motivated
by the properties of the category PAIR. We introduce subcategories

PRIN c TWIST c PAIR c Ho(C).

PRIN contains the principal maps and TWIST the twisted maps between
mapping cones. We show that these categories can be described as linear
extensions of model categories Prin/ and Twist/ respectively.
In many applications, for example in topology, it is possible to compute
the model categories, but it is much harder to compute the categories PRIN
and TWIST; since there is an extension problem. A result in §5 allows
under suitable conditions the computation of the natural equivalence relation
on the model categories Prin and Twist.
In the sections §7...§10 we describe some results in topology for which the
concepts of this chapter are relevant. For example, we show that problems of
J.H.C. Whitehead can be solved by use of twisted maps as discussed in §2.
Moreover, we prove the general suspension theorem under D and the general

loop theorem over D which imply applications of the abstract theory in
topology.

§ 1 Group actions on the category PAIR
Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. We have the canonical
functor (see (11.1.3))
(1.1)

Ho (Pair (C)) -* Ho (C)
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which carries the pair (ix: Y-* X) = (X, Y) in Pair (C) to the object X in C.
(1.2) Definition of the category PAIR. Objects (C f, Y) are principal cofibra-

tions Y >---+ C f in C with attaching map f e [X, Y] where X = EX' is a
suspension in C, compare (11.8.3). We denote the object (C f5 Y) also by C f or
simply by f. A morphism Cf -> C. in PAIR is a homotopy class in Ho (C) in the
image of the functor (1.1). Let PAIR (f, g) be the set of all such morphisms; this

set is the image of the function
[(Cf, Y), (Cg, B)] -> [Cf, Cg]

given by (1.1). In general, PAIR (f, g) is a proper subset of [C1, Cg]. In this
chapter we may assume for all (Cf, Y) in PAIR that the objects X, Y, and
C f are fibrant and cofibrant in C and that f :X -* Y is a map in C.
II

The assumption on X in (1.2), X = EX', implies that [EX, U] is an abelian

group for all U. The action (I1.8.10) restricts to the subset PAIR (f, g) of
[C1, Cg] and yields the action

PAIR (f, g) x [EX, Cg] t PAIR (f, g)

(1.3)

of the abelian group [IX, Cg] = D(f, g). We denote this action by D. With the
notation in (IV.2.1) and (IV.2.7) we get

(1.4) Proposition. The action D is a group action on the category PAIR and
D has a left distributivity law.
Proof of (1.4). Let F 1: C f - C9 and F2 : Cg -+ C,, be maps in Pair (C). Then we
have the class (see (11.8.1)),
= {F1irf}E7r' (Cg, B).

(1.5)

We derive from (11.12.8) that the action (1.3) has the following distributivity
law:

(16)

(F2 + /3)(F1 + a) = F2F1 +
= F2F1 +

F2) + (F2 + (3)a
F2) + F2a + (V(x)*(J3, F2),

where V and Va are defined in (II.§ 12). The induced functions and the mixed

term of the action are
(1.7)

F*(Q) = (V )*(Q, F2),
F2**(a) = F2a,
AF2,F1(N, a) = (Va)*(N, F2)

Thus LF2,F, does not depend on F1. Therefore formula (1.6) is a left
distributivity law.
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Remark. The proof makes use of the element in (1.5) which we only have
for a pair map F. This is the reason for the definition of PAIR (f, g) via the
image of the functor (1.1).

§ 2 Principal and twisted maps between mapping cones
The following construction of a map C f -> C. between mapping cones is
classical. We assume that C9 is fibrant. Suppose we have a diagram of maps
in C

/`

X

0

-A >

f

(2.1)

' CA

'

push

19

ny,

i soC9

Y

9

and homotopies H: y f a- gx and G: ix
(2.2)

0 rel *. Then we obtain

F=C(x,y,H,G):C1->C9

by

(Fif = i9y, and
Fir f = i9H + 7C8G.

Here 7r f: CX -+ C f is the map in (I1.8.1) and Fir f is defined by addition of
homotopies. The map G: CX -+ CA, given by the homotopy G, is an extension
of x. This shows that the map F in (2.2) is well defined up to homotopy rel
Y by the track classes of H and G, see (11.8.6). If x is a based map we have
a canonical choice for G (up to homotopy rel X) by a lifting in the diagram

X

X ---+ A

CA
0

CX
see (II.1.11). We call the map F in (2.2) or its homotopy class rel Y a principal
map between mapping cones. The map F corresponds to f" in (11.9.1).
We now introduce a further method of defining a map between mapping
cones. This method generalizes the construction in (2.1). Suppose the diagram
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of maps and homotopies

AvB>

Y yo B >

CAvB

i9

Ce

is given. Then we define the map
(2.4)

F=C(x,y,H,G):Cf-*C9

by

(Fif = i9y, and
F7t f = i9H + (lt9, 1)G.

We call F in (2.4) or its homotopy class rel Y a twisted map between mapping
cones. Again F is well defined up to homotopy rel Y by the track classes of
H and G. Clearly, a principal map is also a twisted map.

We have the following characterization of twisted maps and principal
maps respectively. Consider the commutative diagram

it (CAvB,AvB)

it (CA,A)

(n9,1)*

7r1 (C9, B)

(2.6) Proposition. Let F:(Cf,Y)-*(C9,B) be a pair map. By F we have the
element {F7r f} e1r (C9, B). Then F is twisted if {F7r f} elmage (ir9,1)* and F
is principal if {F7r f} eimage (7r9)*.

Proof of (2.6). Clearly, for G in (2.3) we have
(it9,1)*{G} = {F7r f}.

(1)

Now assume a pair map F:(Cf,Y)-*(C9,B) and G is given such that (1)
holds. Then we have a homotopy K for which the following diagram
commutes.
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B

I*X c 1*CX

C9

K

G

U

X

x

We claim that

F, =C(x,y,H,G)2-, Frel Y.

(2)

Indeed this is true since the difference

d(F,F1)= -Fief+F1it1:EX-+Cg

(3)

is nullhomotopic as follows from the existence of K, compare (11.8.13).
In particular, if lrg* or (ivg,1)* in (2.5) is surjective all pair maps F:(C f, Y) -*
(Cg, B) are principal or twisted respectively.
We deduce from (2.6) the following facts: A pair map F is twisted if there
is a commutative diagram in Ho Pair (C)

(CX,X)
(2.7)

(CAvB,AvB)

G

(ng,1)

of

(Cf, Y)

F

'

(Cg, B)

Moreover, F is principal if there is a commutative diagram
(CX, X) - G
(2.8)

of

(Cf, Y)

in Ho Pair (C).

(CA, A)
i 7rg

F

(Cg, B)
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(2.9) Proposition. The composition of twisted maps is twisted, the composition
of principal maps is principal.

Proof. For principal maps this is clear by (2.8). Moreover, for twisted maps
we have by (2.7) the commutative diagram in Ho Pair (C)

(CXvY,XvY)---- G
(2.10)

1(nf,1)

(CAvB,AvB)
(719,1)

(Cf, Y) F (C9, B)
where 61 CX = G and 61 Y = iB(F I Y). Here iB: B >---+A v B is the inclusion.

(2.11) Remark. Diagram (2.10) shows that twisted maps are compatible with
the functional suspension in (11.11.7). This follows by naturality of diagram
(11.11.6). Also we see by diagram (2.10) that the twisted map F corresponds
to a principal map in the category B = CB. In fact, the map F v 1: Cf v B -+
C9 v B is a map between mapping cones in B and is a principal map in B
by (2.10). Compare (11. 11.5).

§ 3 A linear group action
Let PAIR be the category in § 1. We now define the subcategories

PRIN c TWIST c PAIR c Ho(C).

(3.1)

Let 2: Cf = (Cf, Y) -+ Cg = (Cg, B) be a morphism in PAIR. We say 2 is
principal or twisted if 2 can be represented by a principal or twisted map
Cf -+ Cg respectively. By (2.9) we see that the principal morphisms in PAIR
form a subcategory which we denote by PRIN. Also the twisted morphisms
in PAIR form a subcategory which we denote by TWIST. The objects in
PRIN and TWIST are the same as in PAIR, see (1.2). Let
(3.2)

PRIN (f, g) c TWIST (f, g) c PAIR (f, g) c [Cf, Cg]

be the subsets of principal and twisted maps respectively, compare (1.3).
These sets are sets of morphisms in the categories (3.1). We define natural
group actions on TWIST and on PRIN by restriction of the action in (1.4)
as follows. Let
(3.3)

F(f, g) = Image {ig,k: [EX, B] -+ [EX, Cg] }.

By the action (1.4) we obtain
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TWIST (f, g) x F(f, g)

, TWIST (f, g)
U

U

PRIN (f, g) x 1,(f, g) t* PRIN (f, g)
We denote this action by F. We point out that r'(f, g) in (3.3) is not a bifunctor
on TWIST. With the notation in (IV.2.8) we get the

(3.4) Proposition. I' is a linear group action on the categories PRIN and
TWIST respectively.
Proposition (3.4) is a consequence of (4.5) below. The natural group action

I' gives us the quotient categories, (IV.2.2),
(3.5)

PRIN/I' c TWIST/I'.

It is possible to describe these quotient categories in a different way. To this
end we introduce categories
Prin c Twist

(3.6)

which we call the model categories for PRIN and TWIST respectively. The
objects in these categories are the same as in PAIR, see (1.2). A morphism
q): f -*g in Prin is a pair tf)e[X, A]0 x [Y, B] for which the diagram

X

A
x

(3.7)

i
Y

y ->

B

yer/ is homotopy commutative rel*, compare (11.9.8). A morphism
with
q): f --+g in Twist is a pair rl)e [X, A v B]2 x [Y, B], for which the diagram
B
0,1)

AvB

X

I (g, 1)

If
Y

Y

B

with
yeti is homotopy commutative rel *. Here x is trivial on B, compare
(11.11.4). The functor (3.6) is defined by
g) H
rl) where iA: A --* A v B is

the inclusion. With the inclusion iB:B -A v B we define the composition in
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Twist by

(',

(3.9)

ii) =

iBrl)C',q0-

We now describe a commutative diagram of functors

Prin
qI

(3.10)

PRIN/F

c

Twist

TWIST/F
PI

where in fact the functors q and p are quotient functors. For (g, rl) in (3.7)
there exist homotopies H and G as in (2.2). We set
rl) = {C(x, y, H, G)}
compare (2.2). Here { } denotes the equivalence class in PRIN/F. Moreover,
rl) in (3.8) there exist a homotopy G and a homotopy H as in (2.3). We
for
rl) = {C(x, y, H, G)}. Clearly, by definition of principal and twisted
maps in § 2 the functors q and p are surjective on morphism sets. Let
be the
natural equivalence relation induced by q and p respectively. Then (3.10) gives us
the isomorphism of categories
define

(3.11) Proposition. Prin/

= PRIN/I', and Twist/

= TWIST/F.

Proof. We have to check that q and p in (3.10) are well defined functors. We
do this for p. Let F, = C(x, y, H, G), Fz = C(x, y, H', G') be maps associated
to
rl) by (3.8). We have to show that
rl) = {F, } = {F2} is well defined.
Equivalently, we have to show d(Fl, F2)EImage (ig*:[EX, B] -* [EX, Cg]),
compare (3.3) and (11.8.15). By addition of tracks we see
d(F1, F2)

(1Cg, 1)G - i9H + igH' + (7tg, 1)G'
(itg,1)G + ig(a) + (7tg, 1)G + (7tg, l)(y),

(*)

where o= - H + H' : E *X -* B and T= - G + G' : EX -> CA v B. Since X is a

suspension (compare the definition of PAIR) we have the equivalence
E*X --* EX v X in Ho(CX), see (II.10.17). Therefore there is /3: EX
-+ B with
a:E*X = > EX V X fl Y'0X) B

(**)

We deduce from (*) and (**) d(F,,F2) = ig*(l + pzy), where p2:CA v B-*B
is the projection.
We derive from (3.11) and (3.4).

(3.12) Theorem. We have a commutative diagram of linear extensions of
categories
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r/I + -TWIST P

Twist/
(1)

r/I +

'PRIN

9
*

Prin/

-

We say that ry) is associated to the twisted map F if p{F} = h}. In
case F: (C f, Y) -+ (Cg, B) is a pair map we obtain a pair j) associated to F
by the restriction it =F I Y: Y-* B and by an element E [X, A v B12 with
F,k {7f} _ (rw 1)*a- 1().
(2)
Therefore (11.12.5) and (11.12.6) show
VF = VF*{7C f} _ (1 v

(3)

Theorem (3.12) describes precisely the connection between the category
TWIST and the model category Twist. In many applications it is possible
to compute the category Twist but it is much harder to compute the category
TWIST. For this we have to solve three difficult problems:
(3.13) Problems

(1) The homotopy problem: compute the equivalence relation - on Twist!
(2) The isotropy problem: compute the isotropy groups of the action F!
(3) The extension problem: if (1) and (2) are solved, determine the extension
class {TWIST} eH2(TWIST/ --, F/I) in (IV.6.1)!
We will exhibit examples for which we can solve these problems (at least
for certain small subcategories of TWIST). Clearly, we have similar problems
for the computation of PRIN.
(3.14) Notation. Let X be a class of objects in PAIR. We write PAIR (X) for
the full subcategory of PAIR consisting of objects in X. In the same way we
define TWIST (i), Twist (i), PRIN (3:) and Prin (3:) respectively.
Now recall the definition of a model functor in (1.1.10).
(3.15) Proposition. A modelfunctor a: C -+ K with a * _ * induces a commutative
diagram of functors
Ho (C)
V

Ho(a)

Ho(K)

a

PAIRC -------- PAIRK
V

TWISTC -.----U

V

TWISTK
U

PRINC -------PRINK
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Proof. Since a is compatible with push outs we know that aY>-*
MaC f => aC f is a principal cofibration in K with attaching map a f e [aX, a Y]
where aX - EMcxX' is equivalent to a suspension in K. The functor a carries
(Cf, Y) to (MaC f, aY). Since diagram (2.5) is compatible with a we see that
a carries twisted maps to twisted maps, and carries principal maps to principal

maps. We also denote the functor a by a.
(3.16) Proposition. A modelfunctor a:C - K with a*
diagram of linear extensions of categories:

induces a commutative

F/I

1,/I

+1

TWISTc
I
Twistc/

I
TwistK/

a

The left-hand side is the extension (3.12) in the cofibration category C.
The functor oc:Twistc-*TwistK is given by
a consequence of (11.8.27). A similar result holds for PRIN.

§3a Appendix: the homotopy category of Moore
spaces in degree n
A Moore-space M(A, n) in degree n >_ 2 is a simply connected CW-space
together with an isomorphism
(3a.1)

HiM(A, n) =

A i=n,
10

inn.

Here Hi is the (reduced) singular homology. The homotopy type of M(A, n)
is well defined by the abelian group A and by the degree n (the construction
of M(A, n), however, is not natural in A since the linear extension of categories
in (3a.2) below is not split).
We choose for each pair (A, n) a pointed Moore space M(A, n). Let M" be
the full subcategory of Top*/ - consisting of the Moore spaces M(A, n) where

A is an abelian group. Then we get the isomorphic linear extensions of
categories
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(3a.2)

i2
F/I +

Hn

Mn

E" +

Ab

2

q

- PRIN ()

. Prin (*)/ ti

Here H is the homology functor which carries M(A, n) to A, recall that Ab
denotes the category of abelian groups. The natural system E" on Ab is the
bimodule
(3a.3)

E"(A, B) =

Ext (A, ['B),

n = 2,

Ext (A, B (D Z/2),

n >_ 3.

Here F is the quadratic functor of J.H.C. Whitehead with I'(A) = ir3M(A, 2).
The class Jr of maps in Top* in (3a.2) is given as follows. For each A we

choose a short exact sequence M ZL >-°* &71- A and we choose a map
(3a.4)

f : V Sn -> V S",

M

N

which represents d. Then we have the mapping cone M(A, n) = Cf. It is easy
to check that maps between such mapping cones are homotopic to principal

maps. This yields the isomorphism of categories Mn = PRIN(Jr) in
(3a.2). The bottom row in (3a.2) is given by the linear extension in (3.12). One

can check that Prin (J:)/ can be identified with the full subcategory of
consisting of the cellular chain complexes C*(M(A, n)). The
Chain,/
homology yields the isomorphism H in (3a.2).

We obtain the top row of (3a.2) by the following universal coefficient
theorem (compare Hilton (1965)) which we easily derive from the cofiber
sequence for Cf = M(A, n).

(3a.5) Proposition. Let U be a pointed space. Then we have the short exact
sequence
Ext (A, nn+ 1 U) >--* [M(A, n), U]-> Hom (A, 7rn U)

For n >_ 3 this is an exact sequence of abelian groups; for n = 2 the left-hand
group acts freely on the set [M(A,2), U] such that each subset p-1p(x) is the
orbit of x.
For U = M(B, n) we have 7rnM(B, n) = B and 7rn+ 1 M(B, n) = (I'B for n = 2
and B (D Z/2 for n >_ 3). Thus (3a.5) gives us the short exact sequence
(3a.6)

E"(A,B)>-->[M(A,n),M(B,n)]-°>Hom(A,B).

Here p can be identified with the homology functor H. It is easy to see
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that the action + of E"(A,B) satisfies the linear distributivity law. Hence
(3a.6) as well yields the linear extension in (3a.2).
For n >_ 3 there is an algebraic description of the extension (3a.2) as follows.

For the homotopy group it +2(M(A, n)), n >- 3, we have the short exact
sequence
(3a.7)

A®71/2

->rcn+2(M(A,n))-A*71/2

which, in fact, represents the extension of groups EA in (IV. 6.7) where we
set p = 2. We obtain (3a.7) by considering the fiber sequence of f in (3a.4).

For the linear extension of categories E2 in (IV.6.7) we now get the
isomorphism of extensions (n > 3)

Hom(- *Z/2, - ®71/2)

+

Ext(-, - (D 71/2)

+

E2

--> Ab

M"

Ab

(3a.8)
)

where we use the natural isomorphism
(3a.9)

Ext (A, B ® 71/2) = Hom (A * 71/2, B® 71/2)

Now (IV.6.7) and (IV.6.5) shows that the extension (3a.2) is not split. The
isomorphism (3a.8) is our best algebraic description of the category M", n > 3.
Barratt (1954) computed the category M" in terms of generators and relations.
For n = 2 we do not have a nice algebraic description of M2 as in (3a.8).

Let Abf be the small category of finitely generated abelian groups, then
the element
(32.10)

{M"} EH2(Abf, E") = 71/271,

n >_ 2,

is a generator of 71/271, see Hartl.

§ 4 A quadratic group action
We define quadratic group actions on the categories PRIN and TWIST as
follows. Let C f and C9 be objects in PAIR with f : X -> Y, g : A --+ B. We define

the subgroup
(4.1)

E(f,g) = Image E9 c [EX, C9]

by the image of the functional suspension in (11.11.7). Moreover, we define
the subgroup
(4.2)

E(f, g) = E9(iA kernel g*) c [EX, C9],

where g,: [X, A] -+ [X, B] and where 'A: A --> A v B is the inclusion. Clearly,
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we have by definitions of E9 and r the inclusions
(4.3)

r (f, g) c E(f> , g) c E(.f, g)

We claim that the action (1.4) gives us actions

TWIST(f,g) x E(f,g) ')TWIST(f,g)
U

(4.4)

U

PRIN (f, g) x E(f, g)-. PRIN (f, g)
which we denote by E + and E + respectively.

(4.5) Proposition. E + and k + are quadratic group actions on TWIST and
PRIN respectively.

Compare the definition of a quadratic action in (IV.2.8). The functor it,

on the homotopy category of 2-dimensional CW-complexes admits a
quadratic action which is an example for (4.5). Compare (VI.8.3) where we set

n=2.
Proof. From (2.6) we derive that the actions in (4.4) are well defined by (1.4)
since (F + a)* {it f} = F,k {ir f } + ja for a pair map F: (C f, Y) -> (C9, B) and for

aE[EX,C9], (X is a suspension). Now let aeE(f,g), feE(g,h) and let
C f * CO --> Ch be morphisms in TWIST with
F,

F2

ij) = {F;}, (i=1,2),

(1)

see (3.10). From (11.12.3) and (11.12.5) we deduce that V ( = F, * {lc f}) and Va

in (1.6) and (1.7) are given by

V = (1 v
Va = (1 v i9)*EQ

(2)

for aEE9(Q).

(3)

Thus we derive from (1.6) the following distributivity law of the action E +
on TWIST.
(F2 + fJ)(F,+ a) = F2F, + (E l)*(fl, ih*q2) + F2*a + (EQ)*(f, ih*q2)

(4)

For the proof that E + is natural we have to show that the summands in
(4) are elements of E(f, h). Since F2 is twisted we see by naturality of the
functional suspension (compare (2.11)) that
F2*aeEh((2, i272)Q) c E(f, h).

(5)

By similar naturality arguments we see for /3c-Eh(f)
(f3,12r12)),

(EQ)*(f, ih*n2)EEh(Q*(#, i2112))

(6)
(7)
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For (6) and (7) we use the commutative diagram in Ho Pair(C):

(CVvW,VvW)

(CAvB,AvB)
( f,12n2)

(no'1)

1,1)

(EA v B, B)

(002)

(Ch, W)

By (5), (6) and (7) we see that E + is in fact a natural group action, see (IV.2.1).
Moreover, the induced functions and the mixed term respectively are given as
follows:
(4.6)

F2*(a) = F2 a,
Fi (3) _

ih12),

/3 Q a = (Ecc)*(/3, ih12)

for aeEg(&).

It follows from (1I.11.17) that E + has a quadratic distributivity law. If F1

and F2 are in PRIN and aeE(f, g), f eE(g, h) we obtain a distributivity
law with
F2*(a) = F2a,
(4.7)

401,;11)={F1},

/3Qa=(Ef)*/3, aEEg(ita).
From (4.3) and (3.12) we derive the commutative diagram of quadratic actions

(E/F) +

) Twist/ --

(E/I) +

Prin/ -

TWIST/E

PRIN/E

§ 5 The equivalence problem
We use the quadratic action
(E/I) + -> Twist/ 2-,

TWIST/E

(S1, 11)ETwist(f,g),

where f : X -> Y, g: A --+ B. By definition of p we have the following lemma:

(5.3) Lemma. We have

p(1ir11) if and only if the following two

conditions (a) and (b) hold:
(a)

i9*11= ig*71
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(b) There are twisted maps F, F1:C f -*C9 associated to
there is a homotopy H:Fi f F1 i f such that

q) and

q1) and

d(F, H, F1)EEg(6)

for some SE7r(A
v B)20
Compare (11.8.15).

(AvB)2bethesetof

(5.4) Definition. If
all 6 as in (b) of (5.3).

II

Then we have the following characterization of the equivalence relation
on Twist:
(5.5)

(,g(l,

and
J.

This follows since Eg(0) = r(f, g), see (11. 11.7).

We now assume that Cf is a double mapping cone as in the following
diagram, compare (II.§ 13).
C9

Cf
F,

1F

U

U

X -f + Cr = Y ----> B
n,n1

U

Q

r

IT

Here X is a suspension, but Q is a based object which needs not to be a
suspension.

Remark. If T = * the map r needs not to be the trivial map, compare
(11.8.2). If T = * and if r is the trivial map, r = 0, then Cr = Y = EQ
is a suspension. This leads to an interesting special case of the result in (5.7)
below.

The following theorem, in which we use the notation of (11.13.8), is our
main tool for the computation of the equivalence relation -- on Twist, see
(3.13) (1) and (5.5).

(5.7) Theorem. Suppose that * = T and that
(7rg, 1)* : 2irQ(CA v B, A v B) -> itQ(C5,
B)
2
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is surjective. Then we have

P( ,11)=P(
and

1,n1).

.i9*g=i9*111

X 1,111) is the set of all elements
6

where aeirQ(A v B)2 and f3Erro(A v B)2 satisfy
r1 + (g, l)*a = r11 by the action (1.4), and

8-1fekernel (rcg,1)*
with

v B,A v B)-*ii(C9,B).

(5.8) Remark. We can replace the assumption * = T in (5.7)
by the following assumption: Suppose for all maps y, y,: C, -> B each track
class {H} of a homotopy H:i9y -- igY1 rel * contains a pair map
(1* C 1* T) --> (C9, B),

see (II.8.12).

Proof of (5.7). We prove that with the assumption in (5.7) condition (a) in
(5.3) implies condition (b) in (5.3). Let
ig*h = ig*hl1,

and let F, F1 be maps associated to
is a homotopy

(1)

r1) and 01,'11) respectively. By (1) there

H:I*C,->Cg,

(2)

By (5.8) we can assume that H is a pair map:
H: (I * Cr, I * Cr) -+ (Cg, B).

(3)

Here I*C, = Cwr is a mapping cone by (I1.8.12). Since by assumption (7rg,1)*

is surjective onto it (C9, B) we know by (2.6) that H is a twisted map.
Therefore also

G:(I*Cf,1*C,)-*(Cg,B)

(4)

is a twisted map with respect to I* C f = CW, W: X V EQ V X -I * Cr. Here
F1. By (11.13.7) we know
we define G by Gl r*c, = H and Gl iocf = F,
defined in (11.13.8). By naturality of the functional
w feEWO with
suspension with respect to twisted maps we obtain for
dG = G* Wf = d(F, H, F1)

(5)

the result
(6)

where ae0(7rg,1)*'H*{7rwr}. This shows dGEE9(8) for some 6 and thus (b)
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in (5.3) is satisfied. For a we have
(g, 1)*a = w*(H I I ' *Cr) = d(F I Y, H, F1 I Y)

Here

(7)

H in (3). By (11.8.15) and (7) we get
11 + (g, l)*a =111

(8)

Thus we conclude from (6) and (5.4) that
rl, 1,111) consists only of elements
S as described in (5.7).
On the other hand, if aeiQ(A v B)2 satisfies (8), we know that there exists a

homotopy

H:FIT -- F1ITrel*
with d(FI Y, H, F1I Y) _ (g, a)*a. This is equivalent to the homotopy
commutativity of

IQ a AvB
I1)

Wl
IyoCr

a

B

where a = (FI Y, H, F1 Y). This shows that
(a, a) a Twist (wr, g).

Therefore there is H : C,yr -> C9 associated to (a, a). This shows that
rl, 1, q t ).
element 6 as described in (5.7) is an element of the set

each

Theorem (5.7) gives us the following result on isotropy groups: Let

F:Cf->C9

be a twisted map as in (5.6) which is associated to
I(F) c [EX,C9] be the isotropy group in F of the action

Let

[Cf,C9] X [EX,C9] _[Cf,C9]
in (1.4). Clearly, I(F) = Io(q) depends only on i9*n = i fFe[Y,C9]. By the
homomorphism in (11. 11.6) we obtain the subgroup
(5.9)

IE(11) = 8(1x9,1)-1JIo(r)eit(A v B)2.

This is the inverse image of I ,(q) under the functional suspension E9. Since
by (5.3)
(5.10)

we derive from (5.7):

I E(n) =

0
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(5.11) Corollary. Suppose the assumptions in (5.7) are satisfied. Then IE(11) is
the subgroup of all elements

6=(Vf)*(-00211)+11
where aeirQ(A v B)2, /3eio(A v B)2 satisfy

rl+(g,1)*a=rl, that is (g, 1)*aelo(rl),)

a t/3ekern l (

1)

§ 6 Maps between fiber spaces in a fibration category
Let F be a fibration category with a final object *. We obtain the subcategory

PAIR c Ho(F)

(6.1)

which is dual to the category (1.2). Objects are pairs (P f I X), or maps f : X -- Y,

where Y= S2 Y' is a loop object. (We may assume that X, Y, P f are fibrant
and cofibrant in F.) For objects f and g:A -+ B in PAIR the subset
PAIR (f, g) c [P f, P9]

of morphisms in PAIR consists of all homotopy classes {F} which can be
represented by a map F:(PfIX)-+(P9IA) in Pair(F), see (1.2). By the action
dual to (II.8.10) we obtain the action D + :
(6.2)

PAIR (f, g) x [P f, S2B]

PAIR (f, g)

Here [P f, S2B] is an abelian group since we assume B = Q B'. We derive
from (1.5):

(6.3) Proposition. The action D + in (6.2) is a group action on the category
PAIR and D + has a right distributivity law.

Compare (IV.§2). Principal maps and twisted maps in PAIR(f,g) are
constructed dually to (2.2) and (2.4) respectively. By (2.6) we have the following

result where we use the commutative diagram (compare (11.14.8)):

is(WYI Y) - na(WY x X Y X X)
101f,l)*

.\f*

B(PfIX)

(6.4) Proposition. Let F: (P f I X) -* (P9I A) be a pair map. By F we have the
element {7T9F}e1B(P fI X) which satisfies:

F is twisted.{it9F}eimage(7rf,1)*,
F is principal. {7E9F} eimage (1t f)*.
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Now principal and twisted maps yield subcategories

PRIN c TWIST c PAIR c Ho(F),
as in (3.1). We define dually to (3.3) the groups
(6.5)

r(f,g)=Image{q*:[X,QB]-+[Pf,KIB]}

where q: P f ->> X is the pair (Pf I X). By (6.2) this group acts linearly on the
subcategories PRIN and TWIST respectively, see (3.4). Moreover, by (3.12)
we obtain the following result:

"

(6.6) Theorem. We have a commutative diagram of linear extensions of
categories

F/I +

TWIST

F/I +

PRIN

Twist/

J

J
)

q

Prin/ -

Here the model categories Prin and Twist are given as follows: objects are
n): f -+g in Prin are given by commutative
diagrams

the same as in PAIR. Maps

X

A
jg

fl

B

Y

in Ho(F). Next morphisms

it): f -* g in Twist are commutative diagrams
X

A

1(f,l)

19

in Ho(F), equivalently we have

x [Y x X,B]2,

I (f, l)*rl = g*.
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There is an obvious law of composition in Twist which is dual to (3.9), namely
(6.9)

(a, f)

11) =

Q(n, spa) ),

where p2: Y X X -* X is the projection.

Now the results dual to the results in § 5 are available. They can be
used for the solution of the equivalence problem and of the isotropy
problem in certain cases, see (3.13). Examples are described in § 9 below.

§ 7 The homotopy type of a mapping cone in topology
We consider maps between mapping cones in the cofibration category of
topological spaces. As an application of the general ideas in this chapter we
obtain results on the following two fundamental problems.
(7.1) Describe conditions on the maps f and g which imply that the mapping
cones C f and C9 are homotopy equivalent!

(7.2) Compute the set of homotopy classes of maps, [C1, C9], between
mapping cones! In particular, compute the subset TWIST(f,g) of
twisted maps and determine the law of composition for elements in such
sets! Compute the groups of homotopy equivalences of C f!

In general these problems are extremely difficult but under certain
restrictions on f and g we can apply the abstract theory. In fact, we apply
the theory in the category TopD of spaces under D, D 0 0. It will be convenient

for the reader to assume first that D = * is a point. The results below are, in
particular, of importance for this special case.
By (I.5.1) and by (11. 1.4) we know that Top° is a cofibration category. If D = *
is a point, this is just the category of basepoint preserving maps; in this case * is
also the final object and therefore each well pointed space is based. In general,

a based object in Top° is given by a cofibration i:D >----+A in Top and by a
retraction r: A -+ D, ri = 1 D. For example, if D has a base point and if A' is well

pointed, then A = (D >-+ D v A'--* D) is a based object in TopD. Now let
(7.3)

f:X-*Y, g:A->B

be maps in Top' and assume X and A are based objects which are suspensions
in TopD and assume Y and B are cofibrant in TopD. As in any cofibration
category we have the inclusions
(7.4)

PRIN(f,g)cTWIST(f,g)cPAIR(f,g)c[Cf,C9]D

Here C f and C9 are mapping cones in Top' and [C f, C9] D is the set of
homotopy classes of maps under D in (TopD)/ ^ . Below we describe criteria
under which the inclusions of (7.4) are actually bijections. To this end we
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need a result which is a far reaching generalization of the Freudenthal
suspension theorem.

(7.5) Definition. Let D >-> A be a colibration in Top. We say that (A, D) is
a-connected if the homotopy groups n,(A, D; do) vanish for all i < a and
daeD. We write
dim (A - D) = dim (A, D) < n

if there is a homotopy equivalence A

A' under D where A' is obtained from
D by a well-ordered succession of attaching cells of dimension
n, see
:!

(1.0.12).

II

(7.6) Theorem (general suspension theorem under D). Let X and A be
based objects in Top' and let g: A -+ B be a map in TopD. Let X and D be path
connected spaces in Top. Assume that (A, D) is (a - 1)-connected. Then the map
(itg,1)* :7v (CA v B, A v B) -> i; (Cg, B)

is a bijection if dim (X, D) < 2a - 1 and is a surjection if dim (X, D) < 2a - 1.
Here the map (itg,1),, is defined in the cofibration category Top' by (2.5).
Addendum. Let X and A be based objects in TopD and let D c B' c B. Suppose

X and D are path connected spaces in Top, that (A, D) is (a - 1)-connected,
and that (B, B') is (b -1)-connected. Then the inclusion i:B' c B induces the map

(1vi),k:it (CAvB',AvB')-*ii(CAvB,AvB),
which is a bijection if dim (X, D) < a + b - 2 and is surjective if dim (X, D) <
a + b - 2. The map (1 v i),k is defined in the coftbration category TopD (in
particular, A v B = A UDB).

For B' = D the addendum is a result on the map

(ii),:ni(CA,A)-+iX(CA v B,A v B)
in (2.5) with C = Top'. The results in (7.6) are also of interest for D = *.

Remark. If D = *, B = * and if X is a sphere than (7.6) is equivalent to the
classical Freudenthal suspension theorem. When g = 0 theorem (7.6) is a result

on the partial suspension. In Baues (1975) (irg,1)* (with D = *) is actually
embedded in an EHP sequence which can be used for the computation of the
image and of the kernel of (icg,1)* in a metastable range. This is useful if we
want to apply (5.7).
Now consider again the inclusions in (7.4). If the inclusion B Cg induces
[Y, Cg]D of homotopy sets in (Top')/ we know
a surjection [Y, B]D
(7.7)

PAIR (f, g) = [C f, Cg]D.
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By the cellular approximation theorem equation (7.7) is satisfied if (A, D) is
(a - 1)-connected and if dim (Y, D) < a. (For D = * we use this in (8.8), but
equation (7.7) also holds in (8.7) below by a different argument.)
Next we derive from (2.6)
(7.8)

TWIST (f, g) = PAIR (f, g)

if (7r9,1),, in (7.6) is surjective; this, for example, is satisfied provided that (A,D)

is (a - 1)-connected and dim(X,D) < 2a - 1.
Moreover, we derive from (2.6) that
(7.9)

in case (i,)* in (7.6)

PRIN (f, g) = TWIST(f, g)

surjective; this, for example, holds if (A,D) is

is

(a - 1)-connected, (B, D) is (b - 1)-connected and if dim (X, D) < a + b - 2.

There are numerous applications of the facts (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) with
respect to the problems in (7.1) and (7.2). We now discuss a simple application

on the realizability of abstract homology homomorphisms.
Recall that a map n): f -+g in Twist is given by a homotopy commutative
diagram in (Top'),:

+AvB=AUB
(7.10)

D
1(911)

If

Y

B
n

ri) yields associated
where 0: X -° D >--+ B is the trivial map. The pair
twisted maps F: Cf -* C9 in TopD which induce the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
Hi(X,D)

Hj(Y,D)

Hi(A v B,B)

n*

H1(Cf,D)

w= F*

Hi-,(X,D)

'

Hj_,(A v B,B)
211 i

H;(A,D) -9*Hi(B,D)

Hj(C9,D)--+ Hi _I(A,D) --

(7.11)

Here i is the excision isomorphism of integral singular homology.

9*
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Now assume

dim(YD)<n, dim (B, D) < n and,
(X, D) and (A, D) are (n - 1)-connected.

(*)

Then (p in (7.11) is actually determined by * and n*. In this case we write
cp =

(7.12) Theorem. Assume (*) above is satisfied and assume dim (X, D) < 2n - 1.
Then (a) and (b) holds:

(a) An abstract homomorphism cp:H*(Cf,D)-+H*(C9,D) is realizable by a
map Cf -+ C9 in Top' if and only if there exists

f -geTwist
with T =

as in (7.10)

rl)*.

(b) Assume in addition that Cf and C9 are simply connected CW-spaces in Top.

Then there is a homotopy equivalence
Cf _- C9

under D

if and only if there exists rl): f -* geTwist such that
H*(C9,D) is an isomorphism.

f, D) ->

Proposition (b) essentially is a consequence of (a).

For the convenience of the reader we deduce from (7.11) the following
special case (D = *).

(7.13) Corollary. We write X = Xn if X is a CW-complex with cells only in
dimension d with n< d< k. Consider maps in Top*:

f:X = X" --+ Y= Y"2, and

g.A=Ann 1-.B=B2.
Then there is a homotopy equivalence Cf
a homotopy commutative diagram in Top*
B

:B

Y
n

C9 in Top* if and only if there is
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(where 0: X -+ * eB is the trivial map) such that (p = ( , rl)* is an isomorphism on
homology (see (7.11) where we set D = *).

For example, when all spaces in (7.13) are one-point-unions of spheres the
proposition is an efficient criterion for the solution of problem (7.1).
The general suspension theorem (7.6) shows that the assumptions in (5.7)
are frequently satisfied. Therefore, under certain restrictions on f and g, we
can compute the equivalence relation on Twist (f, g) by (5.5). This solves the
equivalence problem in (3.13) for Twist (f,g). Also the isotropy problem in (3.13)
can be solved similarly by (5.11). This implies results on the group of homotopy
equivalences of a mapping cone Cf which are available in a better range than
correspondingly results in the literature, see, for example, Oka-Sawashita-

Sugawara. As an example we consider maps f which are elements of the
following class X.

(7.14) Definition. Let a >_ 2 and let £ be a class of maps in Top* with
the following properties: each map f Ear is a map between suspensions,

f:EA-+EB,
where A and B are CW-complexes and where EA is (a - 1)-connected,
dim(EA) < 2a - 1, and dim(EB) < 2a - 1.

11

By (7.8) the class £ in (7.14) satisfies
(7.15)

TWIST(X) = PAIR(3r) (-- Top*/

.

Here PAIR(3r) is the subcategory of all homotopy classes Cf -* C9 (f, gex)
which can be represented by pair maps, see (1.2). When £ satisfies (7.14) we

can solve the isotropy problem and the homotopy problem (3.13) for the
linear extension of categories
(7.16)

17/1-+TWIST(3`) - Twist(X)/

In fact, we derive easily from (7.6) (where we set D = *) and from (5.7) and
(11.13.10) the following result:
(7.17) Theorem. Let 3; be a class as in (7.14) and let f : EA - EB, g: EX -+ Y. Y be
elements in X. The set

Twist(f,g) c [EA,EX v EY]2 x [EB,EY]
consists of all elements q) with (f, 1)* = f * n and we have
and only if there exist a,i with the following properties:
aE1B(EX V EY)2,
11 +(g,1)*a=n1

f1ei 1

(x'01

if

X V EY)2,

0= i- +(Vf)*(-a,i2ni)+$,
i((1)

(1)

inxz(Cg,EY).

(2)
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The last condition implies l3 = 0 if dim (1A) < 2a - 1. Moreover, the natural
system I'/I on Twist(X)/ -- is given by

(T/I)( ,q) = [E2A,EY]/I(f,q,g),

(3)

where I(f,q,g) is the subgroup of all elements /3 with
ig*(/3)eimage V(igq, f ).

(4)

Here ig: E Y c C. is the inclusion and
V (igq,f ): [E2B, C9] - [Y-2A, Cg],
(5)

V (igq, f)(Y) = (y, igq)E(V f)

Recall that for f e we have the differences

0f = - f*(i2)+f*(i2 +it):EA-EB v EB,
Vf=f*(i2+it)-f*(i2):EA->EBvEB,
EVf:E2A-+E2B v EB.
(7.18) Remark.

(A) The images of the two homomorphisms
(g, 1)*: 7rz (EX V E Y)2 z (E Y),
V(q,f):[EZB,EY]-+ [E2A,EY]

(EVf) are always contained in I (f, q, g). If

with V (q, f)

dim (EA) < 2a -1 and if
ig*: [E2B, EY] -* [E2B, Cg]

is surjective then I (f, q, g) is actually the subgroup generated by the
images of (g,1)* and 0(q, f) above.
(B) For dim(EA) = 2a - 1 the condition on /3 in (7.17) (2) is equivalent to
/feimage [ii,it -i2g]*:7Ti(EX A

V F1 Y)2,

provided that EB is simply connected. Compare Baues (1975).
By (7.7) we derive from (7.16) the following result on the group of homotopy
equivalences Aut(Cf)* in Top*/ , .
(7.19) Corollary. Let f : EA -+ EB be an element in X with dim EB < a, see (7.14).

Then we have the exact sequence of groups

[E2 A, EB]/I (f,1, f) >---- Aut (C f)* - T(f)
Here T (f) is the subgroup of units in the monoid Twist (f, f )/ -- .
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(7.20) Remark. The group T(f) in (7.17) consists of all { n) } for which
q)* in (7.11)(D = *) is an isomorphism provided that Cf is simply
connected.
We compute examples for (7.19) in the next section.

§ 7a Appendix: proof of the general suspension
theorem under D
For the proof of (7.6) we use the following excision theorem of BlakersMassey (1952), compare also tom Dieck-Kamps-Puppe and Gray.
(7a.1) Theorem. Let X= X 1 v X 2, Y= X 1 n X 2 and assume Y C- X1 I Y c X 2

are cofibrations in Top. Suppose (X 1, Y) is (n - 1) connected and (X2, Y) is
(m - 1) connected, see (7.5). Then the inclusion (X 1, Y) c (X, X2) induces for
yoe Y the map
ltr(X 1, Y,Yo) - 1tr(X, X 2, Yo)

between homotopy groups. This map is a bijection for r < m + n - 2 and a
surjection for r <-- m + n - 2.

We first show

(7a.2) Lemma. Let doeD be a basepoint of D. Then (7.6)

is true if
X = (D >---), D v S--* D) where Sr is a sphere. Clearly, dim (X, D) = r in this

case.

Proof of (7a.2). For a pair (U, V) in Top' and for X in (7a.2) we have
ii(U, V) = ltr+1(U, V,do).

(1)

The basepoint do in V c U is given by D -> V. By (1) the result in (7.6) is a

statement on relative homotopy groups in Top. Here we can use the
Blakers-Massey theorem as follows: for the mapping cone

X =Cg=CDg=BUCDA

in TopD,

(2)

9

considered as a space in Top, we define subspaces
X1 = {XECgjxEB
X2 = {xECgIxEB

or x = (t, b)ECDA, t >_ 1/2},

(3)

or x = (t, b)ECDA, t _<< 1/2}

Here CDA is the cone CA in Top' which is given by the following push out in
Top:
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1xA

D

I

I xD>---->I x A

(4)

push

I pr push
D

>--* IDA

CDA(= CA in Top')

(If D = * then CDA is the reduced cone on A). Now homeomorphisms
[0, 1/2] = I and [1/2,1] = I induce the homeomorphisms in Top
X1 = CDA U B (= CA v B in Top')
D

(5)

X2=IDAUB=Z9
9

where Z9 is the mapping cylinder in Top'. We can sketch the situation as

1

X1

A
X2
0

B

We clearly have X1 o X2 = X and
X1 n X2 = A U B (= A v B in Top').

(6)

D

Moreover, X 1 n X2 c X1 and X1 n X2 c X2 are cofibrations. Therefore we
can apply the Blakers-Massey theorem to the commutative diagram
ltr+1(CA v B,A v B)-*7rr+1(C9, B)
(7)

lrr+1(X1,X1nX2) -7E r+1(X,X2)
We now show that (X 1, X 1 n X 2) and (X 2, X 1 n X 2) are a-connected (the
proposition (7a.2) is therewith a consequence of (7a.1)). Consider the exact
sequences

v B, A v B)-4irn_1(A v B)

(8)
12#
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a
11),
0-*ltn(Zg,A v B)7[n-1(A v B)(11n-1(B)--*O.

(9)

12*

These are portions of the long exact sequences of the indicated pairs in Top
(where, however, Z. and A v B = A UDB are constructed in Top', see (5) and

(6)). Here we use the homotopy equivalences Z9 -+ B and CA v B -* B.
Therefore the inclusion i2 yields a splitting in (8) and (9). Since (A, D) is
(a - 1)-connected we see that i2* in (8) and (9) is surjective for n - 1 < a - 1.
Therefore 0 in (8) and (9) is trivial for n < a and this shows that (X 1, X 1 n X 2)
and (X 2, X 1 n X 2) are a-connected. Also the addendum of (7.6) is an easy
consequence of the Blakers-Massey theorem by (1): consider X 1 = CA v B',

X2=AvB.
Theorem (7.6) is a consequence of (7a.2) and of the following lemma:
(7a.3) Lemma. Let X be a based object in Top' and let p:(U, V) -+ (U', V') be
a map in Pair(Top'). We suppose that X and D path connected spaces in Top.
Consider the induced map
p*:7ri(U, V) -+ ii(U', V'),

which is defined in the cofibration category Top'. Then the proposition

p* is surjective for dim (X, D) < n
and p* is bijective for dim (X, D) < n

(*)

is satisfied provided that (*) is true for all X = (D >--> D v Sr - D) when Sr is a
sphere.

Proof. Let *aD be a basepoint. Since X and D are path connected we may
assume that (X, D) is a relative CW-complex in which all attaching maps
I':Sr-1+Xr-1

J(*)=*,

are basepoint preserving) (r >- 1) and for which X° = D. Here (Xr, D) is the
relative r-skeleton. For simplicity let
Xr =

Xr-1

f

UCSr-1

l(1)/

be the mapping cone in Top* of f. (The argument is similar if there are many
r-cells in Xr - Xr-1.) We observe that Xr is a based object by

D>-->Xr,X

D.

(2)

The projection I*Xr->CDXr in (4) of (7a.2) yields the push out diagram
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of pairs
CSr- 1) -+ ll(CDXr X")

y

(I*CSr- 1 O X

(C+Sr-1

U

1

Sr-1)

OX

9

1

(3)

(CDXr-1 Xr-1)

u 1 x CSr-1. We observe that the left hand inclusion i is equivalent to a cone in Pair(Top*), see
(11.7.5) (1), and that we have an equivalence

Here we set I*X =I x X/I x * and

h:CSr-1

,.

C+Sr-1

1*Sr-1

=

C+Sr-1 under Sr-1

Therefore (CDX",X") is the mapping cone in Pair(Top') with the attaching
map
(CSr-1

v fl

Sr-1

v

D)-*(CDX"-1 Xr-1)

defined by gh. Now the exactness of the cofibration sequence in Pair(TopD)
and the five lemma inductively yield the result.

§8 Example: homotopy theory of the 2-stem
and of the 3-stem
Let A be the full subcategory of Top*/ f-- consisting of (n - 1)-connected
(n + k)-dimensional CW-complexes. The suspension E gives us the sequence of
functors
k

(8.1)

which we call the k-stem of homotopy categories. The Freudenthal suspension
theorem shows that for k + 1 < n the functor E: An -* An+ 1 is an equivalence
of categories. Moreover, for k + 1 = n this functor is full and a 1 - 1

correspondence of homotopy types, and each object in Ak+1 is homotopy
equivalent to a suspension. We say that the homotopy types of An are stable
if k + 1 < n and we say that the morphisms of An are stable if k + 1 < n.
The spheres Sn and Sk+n are objects in A. Therefore we can restrict the
functors (8.1) to the morphism sets
ik+n(Sn) = [Sk+n Sn]

(8.2)

which are the homotopy groups of spheres. They form the k-stem
7rk+2(52)

+ 7rk+3(S3)

The limit of this sequence of abelian groups is the stable homotopy group
nk which is isomorphic to Itk+n(S') for k + 1 < n.
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The computation of the k-stem is a classical and principal problem of
homotopy theory. The k-stem of homotopy groups of spheres now is known
for fairly large k, for example one can find a complete list for k< 19 in Toda's
book. The k-stem of homotopy types, however, is still mysterious even for
very small k. We derive from (IX.2.23) below the
(8.4) Lemma. A CW-complex in A is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex
X with cells only in dimension n, n + 1, ..., n + k.

Hence, for k = 0 an object in A° is just a one point union of n-spheres
or equivalently a Moore-space M(F, n) of a free abelian group. This shows
that the homotopy theory of the 0-stem is equivalent to the linear algebra
of free abelian groups.
For k = 1 a homotopy type in A,1, is given by a one point union of Moore
spaces M(A, n) v M(F, n + 1) where F is a free abelian groups and where A
is an arbitrary abelian group. In particular the category M" of Moore spaces
in degree n is a full subcategory of A,1,. Similarly, as in § 3a one can describe
the category A by a linear extension.
For k = 2 the classification of homotopy types in the 2-stem was achieved

by J.H.C. Whitehead in 1949; in particular, he classified 1-connected
4-dimensional CW-complexes in A. We describe new proofs of this result
in this book. Steenrod, in his review of Whitehead's paper, pointed out the
problem to compute also the maps in A2 in terms of the classifying invariants.
We now show that this problem can be solved by use of theorem (7.17) above.
Let XAn, n 2, be the class of all maps

f:V S"+1 V VS"*VS"+1V VS"
A

B

D

C

in Top*/ _- (where A, B, C, D are index sets) such that f induces an injective

map on the nth homology group H.
(8.5) Theorem. The inclusions
TWIST (XA2)
2

PRIN(XA2)--*

A2,
2

and
n >, 3,

are equivalences of categories.

The class 3`A satisfies the conditions in (7.14) and for n 3 we have
TWIST (3rAn) = PRIN (3rA,2, ). Therefore we obtain by theorem (7.17) a
complete solution of the isotropy problem and of the homotopy problem,
see (3.13). This yields by (8.5) an algebraic description of the categories A.
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in terms of linear extensions of categories. The extension problem (3.13),
however, is not solved. We leave it as an exercise to describe the categories
Twist (3:A2) and Prin (3rAn) in algebraic terms and to compute the homotopy
relation on these categories.

Proof of (8.5): We only prove the result for A2. For X in AZ we find a
map f E3:A2 and a homotopy equivalence Cf X as follows. By (8.4) we
assume that X 1 = *. Let C*X = (C*) d) be the cellular chain complex of X.

Let C3 = kernel (d3). Since d3C3 is free abelian we find a splitting of
d3: C3
d3C3. Let C3 be the image of this splitting so that C3 =
C3 p+ C3. The restriction d3:C3 -* C2 of d3 is injective. The 3-skeleton of X is

the mapping cone of
g = i2d3:M(Ca, 2) -+ Y = M(C3, 3) v M(C2, 2).

(1)

Below we show that the inclusion i9: Y C- C9 ^- X3 induces a surjective map

lg*:7r3Y)>7r3Cg.

(2)

Therefore the attaching map of 4-cells in X is homotopic to a map

M(C4,3)-"-+YcC9X3.

(3)

Hence the map
f = (h, g): M(C4, 3) v M(C3, 2)

(4)

Y

is a map in the class XA2 with Cf ^ X. For the surjectivity of ig* consider
the commutative diagram
it3Y

7r3(C9, Y)

' x2(Y) = C2

2'
(g>t)*

Ida

(5)

7r2(M v Y)2 = 7r2(M) = C3,

where M = M(C3, 2) and where the isomorphism is given by (7.6). Since d3
is injective also 8 is injective, hence by exactness ig* is surjective. By surjectivity

of ig* we see that each map F: Ck -> Cf (k, f EXA2) is homotopic to a pair
map. Whence the theorem follows from (7.8).
(8.6) Remark. Theorem (8.5) has many consequences for the homotopy theory
of the 2-stem. For example, one can enumerate all homotopy classes of maps

between objects in An, or one can compute the group of homotopy
equivalences of an object in An A. Such explicit applications are described in

Baues (1984). We point out that a result as in (8.5) as well holds in the
category DA* (flat) of chain algebras and that one can study the functor
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SC*fl (1.7.29) on A2 by the result in (3.16). We leave this as an exercise. We

also can use (3.16) for the computation of the suspension functor E in the
2-stem (8.1). In addition to (8.5) we can use the tower of categories in (VI.6.2)
below for the computation of A2.
As an example, for (7.19) we show the

(8.7) Theorem. Let M be a simply connected closed 4-dimensional manifold.
Then the group of homotopy equivalences Aut (M) in
in embedded in
the short exact sequence of groups

(7Z/2)"+b>- +Aut(M)-

Aut(H*(M),u)OP

Here the right-hand group is the automorphism group of the cohomology ring
of M and H is the cohomologyfunctor. The left-hand group is the 7712-vector
space of dimension n + 6 where n is the rank of the free abelian group H2M.
Moreover, 6 = - 1 if the intersection form of M is odd, and b = 0 if this form is
even.

This result was independently obtained by Quinn.

Proof of (8.7). Since M is simply connected we have Aut (M) = Aut (M)*.
Recall from the proof of (11. 16.8) that M = Cf is a mapping cone, f e XA'2.
It is easy to see by (7.17) that

Twist(f, f)=Twist(f, f)/^ ,
and that the group of units in Twist (f, f) is Aut (H*(M), u)". We can use
(7.18) (with a = 3) for the computation of the kernel
ic4( V S2)/I(f,1, f) _ (77/2)"+b
B

For the computation of V f see the proof of (11.16.8). In (2) we also use the
Hilton-Milnor theorem for the description of ir4( V BS2) where B is a basis
of H2.

Remark. Kahn considers the group Aut (M) of an (n - 1)-corrected 2nmanifold. His result can be easily derived from (7.19) as well, since M ^ C f
where f:S2n-1->VS".

Next we consider the homotopy theory of the 3-stem. Various authors
worked on the classification of homotopy types in the stable 3-stem, so
Shiraiwa, Chang, and Chow, compare also Baues (1984). Using again (7.17)
we actually obtain a description of the homotopy categories in the 3-stem
as follows. Let XA be the class of all maps
f : M(A, n + 2) v M(B, n + 1) -> M(C, n + 1) v M(D, n)
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in Top* where A and C are free abelian groups and where B and D are
arbitrary abelian groups.
(8.8) Theorem. The inclusions
TWIST (3rAz) =+ A', and
n>, 3,

are equivalences of categories.

Proof. The result follows from (VII.3.1) below.

The class £A3 satisfies the conditions in (7.14) and for n

3 we have

TWIST (3f An) = PRIN (3rAn ). Therefore theorem (7.17) yields a solution of
the isotropy problem and of the homotopy problem in (3.13) for the categories
in (8.8). Hence we get a description of these categories as linear extensions.

The extension problem is not solved. We can compute Twist (3`A3) and
n 3, in purely algebraic terms. The computation is fairly intricate
and elaborate and will appear elsewhere. This as well yields the classification
of homotopy types in the 3-stem, compare also Baues (1984). We point out
that (8.8) also gives us the classification of maps in
n > 2. One can use

(7.18) for the computation of the isotropy groups of the action F. In
particular, one can compute the groups Aut (X) of homotopy equivalences
by (7.19) for each CW-complex in the 3-stem.

§ 9 Example: the group of homotopy equivalences of the
connected sum (S' x S3) # (S2 x S2).
The connected sum M = (S' X S3)## (S2 X S2) has the homotopy type of the
mapping cone C f where
(9.1)

f:S3-S1 V S3 V S2 V S2=B,

tf = [l3, l1] + [12,j2]

, ] denotes the Whitehead product.
With a = 3 we see that f satisfies the condition in (7.14) and that we can

Here il, i3, i2, j2 are the inclusions and [

apply (7.19). This yields the result below on the group of homotopy
equivalences of M. The following remark shows that the determination of
groups of homotopy equivalences is of importance for the classification of
manifolds.

Remark. The manifold M = (S1 X S3)## (S2 X S2) plays a role in proposition
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3.2 of Cappel-Shaneson who consider the group S(M) of smoothings of M
and who found a subgroup Z/2 c S(M). The group of homotopy equivalences,
Aut (M), acts on S(M) such that the orbits are the s-cobordism classes of all
manifolds homotopy equivalent to M. M. Kreck suggested to me to compute
Aut (M) since this might be helpful for deciding whether the non trivial
element in Z/2 c S(M) yields a non trivial s-cobordism class or not.
(9.2) Theorem. Let * e M be a base point. Then there is a short exact sequence of
groups

(Z/2)3 >-> Aut (M)*

T(M).

Here Aut(M)* is the group of homotopy equivalences of M in Top*/ -and
T(M) is the group defined algebraicly below in (9.7).

Remark. The generators of the kernel of . above are the elements
(1 + ii3En),

(1 + iizgEri),

(1 + ij2rjErl),

where 1 is the identity of C f = M, where is B c C f is the inclusion, and where
:S3

c B, i2, j2: S' c B are the inclusions, see (9.1). Moreover rl:S3->S2 is
the Hopf map.
In the definition of the group T(M) we use the following notation: Let
'3

7r = 71, M = 7L be the fundamental group and let R = 71 [7r] be the groupring

of 7r = Z. Thus R is the free abelian group generated by the elements [n],
ne7L. The element [0] = 1 is the unit of R. Let e:R -* 1 be the augmentation
with a([n]) = 1 for neZ. Now let A be an R-module, we write the action of
HER on acA by
By Whitehead's quadratic functor I' (with F(A) =
x3M(A, 2) = H4K(A, 2)) we obtain the R-module T(A) with the action of 7E
determined by the functor F.
Let Autt(A) be the set of T-equivariant automorphisms of A where T:R -+R
is a ring isomorphism. This means aeAutti(A), a:A-4 A, satisfies a(xl) = ((Xx)`.
We will use the special ring isomorphisms

identity of R

(93)
.

T = Tn

=

if il, = 1,
if

(-)#-rl,=R *R
11
:

1,

where (- 1)# [n] = [- n], neZ.
Moreover, we use the structure elements
(9.4) )

v= -[0]+[1]= -1+[1]eR,
w = [e,, e2] eT(R @R),

where {e, _ (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1)} is the canonical basis in R Q+ R and where
w = [e,, e2] is the Whitehead product.
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(9.5) Definition. We define algebraicly the set t(M) to be set of all pairs
(, rl) with the following properties (1) . . . (4):
HER,

(1)

11(111,112,83,'Ir)

with,

(2)

71iE{l,-1},
rl2 EAuti(R Q+ R)

3

where T = T,1i, see (9.3),

Y13eR, E(0E{1, - 1},
11rEI'(R(@R).

in R.
(1ir)'('

w ' = T(172)(w) +

in F(R (DR).

In (3) and (4) we use the structure elements in (9.4).

(3)
(4)
11

(9.6) Definition. We define a homotopy relation
on the set t(M) as
follows: let
q') if and only if there exists aeR with

+T(v)'a,x=T
11i=111
112 =112

113=113+V 2

11r=11r+wa

This corresponds to an action of the abelian group R on t(M).

II

(9.7) Definition. The quotient set
T (M) = t(M)/ ^

is a group with the following multiplication; we denote by {
homotopy class of

(1)

rl) } the

in T(M):
(2)

Here q" =

has the coordinates
11 i =111.1l i

(in the group { 1, - 1 } ),

112 =112.112

(composition of automorphisms),
(in the ring R),

113 = 113.113

11r = F(112)(11r) +

(3)

(11r)' 3.

Proof of (9.2). We apply (7.19) and (7.18), a = 3. First consider the universal
covering M of M where e4 is the 4-cell of M,
M = ll U(Z X (S3 V S2 V S2))v(Z x e4).
z

(1)
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M ^- M/E = Cj where

(2)

f:VS3-*VS3VS2VS2=B,

(3)

Since R is contractible we get

P

7L

fn =-13+i3+1+[i2,J2],

(4)

ne7L.

Here 7 is derived from the formula for f in (9.1). We have [i3, ii] = - i3 + i3;
this corresponds to the term - in + i3+1 in (4). The cellular chain complex
of 1(1/R is
C2

(-- C 3 F- C4
(5)

RQ®RI 0

where d[n]

R <-a R

[n] + [n + 1] as follows from (4). Therefore we get

RQR

n=2,

Z
0

n = 3,

(6)

n=4.

In fact H4M = 0 since M is an open manifold; one can also check that d
in (5) is injective.
Moreover, the sequence

R-+R-*ZL-*0

(7)

B = S1 V S3 V S2 V S2.

(8)

is exact. Let

Then the injectivity of d implies that
C4 = 74(Cf, B)-->7r3B->7r3(B, B2) = C3

is injective and therefore
7r4B ->,-, 1r4C f,

(9)

is surjective. This shows by (7.18) that
I(f,1, f) = image (f,1)* + image V(1, f ).

(10)

Here we use V f = V f eir3(B' v B")2, B' = B" = B. We have by (9.1)

Vf f *(irr + i') _ f*(ir/)
it

2-

rr + r

= Ci"3 + i3 1i" + i 1] + [ill2 +
=C l'3 ir'
1 + i'1] - Cl'1 3i"rl ] + Ci2

2] -

f= f-C 3 1]-C 1 3

]

.11

'

irr in

-

irr

n

22
l"2]+ Ci'2 2' ]
3i

1

(11)

Thus we get
C

"

i"]
2

(12)
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Compare (II.15a.10). We now can compute (10). The image of 0(1, f) in
7t4(B) = 7r4(B) is generated by all elements (13) . . . (16):

- a4 +

a41,

a4eiC4B,

- [az, i31],

12E7C2B,

+

a3E7C3B,

La3,j02],

0

a3E1C3B.
- 1#31 '2],
This follows from (12). We use inclusions as in (4). Consider the following
congruences, - , module image (0(1, f )) deduced from (13) . . . (16) (ne71)

a4a4]4]0 = [a2,i3]

a4],

0 = [a3,j2] = Ca3,j2]]n1

[a3n1,J2

=

0 - [Q3,'2] - 1#3,'2]]111 = [

Since a

i3+1],

[a2,'3]]n] = C«21

Q3111,'2]

aIn] is an isomorphism we see that for all neZ we have

- a4 + a4] - 0

a4e7C4B,

La2, i] ° 0

a2e7t2B,

[a3,.121 = 0

0(3e7C3B,

CT3,'2] = 0

N3e7C3B. J

(17)

This implies that all Whitehead products in 7E4B are congruent to 0; these
generate the kernel of the suspension homomorphism
E:7i4B-+7C5EB=(RQ+R(DR)Qx l/2.

(18)

7c4B/image V(1, f) = (Z/2)3.

(19)

By (17) we thus get

Moreover image (f, 1), c image 0(1, f) as follows from (4). Therefore we
have by (10):
it4(B)/I (.f 1, f) = (7/2)3.

(20)

This yields by (7.19) the kernel of A in the exact sequence (9.2) and it proves
the remark following (9.2).
Next we show that

T (M) = T(f) = group of units in Twist (f, f )l

.

(21)

We show that
t(M) c Twist (f, f)

(22)

is the subset of all
which induce an isomorphism on the fundamental
group and on the homology group (6). Thus the homotopy classes {(x,71)}

10 The homotopy type of a fiber space
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n)et(M) are exactly the units in Twist(f, f )/ - . By definition,

Twist(f, f) is the subset of all

n)

i)e [S3, S3 v B] 2 x [B, B]

(23)

with (f, 1)* = f *>7. Here we have
[S3, S3 v B]2 = R,

(24)

[B, B] =7C1B x 7c3B x x2B x n2B,

(25)

where n1B = 7L, ir2B = R E R and where
7c3B = R 0+ 1,(R (D R).

(26)

From n = (111, n3, n2, n2) we get n3 = (n3, nr) and we get

112:RO+R-RO+R,

112(et)=n2,

112(e2)=q2.

(27)

Thus n yields the element n described in (9.5). Here n2 is the induced
homomorphism on H2M and e(0 is the induced homomorphism on
H3M = 7L as follows from (7). Now (f, 1)* =f *n is equivalent to (9.5)(3),
(4), in fact

(f, 1)* =

W4),

T(n20) +
f *n =
in R p F(R (D R). Similarly, we see that the homotopy relation in (7.17)
corresponds exactly to the homotopy relation in (9.6), here we use (11).

p

q.e.d.

§ 10 The homotopy type of a fiber space in topology
We now describe the results on fiber spaces which are dual to the
corresponding results on mapping cones in § 7. We consider maps
between fiber spaces in topology. Using duality we apply the results on the

category Twist in the same way as in § 7. This yields some new results
on the following problems which are dual to the problems in (7.1) and (7.2)
respectively.
(10.1)

Describe conditions on the maps f and g which imply that the
fiber spaces Pf and Pg are homotopy equivalent!

(10.2)

Compute the set of homotopy classes of maps [P f, P9], and
compute the group of homotopy equivalences of Pf!

Again we use the results in § 6; that is, we transform these results
into the dual language of a fibration category and we apply them in the
category Tops of spaces over D. By (1.5.2) and (I1.1.4) we know that Topes is
a fibration category. If D = * is a point we have Top* = Top since * is the final
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object of Top. The spaces with basepoint are the based objects in Top* = Top.

In general a based object in Top, is given by a fibration p: A -> D in Top
and by a section 0:D->A, PO= 1D. For example, if F has a basepoint, then
(D(2 F x D - D) is a based object in TopD where 0: D -* * eF. Now let
(10.3)

f:X-*Y, g:A-*B

be maps in TopD and assume Y and B are based objects, which are loop
objects in TopD. We suppose that all spaces are CW-spaces in Top. As in any
fibration category we have the inclusions
(10.4)

PRIN(f,g)=TWIST(f,g)cPAIR(f,g)c [Pf,Pg]D.

Here P f and Pg are fiber spaces in TopD and [P f, Pg]D is the set of homotopy
classes of maps in (TopD) f/ -_ , see (II.§ 8, § 14).
We want to describe criteria under which the inclusions of (10.4) are actually

bijections. To this end we need a result which in a sense is the EckmannHilton dual of the general suspension theorem under D in (7.6), (this result,
however, is not obtained just by the use of the opposite category).
(10.5) Definition. Let p:B )> D be a fibration in Top. We say p = (BID) is
b-connected if for all doe D the fiber p-1(do) is a (b - 1)-connected space in
Top. This is the case if (Zp, B) is b-connected in the sense of (7.5); here ZP
denotes the mapping cylinder of p. We define the homotopy dimension by
`(do)) = 0 for n > N.
hodim (BID) < N if p 1(do) is path connected and if
We write hodim (B I *) = hodim (B). For example, hodim (K(ir, n)) = n.
Thus hodim (B I D) is the top dimension of a non trivial homotopy group
II

of the (pathconnected) fiber of B ->> D. Moreover hodim (B) is the top
dimension of a non trivial homotopy group of the (path connected) space B.
(10.6) Theorem (general loop theorem over D). All spaces in this theorem are
CW-spaces. Let Y and B be based objects in TopD and let f :X -> Y be a map
in TopD. Assume that D and B are path connected and that B -- , D induces an
isomorphism on fundamental groups. If (YI D) is y-connected, then the map

(7Cf,1)*:7r'(WYxXIYxX)-*ia(PfIX)
is a bijection for hodim (BID) < 2y -1 and is an injection for hodim (BID)
2y - 1. The map (it f,1)* is defined in the fibration category TopD as in (6.4).

Addendum. Let Y and B be based objects in TopD and let X -)> X' -) > D
be fibrations in Top. Assume that X, X', Y and D are CW-spaces and assume
that D and B are path connected and that B - D induces an isomorphism on
fundamental groups. Moreover, suppose that (YID) is y-connected and that
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(X I X') is x-connected. Then the map

(1 xp)*:it (WYxX'JYxX')-41B(WYxXIYxX)
is bijective for hodim (BID) < x + y and injective for hodim (B I D) S x + y. The

map (1 x p)* is defined in the category TopD by the fibration p:X - X'.
For X' = D this is a result on the map

p :xe(WYIY)-7E''(WYxXIYxX)
in the diagram near (6.4).

(10.6)' Notation. We say that (BID) is good if B and D are path connected
CW-spaces and if B ->:, D induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups.
Remark. If D = * and X = * we have P f = 0 Y and nt'B(P f I *) _ [S2 Y, SZB]. In
this case the map ( 1 j , 1)* is given by the loop functor

0:[Y,B] "'jr (WYI

which carries :Y-*B to

)B],

B.

Next we describe applications of the general loop theorem; we proceed in
the same way as in § 7. Consider again the inclusions in (10.4). We have
(10.7)

PAIR(f, g) = [Pf, P9]D,
provided that the projection p: Pf -->> X induces a surjection p*: [X, A]D [P f, A]D of homotopy sets in (TopD) f/ n-. The surjectivity of p* corresponds to

the existence of liftings F in the commutative diagram

Pf

A

V

Z,, -*X->D
Thus obstruction theory shows that (10.7) is satisfied if (P fI X) is (y -1)connected and if hodim (AID) < y - 1. Here (P fI X) is (y - 1)-connected if
(YID) is y-connected.
Next we derive from (6.4) that
(10.8)

TWIST (f, g) = PAIR (f, g)

if (n f, l)* in (10.6) is surjective. This for example is satisfied if (YID) in
y-connected and if hodim (B I D) < 2y - I where (B I D) is good.
Moreover, we derive from (6.4) that
(10.9)

PRIN (f, g) = TWIST (f, g),

provided that pi in (10.6) is surjective. This, for example, holds if (YID) is
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y-connected, (X I D) is x-connected and if hodim (B I D) < x + y where (B I D)
is good.
An immediate consequence of (10.7) and (10.8) is a result which is dual to
(7.11). This result yields partial solutions of the problems in (10.1) and (10.2).
Recall that a map ri): f -* g in Twist is given by a diagram

IX - A
1 9

I(f 1)

(10.10)

YxX

B

n

which is homotopy commutative in TopD. Here o: X )> D °> B is trivial map.
For a pair (X I D) = (p:X -->> D) in Top we define the homotopy groups
(10.11)

it

where F is the fiber of the fibration p. Here we assume that basepoints in D
and F are chosen. If (X I D) is good as in (10.6)' then the groups do not depend

on the choice of basepoints since in this case the fiber F is simply
connected.
The pair of maps

ri) in (10.10) yields associated twisted maps F: P f --> P9

(see § 2) which induce the commutative diagram below of homotopy
groups. We assume that (A I D), (B I D), (X I D) and (Y I D) are good.

f*1ni+t(YI
(10.12)

9*

D)

a

7ri(Pf I D)

n*

1j(X I D)

f*

'7rj(YI D)

?If-

SIf-

rzi+t(YX X I X)

7r,(Y x X I X)

7ri+t(BID)

a

iF*

)7t(P,ID)

P*

7ti(AID)g 'ni(BID)

The rows of the diagram are exact sequences induced by the fibrations Pf --> X
and P9 -+ A respectively. The isomorphisms i are canonically given since the
corresponding fibers coincide. If (Y I D) and (BID) are n-connected and if hodim
(X I D), hodim (A I D) < n - 1 we see that pp is actually determined by and q*
in (10.12). In this case we write qp = tl)*, in fact we have

_ J8n*ia-t

i>_n,

p*t*p* i<n.
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(10.13) Theorem. Consider the maps f, g in (10.3) and assume that (AID), (BID),
(X ID) and (YID) are good in the sense of (10.6)'. Moreover, assume that (YID)
and (B I D) are n-connected, that hodim (X I D), hodim (A I D) < n -1 and hodim
(B I D) < 2n - 1. Then we get:
(a) An abstract homomorphism 9: i*(P f I D) -+ 7.(P, I D) is realisable by a map
Pf -> Pg in TopD if and only if there exists

rl): f -+geTwist
with cp =

rl)*.

(b) There is a homotopy equivalence P f ~ Pg in TopD if and only if there exists
j), is an isomorphism.
(c, q):f -> g eTwist such that 'p =

Using the Whitehead theorem proposition (b) is a consequence of (a). As
in (7.13) we have the following special case of (10.13) which is a good criterion
for a solution of problem (10.1).

(10.14) Corollary. We write X = X(k,n) if X is a CW-space with non-trivial
homotopy groups 'Ed only in dimension d, k<_ d<- n. Consider maps in Top*
(n >_ 4)

f:X=X(2,n-2)-*Y=Y(n,2n-2),
g:A=A(2,n-2)-+B=B(n,2n-2).
Then there is a homotopy equivalence P f _- Pg if and only if there is a homotopy
commutative diagram in Top

X

A

I(f,l)

YxX

19

n-> B

(0,1)

X
for which

/0

and q I Y: Y-* B are homotopy equivalences in Top.

(10.15) Example. Consider maps
g, f :K(7L, 2) = CPr -> K(7L, 4) x K(Z, 6).

(1)

The homotopy class off is given by

f = ( 4u2, f6u3) (f4, f6eZ)

(2)
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where ueH2(K(Z, 2), Z) is the fundamental class. We get by (10.14) with n = 4:

Pf_P9p

Is,te{+ 1, - 1},Ne7L such that
94=cf4,

(3)

96=Tf6+Nf4
Proof. Since [K(7L, 4), K(7L, 6)] = 0 we see that the map ry in (10.14) is given
by maps
r14.1: K(Z, 4) - K(7L, 4),

n4Ez,

116.1: K(7L, 6) -+ K(7L, 6),

116C-Z,

A K(Z,2)->K(7Z,6),

Ne7L.

Since il I Y is a homotopy equivalence we have 94 = ± 1, 116 = ± 1. Moreover,

= S2.1 with S2 = ± 1. Now the equation rl(f, 1) = g yields the result in (3),
compare (11.15a.7).

El

Next we dualize the result in (7.17).

(10.16) Definition. Let y > 2 and let 3: be a class of maps in Top with the
following properties: each map f eX is a map between simply connected loop
spaces

f:1X->s2Y,
where X and Y are CW-spaces and where ) Y is (y - 1)-connected and where
hodim (OX) < 2y - 1, hodim (n Y) < 2y - 1.
II

By (10.8) the class £ satisfies
(10.17)

TWIST (X) = PAIR (E) c Top/

.

Here PAIR (X) is the subcategory of all homotopy classes F: P f -> P9 (f, g ear)
in Top/ for which there exists a homotopy commutative diagram
Pf

F

P9

S2X ------ S2A
with g:f2A -* S2B, f :OX -> S2 Y.

When X satisfies (10.16) we can solve the isotropy problem and the
homotopy problem for the linear extension of categories (see (6.6)):
(10.18)

I'/I -* TWIST (X) -> Twist (X)/ _-.

(10.19) Theorem. The set
Twist (f, g) c [CIX, S2A] x [S2 Y x OX, S2B] 2

(1)
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consists of all elements
r1) with g = r1(f, 1). We have
only if there exists a with the following properties:

ri) ^- (fit, qt) if and

ae[S2Y x OX, QA],,

+ a(f, 1) _ 1,

(2)

Moreover, the natural system I,/I on Twist (X)/ -- is given by

h) = [fIX, cI2B]/I(f, , g).
Here I(f,1;, g) is the subgroup of all elements /1 with
p f (f3) eimage V

g),

(3)

(4)

where p f: P f -- > SOX is the projection and where
V

g): [Pf, S22A] -+ [Pf,
g)(y) = L(Vg)(y, P1)

K22B],

I

(5)

Recall that we have the difference

Vg= -gP2+g(P2+pt):CIA x S2A->nB,
where P2 + Pt : c2A x n A -> S2A maps (a, r) to T + U. Moreover the partial loop

operation L yields
L(Vg):S22A x SZA -> C12 B.

The theorem above is an easy consequence of (10.6), (5.7) and (I1.13.10).
We point out that V f = V f for f ear since Y is an H-space by the assumption
on hY in (10.16).
(10.20) Corollary. Let f :fIX -+ f) Y be a map between simply connected loop

spaces, where X and Y are CW-spaces. Moreover, suppose S2Y is (y - 1)
connected, hodim (SiX) < y -1 and hodim (f2Y) < 2y - 1. Then we have the
short exact sequence of groups

0 - [fX, 02 Y]/I (f, 1, f) - Aut (P f) -+ T(f) - 0.
Here T(f) is the subgroup of units in Twist (f, f). We have
only if and nI0Y:K2Y-.SlY are homotopy equivalences.

q) e T(f) if and

Proof. We can apply (10.7) since hodim (OX) < y - 1. Moreover this implies
that a in (10.19)(2) is trivial.
Remark. The exact sequence in the corollary was obtained by Nomura (1966)

provided that fIX is (x - 1)-connected and hodim (S2Y) < y + x. In this
case I 10 Y determines n and Twist (f, f) = Prin (f, f). Compare also Rutter
(1970).
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(10.21)Example. Let f4, f6EZ and let
f =(f4u2, f6u3):K(Z,2)->K(7L,4) x K(Z, 6)

(1)

be a map as in (10.15). Then we have by (10.20)
Aut (Pf ) = T(f ),

(2)

where T(f) as a set consists of all tuple (1;2, J4, 6, N) with
S2, 114, r6E

NEL,

(3)

f4 = r1f4,

f2 =f6h6 + Nf.
Multiplication in the group T(f) is given by
(4)

(S2,r14,p16,N)(b2,r14,n6,N')=(b2S2,11414,

§ 10a Appendix: proof of the general loop theorem over D
We will use the following theorem which plays a role dual to the BlakersMassey theorem.
(10a.1) Lemma. Let A c X be a cofibration and let p:E - X be afibration in
Top with fiber F. Let EA - A be the restricted fibration and let G be a local
system of coefficients on X. If (X, A) is n-connected and if F is r-connected, then
p*:Hk(X, A, G)-*Hk(E, EA, p*G)

is an isomorphism for k < n + r + 2 and is a monomorphism for k

n + r + 2.

Proof. Without loss of generality all spaces are CW-complexes. We may
assume that X - A has only cells in dimension > n + 1 and that F - * has
only cells in dimension > r + 1. Therefore E - EA has cells of the form e x *
(where e is a cell in X - A) and cells of dimension > n + r + 2. This yields
the result. Compare also (6.4.8) in Baues (1977).

For the proof of (10.6) we first show that the following special case is
satisfied. Let it = n1D and let A be ii-module. Then we obtain a based object
in TOPD by the pull back
L(A, n)

L(A, n)
(10a.2)

To

pull
,

i

D

d

Is

K(i,1)

.
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Here d is a map which induces the identity on 7c 1 and L(A, n) is the space
considered in (III.§ 6).
(10a.3) Lemma. Theorem (10.6) is true if B is a based object of the form L(A, n)
in (10a.2). Clearly hodim (BID) = n in this case.

Proof of (10a.3). Consider the pull back diagram (in TopD):

WYxX=A

Pf

n

Iq

Jn

pull

Z
(1)

X

1.f,1)

YXX

Eo

Here we turn (f, 1) into a fibration in Top and we turn p into a cofibration
in Top. Let E - Z be given by r*Eo and apply (10a.1) to
PE : (E, EA) -* (Z, A).

(2)

The fiber F of E -+ Z is the fiber of (f, 1). Since (f, 1) is a section of the
fibration Y X DX -> X we see that F is (y - 2)-connected since (Y I D) is
y-connected. For the same reason the pair (Z, A) is (y - 1)-connected; here
the fiber of A c Z is the fiber of (0,1):X -+ Y x X. Now (IOa.1) shows that
(2) induces a homomorphism
pE : H"(Z, A, G) -* H"(E, EA, pE G),

(3)

which is an isomorphism for

n < (y - 1) + (y - 2) + 2 = 2y - 1,

(4)

and which is a monomorphism for n< 2y - 1. Next we observe that there
is a homotopy equivalence
(Z9, P1)

(E, EA) in Pair (Top).

(5)

Moreover for B = L(A, n) we have by (III.§6)
H"(Z q, P f )=nB(Pf IX)

H"(Z,A)=ie(WYxXIYxX),}

(6 )

and by (5) the map (pE)* in (3) is equivalent to (i f, 1)* in (10.6). This proves the

proposition in (10a.3).
The following proof is essentially dual to the argument in the proof of (7a.3).
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Proof of (10.6). Consider the based object

D °>B

D

(1)

in (10.6). By the assumptions the fiber F of p is simply connected. We now
use the Postnikov decomposition of p, see (III.§ 7). Thus we may assume that p
has the factorization

p:B=BN)D

B -->> B - Js a principal fibration in TopD with classifying map
n>,2.

(3)

is a it1D-module by (1) and L is the based object in TopD in
Here itn =
(10a.2) above. By the composition

o:D 0)B- B

(4)

each B is a based object in TopD. Now consider the diagram
f.

B

WL,,

(5)

Here f is based up to homotopy in TOPD since
p

p0 = 0 over D.

(6)

In fact, we have a homotopy f,,0 0 since WLn -3,) D is a homotopy
equivalence over D. Diagram (5) yields based objects

WL =(D

D)

for which we have the pull back diagram in Pair (TopD):
wf.
p

(WB^ 11B.-1) W

4

ILn)^_'(WL,, II'n)

(7)
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Using the homotopy in (6) we see that WL is homotopy equivalent over L
to HE, Moreover 4 is dual to a cone, see in (II.7.5)(1). This shows that p
in (7) is actually a principal fibration in Pair (Top,) with classifying map
Now the exactness of the fibration sequence in Pair (Top,) and the five
lemma inductively yield the proposition in (10.6) by use of (10a.3). In a
similary way we prove the addendum of (10.6).

VI
Homotopy theory of CW-complexes

In the chapter we continue the work of J.H.C. Whitehead on the combinatorial
homotopy theory of CW-complexes. We show that there is a `CW--tower of
categories' which approximates the homotopy category (under D) of relative

CW-complexes (X, D). The tower is a new useful tool for the homotopy
classification problems; it is a special case of the tower TWIST'/ in the
next chapter.
Most of the results in the classical paper `Combinatorial homotopy II' of
Whitehead are immediate and special consequences of the CW-tower; we
also deduce the final theorem in Whitehead's paper `Simple homotopy types'.
We not only give conceptually new and easy proofs of these results but also
obtain generalizations to the relative case.
For example, we show that (for ir2(D) = 0) the homotopy types under D
of 3-dimensional relative CW-complexes (X, D) are classified by the purely
algebraic 3-dimensional crossed chain complexes under the group i1(D). This
result is due to Whitehead for D = *.
Moreover, we describe finiteness obstructions for relative CW-complexes
(X, D) which for D = * coincide with those of Wall (1966).
We also derive new results from the CW-tower concerning the homotopy

classification problems. In particular, applications on the classification of

homotopy types, on the group of homotopy equivalences, and on the
realizability of chain maps are described.

§ 1 Crossed chain complexes
Crossed chain complexes (under the trivial group) are the `homotopy systems'
introduced and studied by Whitehead is his paper `Combinatorial homotopy
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II'. Moreover, they are special crossed complexes as defined by BrownHiggins. We introduce the category of crossed chain complexes (under a
group) since this is the algebraic bottom category for a tower of categories
which approximates the homotopy category of CW-complexes.

Let D be a well-pointed path connected CW-space and let Top' be the
cofibration category of topological spaces under D. We consider the subcategory

CWo cTop'.

(1.1)

The objects of CWo are relative CW-complexes X = (X, D) with skeletal
filtration

X"=X.
Here X" is obtained from Xn-1 (n

(1)

1) by attaching n-cells. We derive from

D = X° that X is a path connected. Moreover, we have attaching maps
in Top*
V
Zn

and homotopy equivalences Cf,,

S"-1 Xn-1

(2)

X" under X` 1. Here Z" denotes the

discrete set of n-cells of X - D. Since D = X° is path connected we can assume

that f 1 = 0 is the trivial map so that
X 1 _- (E Z i) v D under D.

(3)

This shows that X is a complex in the cofibration category Top*, compare
(111.3.1) and (111.5.3).

Remark. We can consider (X, D) as a complex in Top' with attaching maps
(fn, i): E" -1 Z v D -+ X" - 1 where is D c X" -1 is the inclusions and where
(D c En-1 Z v D 01 , D) is a based object in Top'.
(4)

The morphisms f : X -> U in CWD are cellular maps or, equivalently,
filtration preserving maps,
f (X") C U",

(5)

under D. The k-homotopies, defined in (111.1.5) yield a natural equivalence
relation,
, on CWo. For k = 1 we know by the cellular approximation
theorem that

CWo/^ =CWo/^_

rop'/

is a full subcategory of the homotopy category Top'/

(6)

of maps under D.
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In this section we study the diagram of functors (where G = it1 (D))

CW°/^
(1.2)

=C*°

H(G)/

C* i

>

Chain;/

and a natural isomorphism C* = Cp. Here C* carries the relative CWcomplex (X, D) to the (relative) cellular chain complex
C*(X, D) = C*(X, D)

(1)

of the universal covering k of X; this functor is defined in (111.5.6). The functor
p carries (X, D) to the (fundamental) crossed chain complex p(X, D) = C*°{X"}
given by
... d4

't3(X3,X2)d3

) 7r2(X2,X1)

d2)gjXt)

(2)

with p,, = i"(X", X"), see (111. 10.6). Here we have
it = 711(X) = cokernel(d2).

(3)

To this end we define the algebraic category of crossed chain complexes as
follows.

(1.3) Definition. A crossed chain complex p = {p", d"} is a sequence of homomorphisms between groups
d3

d2
v1 )

such that d" -1 d" = 0 for n >_ 3 and such that the following properties are
satisfied. The homomorphism d2 is a crossed module the cokernel of which is
it = P1/d2P2, see (11.7.14). Hence kernel (d2) is a right it-module. Moreover,
d"(n >_ 4) and d3: p3 -kernel (d2) are homomorphisms between right nmodules. A crossed chain map f : p - p' between crossed chain complexes is a
family of homomorphisms between groups (n > 1)
.f": P" -p;,

with f" -1 d" = d"f",

(2)

such that f2 is f1-equivariant and such that f" is f1-equivariant, where
f 1:?C -+ n' is induced by f 1, n >_ 3. Hence (f 2, f 1) is a map between crossed
modules, see (11.7.14). For two chain maps f, g: p -* p' a homotopy a: f g is
given by a sequence of functions

a":P"-P'+1

(n? 1)

(3)
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with the property (n > 2)

and - f" + gn = da + ad,

- f 1 + g 1 = d2a1

(4)

where an is homomorphism between groups which is fl-equivariant for n = 2

and which is f1-equivariant for n>2. Moreover, al is an f1-crossed
homomorphism, that is,
al(x + y) = (a1x)f'v + a1y(x, yepl)

(5)
11

More generally, we use the following notation on crossed homomorphisms.

Let it be a group and let M be a group on which it acts from the right via
automorphisms. We denote the action of yen on xeM by x''. Moreover, let
1:N - it be a homomorphism between groups. An n-crossed homomorphism
A:N -> M is a function which satisfies
A(x + y) = (Ax)"'') + (Ay).

(1.4)

As usual we write the group structure additively, x, yeN. We call A a crossed
homomorphism if h is the identity; this is a derivation if M is abelian, see (IV.7. 1).

The fundamental crossed chain complex p(X, D) in (1.2) has various
freeness properties' which we describe as follows in (1.5), (1.7) and (1.12)
respectively. For n >_ 1 we have the function
(1.5)

-nn(X",

hp*1:pn=nn(Xn Xn-1)

where the Hurewicz map h

l1

is

" 1)

h>Hn(X",X"- 1),

surjective for n = 2 and bijective for

n > 2. For n >- 2 the function hp* 1 is a homomorphism of groups which is

(2:ir1X1- it1X)-equivariant for n=2 and which is ir1(X)-equivariant for
n >_ 3. This shows by (111.5.7) that p,, is a free n1(X)-module for n > 3. A basis

Zn is given by the inclusion

Z.

O,,=7Gn(Xn,Xn-1)

eHce,

(1)

which carries the cell e to the characteristic map ce; here we use the homotopy
equivalence C f" ^_ Xn in (1.1)(2). The inclusion (1) is given for n >_ 1. This
yields via hp* 1 in (1.5) the inclusion
Zn c Cn(X, D),

e i- -> e = hp* 1(ce),

(2)

which gives us a basis Zn of the free n1(X)-module Cn(X, D) for n >_ 1.
Next we consider p1 = n1(X 1). Let <Z1 > be the free group generated by the
set Z1 and let A * B be the free product of the groups A and B (this is the sum in
the category of groups). By the Van Kampen theorem we know that for well
pointed spaces A, B
(1.6)

n1(A v B) =7r, (A)*nl(B)
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This gives us by (1.1)(3) the isomorphism of groups (G=7t1(D))
(1.7)

p1=7r1X1=ir1(EZ1 vD)=<Z1>*G.

We call <Z1 >* G a free group under G with basis Z1. The attaching map f2 of 2-

cells (1.1)(2) gives us the induced map on fundamental groups
(1.8)

f =it1(f2):<Z2>- it1X1 = <ZI>*G.

The homotopy class of f2 in Top* can be identified with this homomorphism
f. Moreover, we have the commutative diagram in the category of groups
d2

772 (X 2, X 1)

I
<Z2>

.

'' <Z1>*G

where i is given by the inclusion Z2 C ir2(X 2, X1) in (1.5). This is clear since d?fe

is the attaching map of e. The normal subgroup N f Z2 generated by fZ2 in
<Z1 > * G is the image of d2 so that

ir1X=cokernel(d2)=(<Z1>*G)/NfZ2.
Therefore we call f a presentation under G of the group 7E1(X). If D = *
(1.10)

(G = 0) this is the usual presentation of the fundamental group given by the

attaching map of 2-cells. For the freeness property of (1.9) we need the
following definition (see (11.7.14)).

(1.11) Definition. A free crossed module (d, i) associated to f : <Z> -* p1 is
defined by the following universal property. For each crossed module d' and
for each commutative diagram of unbroken arrows
d
P1

F,

<Z>
P1

d'

in the category of groups there is a unique map (F2, F1):d -+ d' between
crossed modules such that F2i = F. We call i:Z c P2 a basis of the free crossed
module d.
II

By a result of J.H.C. Whitehead (1949) we know:
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(1.12) Theorem. (d2, i) in (1.9) is the free crossed module associated to the
presentation f of the fundamental group. Moreover, the kernel of hp*-1 for
n = 2, see (1.5), is the commutator subgroup of it2(X2, X1).
We study further properties of free crossed modules below. With the freeness
properties in (1.5), (1.7), and (1.12) we define the category H(G) in (1.2) as
follows.

(1.13) Definition of the category H(G). Let G be a group. Objects of H(G) are

free crossed chain complexes under G given by a crossed chain complex
p = (p,, dn) with the freeness properties (a), (b), (c),

(a) p1 is a free group under G with a basis Z1 D P1, p, = <Z1 > * G,
p, with basis
Z2 c P2' and
(c) for n >_ 3 the n-module pn with it = p1/d2p2 is a free it-module with basis

(b) d2:p2 -+ PI is a free crossed module associated to f: <Z2 >

Z. c P.A morphism f : p -> p' in H(G) is a crossed chain map for which f 1 is the identity
on G, see (1.3)(2). Moreover, a homotopy a: f ^ g is a homotopy as in (1.3)(3) for
which a1 is trivial on G, a1 I G = 0. An object p in H(G) has dimension <_ n if
Pk = 0 for k > n. Objects of dimension 2 are free crossed modules
under G.
11

By use of the properties (1.5), (1.7) and (1.12) we see that p(X, D) is an
object in H(G). Hence the functor p:CWo ->H(G) is well defined by (1.2)(2).
We now define the functor C in (1.2).
(1.14) Definition of the chain functor Con H(G). Let p = (p,,, dn) be on object in

H(G) with basis Z,, c p,. We define C(p) = (it, C*) in Chain; by the group
it = p1/d2p2 and by the free it-module

Cn = (1 Z[i],

(1)

Zn

generated by Z. Let A:p1 -it be the quotient map. We get maps

hn:Pn- C. (n> 1),

(2)

as follows. For n >_ 2 the map hn is the unique A-equivariant homomorphism
of groups with hn(e) = e for eeZn. For n = 1 the map h1 is the unique A-crossed
homomorphism with h1(g) = 0 for geG and h1(e) = e for eeZ1.
We define the boundaries an: Cn ' Cn _ 1 of the chain complex C* by those itequivariant maps which make the following diagram commute
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P4

d4

P3

d2

P2

d3

j h,

I h,

h,

!h2

C3

4

P1

C2

a

(3)

I
C1

3

2

There is, in fact, a unique a2 with h1d2 = a2h2. For a map f : p -> p' in H(G),
which induces f 1: it -> n', let
C(f ): C(P) -+ C(P)

(4)

be the unique f 1-equivariant homomorphism for which h;, f" = Cn(f )hn,
n >_ 1. This completes the definition of the functor C:H(G) -+Chain'.
II

(1.15) Proposition. The chain functor C on H(G) is well defined and there
is a canonical natural isomorphism Cp(X, D) = C*(X, D) of chain complexes
in Chains. Moreover, the functors p and C induce functors on homotopy
categories as in (1.2).

Proof. The natural isomorphism of n1(X)-modules C* = Cp(X, D) _
C*(X, D) is given by e H e, eeZ,,, n >_ 1. Equivalently, the following diagrams
are commutative (n >_ 2)
7r

n1 (X' , D)

1

h,

C1

hp*,

=

1(X, D)

Pn

h

=

n (X"

=

Cn

,

X"

1hp1
C"(X,
D)

In (1.16) below we show that the differential a2 of Cp(X) coincides with the
differential a2 of C*(X, D). Similarly, one shows that the induced maps on C1
coincide with the induced maps on C1(X, D). This shows that Cp = C* is a

natural isomorphism. One can check that p and C are compatible with
homotopies. For this consider the cylinder IDX in CW°, which is a relative

CW-complex under D. We obtain a cylinder I in H(G) by computing
I(p(X)) = p(IDX). This cylinder I induces the homotopy relation - on H(G)
defined in (1.3)(3) and (1.13). We leave the details to the reader, compare also
§3.

(1.16) Lemma. Let f be the attaching map of 2-cells in (1.9) and let a2 be the
differential of C*(X, D). Then we have ate = h1 f (e) for eeZ2.

Proof. For f(e)e<Z1>*G we have the description
f(e)=y=ao+Yj+a1+Y2+...+an-I+Yn+a",

(1)
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where aieG, yieZ1 or -yieZ1. Let ):p1 = <Z1>*G-*it1(X) be the quotient
map. We consider (1) as a path in X, let )3 be the covering path of y which ends

in *eX. This path can be computed by the rule

(x+yf =

(2)

In C1(X, D) all elements a; A,(/3) vanish since these paths lie in D. Formula (2)
corresponds to the formula for a crossed homomorphism. For xeZ1 we have
the path .z which corresponds to the generator eC1(X, D). Thus (2) shows

02(e)=h1f(e),

(3)

where h1: <Z1 > * G - C1(X, D) is the ,1-crossed homomorphism with h 1(x) =z

for xeZ1 and h1(a) = 0 for aeG. This is exactly the map h1 which we used
in (1.14)(2). More explicitly, we derive from (1) and (3) the formula
n

a2(e)= Y,

k=1

(1.17)

//

X

/3k-Yk+ak+Yk+1 +0(k+1 + ... +Yn+an,
and y = 0 if yeZ1 and y = y if - yeZ1.

with

This formula is the well known Reidemeister-Fox derivative of f (e),
compare also Brown-Huebschmann. We now describe the connection of this
formula with the difference construction V f and with the partial suspension
which are concepts available in any cofibration category, see (II.§ 12). In

particular, these concepts do not depend on the existence of a universal
covering.
We first introduce some notation on groups. For groups A and B let A*B be
the normal subgroup in A * B generated by A, this is the kernel of the projection
P2 = 0 * 1:A * B -+ B. Recall that we write the group structure additively. The
group multiplication is +, the inverse is -, the neutral element is 0. The trivial

group is 0 and O:A-*O-G is the trivial homomorphism. For a, beG the

commutator is (a, b)= -a-b+a+b= -a+a" with a"= -b+a+b.
(1.18) Lemma. For xeA*B there exist aieA and bieB such that x = ai, +
+

Proof. For xeA*B there exist aieA, /3ieB with x = /30 + a1 + /31 + +
an + /3n. Since x is trivial on B we know to + fl, + + /3n = 0. Now we set
bi = Ni +

+ /3n (i = 1, ... , n), then the proposition is satisfied.

El

We derive from (1.6) and (1.18) the isomorphisms of groups (B a well pointed

space and Z a set)
(1.19)

ir1(EZ+ v B)2 = <Z>.,,B

X

<Z x 7r1B>.
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Here 7r,(A v B)2 = kernel(0, 1)* is given by the projection P2 = (0,1):
A v B-+ B which induces P2 = 0* 1 on ir1A * ir,B. The isomorphism x carries
the generator (x,a)eZ x tr,B of the free group <Z x r,B> to the element x".
Now let f2 = f:EZZ -+ X1 be the attaching map of 2-cells in (1.1X2). We
consider X 1 = EZi v D as the mapping cone of the trivial map f,, see (1.1) (3).
Then the difference
(1.20)

Vf = -i2f +(i2+it)fe[EZZ,EZi vX1]2

is defined as in (11. 12.2). The map V f is trivial on X' and hence V f induces on

fundamental groups the homomorphism
V f:<Z2>->

<Zr>*P' = n,(EZi v X')2

(1)

We denote this homomorphism as well by V f since it is an algebraic
equivalent of the homotopy class in (1.20). The isomorphism in (1) with
p, = n,(X 1) is given by (1.19). We now show that V f in (1), restricted to
generators, is the composite map

Of:Z2

t

<Zi>*G=P1 0 <Zi>*P1

(2)

where V is the unique crossed homomorphism which satisfies V(x) = x for
xeZ, and V(a) = 0 for ac-G.
Proof of (2). Let Z1 = Zi = Z. Then i2 and (i2 + i1) in (1.20) correspond to
homomorphisms between groups (G = ir1D)

i2, i2+i1:<Z1>*G-*<Zi>*<Z>*G,

(3)

which extend the identity on G and which satisfy i2 (y) = y" and (i2 + i1)(y) =
y" + y' for yeZ1. Here y', y" are the elements in <Zi > and <Z' >, respectively,

given by yeZ1. For - yeZ, we get

(i2+i1)(Y)= -(i2+i1)(-Y)
-((-y)"+(-y),)=y,+y

_

(4)

Now let y be a word in <Z1>*G as in (1.16) (1). We write y" and y' for the
corresponding words in <Z' > * G and <Z1 > * G, respectively, and we set

x''=

-y"+x'+Y"e<Zi>*<Z">*G

for x, y e <Z 1 > * G. Suppose we have f (e) = y, e e Z 2, then the definition of Vf
(1.20) yields

in

(Vf)(e)=-(ao+y'+(x,+...+y'+

(5)

Using the elements 13k defined in (1.17) we see by (4) and (5)

(Vf)(e) =

y12 + ... + yn".

(6)
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On the other hand, the definition of V in (2) shows V(- x) = - x for - xeZ1,
hence 0 = V(- x + x) = (V(- x))x + V(x), and therefore V(x) = - (- x)x = xx
for - xeZ1. Now one can check by (6) that (Vf)(e) = V(f(e)) and the proof of
(2) is complete.

We derive from (2) that the following diagram is commutative (see (1.9))
dz

1[2(X 2, X 1)

4W

ir1X1 _ pl

0-1v

<Z1 >*Pi

h1

of
Ef

C2(X, D)

C1(X, D)

aZ

Here Ef is the homomorphism of groups with E1(x) = x .1(a) for xEZ 1, a Ep 1,

):pt -> ir1(x), see (1.5)(2). By definition of h1 and V, respectively, we
immediately get E fV = h1. The operator Ef can be described by using the
partial suspension E since the diagram
1C1(EZi V X')2 = <ZI1
(1 v i) E l

IEf

(8)

92(y2Z1 v X2)2 = C1(X,
J
D)
t

commutes. Here i is the isomorphism of ir1(x)-modules as in the proof of

(III.5.9). Moreover, E is the partial suspension in (11. 11.8) and i:X1 C: X2 is
the inclusion. One readily checks, by using (II.11.13), that (8) commutes.

Remark. From (7) and (8) we deduce that (1 v i)*(EV f) represents 82, this
proves the commutativity of diagram (111.5.9)(1) for n = 1. In similar way one
(9)
can show that (111.5.9)(2) commutes.

§ 2 The functional suspension and the Peiffer group for 2dimensional CW-complexes
We show that the classical Peiffer group of a presentation is connected with the
functional suspension defined in (11. 11.6). Let (X, D) be a CW-complex in CWo
as in (1.1). The attaching map
(2.1)

f = f2:EZ2 X1 = EZi v D

of 2-cells with X2 = C f gives us the following commutative diagram which is a
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special case of diagram (I1.11.6) for the definition of the functional suspension.
7C2(CEZ2 V X1, EZ2 V X1)

7r1(EZ2 v X1)2
I (f,1)*

I (n1,1)*

ir2X1 -_' 7r2X2 -_' iv2(X2 X1)
J

n1(X 1).

(2.2)

2

hp*'

H2(X2,

X1) = C2(X, D)

We now describe various properties of this diagram. We know, that (ire, 1)*
is surjective by the `general suspension theorem' (V.7.6). Moreover, we know
that hp* 1 is surjective and that
(2.3)

kernel (hp*1)=[P2,P2]CZ P2 =

712(X2, X1)

is the commutator subgroup of P2 denoted by [p2, p2], see (1.12) above.
We derive from (1.19) the isomorphisms
(2.5)

7r1(EZ2 v X1)2 = <Z2>*P' X <Z2 X P1 /,

where pl = 7r1X1. This shows that (f,1)* in (2.2) satisfies
(2.6)

image(f,1),, = Nf(Z2) c 711X1

where Nf(Z2) is the normal subgroup generated by the subset f(Z2), see (1.8).
We derive from Whitehead's result (1.12) the
(2.7) Proposition. The kernel of (7C f,1)*a 1 in 7r1(EZZ v X1)2 = <Z2>*P' is the

normal subgroup generated by the Peiffer elements
<xa Yfl>f

xa_yR+xa+y9-a+f(x)+a

where x,yeZ2, a, /3ep1.

Proof. Let P f be the Peiffer group; this is the normal subgroup of <Z2 >*P'
generated by the Peiffer elements. Then the homomorphism
<Z2>*P'1Pf-'Pt,

(*)
P2 =
induced by (f,1)* =f* 1 is the free crossed module associated to f: < Z2 > -f PIThis follows, since the Peiffer elements correspond exactly to the defining
equations of a crossed module and thus (*) has the universal property in (1.11).
On the other hand, 7r2(X2,X1)->7t1X1 is the free crossed module by (1.12),
hence we obtain the result in (2.7). Compare also Brown-Huebschmann.

Next we consider the composition E f = hp*'(7c f,1)*0 1 in (2.2) which is
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part of the diagram
7C1(ZZ2 V X1)2

(2.8)

=

(lvi)*EI
7C2(12Z2

<Z2>*P1

I Ef

V X1)2 = C2(X, D)
T

Here z is the isomorphism of 7c1(X)-modules in the proof of (111. 5.9). Moreover,

E is the partial suspension and i:X1 c X2 is the inclusion, compare (1.20)(8).
One readily checks that diagram (2.8) commutes (by using (II.11.13)) and that
the homomorphism E f of groups satisfies E1(x) = x 2(a) where xeZ2, aeP1,
A:P1 -it(x). Here is an element in the basis of C2(X,D), see (1.5)(2),
and Q ).(a) is given by the action of 761(x).

(2.9) Definition. For the relative CW-complex (X, D) in CWo we define the
group

f2(X,D) = j- 1(ker(d2)nker(hp* 1))

= j-1(ker(d2)n[P2,P2])
= E f(ker(f,1),, n ker(1 v i)*E),
which is a subgroup of 712(X2). Here we use the operators in (2.2) and (2.8).
Moreover, E f = j -1(7i f, l)*8 -1 is the functional suspension, compare (11.11.7).
The second equation is a consequence of (2.3) and the third equation follows
from (2.8) by the surjectivity of (7C f,1)*.
II

We point out that the third equation is well defined in any cofibration
category.

(2.10) Proposition. For D = * the group f 2(X, *) = 0 is trivial. Moreover, for
D = * the Peiffer group Pf in (2.7) satisfies Pf = ker(f,1),, nker(1 v i)*E.

Proof. This follows since for X 1 = EZi we have 7t2X1 = 0 and since hp-'
induces an isomorphism 'r2 X2 = H2X2 where 712X2 = ker(d2).

In general, the group I'2(X, D) is not trivial. We have the short exact
sequence of 7c1(X)-modules
(2.11)

0-*r2(X,D)-*f2(X,D)_jF2(X,D)- O,

where F2(X, D) = image(7r2X1->7r2X2), see (111. 11.6) and where jI'2(X, D) _
ker(d2) n [P2, P2] by definition in (2.9). The sequence (2.11) is natural for maps

in the homotopy category CWo/^ .
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(2.12) Proposition.

(A) Let Nf(Z2) = d2(p2) c nX 1 be the normal subgroup generated by the
subset f(Z2), see (2.6). The second homology of this group with integral
coefficients is

jr2(X, D) = H2(NfZ2, 7L)

(B) Let i:G = nl(D)-+n = n1(X) be induced by the inclusion D c X. Then
r2 (X, D) = H2(D; i*7 [7r])

= n2(D) XO i*Z[n].
Z[G]

(2.13) Addendum. If n2(D) = 0 then I'2(X, D)= 0. Moreover for D = * we have

{

r2(X, *) = jf 2(X, *) = 1 2(X,*) = 0.
Proof of (2.12). Formula (A) is based on the result of Ratcliffe (1980) that 8* in (2)

below is trivial. Consider the short exact sequence

--*N-*0

(1)

of groups where N = d2p2 = NfZ2. This sequence induces the exact sequence
H2P2 - * H2N -* R - Ab(P2) -* Ab(N),

(2)

where Ab = abelianization. A different proof is due to Ellis. For the addendum
we point out that for D = * the group N is free and hence H2N = 0, compare
also (2.10).
We now proof (B). For this let p, = n1X1 and let j:n1D-*p1 be induced by
D c X. Then we have the following commutative diagram, compare (III.§ 5).
n2 ( X1)

n2 (X2)

H 2( X 1 , Z[ P1 ])

H 2X( 2 , fi[n ])

Tj*

i*

H 2( D ,j*Z [P1])

(3)

H 2 (D , i*7[ 7t])

Here 2:pl -ten is the quotient map. We have
H2(D,Z[G]) ® Z[n] = H2(D, i*z[n]),

(4)

Z[G]

by a Kiinneth-formula. Here 142(D, 7L [G]) = n2D by the Hurewiczisomorphism which is also used in (3). Moreover, (4) shows that (2, )* in (3) is
surjective. By the exact sequences of pairs we see that j* in (3) is surjective and
that i* in (3) is injective.
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§ 3 The homotopy category of 2-dimensional CW-complexes
under D
We consider the full subcategory (CW° )2 of CWo consisting of 2-dimensional
relative CW-complexes (X, D) with D = X° c X1 =X2 = X, see (1.1). We have

the functor
p:(CWo)2/^ -,H(G)2/

(3.1)

where H(G)2 is the full subcategory of H(G) consisting of free crossed modules,

G = rc1(D). We show that p in (3.1) is a detecting functor, see (IV.1.5), and

that p is actually a nice example for the linear extension of categories
TWIST(X) described in (V.3.12). Each object (X2, D) in (CWo)2 is the
mapping cone in the cofibration category Top' of an attaching map

(f, i2):EZ2 v D EZi v D

(3.2)

see (1.1)(4). Let X be the class of all such attaching maps (f, i2)
where Z1 and Z2 are discrete sets. By (V.3.12) we have the linear extension of
categories for TWIST(3r) in the top row of the diagram

in

r/I
(3.3)

+

TWIST (3)

=If

-1j

H2 2/I

+(CWo)2/

Twist (X)/

-IP
.

n

H(G)2/

Here j is the inclusion functor which is an equivalence of categories since
(7rf,1)* in (2.2) is surjective, in fact, this shows that each map in CWo is actually
a twisted map by (V.7.8).

(3.4) Theorem. There is a commutative diagram as in (3.3) where p is an
equivalence of categories and where T is an isomorphism of natural systems. The

natural system H2I'2 is given by
H2r2(f) = H2(X, D, (P*T 2(Y, D)).

Here f:X -> Y is a map in (CWa)2/_ which induces (p = f*:miX n1Y. The
isotropy group I in f is the kernel of the map
H2(X,D;(P*T2(Y,D))

H2(X,D;(P*12Y),

induced by the inclusion T'2(Y, D) c 7r2 Y, see (2.11).

In (6.2) below we describe the generalization of this theorem for the category

CWo/
(3.5) Corollary. Let ir2(D) = 0. Then

p:(CWo)2/,
is an equivalence of categories.

H(G)2/
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This is a consequence of (3.4) since 7t2(D) = 0 implies F2(Y, D) ± 0 and
therefore I'/I = 0 in (3.3). For D = * the corollary is due to J.H.C. Whitehead
(1949) who used different methods. The corollary shows that for n2 (D) = 0 the
homotopy theory of 2-dimensional CW-complexes under D, including the
homotopy classification of mappings, is equivalent to the purely algebraic
homotopy theory of free crossed modules under the group G = ir1D.
For the proof of (3.4) we first give an algebraic characterization of the
category TwistO. By definition in (V.3.8) a morphism ri): (f, i2) -+ (9,'2) in

Twist(3r) can be identified with the following commutative diagram in

IV' v D
(0,1)

1Zz

(3.6)

EZz v (YV; v D).

EZi vD

ep

IV+vD

01 '2)

Here Z. and V (n = 1, 2) are the discrete sets of cells. This diagram can be
identified with the corresponding diagram in the category of groups obtained
by applying the functor 7C1:
<V2>*(<rl)*o)

<Z2>

f

g*1

z
P2
d9

I1*i2

(3.7)

<Vl>*G

<Z1>*G
P

7r1Cf

2

G

w

i2

P

R1C9=cokernel (g*1)

Here dg:p2 -> < V1 > * G is the free crossed module associated to g, see (2.7)(*).
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(3.8) Remark. Clearly each pair q) with (g * 1) = (q * i2) f induces a homomorphism 9 on fundamental groups such that diagram (3.7) commutes. If
F:C f -* Ca is a map under D associated to q) then (p = it1(F). On the other
hand, diagram (3.7) shows that for each homomorphism cp under G there is q and

such that diagram (3.7) commutes. This is clear by exactness of the right
column in (3.7); first choose q as a lift of 9-p, then choose as a lift of
(q * i2) f. Therefore each homomorphism cp under G is realisable by a map
F: C f --* Cg under D.

We have the functor
p:Twist(s) -> H(G)2,

(3.9)

which carries the object g to the free crossed module dg: p92 -* P 1 in diagram
in (3.6) to the map (F2,F1) where
(3.7) and which carries the morphism
F1 = q*i2 and where F2 is given by F = ir9 in (3.7) as in (1.11). It is easy to
check that p is a well-defined functor.

(3.10) Proposition. We have a natural equivalence relation - on Twist(s) by
q) - q').(i9 =
and q = q'). Moreover p above induces the
setting
isomorphism of categories

p:Twist(s)/- = H(G)2.
(3.11) Proof of (3.4). It is clear that for p in (3.9) we have a natural isomorphism

p2 = pj in (3.3). We now show that p in (3.3) is an equivalence of homotopy
categories. For this we use the general result in (V.5.7) which implies that
(l;, q) ^ (', q') in Twist(s) if and only if there is
0C:<ZI>_< V2 y(IV,

such that (1) and (2) are satisfied
'I + (g, ').cc

0 = 7r9(' - + (Vf)*(- a, i2q'))
Let (F2, Fl) = p( , q) and (Fz, Fi)

(2)

and let

A:<Z1>*G-+Pi

(3)

be the F1-crossed homomorphism with A(z) = nga(z) for zeZ1 and A(G) = 0.
Then (1) is equivalent to

- F1 + Fi = d9A.

(4)

-F2+F'2=Adf.

(5)

Moreover (2) is equivalent to
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We see this as follows. First we observe that (5) is equivalent to

-F'2+F2=Bdf,

(6)

A(z)
where B: <Z t > *G .-+ p2 is the F1-crossed homomorphism with B(z)
for zEZ1, and with B(G) = 0. On the other hand, by definition of V f in (11.13.7)

we see that (2) is equivalent to

-i2F'1f+( - ')+i2F'1f=(Vf)*(-a,i217')

(7)

module Pg = kernel it9. Here the left-hand side corresponds to
(F2 - F'2)Fidf _ (F2

-

F' 2)d9F2

_ -F'+(F2-F'2)+F'2= -F'2+F2,

see (11.7.14).

The right-hand side of (7) corresponds to Bdf. Therefore (7) is equivalent
to (6).

The proof shows that the technical result (V.5.7) is consistent with the
definition of homotopies in (1.3). We leave it to the reader to give a more direct

proof of (3.4). The proposition on the isotropy group in (3.4) follows from
(11.13.10) and (1.20)(9), see also (5.16) below.

§ 4 The tower of categories for the homotopy category of
crossed chain complexes
In this section we study the chain functor
(4.1)

C: H(G)/ _- - ChainP/

defined in (1.14). We show that C can be nicely described by a tower of
categories. All results in this section are purely algebraic.
The definition of C shows that a morphism f : p -+ p' in H(G) is determined in
degree >_ 3 by the induced chain map C f :Cp --> Cp' in Chain,. If = C f is fixed

we have only a restricted choice of defining f1:pt-'pi and f2:p2-fp'' such
that Cf = . We now study the possible choices of f and f2 respectively. This
1

leads to the definition of the following categories H2(G) and H1(G). We call the

objects of H2(G) and H1(G) homotopy systems of order 2 and homotopy
systems of order 1 respectively.
(4.2) Definition. Objects in H2(G) are pairs (C, p) where p = (d2:P2 -4 pt) is a

free crossed module under G in H(G)2 and where C is a chain complex in
Chains of free p1-modules, pt = ir(p) = p1/d2 p2, which coincides with C(p) in
degree < 2. Moreover, the object (C, p) satisfies the following cocycle condition.
For (C, p) there exists a homomorphism d3:C3 ->kernel(d2) of p1-modules
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such that the diagram
d

d2

C3 3 ' P2 - ' Pi

commutes.
A morphism
?I): (C, P) - (C', P')

is a pair with

:pl = <B>*G-p'l = <B'>*G,
$

Here ri is homomorphism of groups under G which induces (p: p, - pi and is
a (p-equivariant chain map such that the following conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied:

The diagram

(1)

commutes.
There is an rl-equivariant homomorphism
Pt

Id,
-

- P'2

(2)

z

hZ

C2

such that the diagram

Pi

d27
P2 -

2

h,
z

C'2
``

commutes.

We have a homotopy relation

on H2(G) as follows: maps

(', q'): (C, p) -+ (C', p') in H2(G) are homotopic if there exist maps
n_>_2,
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such that (3, 4, 5,6) are satisfied:
d(x) = 0

for xeG, and

(3)

(*+ y) _ ((ix)"'' + (dy) for x, yep l

- ri + q'= d2d

Condition (4) implies that n and

ri'

(4)

induce the same homomorphism

(P:Pt - Pi -

a is a pp-equivariant homomorphism

-+

forn_2

(5)
(6)

In (6) the cp-equivariant map ct is determined by d via
h2d = a1h1.

(7)

We call (a, &):(, ry) ^ (', ii') a homotopy in H2(G). In (VII.1.7) below we will see

that H2(G) corresponds to the category TWIST2'(3r) which is defined in any
cofibration category.
11

(4.3) Notation. Let M be a set on which it acts from the right. Then the n-modul
71 [M] is the free abelian group generated by element [m], meM. The action of

it is given by [m] - a = [ma] for a e it. This generalizes the notation on group
rings in (III.§ 5). A cp-equivariant map f :M -> M' with cp:7t - 7r' induces the cpequivariant homomorphism f o :77 [M] -* 7L [M'] with f f [m] = [fm].

(4.4) Definition. Let H1(G) be the following category. Objects are tuple
X = Or, C, a, i) _ (ix, Cx, ax, ix)

(1)

with the following properties (a), (b) and (c).

(a) it is a group and i:G -* it is a homomorphism.
(b) (it, C) is a chain complex in Chains of free it-modules with C = 0 for
n<_0.
8: H 1 C -+ Z [iG\7t] = Ho(G, i*7Z [n])

(c)

is a homomorphism of right 7t-modules; here iG\7t denotes the set of left
cosets (iG) + x, xeit.
A morphism f :X - Yin H1(G) is a (p-equivariant chain map in Chain,
which preserves the structure, that is:
is a
9 c-Hom (7tx, itr)c

(d) cp:7tx -* 1ty

homomorphism under

G;

cpix = iY. We write
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(e) The following diagram commutes.
HiC,

f.

H1CY
10,

0X1

7L[iG\7rx] (P# ,) 7L[iG\ir]
Here cp# is defined as in (4.3). By (d) we see that W induces a map of left cosets.
We say that maps in H 1(G) are homotopic if they are homotopic in Chain,, see
(III.§ 5).

II

There are canonical functors as in the commutative diagram
C:H(G)

H(G)/ -

'

H2(G)

I H2(G)/

A

H1(G) -> Chain.

' HI(G)/

i

> -+ Chains/ -

Here i is the inclusion functor and the vertical arrows are the quotient
functors. The functor A on H(G) carries the homotopy system p in H(G) to
the object
2(p) = (Cp, p2) in H2(G),

(1)

where p2 is the 2-skeleton of p obtained by forgetting p", n >_ 3. We point out

that 2(p) does not determine p completely since there might be a
freedom of choice for d3:p3 -' P2 For the trivial group G = 0, however, 2(p)
determines p.
Next we define the functor A on H2(G) which carries the object (C, p) in
H2(G) to the object
2(C, p) = (ir(P), C, 8, i)

in H1(G).

(2)

Here n(p) = p1/d2p2 is determined by the free crossed module p under G with

p = {d2:p2-'P1 = <Z1>*G}.

The map i is the composition

i:G-><Z,>*G=P1
where q is the quotient map.

ir(P)=n
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The boundary 0 is defined by
8:C1 = C(p)1 = E7L[it] -.7L[iG\it]

8(z) =1- [iG + q(z)]

(3)

where (iG + q(z))EiG\ir is the coset of q(z) for zeZ1. Clearly, 1 = [iG + 0].
In (IV. §4) we defined exact sequences for a functor . which form towers of
categories, see (IV.4.15).

(4.6) Theorem. There is a tower of categories

The functor 0 in (4.6) is the forgetful functor which carries (it, C) to it; Gr
denotes the category of groups.
We now define the natural systems of groups used in (4.6), compare the
notation in (IV.3.1). For a homomorphism is G --> 7t between groups we have
the right 7L [it]-module

rt(i) = H1(G, i*7[7r])

(1)

This is the homology of the group G with coefficients in the left G-module
i*7L[7C] determined by i. Clearly, r1 is covariant functor on homomorphisms
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= H"(Cx, qp*f 1(ir))
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by
(2)

Here X and Y are objects in H1(G) and cp:itx-+lty is a homomorphism of
groups. There are obvious induced maps for (2).
Next we define the natural system H" R2 on H2(G)/ . First we have the
functor
JI'2:H2(G)/ ^ -+ Mod^ (see (111.5. 1))

jr2(C, ) =
kernel (h2) n kernel (d2)

(3)

_ [p2, p2] n kernel (d2),

where p is a free crossed module under G with d2: p2 -> pl. This group
corresponds to j F2 (X, D) in (2.11). We obtain the induced map for f : p --> p'

obviously by the restriction f :d2p2 -*d2p2. One can check there jr2 is a
well-defined functor on the homotopy category in (3). We now define the
natural system Hjf'2 by
(H"jr2)(X, (P, Y) = H"(X, (p*jr_'2(Y))

= H"(C, (p*jt'2(Y))

(4)

Here X = (C, p) and Yare objects in H2(G). By (3) there are obvious induced
maps for the natural system (4).
In addition to (4.6) we prove:
(4.7) Addendum. There are exact sequences

Z2jF2 -+H(G)--'--+H2(G) °'H3jF2
H2(G) _, H1(G)

0

)H2j f 1

where the obstructions are the same as in (4.6) and where Z2jf 2 denotes
the cocycles for (4) above.
One readily sees that the inclusion functor i in (4.6) satisfies the sufficiency
condition, compare (IV.1.3)(a). Therefore we deduce from (4.6) and (IV.4.11)

(4.8) Corollary. The functor C:H(G)/a -

satisfies the sufficiency

condition.

Moreover, we derive from (4.6) the following special result for the trivial
group G = 0.
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(4.9) Corollary. The functor 2:H(0)/
gories. Moreover,
is full.

= H2(0)/ is an isomorphism of cate->H1(0)/ ^_, is full and faithful and 22:H(0)-*Hl(0)

Proof This is clear since for the trivial group G = 0 we have T F, 0 and
r2 = 0, see (2.13), and therefore the natural system in (4.6) are trivial.
Remark. Corollary (4.9) is proved by J.H.C. Whitehead (1949)'. Theorem (4.6)

is the generalization of Whitehead's result for non trivial G. A different
generalization recently was obtained by Brown-Higgins (1984).
In the rest of this section we prove (4.6).
(4.10) Proof of (4.6). We first define the action H1I'1 + and we prove exactness
of the sequence

H1rt + ->H2(G)/^' ->H1(G)/'.

(A)

Let

rl): X = (C, p) - Y = (C', p') be a map in H2(G) and let

)=C-C'

(1)

be the corresponding map in H1(G). For the bases Z2 in p2 and for the
basis Z1 in p; we get as in (1.9) the function

g:Z2cp2-p'1=<Z1>*G.

(2)

Let D = K(G, 1) be the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of G and let

g:Y)(Z')+ -E(Z1)+ v D = Y1
be a map corresponding to (2). Then we have a complex in CWo by
Y = C9, D = Y1 c Y2 = Y.

(3)

(4)

For the universal covering Y of Y and for D = p-1D c Y we get
H1(D) = T'1(iy)

see (4.6)(1).

(5)

This follows from f) =,b x olcl(Y) where b is the universal covering of D;
consider the cell structure of D.
We derive from (5)

(4.11) Lemma. For i:G-+7c = n1(Y) we have f1(i) = Z[iG\7c] Qx Ab(ker(i)).
Here Ab is the abelianization. In particular we have I'1(i) = 0 if i is injective.
Indeed, the path components of 15 correspond to the cosets iG\n and all
path components are homotopy equivalent. By computing n1D = ker (i) we
get (4.11).

For C' = C(p') there is the commutative diagram
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n,Y1

n2(Y,Y1)

d2

ker d2

c

Pi

to

P2

i

h2

H2(Y D)

=

H,(Y)

=0

ker 0

C

C,

C'2

(5)'

Here the left-hand column and the top row are exact sequences. We know
that h2 is surjective, the map h2, however, in general is not surjective since
the cokernel of h2 is H1(D) = F1(ir).
Now assume that an element
{/3}e1 1(C,(p*I'1(p')), with }

(6 )

fl:C1->r1(P)
is given. We choose /3, fi such that the following diagram commutes (here
satisfies (4.2)(3) and therefore it is enough to choose /3 on generators):

P20 Pi
d2

_V

h,

h2

0
d2

P2

ker a

P1

c

a

C'2

Ci.

'jr

(7)

I
C2

C,

r1(P'),

as=0
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We now define the action (H1r1) + by
r1)} + {/3} = {(g + #8,11 + d2l)}.

Here {( , j)} denotes the homotopy class of
We define the chain map + /38 in (8) by
/38)n =

(8)

j) in (1) in H2(G)/

n
for n=2.

b2 + /38

(9)

It is clear by (7) that

+ $ 3 is a chain map since 8/33 = 0. Next we check
that the action (8) is well defined. The pair ( + 138, j + d2#) is a morphism
in H2(G) since we have
h1(ii +d2/3)=h111 +h1d2/3

= h1 + 7h2f3 = h1r1.

(10)

Moreover, let 2 be a choice for (x,11) as in (4.2)(2). Then 2 + ld2 is a choice
for ( + /38, 11 + d2g) since we have
h2(2 + 13d2) = h22 + h21'd2

=b2h2+/38h2
= (S2 + /i8)h2,

and since we have
d2(S 2 + A) = d22 + d213d2 = rjd2 + d2Qd2 = (n + d 2Q)d 2

Next we see that a homotopy (a, a): (x,11)
homotopy

(12)

(x',11') in H2(G) yields the

'+/3,11'+d213).

(13)

Here we set ao = /3 + a + /3, clearly ao induces a1 since h2a = h2a0.
Finally, let /30,ToTo be a different choice in (7). Then we get the homotopy
(a, a):( + Q,11 + d2Q) ^- ( + Qo, 11 + d213o),

where we set an = 0 for n >_ 2 and we set a

(14)

f 0. Then a yields a1 by

h2a = a1h1.
The results in (10) . . . (14) show that the action (8) is welldefined. Moreover,

the action in (8) has linear distributivity law since 8/3 = 0.
We now prove that the sequence in (A) is actually exact. Assume we have
a homotopy in Chain,
2(',11'),
an : Cn -+ Cn + 1,

(15)

This also implies that 1 and r1' induce the same homomorphism (p: it -* 7C'.
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Therefore we can choose b
b: p, -*p'2, withl

-q+tl'=deb.

(16)

)j

Here b satisfies (4.2)(3) and therefore it is enough to choose b on a basis of
p,. For b there is a unique b,
b,: C, -+ C'2, with
h2b = b,h,, - t +i

= ab,.

aa, = ab,, and

(18)

Q=b, -a,, as=0.
For

we choose /3 as in (7) with
h2/3 = #h,.

(19)

Now we obtain a homotopy in H2(G)
(a, c):( + /3a, q + d2/3)

(', n')

(20)

Here we seta = -/3+ b and
forn 1,
a _ ILa,-b,+a, forn=l.
We have to check that (20) is actually a homotopy, see (4.2). We obtain
(4. 2)(4) by

-(rl +d2R)+rf' _
d2/3 + deb,

see (16)

=d2(-/3+b)
(21)

= d2a.

Here & induces a, since

h2a=h2(-/3+b)
/3h, + b,h1,

see (19), (17).

=(-fl+b,)hl
= a,h,, see (18).

(22)

Moreover, we have

- l+ i =da,
= d(a, - b, +a,),
= dal.

see (18)

(23)
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Next we have in degree 2KK//
Y'
-(b2+fl )+b2=-as+(-b2+s2)
=-(bt-at)a+da2+ald
=(at-bl+al)d+da2
zz

(a=d)

= ald + da2.

(24)

This completes the proof that (a, a) in (20) is a well defined homotopy in
H2(G); therefore (A) is proved.

Next we define the obstruction and we prove exactness of

)Ht(G),HZI1.

HAG)

(B)

Let X = (C, p) be an object in H2(G). Then there exists a lifting d3 in the
following diagram since X is in the full image of A:
d2

P2

da %
C3

PI

h,

T I h2

C2

Cl

q
-----+
It

e

(25)

ho.

7QiG\ir]

Here a denotes the boundary of the chain complex C and q is the quotient
map. We define ho by
(26)
ho(x) =1 - [(iG) + x].
This shows that hoq = aht, see (4.5)(3). In fact, (hoq)(z) = (ahl)(z) for zeZI and

(hoq)(x + y) = 1 - [iG + qx + qy]

=(1-[iG+gx])[gy]+(1-[iG+qy])
= (hoq)(x)-[gy] + (hoq)(y)

Thus hoq satisfies the same formula as a ht, see (1.14)(2). We point out that
we have the commutative diagram

(27)

11

HI(X)

- H1(X,D) >

H0(D)
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where the bottom row is exact. Here X is a 2-realization of p. Since X is
simply connected we see H1(X) = 0 and therefore 3 is injective.
Now let Y = (C', p') be a further object in H2(G) and let
(28)

(P, ):A,X --SAY

be a map in H1(G). Then there is a homomorphism f such that the following
diagram of unbroken arrows commutes:
Z[iG\rz]

(P*

- 7L[iG\7r ]

ho
a

1

it

C1

C2

C3

(29)

We find f as follows. We first choose fo:P1-Pi with qfo = cpq. Then fo
induces a unique map fo:C1-- C1 with hlfo =foh1 and 8 fo = cp#8. Since by
assumption on c also ab t = (p#8 we see

0(-fo+1)=0.

(30)

Since i in (27) is injective there exists a: C1-> C'2 with as = - fo + t. Since
h2 is surjective there exists

a:Pl *p2, aIG=O,

(31)

with hex = ahl. Here we only choose a on generators Z1 of pt = <Z1 > * G.
Now we set
f =fo + d206.

(32)
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Then we have q f = q fo = cpq and
hlf = h1(fo + d2a)

= hlfo + h1d2a

=foh1 + ah2a

_ (fo + aa)h1 = 1h1.
This shows that for f in (32) diagram (29) commutes.
Next we can choose 9:P2 -> p2 such that (g, f ): p p' is a morphism between
free crossed modules. The map g induces g: C2 -> C with
h29 = gh2,

(33)

09 = la =

Therefore a ( - 2 + g) = 0. We now define the obstruction for the map ((p,
in (28) by the composition

-1(i,)

ker a

0(cp, c): C2

)

n

(34)

C'2

Here y is the projection in diagram (5)' above. Now .fl((p, g) is a cocycle. In
fact, we have
and
Y 2a = Y

=

3 = yh2d33
0,

see (5)'.

(35)

On the other hand, we have
aga = agh2d3 = ah29d3
= hld29d3 = h1fd2d3 = 0,
yga = ygh2d3 = yh29d3

= yh2gd3 = 0,

see (5)'.

(36)

By (35) and (36) we see that i % p , )a = - Y 2a + yga = 0.
Now let
V ((p, ) = {f((p, )} EH2(C, f, (i,))

(37)

be the cohomology class represented by the cocycle (34). We check that this
class does not depend on the choice of (f , g) used for the definition in (34).
In fact, let f' be a different choice such that (29) commutes and let g' be a
lift

of f'. Then we have a:p 1-> p'2 with -f +f' = d2a and h1d2a = 0.

Moreover,

d2(- ad2 -g + g') = - d2ad2 -fd2 +f'd2 = (- d2a - f +f')d2 = 0.

(38)
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Thus we get

/3= -ad2-g+g':p2-kerd2 c p'2.
Moreover, we have

-9+g'
_ -g+(g+ad2+/3)=aa2+/3,
where y/3 = 0. Therefore the cohomology class (37) is well defined by (ip,
Moreover, we check that (37) depends only on the homotopy class of (gyp,
a homotopy, C -> C'+ t .
in Chain^/ --. Let

).
)

t + i = 3a1,
For a = a1 we choose a:pi -- p2 as in (31). Then we obtain

f'=f +d2a, g'=g+ad2
as a choice for ((p, g'). Clearly, - (- b 2 + g) + (- 2 + g') = - (- b 2 + 2) +
ata2 = 8a2 = h2d3a2i where yh2 = 0, see (5)'. Therefore i7(gp,
((p, c').
It remains to prove exactness of the sequence in (B). Let (cp, ) be given as
(28) and suppose t (4p, ) = 0. We construct a map
.

(g, ij):X -> Y

in H2(G),

(39)

where n: p1 -+ pi, see (4.2). We choose (f, g) as in (34). Then Z(cp, ) = 0 implies

that there is a map /3 such that
Cl

C2

-9+52
C'2

U
ker 02

b- 10
y

commutes. For /3 we choose /3 and /3 as in (7) and we set
(40)

11=f+d2/3.
We check (4.2)(1) by

htq = ht f + h1d2/3

= ihi + a2h2/3
= 1h1 + 8/3h1 = S1h1,

see (7).
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Moreover we find

b2

in (4.2)(2) as follows: By (39) and (7) we have

Therefore there is a lift 5:p2 -* ker (d2) c p'2 with h2 6 = (- #a - g + 2)h2.
We set

2=g+1'd2+5.
Then we clearly get d22 = d2(g + 13d2) = ld2 and
h2

S2h2

This completes the proof of the exactness in (B).

Next we obtain the exact sequence
(C)

Z2jr2

H(G)

H3jf2

H2(G)

as follows: Here Z2jI'2 denotes the group of all cocycles

a:C2-*jf2,

a8=0.

For f : p -* p' in H(G) we obtain (f + #p --* p' by
for n = 2,
for n 0 2.

(41)

C( q)= -d3S3+S2d3:C3-p2

(42)

(f + a)
For

f2 + ah2,

f

,

rl): A p -> 2p' in H2(G) let

Here 2 is chosen as in (4.2)(2). We have
084 = 0 and
over fI2 c p'2. Therefore the cohomology class
n)} EH3(C, (P*jf 2)

rl) factors
(43)

is defined. This class does not depend on the choice of 2 in (42). Now it is
easy to see that the sequence (C) is exact. Moreover, the exact sequence in (C)
induces the corresponding exact sequence for homotopy categories
in (4.6).

§ 5 Homotopy systems of order n, n > 3
In this section we describe the category H of homotopy systems of order
n and we show that H and Hn+, are connected by an exact sequence. This
gives us the tower of categories which approximates the homotopy category
of CW-complexes. In the next section we discuss in detail the properties of
this tower.
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A complex (X, D) in CWo has attaching maps, (1.1)(2),
(5.1)

fn+1:Y-"Z

The homotopy class of f"+ 1, n
(5.2)

X"

with

2, is given by the homomorphism

f =fn+1:Cn+1(X,D)= 0+ Z[ir] -*irn(X")
Z.+1

of Z[n]-modules, it = i1X, where f(e)E7zn(Xn) is the attaching map of the

cell eEZn+1. The homomorphism in (5.2) can also be described by the
following commutative diagram
Hn+1(Xn+1 'rn)

Cn+1(X,D) =

- Ih
(5.3)

7En+1(Xn+1 Xn)

fn+1

P*

<-- 7Cn+1(Xn+1 Xn)

7Gn(Xn)

(5.4) Remark. The homomorphism fn+ 1 EHom1[nj(Cn+ 1(X, D), nnX") is a
cochain in C*(X, D). In fact, fn+ 1 is a cocycle, that is, fn+ 1 ° d,,+2 =0 as follows
from 88 = 0, compare (111. 5.6). Hence the cocycle condition forf,,1 is satisfied

if fn+ 1 is the attaching map of a CW-complex (X, D).

Now let (Y, D) be a further complex in CWo with attaching maps gn+1
By naturality of the Hurewicz map h, of p* and of 8 in (5.3) we see that a
cellular map F: X -+ Y induces the commutative diagram
Cn+1(Y,D)
(5.5)

fn+

nnX"

19n+1

11*

-

n

Y"

Here ,,+ 1 = F* and Yf : X" --1, Y" is the restriction of F. For cp = 1C 1 F:7C 1 X -+7r 1 Y
the maps and q* are cp-equivariant. We say that (fin+ 1, n) is associated to
the restriction F:(Xn+1,X")->(Yn+1 Y") of F.
We deduce from the attaching map fn+1 the boundary do+1 in C*(X,D)
by the composition
' 1CnX n = 7r"Xn

n+ l (X, D)
do+1 = 7(fn+1)

Hn trn

n
D)

=

Hnn,
(g gn-1)
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This is true for n >_ 2. For n = 1 we have the more complicated formula in
(1.20)(7). We now introduce the category of homotopy systems of order n + 1.
(5.7) Definition. Let n >_ 2. A homotopy system of order (n + 1) is a triple
(C, f"+ 1, X") where X" = (X", D) is an n-dimensional complex in CW ° and
where (m1X", C) is a free chain complex in Chain^ which coincides with
C*(X", D) in degree < n. Moreover, fn+ 1: C"+ 1 ' in(X") is a homomorphism
of ir1(X")-modules with

do+1 = 0(f"+1)

(1)

Here dn+ 1 is the boundary in C and 8(f"+ 1) is the composition as in (5.6).
A morphism between homotopy systems of order (n + 1) is a pair
n) which
we write
(S, 11) : (C,fn + 1,

X") -+ (C', 9n + 1, Y").

Here q:X"->Y" is a map in CW°/-, see (1.1), and :C-+C' is a zc
equivariant homomorphism in Chain^ which coincides with C,kq in degree
and for which the following diagram commutes:
Cn+1

n

Cn+1

(2)

19n+1

I f.+ I
7CnX"

7rn Y"
'1*

Let Hn+ 1 be the category of homotopy systems of order (n + 1) and of such
homomorphisms. Composition is defined by
i) =
rlrl-). Moreover,
let W,,+1 be the full subcategory of Hn+1 consisting of objects (C,fn+1, X")
which satisfy the cocycle condition f"+1dn+2 = 0
II

We have obvious functors (n > 3)
H(G)

CWo/^o

-'

r

H.
1

'Hn

H2=H2(G)

where H(G) is the category of crossed chain complexes under G = ir1(D) in § 1.

Here we set
rn+I(X)=(C,k(X,D),fn+1, Xn)

(1)

with fn+1 as in (5.3). The functor rn+1 carries the cellular map F to the
homomorphism (C*F, rl) where n: X"-> Y" is the restriction of F. By (5.5)
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and (5.6) we see that the functor rn+1 is well defined. We define A. by
X"-I

A(C,J n 111 X n) = (C,fn,

(2)

where f" is the attaching map of n-cells in X".
Lemma. The full image of). in (5.8) is the category Hn consisting of objects
which satisfy the cocycle condition.

(3)

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
--------

Cn+1

f-+I

----*

n,,X"

Since kernel (0) =image (j) a lifting fn+1 of do+1 exists iff f"d"+1 =
Moreover we define p in (5.8) by
P(C,fn,Xn-1)=P,

where p coincides with p(X", D) in degree

0.

(4)

n, see § 1, (here X" is a mapping

cone of fn) and where p coincides with C in degree >_ n. Clearly we have
prn = P
Next we consider the action E + which we need for the definition of the
homotopy relation on the category H. An n-dimensional complex (X", D)
in CW° is the mapping cone X" = Cf where f = fn is the attaching map (5.1).
The cooperation µ: C f -+ C f v E"Z in (11.8.7) gives us the group action
(5.9)

[X", y]D x E(X", Y)

[X",

Y]D.

Here [X", y]D denotes the set of homotopy classes in
use the group

In (5.9) we

E(X", y) = [E"Z , y]
= HomQ(Cn(X, D), : Y )

= HomZ[R,(Cf(X, D), (P*7rnY),

(1)

where (p: 71 = it1X"-*it1Y is a homomorphism. Let [X", Y]D be the subset of all elements is [X", Y]D which induce cp on fundamental groups.
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If this subset

is

not empty the coboundaries in E(X", Y) given by

Homll"I(C*(X,D), (p*7tnY) are elements in the isotropy group of the action
(5.9). Therefore we obtain the action
[X", Y]° x H"(X", D; (p*7rnY) -+ [X", Y]°

(2)

However, only for n = 2 this is a transitive and effective action. For n > 2
the isotropy group in une[X", Y]w, given by
eH"(X",D, (p*TCnY):Un + = Un},

I(Un)

(3)

can be computed by the spectral sequence (111.4.18). This shows that I(un)
is the image of all differentials d2, ... , do pictured by the following diagram
of the E2-term

T

t-s=q - ------------------------ EZq+s
1---

_

_

2

1

E2r

=

n

Hs(Xn, D, (p*7rrY).

s

(4)

Here we use (111.5.9) and (111.4.12). We use the action (5.9) for the following
definition of the homotopy relation, -- , on the category Hn+1.

(5.10) Definition. Let n > 2 and let

j),

I'): (C, fn+ 1, X") - (C', gn+ 1, Y") be

maps in Hn+1. We set
(',ll') if ir1rj =ir1i'_(p and if there exist (pequivariant homomorphisms a;+ 1: C, - C,+ 1(j n), such that

(a) {ill +gn+lan+1 = {rl'} in [X", Yn]D, and
(b) k - k - akdk + A Ok+ 1, k > n + 1.
The action + in (a) is defined in (5.9). {ll} denotes the homotopy class of tj in
[X", Y"]D. We write
n) ^' (x',11').
II

One can check that this homotopy relation is a natural equivalence relation
on the category Hn+ 1 so that the homotopy category Hn+ 1/ ^ is defined.
With the notation on exact sequences for functors in (IV.§ 4) we describe the
following crucial result.
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(5.11) Theorem. For n >_ 2 there is a commutative diagram of exact sequences
Z"Fn

+

Hct

Hn+1

_ ) Hn+1lT

IP

11

I=

IP

I

Hn+Ifn

H"F

where we set I = F for n > 3. For n = 2 the category He = H2 (G) with
G = n1(D) is the category of homotopy systems of order 2 defined in (4.2). The
functor A is defined in (5.8) and p is the quotient functor.
There is also an exact sequence for
see (VII.1.20). We now

define the natural systems of abelian groups used in this theorem. We have
the forgetful functor.
Coef = Gr,

(1)

which carries the object X = (C,
Xn-1) to the fundamental group it = ir1X
given by the chain complex (it, C) in Chain.

Using the notation in (IV.3.1) (*) we define for objects X, Y in H and
for a homomorphism (p: ir 1 X -> it 1 Y the natural system HPI on H,,/ -- by
HPrn(X, (p, Y) = HP(X, D; w*rn(Y, D))
= HP(C, (p*rn(Y, D))

(2)

Here we use for n >_ 2
rn(Y, D) = rn(gn) = image (7G Y"

-1-+

7tn y"),

(3)

where Y = (C', gn, Y"-') and Y" = C9, We observe that (3) depends only on
the homotopy class,
of the attaching map of n-cells in Y". There are
obvious induced maps for the groups in (2). For n = 2 we can replace F'2 in
(2) by f'2 where we set
f'2(Y, D) = I'2(Y2, D),

see (2.9).

(4)

Here Y2 = C f is a 2-realization of the object Y = (C, p) in H2(G) given by
the attaching map f:Z2 c P2 -+ P1 = <Z1 > *iti(D) of 2-cells. Again we have
obvious induced maps for the natural system HPf'2 on
Finally, we
obtain the natural system ZPF,, and Z T2 by taking the groups of cocycles for
the groups HPI' and HPf'2 respectively.

Proof of (5.11). Theorem (5.11) is a special case of a result which is
available in each cofibration category. This general result is proved in
the next Chapter VII, see (VII.2.16). The categories H in theorem (5.11)
are special cases of the categories
defined in the next chapter.

(5)
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It is an easy and illustrating exercise to specialize all arguments in the
proof of (VII.2.8) for the case of complexes in CWo. This, indeed, yields a
direct proof of (5.11).
El

With respect to the categories in §4 there is the following additional result:
result:

(5.12) Theorem. We have a commutative diagram with exact rows
H2F2

H3/ c --P, H(G)/

1i"

H3 T2

H2jf 2

Ii.

1A

11

H2f2 + H3/' -,H2(G)/^-'
2

+ ) H(G)/ 2,

1

H3f2.

' H3jf 2

H2(G)/

Here the bottom row is the exact sequence in (4.6) and the row in the
middle is obtained by (5.11) with n = 2. The operators i* and j, are induced
by the exact sequence (2.11).

(5.13) Corollary. Let D be given such that n2(D) = 0. Then we have for
G = it1(D) the equivalence of categories p: H3/ ± -*H(G)/^
Proof. Since zr2(D) = 0 we know T 2(Y, D) = 0, see (2.13), and hence H'T 2 = 0.
Therefore p is full and faithful, see (IV.4.12). Moreover, each object p in H(G)

yields an object (C, f3, X2) in H3 by choosing a 2-realization X2 of p as in
(5.11)(4). Then f3 is determined by d3 since we have the commutative diagram

F2(X, D) - it2X 2 - 12(X2
f3

11

0

C3

X t)

_ p,

d3
=

where the top row is exact.
The next definition is a modification of the classical primary obstruction
for the extension of mappings, see for example 4.2.9 in Baues (1977).
(5.14) Definition of the obstruction. Let X = (C, fn 1i X") and Y = (C', gn+

be objects in

n > 2, and let
n):,.X-*, Y,

(irln = (A

Yn)
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be a map in H. Then there is a map F: X" -* Yn associated to (fin, q) as in
(5.5). This map induces F* in the diagram
Cn+1

Cn+1

7rnXn

7rn Yn

This diagram needs not to be commutative. We define
t(F) = - 9n+l bn+1 + (F*)fn+, EHom,(Cn+ 1,

7rnYn).

(1)

The homomorphism t(F) actually factors over
7n(AY) = Fn(9n) c 7Gn(Yn),

and is a cocycle in Hom4,(Cn+1,F (AY)). Therefore t(F) represents the
cohomology class
+1(C,(P*Tn(..Y))

(2)

This is the obstruction operator in (5.11) for n >_ 3. Next we consider the
case n = 2. Let X and Y be given as above and let
=(C,PX2)-*AY=(C,,pY2)

be a map in H2(G) where r1:7L,X1-+7L1 Y1. We can choose a map F:X2 -> Y2

which is a 2-realization of j) and we obtain t(F) as in (1) where we set
n = 2. Now however Z(F) factors over
T2(2Y) = f2( y2 , D) r-- 7r2( y2),

and is a cocycle in Hom4,(C3, f2(2Y)). Therefore i(F) represents

n) _ {t(F)}

x3(C,(P*T2(AY))

(3)

Finally, let for n = 2

f:O(X)- fi(Y)
be a map in H(G). Again we choose a 2-realization F:X2 _+ Y2 off and we
define £(F) as in (1). Then C(F) factors over F'2(AY) c 7r2 y2 and is a cocycle
in Hom4,(C3, F'2(2Y)). This yields the cohomology class
t(f) = {C(F)}EH'F2(f) = FI3(C, (p*F'2(AY))
We check that (3) and (4) are well defined by the following diagram

(4)
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f3

n2X2 -- n2(X2,X1)
F

C2

ifz

I
C3

IrZy2
93

- 7C2(Y2, Y')

so

C2

Here we have
F2(A Y) = kernel (i)

(5)

T2(A Y)=kernel (j)

(6)

If F is a 2-realization of (, 'j) as in (3) then we know that jF* = 2 j' and
therefore jfl(F) = 0 since is a chain map. Thus (6) shows that C(F) factors
over NA Y). On the other hand, if F is a 2-realization off with Cf = as in
(4) then we know iF* = f2 i' and therefore iZ (F) = 0 since f is a map in H(G).
Thus (5) shows that (4) is well defined. In the same way we see that (2) is
well defined.

We point out that the obstruction classes (2), (3), and (4) are defined by
cocycles t(F) as in (1). This implies the following relativization property of
the obstruction. Let A = (CA, f + 1 ' An) c X be a "subcomplex" of X and
assume
Yin Hn+1

is given with
Then F in (1) can be chosen such that
F! An = 4A so that t(F) I Cn+ 1 = 0. Whence V (F) represents the relative
obstruction
(7)

We have t

n; 4A) = {.C(F) } EHn+ 1(x

A; (p*f(, Y))

11; it A) = 0 if and only if there exists
n) I A = (CA, jA)

and

X - Y in Hn

with

il).

This follows as in the proof of (VII.1.17) below.

II

(5.15) Definition of the action. Let
(x,11):X =(C,.fn+1, Xn)-*Y=(C',gn+1, Yn)

(1)
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be a morphism in Hn+,, n 2, with ir,r1= (p. Here 11:X" -> Y" is a cellular
map. For a cohomology class
{a}

r1) = Ar(C, (p*rn(AY))

the cocycle a yields the composition
is : C" -* F"(A Y)

We now define
N, , ri)} + {a} = N, , q + ia) },

where we use the action in (5.9); clearly, {

(2)

r1) } denotes the homotopy class

For n = 2 we can replace F2 by f2 above. Then we get
the action H2F'2 + by (2) as well.
of (

,

r1) in

(5.16) Computation of the isotropy groups. For
have the isotropy group

r1) in Hn+, as in (5.15) we

I(, 01) - H"(C, (p*Fn(M),

which consists of all {a} with I
equally the isotropy group
7(x' 11)

(1)

For n = 2 we obtain

{a} =

C H2(C, (p*f 2(Ay))

(2)

These groups are related to the isotropy group I(r1) which is defined for
nE[X", Y"] by (5.9)(3) and which can be computed by the spectral sequence
(5.9)(4). The inclusion
i:I,n = r'"(2 Y) (-- 7c"(Y")

induces the homomorphism
H"(C,(P*Fn) c H"(X",D;(p*Fn)
1
H"(Xn,D;

.

(3)

inYn)

For n = 92 we obtain a homomorphism j in the same way by replacing F,, by
r'n = F'n(2Y).

Proposition. There is a subgroup
An(X, Y)4 C H" (Xn, D, (p*7c"Y")

which does not depend on the choice of (c, ri):X -+ Y with 7c,(r1) = (p such
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that for n > 3

=j-1(I(,1) + A,,(X, Y),).

For n = 2 we get
=j 1(A2(X, Y)4,) and

i1) =j-1(A2(X, Y),)

(4)

The group An(X, Y), is defined in the following proof of (4). We can use
the formula in (4) for the effective computation of the isotropy groups in
certain examples. Recall that I(q) = 0 for n = 2, this yields the isotropy groups
for the action in (5.12).
Proof of (4). We only consider

il). Let aeHomq,(Cn, I'n) be a cocycle and

let ia:YJZ -+ Yn be a map represented by is in (5.15)(2). Then we have
ri) if and only if there is a homotopy

{a}

aj

l
j>n J

(5)

in Hn+ , see (5.10). )This is equivalent to (6) and (7):
{11} +gn+lan+1 = {n'}

in

[Xn, Yn]°,

(6)

and

0=akdk+dk+lak+1, k>_n+l.

(7)

Now we obtain the subgroup An(X, Y)q, which consists of all cohomology
classes {gn+ 1 an+ 1 } such that there exist a,+ 1, j > n, satisfying (7).

§ 6 The tower of categories for the homotopy category of
CW-complexes under D
In this section we describe our main result on the combinatorial homotopy
theory of relative CW-complexes (X, D). When D = * is a point we deduce
classical theorems of J.H.C. Whitehead. The result shows that the homotopy
see (1.1)(6), can be approximated by a tower of categories.
category CWo/
The properties of this tower yield applications for the following
(6.1) Homotopy classification problems

(1) Classification of finite dimensional homotopy types in CWo/^,
(2) homotopy classification of maps in CWo/^ , and
(3) computation of the group of homotopy equivalences in CWo/^ .
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The following tower of categories combines the results in §§ 4 and 5 above.
Recall that a tower of categories consists of exact sequences for functors with
the properties in (IV.4.10), see (IV.4.15).

(6.2) Theorem. The category CWo/is approximated by the following tower
of categories where G = ir1(D), n > 3.

H1(G)/

H2If,

Chain/
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This is a commutative diagram of functors and of exact sequences. The
functor i is an inclusion of categories. Moreover, the functors p and A with
p = 2 are part of the tower of categories
H2F2

H3

IP=p
H(G)/ ,.,

H2jr2

H3r2
C

H2(G)/ ^'

,

(1)

' H3jr2

We now describe the natural systems in (6.2) and (1) above. For X, Y in
CWo and for a morphism F: rX -* rY in the category Hn/ - the natural
system HPT" (p = n, n + 1) is given by the cohomology groups
(HPrn)(F) = HP(X, D;(p*r,,(Y, D)),

(2)

i1(Y). For n = 2, 1 we obtain the corresponding natural
systems HPI',,, HPjf 2 by replacing r,, in (2) by f2, f 1, and if-2, respectively,
where cp = F*: it1(X)
see (4.6).

Since the tower of categories (6.2) is of major importance we describe
explicitly some properties of this tower. First we have the following result
which is a variant of the Whitehead theorem
(6.3) Proposition. All functors in the diagrams of (6.2) satisfy the sufficiency
condition, see (IV.1.3). In particular, this shows: A map f :X -+ Y in CW0 is
a homotopy equivalence under D if and only if (a) and (b) hold:
(a) cp = f*:it1X - 7r Y is isomorphism,
(b) ((p, C* f ): C*(X, D) --* C*(Y, D) is a homotopy equivalence in Chain^ or

equivalently e, f induces an isomorphism in homology. Recall that
D) =

D, 7Z[ir]) with ir = i1(X).

This follows immediately from (IV.4.1 1).

Next we consider the homotopy classification problem for maps in CWo.
Let X and Y be complexes in CWo and let p be a homomorphism for which

it1D=G
7r1X

\I.
1r1Y

commutes. We consider the set of all homotopy classes of maps X -> Y in
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CWo/- which induce cp. This set is denoted by

[X, Y]° c Mor(CW0/^

(1)

.

Similarly we denote by

[X, Y] , c Mor

n

which induce cp. For n = 2

the set of all homotopy classes rX -> rY in
and n = 1 we set Hn = Hn(G).
Moreover, we have the subsets

[pX, PY]'
[C*(X, D), C*(Y, D)]4

(2)

1,

Mor (H(G)/

(3)

Mor (Chain;/

(4)

which contain all homotopy classes which induce cp. The sets above might
be empty; this depends on the realizability of gyp. Now the tower of categories in
(6.2) yields the following tower of sets which consists of maps between sets and

of group actions denoted by +.
[X,Y]ro

---

r

H"(X, D; cp*r"(Y, D))

+

[X,

t

[X,
1

H Z (X,D; (P*r2(Y,D))

+

w' [X, Y],
P

P

[pX , PY]G

I;

r

.

NC

H'(X,D;(P*rt(Y,D))-± -[X,Y]4' fl
I

[X,Y], fl 2(X,D,(p*rt(Y,D))
Y

4

[C*(X, D), C*(Y, D)],
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Moreover, we have

H'(X,D; *Tz(Y,D))

+

[X, Y]3

i
H2 (X,D,1P*jf2(Y,D)+[pX,pY]' c ''H3(X,D,(P*f2(Y,D))

Ii
[X, y]2

H3(X, D;*jrz(Y, D))

(6.5)(a)

These diagrams have the following properties:

C is a derivation, that is,
C(fg) =.f*z(g) + g*C(f)

(1)

where fg denotes the composition
C has the obstruction property, that is, kernel (C) = image(A) in (6.5) and

(2)

kernel (C) = image (p), kernel (C) = image (2) in (6.5) (a). Moreover the
obstruction C has the relativization property in (5.14)(7).
The group actions denoted by + satisfy the linear distributivity law, that
is

(f +a)(g+/3)=fg+f*fl+g*a.

(3)

The group actions have the exactness property, that is,

.if =

with

g =f +a

The same holds for p and A.

(4)

If X - D has only cells in dimension < N then the map
r: [X, Y]° -+ [X, Y]"

is bijective for n = N + 1 and surjective for n = N.

(5)

The isotropy groups of the action + can be computed by (5.16) and
(6)

by the spectral sequence (5.9)(4).

The obstruction operators in (6.5) and (6.5)(a) yield the following higher
order obstruction. Let X and Y be complexes in CWo and let cp: n1X -* r1 Y
be a homomorphism. For a morphism FE[pX, pY]' in the category H(G)/
we get the subsets
(6.6)

(Y,D)),
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where pn: [X, Y]w -+ [pX, pY]G is the composition of maps in (6.5) and
(6.5)(a), with p3 = p, n > 2. Clearly, t3(F) consists of a single element.

Remark. Similarly, we can define higher order obstructions for elements
Fne[X, Y]n, n = 1,2. Here also F1, F2, are purely algebraic data.
The higher order obstruction associates with the algebraic morphism F a
subset of the cohomology (6.6) which we also assume to be known. The
subset fln+1(F), however, is defined geometrically and it is a difficult problem

to compute this obstruction algebraicly only in terms of appropriate
invariants of X and Y.
The obstruction groups in the tower of categories (6.2) have the following
property which we derive immediately from (IV.4.12).
and let Real.(X) be the
(6.7) Counting realizations. Let X be a object in
compare the definition in (IV.4.12). If
class of realization of X in Hn+t/
RealA(X) is non empty then the group Hn+1(X,D; hn(X,D)) acts transitively
and effectively on the set Real., (X).
Whence the tower of categories (6.2) inductively yields the enumeration

of a crossed chain complex in H(G)
or of a chain complex in H1(G). This is a crucial result on the classification of
homotopy types. For this we also need the next result (6.8).

of the set of realizations (in

By definition in (6.6) we know that F is realizable by a map f e[X, Y]°
with p(f) = F if and only if OeCn(F) for n >_ 3. Here we assume that X - D
is finite dimensional. Therefore we obtain the
(6.8) Proposition. Let X and Y be complexes in CWa and let X - D be finite
dimensional. Then there is a homotopy equivalence X _- Y under D if and
only if there is an isomorphism qp and a homotopy equivalence Fe [pX, pY]'
with OeZ7n(F) for 3< n - dim (X - D).
We will use this result for the classification of simply connected
4-dimensional polyhedra, see IX.§ 4; we also classified the simply connected
5-dimensional polyhedra by use of (6.8), (details will appear elsewhere).
Remark: Assume D has a trivial second homotopy group, ir2D = 0. Then we
know T2 = 0. This clearly implies fl3(F) = 0 for all F, and t4(F) is non-empty
and consists of a single element for all F.
This remark implies by (6.8) the following result which seems to be new.

(6.9) Theorem. Let ir2(D) = 0. Then the homotopy types of 3-dimensional
complexes in CWo/ c are 1-1 corresponded to the algebraic homotopy types of
3-dimensional crossed chain complexes in
where G = ir1(D).
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This generalizes the corresponding result for D = * in section 7 of J.H.C.
Whitehead (1949) who states that an equivalence class of a 3-dimensional
crossed chain complexes in H(0)/ _- is an algebraic equivalent of the homotopy
type of a 3-dimensional complex in CW**/
For it2(D) 0 0 the result in
(6.9) is not true since the obstruction C ,(F) might be non-trivial.
Next we derive from the tower of categories in (6.2) a structure theorem
for the group of homotopy equivalences. For a complex X in CW° let
(6.10)

Aut (X)° c [X, X]' c Mor (CWo/

)

be the group of homotopy equivalences under D. For xcr(D) = G let A,
(6.11)

A = Aut (ir1X)c c Aut (iri(X)),

be the group of all automorphism p of nl(X) for which (6.4) commutes (where
we set X = Y).
Now the tower in (6.2) yields the following tower of groups, n >_ 3, where

the arrows fl denote derivations and where all the other arrows are
homomorphisms between groups.
Aut(X)n

(6.12)

1

H"(X, D; F .(X, D))

1+
No

1

E"(X)

H" + (X, D; I'"(X, D)

H2(X,D;r2(X,D)) 1 i E3(X)
11

11(X,D;TI(X,D))

-4

Aut(pX)G

so E2(X) C 1. H3(X,D;r2(X,D))

)
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l
H2(X, D;

E1(X)

D))

Aut(C* (X, D))

Aut(n1X)

Moreover, A _ 2p is part of the tower

H Z(X,D;r2(X,D)) l+ 'E3(X)
10

H2 (X, D; ji 2(X, D)) h. Aut (pX)G

`5

) H3(X, D; r2(X, D))

A

E2(X)

I H'(X,D;jr2(X,D))

We denote by

c U [X, X]"

(1)

(4EA

the group of equivalences of r(X) in the category Hn/ -, where Hn = H (G)
for n = 2, 1. Moreover, the groups
Aut(pX)° -* Aut C*(X, D)

(2)

denote the groups of homotopy equivalences in H(G)/:-- and Chain,/
respectively.

The obstruction operator C above is defined as in (IV.4.11) by the
corresponding obstruction operator in (6.5) and (6.5) (a) respectively, where we
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set X = Y. Since 0 in (6.5) is a derivation we see that kernel (c),
kernel (Z) c U [X, X]" ,
rpeA

is a submonoid. By sufficiency of A and by (6.5)(2) we get

2E J X) =

n kernel (C).

(3)

Let 1 be the identity in the group En+1X. Then the linear distributivity law
in (6.5)(3) shows that a i- + 1 + a = 1 +(a) is a homomorphism of groups.
Moreover, exactness in (6.5)(4) shows for A-1(1)c
image (1+)=A-1(1)nEn +1(X).

,

(4)

Similar results as in (3) and (4) are true for (6.12)(a). By (3) and (4) we obtain
the short exact sequence of groups
H"(X, D;
D))
kernel (1 +)

E,, + 1(X)

2

n kernel (.fl).

(5)

For n = 1, 2 we replace F. by f. in (5). The associated homomorphism of
the extension (5) is induced by
h: En(X) -* Aut x^ (x, D;

D)),

h(u)(a) = u*(u-1)*(a) = (u - r)*u*(a)
J

(6)

Compare (IV.3.9). This also follows from the linear distributivity law.
Moreover, by (6.5)(5) we know

If dim (X - D) < N then the homomorphism
r: Aut (X)° -> E,(X)

(7)

is bijective for n = N + 1 and is surjective for n = N.
(8)
The group kernel (1 +) is the isotropy group of the action in 1 e [X, X] 1+ 1
(p = 1, which can be computed by (5.16), see (6.5)(6). This is clear by definition
of 1 + in (3).

The properties in (1) (8) show that the tower of groups (6.12) is useful
The extension problem for the groups in
for the computation of Aut
(5), however, is not solved and, indeed, there is no general technique known
which could be useful for the solution of this extension problem. Recall that
(X)n.

there are even more sophisticated extension problems for categories which are
given by the exact sequences for functors in (6.2) and (6.2)(1), compare (IV.6.1)
and (IV.7.7). We show below that most of these extensions are not split.
We derive from (6.12) immediately the

(6.13) Theorem. Let dim (X - D) < oo. Then the kernel of C* : Aut (X)° ->
Aut (C*(X, D)) is a solvable group. Moreover, if N c Aut (X)D is a subgroup
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which acts nilpotently via (6) above, n >_ 1, and if C*(N) is a nilpotent subgroup
of Aut (C*(X, D)) then the group N is nilpotent.

the special case D = * and X simply connected
the result in (6.13) follows from theorem 3.3 in Dror-Zabrodsky (1979).

Remark. For

(6.14) Example. We describe two examples which show that the extension
(6.12)(5), in general, does not have a splitting.
(A) Let X = M(V, m) be a Moore space, m > 3, for which V = (Z/2)° is a 7L/2-

vector space of dimension v. Then (6.12)(5) yields the commutative
diagram with exact columns (D = *):

Hm"(X Tm+iX) = Ext(V, V)
Aut (X)* = Em+j(X)

IH.

GLJ71/4)

IP

I

Aut (V) = Em(X)

= GL"(7L/2)

Here the homomorphism p between general linear groups is given by
reduction mod 2 and the homomorphism H. is the homology functor.
For v >_ 4 the extension A has no splitting since p has no splitting in this
case. Compare (V.§ 3a).
(B) Let X = S" x Sm be a product of two spheres n, m >_ 2. Then (6.12)(5)
yields the commutative diagram with exact columns

Hn+m(X r'n+mX) - .

En+m(X)

Hmn

= Aut(S" x Sm)

IA

En+m-j(X)

I
= Aut(S V Sm)

Here Hm.n is a quotient of 7rn+m(S")O7tn+m(S"), see (11.16.6). The group
extension of image (A) by Hm,n is studied in Sawashita (1974). He shows

that this extension is not split for n = 3, m = 5.
The properties in (6.5) and (6.12), respectively, show that the enumeration
of the set [X, Y]° and the computation of the group Aut (X)' can be achieved
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by the inductive computation of the obstruction operators, .fl, and the actions,
+,. For example, there is the following special case for which the diagrams
in (6.5) or (6.12) collaps.

(6.15) Theorem. Let X and Y be complexes in CWo and let (p:n X -+ ir1 Y
be given. Suppose that the groups

0=FII(X,D;(p*Fn(Y,D)) (p=n,n+1)

(1)

are trivial for 2< n< dim (X - D) < oo. Then the functor p in (1.2) yields the
bijection

p:[X, Y]D = [pX, pY]°, see (6.5).

(2)

Moreover, suppose X = Y and suppose (1) is satisfied for T = 1. Then p
yields the isomorphism of groups
p:Aut (X)D = Aut (pX)G,

see (6.12).

(3)

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the properties of the diagrams
in (6.5) and (6.12) respectively.

(6.16) Remark. Theorem (6.15) was obtained by J.H.C. Whitehead (1949) for
the special case D = * and Fn(Y, *) = 0 for n = 2,3,... . Moreover, the tower
above immediately yields for D = * all results of Whitehead (1949)' on J.-

complexes Y (which are defined by the condition that I'n(Y, *) = 0 for
n = 2,3,..., m). Jn; complexes which are simply connected were classified by
Adams (1956), see also p. 101 in Hilton (1953).
Theorem (6.15) is just a simple application of the tower of categories in (6.2)
where we use the vanishing of actions and obstructions. It is, in fact, fruitful to
consider explicit examples for which actions and obstructions do not vanish,
we will describe such computations elsewhere.

§ 7 Small models and obstructions to finiteness for
CW-complexes under D
In (IV.§ 1) we defined the sufficiency condition for a functor and we have
seen that each functor in the tower of categories for CW-complexes satisfies
the sufficiency condition. In this section we show that various functors in
this tower actually satisfy a `strong sufficiency condition'. This is the main
step for the construction of small models of complexes under D and for the
definition of obstructions to finiteness.
(7.1) Definition. Let (A, --) and (B, --) be categories together with natural
equivalence relations, --, which we call homotopy. Let it: A -* B be a functor
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which induces the functor ii:A/ -+B/ between homotopy categories. We
say that i satisfies the strong sufficiency condition if (a), (b) and (c) hold:
(a)

it satisfies the sufficiency condition, that is, a map in A is a homotopy

equivalence if and only if the induced map in B is a homotopy
(b)

equivalence.
Existence of models: For an object A in A let f3:B => irA be a homotopy

equivalence in B. Then there is an object MBA in A together with an
isomorphism is B = lr(MBA) in B and together with a map a: MBA -+ A in

A such that the diagram
lr(MBA)

"

irA

B

commutes in B. By (a) we know that a is a homotopy equivalence in A.
We call (MBA, a, i) a B-model of A.
itA - 7rA' we have: if no -- q, then there
(c) Forg0:A -A' in A and q o =
is o -- b 1 with r11= ib 1.
II

(7.2) Remark. We say an object B in B is n-realizable if there is an object A
in A with irA - B in B. By condition (b) above we know:
If B is n-realizable then each object B' in the homotopy type of B is 7rrealizable.

(* )

We say a map f : irA -+ rrA' is s:-realizable if there is g: A -+ A' with irg = f. By
condition (c) we know:

If f: ?rA-*irA' is ir-realizable then each element in the homotopy class of
f is ir-realizable.

(* * )

The following lemma is immediate:

are both functors which satisfy the
(7.3) Lemma. If A/ ^
B/ --'-+ C/
strong sufficiency condition then also the composition it satisfies the strong
sufficiency condition.

(7.4) Theorem. Consider the tower of categories.for the homotopy category
CWo in (6.2) with n1(D) = G. The functors (n 4)
and

p:H3/

-+ H(G)/

satisfy the strong sufficiency condition.
Essentially, by (7.3) we thus get
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(7.5) Theorem. The functor

p:CW°/c -*H(G)/
satisfies the strong sufficiency condition.

(7.6) Remark. For D = * the result in (7.5) corresponds to theorem 17 in the
classical paper on simple homotopy types of J.H.C. Whitehead (1950). On
the other hand, Wall (1965) proved the same result for D = * by using chain
complexes instead of crossed chain complexes. This is possible since for D = *
we have the full and faithful functor ,U in (4.9). The disadvantage of this
approach is the fact that one has to be concerned with the 2-realizability of
chain complexes. This shows that crossed chain complexes are the more
natural objects to use in this context. By (7.5) we have a new generalization
of these results in the category of spaces under D, D 0 *. Moreover, we give
a new proof which relies only on simple properties of the obstruction operator
in the tower of categories (6.2). This proof can easily be transformed to obtain
a proof of the corresponding result for chain algebras (details will appear
elsewhere).

(7.7) Proof of (7.4) and (7.5). The sufficiency condition is already proved in
(6.3). Moreover, we obtain (7.1)(c) by the exact sequences in the top row of
It remains to check
(5.11) which yield a tower of categories for CWo/
the existence of models in (7.1)(b).
Let Y = (C', g"+ 1, Y") be an object in Hn+ 1 and let
=(C,fn,X'-1)-*2Y=(C',gn,Y"-1)

G=(x,11):X

(1)

be a map in Hn which is an equivalence in Hn/ --. We have to construct
an object
MxY = (C, fn+ 1, X")

in Hn+

1,

(2)

and a map F:MxY-* Yin Hn+1 with A(MxY) = X and AF = G. For a basis
Vn of Cn we choose a map
fn:

U.Sn-1-+ Xn-1

V

(3)

which represents fn in (1). Let Xn in (2) be the mapping cone of this map.
We can choose a map
G1:X"-* Yn,

(4)

which is associated to
r1) in (1). We thus obtain the following commutative
diagram of unbroken arrows:
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Cn+1

d

/
If

U
A

11

nXn

HnpXn

b

lG

HnpY" 4

b

nn Y"

a

1

n

Fi

d'

S

(5)

The rows of this diagram are part of the exact sequence of J.H.C. Whitehead,
see (111. 11.7). Since G in (1) is a homotopy equivalence in Hn/ _- we know
that the induced map
G1*

) rk(1' , D)

I'k(X n, D)

(6)

G*

FkX

rkA Y

is an isomorphism for k <= n. Diagram (5) and (6) show that there is a map

f with

if = d.

(7)

In fact, since Cn+1 is a free Z[7C1]-module we obtain f by showing: bd = 0.
This is true since

G1*bd=big.+1bn+1 =0,
where bj = 0. By use of f we have the object
Xtol = (C, f, X")

in Hn+1(not in Hn+1)

(8)

with .1(X(o)) = X as follows from (7). Therefore, the obstruction (VII.1.20)
(i)EHn+1(Xn+1 D.9*rn(2Y))
VX(O),

(9)
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is defined where 1p = nl(G) is the induced map on fundamental groups. The
isomorphism G* in (6) for the coefficients in (9) gives us the element
{a} = G* l.flx(o,y(G)eHn+'(Xn+1,D; F ,.X).

(10)

Here a is a cocycle which represents the cohomology class {a}. By a we obtain

the composition
a:Cn+1 - +F,,X = lFn(X",D)

TCnX"

(11)

We define

fn+1 =f - a:Cn+1- 7r.X", and
MxY=(C, fn+1,X") in Hn+1

(12)

We again have 2MxY = 2X(o) = X. Moreover, we show
CM,Y(G) = 0

with M = MxY.

(13)

Thus G is realizable by a map F in Hn+1 with AF = G, see (VII. 1.20). We
have to check (13). We know by (5.14) that the obstruction class (13) is
represented by the cocycle
n

KK

G1* n+l -9n+lbn+1
By definition of fn+1 we thus have by (10)

(14)

tM,Y(G)={G1*(f-a)-gn+1Sn+1}
YY

= {G1*f - 9n+1bn+1} - G1*{a}

=tX(O),r(G)-G1*{01} =0.

(15)

By definition in (12) we know that
J(fn+ 1)dn+2 =J(f - a)dn+2 = 0.

(16)

Therefore, f"+1dn+2:_C,,+2- FnX. Since G*:I',X -+ I,,Y is an isomorphism
the realization F of G shows that f"+ldn+2 = 0. Therefore MxY satisfies the
cocycle condition and hence M1Y is an object in Hn+. This completes the
proof of the strong sufficiency for 2 in (7.4). A similar proof holds for p in
(6.2)(1). Moreover, we get (7.5) by an inductive construction as above and
by a limit argument.
The following is an immediate consequence of (7.5):

(7.8) Corollary. Let X be a complex in CWo with G = i1(D) and let

f:A*-*P(X)
be a homotopy equivalence in H(G)/ --. Suppose A* satisfies any combination of
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the conditions
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Al is finitely generated for i < in,,
A; is countably generated for i:_5 m2,
A; = O for i > m3.

Then X is homotopy equivalent in CWo to a CW-complex Y satisfying the
corresponding conditions
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Y'"' - D has finitely many cells,
Y'°2 - D has countably many cells,
dim (Y- D) < m3.

Also the following result, which for D = * was obtained by Wall (1966), is
an easy consequence of (7.5).

We say that a complex X in CWo is finite if X - D has only finitely
many cells, (X, D) has relative dimension < n, if dim (X - D) < n.

3 and let X = (X, D) be a complex in CWo with

(7.9) Corollary. Let n
it = 711(X). Suppose that:

the n-skeleton X" - D is finite in CWo,
(ii) H,(X, D) = H;(C*(X, D)) = 0 for i> n, and
(iii) dC"+ 1(X, D) is a direct summand of the n-module C"(X, D).
(i)

Let B" be a complement of this summand in C"(X, D) and let

u(X, D) = (- 1){B"}EKo(71[n])
be the element in the reduced projective class group of it (see below) which is
given by the finitely generated projective 77[71]-module B. Then a(X, D) is an
obstruction, depending only on the homotopy type of X under D in CWa/
which vanishes if X - D is finite in CWo and whose vanishing is sufficient

for X to be homotopy equivalent in CWo to a finite complex of relative
dimension < n.

(7.10) Addendum. If X is homotopy equivalent in CWo / ^ to a complex of
relative dimension < n then the conditions (ii) and (iii) in (7.9) are satisfied.
Recall that for a ring A the group Ko(A) is the Grothendieck group of
finitely generated projective A-modules, modulo free modules; it is known
as the reduced projective class group. Each finitely generated projective
A-module P represents a class {P}ek0(A) and we have {P} = {Q} if there
exist free modules F and G with P Q F = Q O+ G.

For the convenience of the reader we give a proof of (7.9). Using the
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lemmata below the result is an easy consequence of (7.5). These lemmata are
available for any ring A.
Recall the notation in (I.§ 6) on chain complexes. In (1.6.11) we proved:

(7.11) Lemma. Let C and C' be positive projective chain complexes over A.
Then f:C--C' is a homotopy equivalence if and only if f,,: HC - HC' is an
isomorphism.

The following lemma proves the addendum (7.10), compare theorem 6 in
Wall (1966).

(7.12) Lemma. A projective positive chain complex A* is homotopy equivalent
to an n-dimensional projective positive chain complex if and only if Hi(A,k) = 0
for i > n and the image of d: An+ 1 -+ An is a direct summand.

Proof. If the conditions hold, and Bn is a complement to dAn+1, then A* is
Conversely, if A* is equivalent to an
equivalent to 0 --> Bn -> An -, -+ An _ 2 ->
n-dimensional complex, it is clear that Hi(A,k) = 0 for i > n. Also
Hn+1(Hom (A*, dAn+1)) = 0,

and d: An+1 dAn+1 gives an (n + 1)-cocycle (d2 = 0), which is thus a
coboundary (so factors through An) giving a retraction of An on dAn+1.
(7.13) Lemma. Let A*, B* be homotopy equivalent finitely generated projective
positive chain complexes over A. Then there is an isomorphism of A-modules
O+ A2i0$ B2i+1 = O+ B2i0+ A2i+1
and therefore

a(B*)

1)i{Bi} e k0(A)

is an invariant of the homotopy type of B*.
Compare Wall (1966), p. 138, and Dyer (1976) theorem (1.2).

Proof of (7.9). Let A = Z[n]. Since dCn+ 1X is a direct summand of CnX we
have with Bn in (7.9) the homotopy equivalence
C*X _- (0->Bn-+Cn

where B* is a subcomplex of

X->...)=B*1

X. Since Xn is finite, B* is a projective
finitely generated positive chain complex. By (7.13) the obstruction a(X) =
(- 1)n{Bn} = a(B*)eKo(A) depends only on the homotopy type of B* and
thus on the homotopy type of C*X or of X respectively. Moreover, if X is
finite the homotopy equivalence C*X _- B* yields, by (7.13), 0 = a(C*X) _
a(B*) = a(X, D) since C*X is free.
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Now assume u(X) = (- 1)"{Bn} = 0. Then there is a free A-module F such
that B" Q+ F is free. We obtain the homotopy equivalence fl in the category
H(G), p = p(X),

F
1+p0

1(E F © Pn-2)}

__+ Pn-2)}
'Pn
-'Pn-1
PX = { ----'Pn+1
Here Q is a homotopy equivalence since C(l) induces an isomorphism in
homology and since C on H(G)/ _- satisfies the sufficiency condition. Now
we obtain by the strong sufficiency a model MB(pX) = Y of X in CWo with
p Y = B, see (7.5).

Finally we consider some applications of (7.5) for spaces with trivial
fundamental group.
(7.14) Corollary. Let X be a complex in CWo and let ir1X = 0 = it1D. Suppose
that for the integral relative homology groups Hk(X, D) a presentation
0-+71'k->7/bk-*Hr(X, D)->0

(bk generators, r, relations), b1 = r1 = 0, is given. Then there is a homotopy
equivalence K a X in CW°/ - where K - D has bk + r,- 1 k-cells.
For D = * this result is due to Milnor.
Proof. We can assume that X 1 = D. Therefore x2 (X 2, XI) is abelian and we
can identify
pX = C*(X, D) = C*(X, D),

(1)

where C*(X, D) is the cellular chain complex of the pair (X, D). There is a
7/-free chain complex C and a homotopy equivalence
C ^' C*(X, D),

(2)

where C has bk + rk -1 generators in degree k. Since C is a crossed chain
complex in H(O) we obtain the proposition by choosing a model Mc(X).
The Eckmann-Hilton decomposition (or homology decomposition) of a
simply connected space (or of a map between simply connected spaces) is
given by (7.14) as well, see Hilton (1965), Eckmann-Hilton (1959). In particular
we get:

(7.15) Corollary. Let (X, D) be a complex in CWo and let n1X = 0 = ic1D. If
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the relative homology H*(X, D) is a free 7L-module we can find a complex (K, D)

and a homotopy equivalence K =X in CWo/ where the cells of K - D are
1 - 1 corresponded with the elements of a basis in H*(X, D). Moreover,
C*(K, D) = H*(X, D) has trivial differential.

In this case we call K a minimal model of X in CWo / =' compare also
(IV.2.18).

§ 8 n-dimensional CW-complexes and (n - 1)-types
The Postnikov decomposition of an n-dimensional CW-complex X gives us
the functor X
Pn-1X where Pn-1X is the (n - 1)-type of X. There is a
canonical quadratic action E + on the functor P" -1 which leads to two linear
extensions of categories; the one is given by the action I + which appears
also in the tower of categories in § 7 (D = * ), the other one yields the action E +

which is related to k-invariants.
Let CWo be the category of CW-complexes X with { * } = X°, see (1.1)
where we set D = *. We introduce the n-th Postnikov functor
(8.1)

P.:CW°*/

->n-types

Here n-types denotes the full subcategory of Top*/ _- consisting of CW-spaces

Y with 7C;Y= 0 for i > n. For X in CWo we obtain P,,X by Postnikov
decomposition of X as in (111.7.2). We can construct P"X by killing homotopy
groups, then PnX is a CW-complex with (n + 1)-skeleton

X"+1 =(PX)"+1

(1)

For a cellular map F:X -+Yin CWo we choose a map PFn+1:P"X - P"Y
which extends the restriction F" +1:Xn+1 _, Y"+1 of F. This is possible since
n;P"Y= 0 for i > n. The functor Pn in (8.1) carries X to PnX and carries the
homotopy class of F to the homotopy class of PF"+ 1 Different choices for
P"X yield canonically isomorphic functors P. The space
P1(X) = K(it1X,1)

(2)

is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space and P1 as a functor is equivalent to the
functor it1. A map

pn:X -'PnX,

(3)

which extends the inclusion Xn+1 c PnX in (1) is called the n-th Postnikov
section of X. Clearly, the fiber of p1:X ->K(ir1X,1) is the universal covering

of X, more generally the homotopy fiber of p":X -+PnX is called the
`n-connected covering' of X. The Postnikov tower is given by maps (see (111.7.2))

q":PnX -'Pn-1X with gnpn'-'"pn-1

(4)
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Let (CWo)" be the full subcategory of CWo consisting of n-dimensional
CW-complexes. For objects X", Y' in (CWo)" the set [X", Y"] is the set of
homotopy classes in Top*/
As in (5.9)(2), with D = *, we have the action
(n >_ 2)

[X", Y"], X H"(X", (p*?Cn Y") -+ [X", Y"]4,

(8.2)

where (p: ir 1 X" -> n 1 Y" is a homomorphism. For n = 2 this is a transitive and

effective action. For n > 2 the isotropy groups of this action can be computed
by the spectral sequence in (5.9)(4). The orbit of une[X", Y"], is the subset
jn 1(jn(un)) where

j

:[Xn Yn]-[Xn-1 Y"]

(1)

is induced by the inclusion X"-1 c X". For morphisms F, G:X"-* Y" in
(CWo)" we define the natural equivalence relation, -, by
F - Gtr jn{F} = jn{G}.

(2)

(8.3) Proposition. The action (8.2) is a quadratic action E on the Postnikov
functor
Pn-1:(CWo)"/ -_ -+(n - 1)-types
This functor induces the equivalence of categories
Pn-1:(CW0*)"/_ - *(n-1)-types

This result is originally due to J.H.C. Whitehead who called an equivalence
class

of objects in (CWo*)"/ - an `n-type', which is now called an

(n - 1)-type.

Proof of (8.3). It is easy to see that we have

F-

1 {F} = Pn-1 {G}.

(1)

This shows that (CWo )n/ _ is the image category of P,, _ 1. Hence by (8.2)
(1) we see that (8.2) is an action on the functor Pn_1, compare (IV.§2), since
(CW o*)n/

= ((CW o)"/

')/E

(2)

We derive from (V.4.5) that the action is quadratic. In fact, let X" = C f,
Y" = Cg where f and g are the attaching maps of n-cells. Then we know
[X", Yn] = TWIST(f, g)

(3)

by (111.5.11) (a) and hence the action E in (8.2) is an example for the action
E in (V.4.5).
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(8.4) Remark. The functor P. on (CWo)"/
functor P.

,

is

full and faithful, the

on (CWo)"/^ in (8.3) is full but not faithful.

The quadratic distributivity law of the action (8.2) is given as follows. Let
Fe[X",Y"]q,,

Gc-[Z",X"]q,

aEH"(X",(p*1t"Y"),

/3EH"(Z",l /'*i X")

be given. Then composition in (CWo)"/ - satisfies the distributivity law

(F+a)(G+Q)=FG+F*a+G*/3+a*/3

(8.5)

in [Z", Y"]. Here F* and G* are the induced homomorphisms on cohomology
groups. The mixed term

aEH"(Z",(p*1t"Y")

(8.6)

is given by composition of cocycles: For a = {a} and /3 = {b} we have with
X = X"
a $c /3= en Z" b 1t"X

1L"X

n

H"X c C"X ---+ 7En Y"

Here p:X - X is the projection of the universal covering and his the Hurewicz
homomorphism. We derive (8.6) from (V.4.6).
The quadratic distributivity law (8.6) determines two linear groups actions

on the category (CWo)"/, as follows:
On the one side we can consider elements /3 = {b} with hp*b = 0. Then
clearly a * /3 = 0 for all a. On the other hand side we can consider elements
a = {a} with ah = 0. Then we have a * /3 = 0 for all P. These two possibilities

lead to linear group actions on (CWo*)"/ a- which we call F + and E +
respectively.

We first study F +. For an n-dimensional complex X = X" we have the
group of Whitehead I "(X", *) = F"X" with
(8.7)

r"X" = kernel (1t"X = 1t"X

ti H"(X,71))

Compare (111.11.7). The inclusion j:F"X" c 1t"X" of 71[111X]-modules induces
for 0:1t1Z->1t1X the homomorphism of cohomology groups
j : H"(Z, , * I "X) -* H"(Z, , * 1t"X ). Using the action in (8.2) we obtain the action
(8.8)

[Z", X"], X H"(Z", /*I "X")

[Z", X"],

with F + y = F + j(y). This is again a natural group action on (CWo)"/
which we denote by H"I'". From (8.8) we deduce that H"F,, is in fact a linear

action which can be identified with the action H"F + in (5.15) on the
full subcategory

r:(CW**)"/ cH"+1/=.
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Therefore we have the exact sequence (compare (6.2))
(8.9)

H"h"

(CWo)"/

0

where H is the full subcategory of n-dimensional objects in H. Clearly,
this sequence is a subsequence of the corresponding sequence in (6.2) where
Hn+ IF" is trivial on H. Since the action (8.8) is given by restriction of the
action E + in (8.2) we obtain the following commutative diagram (n >_ 2)
E/H"F

E

I+

I+
(8.10)

H°f'" + (CWo)"/

'

Pn- 1

(n - 1))-types

r

H,",/ ^ -' 0
Q.-,

(n - 1)-types
The row of this diagram for the functor r is given by the exact sequence (8.9),
the map j is defined as in (8.8). By (8.3) the functor P" -I induces the functor
Q n _ 1, moreover the cokernel of j, denoted by E/H"In defines a quadratic

action on the functor Qn_1. Hence the two columns of (8.10) describe
quadratic extensions of categories. The functor v is a detecting functor, the
functor P,,-, and Q,,-,, however, are not detecting functors.
On the other hand, we obtain by E + an action E + which fits into the
commutative diagram

(CWo)"/ T t c t"
I pr,

(n - 1)-types

(n - 1)-types

The two columns are quadratic extensions and the row is a linear extension
of categories, in particular, T" is a detecting functor.

(8.12) Definition of the category t". An object is given by a triple
(Q, r", k) where Qe(n - 1)-types, where 7Cn is a rc1 Q-module, and where k is

k') is a map
F:Q-+Q' in (n - 1)-types together with a n1(F)-equivariant homomorphism
with cp=n1(F).
a:n"->in such that F*(k')=a*(k)eHn+1(Q
an element k e Hn + 1(Q nn) A morphism (F, a): (Q, 7Cn, k) -> (Q',
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We have the enriched Postnikov functor

-*t,

(8.13)

which carries a complex X to T"(X) = (P"_ 1(X), m"(X), k"(X)) where kJ is
the nth k-invariant of X, see (111.7.4). Let t be the full subcategory of t"
consisting of objects which are realizable by an n-dimensional complex X.
Naturality of the k-invariants shows that T" in (8.13) is a well defined functor.
We can describe the k-invariant kn(X) as follows: We can choose P,,-,X
with X" = (P " _ , X)" in such a way that in the following commutative diagram

the map f',, is surjective.
n+1(Pn-1X)
do+I
1

xc,X <F-- i"X" = rc"X"

h

(1)

HnX" c CnX"

P*

The map f°+1 is given by the attaching maps of (n+ 1)-cells in P,, X, see
(5.3). By (5.4) we know that f °+, is a cocycle. This cocycle represents the
cohomology class
knX = {f+ 1}e1 " + 1(Pn -1 X, inX)

(2)

which is the nth k-invariant of the complex X.
We define the action E + on t as follows. For complexes X, Y in (CW0)"
and for a map (F, a): TX -* Tn Y in to let
(8.14)

{feHom,(7cnX,nc"Y)I0=/3*knX}.

Clearly, E P acts transitively and effectively on the set of all morphisms
(F, a): TTX -* T" Yin t,", by (F, a) + f = (F, a + /3). This shows that the projection

functor pr, in (8.11) is a quadratic extension by E +. We define
(8.15)

6: E , = H"(X, (p* rcn Y)

)>

by 8{c} = chp* 1. Here
7cnY is a cp-equivalent cocycle and 8{c} is
given by composition of c with the Hurewicz map h in (8.13)(1). Since f"+,
in (8.13)(1) is surjective we see that 6 is surjective.
Moreover, for
(8.16)

EV = H(Pn-,X,cp*1cnY)

we have the exact sequence
(8.17)

E,,->0

Here i* is induced by the inclusion X c P,-,X. Since X is the n-skeleton of
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Pn_1X we see that

i* is

injective. By use of (8.13)(1) we see that

kernel 6 = image i*. Now (8.3) and (8.6) show
(8.18) Proposition: Diagram (8.11) is a commutative diagram of extensions. T
is a linear extension by E and the columns are quadratic extensions. Since E
acts effectively we see that the isotropy group IF, IF c EP' actually is a subgroup
of EF.

Let Aut(X)* be the group of homotopy equivalences of X in Top*/

The

linear extension T in (8.18) gives us the short exact sequence of groups
(X = Xn)
(8.19)

where

0-bJ

X)/I-'->Aut(X)*-+
is the group of equivalences of

0

in the category t,,. The

isotropy group I of the action E + in 1 E[X, X] can be computed by the
spectral sequence (5.9)(4). This shows that I = 0 if X is (n -1)-connected;
in this case X is called a (ic1X,n)-complex, see Dyer.
(8.20) Definition. A (7t, n)-complex is a path connected n-dimensional

C W-complex X = X" with fundamental group n1 X = it and with (n - 1)connected universal covering X, hence 712X = ... = nn_,X = 0. Each 2dimensional CW-complex is a (7r,2)-complex. The universal covering X of
a (7r, n)-complex is homotopy equivalent to a one point union of n-spheres.
11

For a (it, n)-complex X we know that P,, _ , X = K(it,1). Therefore
given by the algebraic n-type
(8.21)

is

'(it1,in))

We leave it to the reader to restrict diagram (8.11) to the subcategory of
(7r, n)-complexes. We obtain this way all results described in Dyer, Section 6.
In particular we obtain by (8.19) for a (7r, n)-complex X the exact sequence
(8.22)

0--*Hn(it1X,it X)-'-*Aut(X)* -T

where
is the subgroup of all pairs ((p, a)
with (p*k = a*k. If it1X is finite then Hn(7t1X,7tnX) = 0, see Dyer. Compare
also Schellenberg.

(8.23) Remark on trees of homotopy types. Theorem 14 of J.H.C.
Whitehead (1950) shows that the homotopy types of finite n-dimensional
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path connected CW-complexes which have the same (n - 1)-type Q form a
connected tree HT(Q,n). The vertices of this tree are the homotopy types
[X"] of n-complexes X" with P"_ 1X" Q. The vertex [X"] is connected by
an edge to vertex [Y"] if Y" has the homotopy type of X" v S". Connectedness

of the tree shows that for two finite n-complexes X", y" with p,, _ 1 X" ^
P" _ 1 Y" there exist finite one point unions of spheres VAS", V BS" such that the

one point unions

X"v VS"Y"v VS"
A

are homotopy equivalent.

B

VII
Homotopy theory of complexes in a
cofibration category

In Chapter VI we described the tower of categories which approximates the

homotopy category CW°/-. In this chapter we introduce classes of
complexes in a cofibration category which have similar properties as the
class of CW-complexes in topology. In particular, the homotopy category
of complexes in such a class is approximated by a tower of categories. This
is our main result, deduced from the axioms of a cofibration category, which

leads to many new theorems on the homotopy classification problems in
topology and in various algebraic homotopy theories. It will be very helpful

for the reader to compare the abstract theory in this chapter with the
applications on CW-complexes in Chapter VI. In fact, the main result of
Chapter VI on CW-complexes is proved here in the context of an abstract
cofibration category.

§ 1 Twisted maps between complexes

1 H in
In this section we obtain an exact sequence for the functor
(VI.5.8). We prove this result more generally in any cofibration category C
with an initial object

*.

For this we replace the category

in (VI.5.7) of homotopy systems by the category TWISTi+1(X) of twisted
homotopy systems which is defined in any cofibration category. Here 3 is
a `good class of complexes' in C. If C = Top° is the cofibration category of
topological spaces under D and if X is the class of CW-complexes in CW0

then £ is actually a good class in Top° and then we have an equivalence of categories H,,, =TWIST,,, (X) for n >_ 1. Indeed, the
in a
cofibration category. We show that there is an exact sequence for the
category

is the precise analogue of the category
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functor
a,: TWIST,,,, (X) --+ TWISTn(X)

This yields a tower of categories which approximates the category Complex
(X)/ 0 . The proof is worked out in a cofibration category. This is rewarding
since there are many different good classes of complexes in various cofibration
categories for which we can apply our result. Examples of such good classes
are described in §3 below. In the following chapter we apply the results of
this section in the fibration category of topological spaces.
Recall the definition of a complex in C in (111.3.1). For a class of complexes,
X, we have the category Complex (3:) which is a full subcategory of Fil(C)
in (111.1.1). We may assume that all complexes in X are actually objects in
Fil(C), f.
In the following definition we use the notation in (II.§ 11).

(1.1) Definition. Let X be an admissible class of complexes as in (III.5a.5)
with Xo = * for X Ear. We say that X is a good class if for all X, YE3r with
attaching maps A; -+X 1 _ 1 and Bt--+ Y; _ 1 respectively the following properties
(1) . . . (4) are satisfied.

Al is a based object, A2 = EA2 is a suspension and An = EA = 12 A" is a
double suspension for n > 3.
Form >_ 3 each element in [Am,

v Y1 ] 2 and in [Am, EBm

(1)

v Y1 ] 2 is a

partial suspension. Moreover, the partial suspension is injective on
[A.,Bv Y2]2 and on [Am,EBrn_1 v Y2]2

(2)

For n>_ 2 and ce{1,0} the map
(7Gg,j)*:7t 4

(CBn V Y1,B,, V Y1)-+1t e (Yn, YY

is surjective. Here g:B,,-* Yn _ 1 is

1)

(3)

the attaching map of Cg = Yn

and j: Y1 c Yn _ 1 is the inclusion.

For n >_ 2 all maps f,, + 1:A,, 1- X. are attaching maps of complexes
in X.

(4)
II

(1.2) Example. Let (X')' be the class of all CW-complexes in CWo.
Then this class is a good class of complexes in the cofibration category Top°
of topological spaces under D, compare (VI. 1. 1)(4). This follows readily from
the properties of CW-complexes described in (111.5.11). We clearly have the
isomorphism of categories CWo = Complex (3 Q)D.
It will be convenient for the reader to have this example in mind for all
proofs and definitions of this chapter.

1 Twisted maps between complexes
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(1.3) Remark. Let 3: be a good class as above and let X, Yea. We know

that X. = C f and Y" = C9 are mapping cones with attaching maps
_ 1 respectively. The restriction of a map F: X Y
in Complex (3r) gives us the map

f : A" -* X.- 1 and g: B" --> Y"

F":(Cf,Xn-1)-+(Cg, Yn-1)

in the category PAIR, see (V.1.2). By the assumption (1.1)(3) with e = 0 we

actually know that this map is a twisted map between mapping cones in
TWIST for n >_ 2, compare (V.2.6). We do not assume that P is a twisted
map. This is motivated by CW-complexes; in fact, a cellular map between
CW-complexes in CWo is twisted only in degree 2 and not in degree 1.
For an admissible class 3: we have the twisted chain functor
IK : Complex (X)/ & -+ Chain" (3r)

(1.4)

where we set k(X) = K(X, 2) = Ek(X, 2) by (III.5a.7). The category Chain V (3r)

denotes the full subcategory of Chain" consisting of twisted chain complexes
EA where
(1.5)

A = ((X2, X 1), Ai, d1)

is compatible with X. This means that for A there exists X, X Ear, such that
(X2, X,) in A is the 2-skeleton of X and such that the objects A; in A are
given by the attaching maps A1-+X1_1 of X. (We do not assume that also
d; is given by X.)

(1.6) Definition. Let X be a good class of complexes and let n >_ 1. A
twisted homotopy system of order (n + 1) (or equivalently an (n + 1)-system
for short) is a triple

(n"
where X" is an n-skeleton of a complex in X and where
A=((X2,X,), A1, d1), d1:A1- EA;-1 v X1
is a twisted chain complex compatible with X which coincides with k(X", 2) in
degree <_ n. Moreover, fn+ 1 E [An+ 1, X"] satisfies

(1 vj)dn+1= Vfn+1
(1)
where j:X1 cX,, is the inclusion. Here dn+1 is the boundary in A and V is
the difference construction, compare (III.5a.1). A map between (n + 1)-systems
is a pair rt) which we write
Yin+l).

Here

11:

X "-+ Y" is a map in Complex ()/

°

and :EA --,. EB is a X11-chain
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map in Chain" where the restriction q t : X 1-> Y1 c Y2 of q yields the
map q 1: (X 2, X 1) - (Y2, Y1) in Coef, see (111.4.3). Moreover,

coincides with

the q1-chain map K(ti) in degree <n and for n+ t there exists

An+1

bn+ i E

bn+t and such that the following

CAn+t,B,,+1 v Y1]2 such that
diagram commutes in Ho(C).
n+

Bn+1 v I'1
(2)

Xn

Y.

Let TWIST,,+1(X) be the category of (n + 1)-systems and of maps as above.
Moreover, let TWISTn+1(3r)
q)
Composition is defined by
be the full subcategory of TWIST, +1(Y) consisting of all objects (A, fn+1, Xn)
which satisfy the following cocycle condition. There is dn+2E[Aii+2, A. V X1]2
where
An 12 with
Edn+2 =dn+2 in [A,,+2,Y.An V X2]2, and

Jl}

(3)

(f,, +1,j)*d,,+z =0 in CAn+z,X n]

Here j : X 1 c Xn is the inclusion.

11

Recall that Hn denotes the category of homotopy systems of order n in
(VI.4.2) and (VI.5.7) respectively. The cocycle condition in (1.6) (3) corresponds

exactly to the one in (VI.5.4).

(1.7) Proposition. For the class X = (Xo)° of CW-complexes in (1.2) with
G = it1D we have canonical equivalences of categories
H2(G) = H2

Nn:TWISTn(3:) --*Hn,

n > 3.

The same result holds for the subcategories of objects which satisfy the
cocycle condition.

Proof of (1.7). We define N2 by N2(A, f2, X') = (C, p(X2)) where X2 is the
mapping cone of f2 and where p(X2) is the crossed module of (X2,X1).
Moreover, C is the it1(X2)-chain complex given by the twisted chain complex
A via diagram (1) in the proof of (111.5.9). Similarly, we define the functor
N. by Nn(A, fn, Xn-1) = (C,
Xtt-1) It is easy to check that Nn, n > 2, is an
equivalence of categories. Indeed, (1.6)(1) corresponds to (VI.5.7)(1) and
(1.6)(2) corresponds exactly to (VI.5.7)(2), n >_ 2. For n >_ 2 we know that n+

1

in (1.6)(2) is uniquely determined by n+1 since we have (1.1)(2). This is not
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2,

in fact, the map

S2
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corresponds exactly to the map

b2

in

(VI.4.2)(2).

As in (VI.5.8) we have obvious functors (n >_ 2)
(1.8)

Complex (X)/

r--+ TWISTn+ 1 (X) - TWIST,, (X)
IK

Coef 4- Chain' (3r)

The functor rn+1 carries a complex XeX to{'

rn+1(X)=(k(X,2),f +1'Xn),

(1)

where fn+ 1 is the attaching map of Xn c Xn+ 1 and where k(X, 2) is the twisted

chain complex in (III.5a.7). For a map F:X -+ Y in Complex (3r) we obtain
rn+1(F) = (x,11) by = K(F, 2) and by n = FIX,,. Moreover (fin+1, n) is
associated to the twisted map Fn+1 in (1.3), compare (V.3.12). One can see
now that rn+ 1 is a well-defined functor. We{ define 2 in (1.8) similarly by

2(A,fn+1,Xn)=(A,f,X.-1),

(2)

where fn is the attaching map of the principal cofibration Xn-1 cX,.
Lemma. The full image of 2 in (1.8) is the category TWISTc,(3f) of all
objects which satisfy the cocycle condition.

(3)

Proof. If the cocycle condition is satisfied for X(n), then there exists a twisted
map fn+ 1: An+ 1-Xn = C f associated to do + 1, see (11.11.7), such that
(A, fn+1, Xn) is an object in TWISTn+1(X) with 2(A, fn+1, Xn) = X(n). On the
other hand, if 2(X(n+1)) = X(n) then we know by (1.1)(3) with e = 1 that X(n)
satisfies the cocycle condition since fn+ 1 is a twisted map associated to an
element do+1 by (1.1)(3).

Finally, we obtain the functor k in (1.8) by

I (A,fn,X,,-1)=A, K( ,t1)=

(4)

The functor C is defined in (III.4.5)(5).

Recall that exact sequences for functors form `towers of categories' as
defined in (IV.4.15). We prove the following `tower theorem'.

(1.9) Theorem. Let X be a good class of complexes as in (1.1). Then we
have the following tower of categories which approximates the category
Complex (X)/ ° (n > 3):
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Complex(X)/ ^°_,

to + .
Ix

r2

TWIST2(X)

K

The natural systems of abelian groups in (1.9) are obtained by the groups
En and En which we define as follows.
Let X(n) = (A, fn, X. _ t) and Y(nl = (B, gn, Y. _ 1) be objects in the category
TWIST,, (X), n>>2. Moreover, let 9:(X2,X1)-+ (Y2, Y,) be a map in Coef.
Then we have the following diagram where C9 is the mapping cone of gegn.
[Y-Am Yn- t]- `
(1.10)

[EA., C9]

En

En

4,,G.(n) I

[An+ v C9] 1+ [An+ v ECn v C9]2
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Here i9: Y" _ 1 c C. is the inclusion and V is the difference operator (11. 12.2).

In case An+1 is a double suspension, see (1.1), we know that V is a
homomorphism of groups. The map do+1:An+1-'EA" v X1 is the twisted
boundary of A and we set
do+1(fl, (p) = (N,j(p)dn+1

(1)

for f e[EA", Q. Here j: Y1 c Y"_ 1 c C9 is the inclusion. By (1.1)(2) we see
that dn+ 1 is a partial suspension for n >_ 2, therefore dn+ 1(', cp) in (1.10) is a
homomorphism of abelian groups in this case.
We now define for any suspension EA (with A = EA) the subgroups
E. c E" c [EA, C9].

(2)

For A = A" we get the groups in (1.10). Here E" in just the image
E" = image (i9.: [Y-A, Yn _ 1] -> [Y-A, C9] ).

(3)

For the definition of E. we use the functional suspension (11. 11.7). The group

E" is the subgroup of all elements /le[EA, C9] for which there exists an
element (3ne[A, B v Y1]2 such that
fieE9(/l"),
Efn = 0 in [Y-A, EBn V Y2]2, and
(g,j)*Q" = 0 in [A, Yn- 1]

(4)

Here we use the convention in (III.5a.4). Clearly, E. is contained in En since
E" = image (i9)* = E9(0). Moreover, we define by (1.10) the abelian groups
(n>_2)
hn((P) = Fn(X'"), (P, Y(n)) = En n kernel d*+ 1(', 9),

H'((p) = Hv(X("l,'P, Y(")) = kernel (V)/dn+ 1(En,(P), }

(5)

where d"*+ 1(En, (p) = {d" **+ 1(x, (p): xeEn}. If we replace in (5) the groups En

by E. we get the corresponding groups Tn((p) and H'((p) respectively. We
clearly have the maps
I".((p) c fJ(p), and

Hn(q) -

(6)

which are injective and surjective respectively.

Remark. We have E" = En if the partial suspension E is injective on
[A", B" v Y2]2. Thus F = r" and Hn = fl' in this case. Since 3` is a good
class this holds for n >_ 3 by the assumption (1.1)(2). We say that the class
3r satisfies T = T in degree 2 if 1 2 = r2 and HZ = H.

(7)
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Lemma. Hn and r are well-defined natural systems on the category
TWIST (X) (n > 2).

(8)

Here we use the notation in (IV.3.1)(*) for the natural systems in (5) above.
y(n) _, Y'(")
Proof of (8). Let
-* y(n), 0',11'):X'(") -> X'"', and
be maps in TWIST,, (X) which induce (p, gyp', and cp" respectively in Coef.
Then we obtain the induced functions
rl):X(")

0','1')*: I'"((p)-4T"(rpQ'),

0", n")*: NO p) -'

1P),

(,),

F*(f3),

In (10) the map E-'
is well defined by (1.1)(2). This shows that
in (11),(12) is a twisted
(9) and (10) are well defined. The map
map associated to
n"). The map in (11) does not depend on the choice
of F since two such choices F, F satisfy F = F + , e
Y,,-,], see (V.3.12).
Hence we have (F + )*Q = Fl3 + F)(Vf3) with Vfi = Ef3 = 0, see (4). Also
(12) does not depend on the choice of F since (F + )*a = Fa +
F)Va with
Va = 0 by assumption on a. We leave it to the reader as an exercise to show
that diagram (1.10) is natural with respect to the induced maps defined as
1

in (9), (10) and (11), (12) respectively.
X("+ 1) --> Y("+1) be a morphism in
(1.11) Definition of the action
Let
cp, Y(")). Then we set
TWISTn+1(Y) which induces rp in Coef and let

+a),
where q + a =,u*(q, a) is determined by the cooperation u:X X v EA
which is a map in Ho Fil (C). (Here we consider X _ 1 c X as a principal
cofibration in the cofibration category Fil (C), therefore t is defined by
(11.8.7).)

II

Remark. We can use the spectral sequence (111.4.18) in Fil (C) for the
computation of the isotropy groups of the action I' +, compare the method
in (VI.5.16).

(1.12) Lemma. I' + is a well-defined action on the functor ,:TWIST, 1(X)-'
TWIST (X) and I' + has a linear distributivity law, n >_ 2.

Proof. We first check that
n + a) is again a morphism in TWIST,,,, (X).
For this consider first diagram (1.6)(2) where we replace ry by q + a. We
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deduce from (1.6)(1) the{ formula
/

x

(1)

Here we know
1(a,(p) = 0 since ae
Moreover, n + a is a map in
Complex/ ° for which K(rl + a) coincides with in degree < n. In fact, n + a
is a twisted map associated to (bn + ran, t1n _ 1) where 11n _ 1 = q I X _ 1. This
follows since for aeE we have /3 as in (1.10)(4). Now K(q + a) is given in
degree n by
Nn) =

(2)

bn

as follows from (11.12.5) and (11.11.8). This completes the proof that

a)

is a well-defined morphism in TWISTn+, (X). Next we show that IT, + has
a linear distributivity law. For this we consider the composition
(c",n"+cc")(,n+a)_(
x,11"i+ 6).
(3)
Here
Y("+1) , Y'("+1) induces gyp" in Coef and
we deduce the formula
6=

n(a"

(P")

+ q,*, (cc) + (Va)*(a",(p")

From (V.1.6)
(4)

Here Va = E f3 = 0 since ac-En. Finally we show that I' + is an action on
the functor A, compare (IV.2.3). Clearly, we have by definition of 2 in (1.8)(2)

2(,11 + a) =

n)
(5)
q'). Then we have
and q.- 1 = r1 _ 1. Hence
Now assume
rf) =
a = il' in Ho Fil (C). Here we use the cofiber
there is
The assumption
sequence in Fil(C), see (1.11). We have to show
As in (2) we see
(1.1)(3) (s = 0) shows

E(n+I'n)=fin'
and therefore Ef = 0 on Y2, hence

on Y2

(6)

Moreover, we have for n and 11'

the formula (see (1.6)(2))
xx

fn+1q' _ (9n+1,J)(E-lbn+1)
-1 n + 1)
= (9n + 1,J) (E

=fn+1q
Here we use the fact that by (1.1)(2) E-

(7)

+1 is well defined for n >_ 2.

Now (7) and (2) show d1 (a, (p) = 0. This completes the proof that
a e I'n(p)

(1.13) Definition of the obstruction. Let

r,):AX("+1) = X(")-y(n) = AY("+1)

be a map in TWIST (3`), >1: X -1-> Y _ 1. Then there is a twisted map
F: X,, -+ Y associated to (

, q), compare (1.6)(2) where we replace n by (n - 1).
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For F we have the diagram
+B.+1 v Y2

An+1

f,+1

(gf+1,J)

F

X"

(1)

,

Y

is well defined by n+1, since n >_ 2, see (1.1)(2).
where n+, _
Diagram (1), however, needs not to be commutative. We define
t (F) = - (9n + v1)Sn + 1 + F.fn + 1.

(2)

We prove that this is an element in the kernel of V, see (1.10). Therefore it
represents a coset (X=X(n+1) Y= y(n+1))
{,t(F) } EH°(X (n),(p, Y(n)).

(3)

This is the definition of the obstruction operator.

11

(1.14) Lemma. The obstruction Zx,y(i , n) is well defined.

Proof. First we check VV(F) = 0. We have by (11. 12.8)

i2Ff.+ 1 + (l2 + i1)Ffn+ 1
i2FJn+1 +(VF, i2F)(i2 + Jn+1

V (Ffn+ 1)

il){{'

_ (VF, i2F)Vfn+ 1

=(E

n,

i2ro)dn+1, see (V.3.12)(3)

see (III.4.4)(1).

(1)

On the other hand, we have by (1.6)(1)
V((9n+1,J)YYbn+l)

_ (dn+l Q 1)n+1

(2)

is a twisted chain map
we know that the partial suspension of (1) and (2), respectively, coincide on
since bn+, is a partial suspension by (1.1)(2). Since

Y2, hence (1) and (2) coincide since by (1.1)(2) the partial suspension is injective

on
1, EB v Y2]2. This shows Vt(F) = 0 since V is a homomorphism.
Next we consider the indeterminancy of the obstruction depending on
rl) with
the choice of and F. Let G be a twisted map associated to
Ei; =
on Y2. Then there is an element a E [Y-A.,
with F + a = G.
As in (1.12)(5)(6) we see ac-En. Now we get
(3)

This shows that the class {t(F)} in

depends only on

the obstruction (1.13)(3) is well defined.

With the notation in (IV.4.10) we get
(1.15) Lemma. The obstruction fl has the derivation property.

q). Whence
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Y(n+1) and
Y(n+1)_+Ay,(n+1) induce
Proof. Assume
cp and cp' in Coef respectively. Let F and G be maps associated to (fin, ri) and
q') respectively. We have

C(GF)_ -(9n+1,J)(' n++
with

=(Z.+1, izgp') n+1. This shows

C(GF) _

;.+1,JW') n+1

+(Ggn+1,pp') n+1

- G(9n+1,An+1

+GFfn+1
The second and third term cancel. Since

n+ 1

is a partial suspension we deduce

C(GF) = (C(G),1 (p') n+ 1 + G*C(F).

With (1.10)(10), (12) this proves the proposition of the lemma.

In the next lemma we use the assumption (1.1)(4) on X.
(1.16) Lemma. C has the transitivity property.
Compare (IV.4.10)(d).

Proof. Let X = (A, fn+ 1, Xn) be an object in TWISTn+, (3r) and let
{a} eHn°(2X,1, AX). Then we get

X + {a} = (A, fn+ 1 + a, Xn)
with Cx+[a},x(1) = {a}. This is clear by (1.13). Since Va = Owe see that (1.6)(1) is

satisfied for X + {a}.

(1.17) Lemma.C has the obstruction property.
Compare (IV.4.10) (b).

Proof. Assume

ri) = 0. Then there is f eEn with

C(F)=-(9n+1,J) n+1+Ffn+1=-(fl,(p)dn+1

(1)

Thus we get

.fl(F+ f3)= -(9n+1,1)n+1 +(F+f)fn+1
I Ffn+1+ (\#,(P)dn+1

(2)

=0.
Therefore F + f3) is a map in TWISTn+, (3r) with
ri). Here
F+
F + f is a twisted map associated to (fin + fan, n) with fan in (1.10)(4). Therefore
the induced chain map in degree n is E(,, + f n) = Ecn = fin, see (V.3.12)(3).
Hence the map F + /3) is well defined.
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(1.18) Proof of (1.9). By definition in (IV.4.10) and (IV.4.15) the theorem is a
consequence of (1.10)(7), (1.12), (1.15), (1.16), and (1.17).
As in (III.2.10) we have the following

(1.19) Naturality of the tower TWIST, (X) with respect to functors. Let
a: C -4 K be a based model functor, see (I.1.10). For a complex X in C we
choose RMaX in Fil (K). Then RMaX is a complex in K. Assume that X
and 3r., = RMa (3f) are good classes of complexes in C and in K respectively.

Then a induces a structure preserving map between towers of categories
which carries the tower TWIST* (3r) in C to the tower TWIST* (3:a) in K.
The maps induced by a on r'n and Hn, respectively, are defined by aL in
(II.6a.2). Hence we have for n >_ 2 the commutative diagram of exact sequences
(see (IV.4.13))

fn

+

Ia

«L

I

+

H°

TWIST,, (3r)

TWIST,,+ 1(3r)

Ia

, TWIST,,+ 1(Xa)

Iai

) TWIST,, (X,,)

Hn

Finally, we consider the special case of theorem (1.9) for the class of
CW-complexes in (1.7).

(1.20) Proposition. Let X = (Yo)' be the class of CW-complexes in CWo.
Then we have a tower of categories which approximates CWo/ °, by the
following equivalent exact sequences, n > 2.

Z-f
NI

+>

Nn+l

=

fn

+

Hn

7

Hn+1

TWIST,,+1 (1)

Hn+trs

In
2TWIST,,(X)

N:

Here the natural systems Znr'n and Ha+1F are given by
Znf.(X, (P, Y) = Homq,(C,,X, f,(Y, D)),
Hn+IT,(X, (P, Y) = Hn+1(Xn+1 (P*rn(Y, D))
where X and Y are objects in Hn and where (p:7r1X -+ 7r1 Y is a homomorphism.

Proof of (1.20). We have the commutative diagram
7rnX n- 1

ti

' itn(Xn)

V

it,( V Sn V X n)2

jl
itn(Xn Xn- 1)

h

) Cn IX
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which shows that
kernel (V) = kernel (hj) = I'n(X, D).

Therefore we get the isomorphism N° in (1.20). On the other hand, we get
the isomorphism N for n = 2 by the last equation in (VI.2.9) which shows
that E2 = f (X, D).

(1.21) Description of the obstruction operator by use of track addition.
We use the notation in (1.13). The map fn+ 1:A1 =An,, -* Xn is a twisted
map associated to dn+ : An+ 1-> An V X1, see (1.6) (3). Hence we can find a
track HX as in the diagram (n >_ 2)

A;,+1 AnvX1Xn

1

(1)

Here (fn, j)dn+ 1 is a map in C. The track HX gives us the twisted map

Jn+1=C(dn+1,o,HX,G1) as in (V.2.4). In the same way the map gn+1 is a
twisted map given by tracks H,,, G3. Now consider the following diagram
associated to the diagram in (1.13) where e = 1 for n = 2 and where c = 2 for
n>_3.

0
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The maps ri:X1-* Yl and F are restrictions of
Y. Since X is a good
class the map Zn+1 with
exists. For n>- 2 the track H exists
since F is a twisted map associated to
F). Since n+1 is trivial on Y1 we
know that there exists a track Ho.
Lemma. Assume a track G as in (2) exists, n >-- 2. Then any choice of H and

a good choice of (G, Ho) yields, by track addition, the element
C Y.
a:EA;,+1 = An+1 a = F*Hx + dn+ 1(H,J11) + (gn,J)*G - n+ 1(Hr,J) + Ho

(3)

which represents the obstruction Z(F).
Remark. A track Gin (2) exists for n > 3 provided the partial suspension

E:[A'+1,Bn v Y212-[An+1,EB v Y212
is injective. (This, for example, is the case if X is a very good class, see (2.2)

below.) If, in addition, for n = 2 the map
(4)

[An + 1, B. v Y112 -' CA + 1, B. v Y212

is injective then G also exists for n = 2.
1 (n > 2) is a double suspension we have
Proof of lemma (3). Since
V (F) = F f., 1 - (gn+ J)&,,. The map F f,,+ 1 is represented by the addition
of tracks in the diagram

(G2, rl)

Y1

0
(H>

F. 0

Yn-1

where Q denotes a commutative diagram, compare (V.2.3). On the other
hand,
is represented by the addition of tracks in the following
diagram.
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YI

CB,, v Y1

Bn+1 v Y1

B,, v Y1

Y.

Y.-1

Here - Ho is given by Ho. Now it is possible to choose G in (2) such
that the following track addition represents the trivial homotopy class
O:EAit+1-+ YE, (this defines a good choice of (G, Ho)).

(G3, i)

CA,, V X1

(G2, 7)

CB,, vY.

This implies the proposition in (3) when we consider the track addition
corresponding to the sum of elements in t(F) above.
Lemma (3) above shows that the obstruction O(F) is a kind of a `Toda
bracket'.

§ 2 Twisted maps and 1-homotopies
In this section we prove the theorem on the CW-tower in (VI. § 5, § 6). We

prove this result more generally in a cofibration category C. For this we
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introduce a homotopy relation,
on this category TWIST',, (Y) defined
in § 1 above. Here T: is a `very good class of complexes' in C. Examples of
such very good classes are described in § 3, in particular, the class (X0')' of
relative CW-complexes in Top' is such a very good class. We describe an
exact sequence for the functor A: TWISTn+ 1(X)/ ^' -* TWIST (X)/
is isomorphic
X = (30)D

to the exact sequence for

which

n+1/^ -,Hnin case

Let C be a cofibration category with an initial object *. For the definition
of a very good class of complexes in C we need the
(2.1) Definition. Let A = EA' and B = EB' be suspensions. We say that (A, B) is

E-stable (with respect to the class T:) if for all YET: the partial suspension

E: [A', B' v Y] 2 - [A, B v Y] 2
is surjective and if the iterated partial suspension
E`: [A, B v Y]2 - [E`A, E`B v Y]2
is bijective, i >-1.

II

We assume that for YET: also all skeleta Y are complexes in T:, hence we
can replace Y in (2.1) by Y. for all n >, 0

(2.2) Definition. Let T: be an admissible class of complexes as in (III.5a.5)
with Xo = * for X OE. We say that X is a very good class if for all X, YET: with
attaching maps Ai -> X 1 _ 1 and Bi -* Yi _ 1 respectively the following properties
(1) ... (4) are satisfied.

Al is a based object, A2 = EA'2 is a suspension and An = EA = EZA" is a
double suspension for n > 3.

B.) is E-stable for m > 3
and ce{- 1,0, 11. Moreover, the pair (Aiii1, -A.- 1) is injective on X2

(1)

The pair (Y-A2, EB2) is E-stable and

(2)

for m ! 3, see (111.5a.3).

For n >_ 2 and Ee{ - 1,0,1} the map

(71"j)*:ni.

v Y1,Bn v Y1)-*ir i`(Y2, Y _1)

(3)

is surjective. Here g: Bn -* Yn _ 1 is the attaching map of Cg = Yn and
Yn_ 1 is the inclusion.

j: Y1

For n >_ 2 all maps fn+ 1: An+ 1-* Xn are attaching maps of complexes in
X.

11

(4)
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(2.3) Remark. A very good class is also a good class in the sense of (1.1).
(2.4) Example. The class (X')D of all CW-complexes in CWo is a very good
class of complexes in the cofibration category TopD, see (1.2). This again
follows from the properties of CW-complexes described in (111.5.11).
We now introduce the notion of homotopy on the category TWISTS+ 1(X),
for this compare also (111.4.5) where we define homotopies in the category

Chain'.
(2.5) Definition. Let £ be very good and let (, ii), (
maps in TWIST,,, ,(X) as in (1.6), n > 1. Then

1) be

', 1T) : X "+ 1>

are homotopic if (a)

rl)

and (b) hold.
(a) There is an+1E[EAn,Bn+1 v Y1]2 such that

H:rl+(9n+1,j)an+1

11

are 1-homotopic maps Xn -* Y,, j: Y1 c Yn. Here the action + is defined
by the cooperation µ:Xn-*Xn v EAn as in (1.11). We set an+ = EOCn+
(b) There are aie [EZA1 _ 1, EB; v Y1 12, i >> n + 2, such that for i >= n + 1

E, -

(Ea; Q (p) (E2di) + (Edi + 101)ai+ 1

Here lp is the map in Coef induced by

the map in Coef induced by (',

ri); by (a) we show that (p is also
rj ). The equation holds in

[EZAaE2B,+1 v Y2]2

We say that the pair (a, H) with a = (ai, i > n + 1) is a homotopy from
to W, n')
(2.6) Lemma. (2.5) (a) implies that there is a 1-homotopy H1:igtl
Xn-+Yn+1 =Cg, ig:Y5C Yn+1
induces q in (2.5)(b).
This proves that

i)
II

igh' of maps

Proof of (2.6). Let H0 = H I IXn _ 1 be the restriction of the homotopy H.
Then the difference
d(ri + (9n+ 1, j)(in+ 1, HO,11') = 0

(1)

is trivial since H exists, see (11.8.13). By (11.13.9) we get
d(q, HO, n') = (9n+ 1, j)an+ 1

(2)

This shows that
i9H0, igtj') = ig(9n+ 1, j)«n+ 1 = 0.

(3)
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Hence a homotopy H1(which extends Ho) exists. Clearly, H1 is a 1-homotopy
since Ho is one. We can choose H1 as a twisted map associated to (C,, = IXn)
+,
6.+1

EA,,

Bn+1 v Y1
(4)

WI

1(1J)

I'Xn

Yn

One can readily check that homotopy in (2.5) is a natural equivalence
relation and that the functors in (1.8) induce functors
(2.7)

Complex (X)/

-TWIST (.)/

-> TWIST +1

K

Coef +- Chain' (X)l
between homotopy categories. The following `tower theorem' is the precise
analogue of theorem (VI.5.11) and (VI.6.2) in a cofibration category.
(2.8) Theorem. Let X be a very good class of complexes and let n >_ 2. Then
we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
I'n

+

TWISTn+I()

A

p

Hot _+

TWIST'+1(X)/

TWIST (X)
Ip

A

TWIST'(X)/-

H"_ilI'

-

V

I

I_

*H_ilI'

Here Hn_ilf c Hn is a natural subsystem of Hnv in (1.10)(5) and the top
row is given by the corresponding exact sequence in (1.9).

Clearly, this result yields a tower of categories TWIST;, (X)/ = which
approximates the category Complex(X)/ 2L. The tower of categories in (VI.6.2)

for (CWo)/ , is exactly the special case with £ = (X')', see (2.4). Clearly
all properties of the tower as described in (VI.6.5) and (VI.6.12) hold in the
same way for the tower TWIST, (X)/ .

The natural systems of abelian groups Hkr in (2.8) are defined on the
homotopy category TWIST'(X)/ . Let X (n) = (A, fn, Xn _ 1) and Y(n) = (B, gn,
Yn_1) be objects in TWISTn(X) and let c0:(X2,X1)-+(Y2,Y1) be a map in
Coef. Then we define Hk r(X (n),(p, Y(n)) by use of the left-hand column in
the following diagram.

2 Twisted maps and 1-homotopies
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Bn+1 v Y2

I-V
o+101
an+1 Ow

,0q2

AnvX2

Bn v Y2
.1

(2.9)

jr

,.

j

EBn

EAn-1 V X2

y2A.-2

V X2

v Y2

E2Bn-2 V Y2

In Q3 we set AO = * = Bo for n = 2. This is a diagram in Ho(C) which as
well can be considered as a diagram in the category Wedge in (111.4.4). The
boundaries do and do-1 are given by the twisted chain complexes A and
B respectively. Moreover, we obtain dn+ 1 for n >_ 3 by stability of
(A;,+ 1, An) in (2.2)(2), (e = - 1, B. = Aand by the condition
Edn+1 =dn+1 on X1.

(1)

Hence do+1 is well defined by the condition in (1) for n>_ 3. We get d,, +1
for n >_ 2 as well by the cocycle condition for X(n), see (1.6)(3). (For n = 2,

however, the element d3 is not unique and needs not to be a partial
suspension.) Moreover, the cocycle condition shows for n >_ 3

(dn(Dl)dn+1 =V(Jn>J)dn+1 =0 on Xn-1.
This implies (dn Q 1)dn+ 1 = 0 on X2 by the assumption that
1, EAn _ 1)
is injective on X2, see (2.2)(2).
Moreover, (2.2)(2) shows that for a 1p-chain map : YEA -+ EB we get Sn+
Eon+1 = bn+1 and Eon = fin, respectively (as in (2.9)),
and n with
1

where ,, is unique for n >_ 3. The stability condition also shows that the
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diagram of unbroken arrows (2.9) commutes for n 3. In fact, the double
partial suspension of this diagram commutes since is a cp-chain map.
Next we consider a chain homotopy a: ^, ' for cp-chain maps , ': A B.
Hence elements a,e[E2A;_t, EB, v Y1]2 are given such that (2.5)(b) holds
on Y2. Now (2.2)(2) (s = 1) yields maps a and an+ 1 as in (2.9), (n >_ 2), with

Ed = a and

1 = Ean+ 1 = n + 1

Moreover, we get for n >_ 3 the

equations

Sn-t - n-1 (dn01)an+(an0(p)Edn
n -n = (dn (D 1)O(-n+ t + (an O )dne
in

(2)

(3)

v Y2]2 and [A,,, B,, V Y2]2, respectively, since the partial

suspension of (2) and the double partial suspension of (3) are equations as
in (2.5)(b). Here we use the stability of (EA2, EB2) for (2) with n = 3, see (2.2)(2).

The desuspension of A in the left-hand column of (2.9) and the attaching
map g in Y(n) yield the following diagram where Cg is the mapping cone of
with
let p+k=n>_2 and k>_ -1.

E c E c [Ek+1AP, Cg]
1 Skk

[EkAP+" Cg]

By the inclusion j : Y2 c Y, = Cg we obtain the coboundary
bf(N) = (Ekdp+1)*(Ql i(P)

(1)

as in (111.4.8). For k = - 1, p + 1 = n + 2 > 4, the object E -'AP + t = A' + 1 is

the desuspension of Ap+1 in (2.2)(1); moreover, E - 'dP+t =dp+t is well
defined by (2.9)(1). Since dP+1 is a partial suspension we obtain the
homomorphism bn j1, n 2, by (1).
The groups E and E in (2.10) are defined by (1.10)(3) and (1.10)(4). Since

the composition of twisted maps is twisted we see that diagram (2.10)
commutes. Therefore we can define for p + k = n >_ 2, k >_ - 1 the abelian
groups
HfF(w) =

E n kernel(b f )
w,

bf + 1 (En)

l 2)

When we replace E in this formula by f,, we get HfF((p). These groups
are subquotients of the abelian group Elk, 1AP,C.], see (2.2)(1). For the
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twisted cohomology in (111.4.8) we have the canonical maps
HI F((p) -> Hkr'(p) -> Hk(EA, p)

(3)

which is the identity on cocycles. Moreover, for F, p) and >;"((p) in (1.10)(5)
we have the quotient maps

T"(p) -) Hor(p), r,,(T)

>> H ,T (p)

(4)

We point out that by (1.10)(7) we have
H°-i' F((P) = H"i' T (p), H" F(p) = HoT (p)

for n >_ 3.

(5)

We say that the class 3r satisfies F = T in degree 2 if (5) holds also for n = 2.
By (2) the natural systems of abelian groups in (2.8) are defined. The induced
maps are given as follows where we use the notation in the proof of (1.10)
(8). The homomorphism
xx

(S >q')*:

Hlyx((p)->Hkr(pp')

(6)

(a, j(p)}. Here the map E- i ' = ,
carries the class {a} to the class
(k = -1, p = n + 1) is well defined as in (2.9). The homomorphism
(

n")*:Hkt(p)->HkT(p"p)

(7)

carries the class {a} to {F*a} where F is the map in (1.10)(11). One can check:
Lemma. The induced maps (6) and (7) depend only on the homotopy class
q"), respectively, in TWIST"(3r)/ and hence Hk f and
of rl) and

(8)

HJF are well defined natural systems on this category.
For the proof we use the existence of a and OR in (2.9) and we use (2.9)(2), (3) for

q)*. Moreover, we use (2.6) and the naturality of the functional suspension
for twisted maps for
rl")*. In fact, diagram (2.10) is natural with respect to
maps
rl')*
respectively.
q")* and
Next we prove theorem (2.8) by the following lemmas.

(2.11) Lemma. The top row of (2.8) is an exact 'subsequence' of the corresponding exact sequence in (1.9).

Proof. Let X and Yin (1.13) be objects in TWISTn+,(X). For {Z
(F)} EH"_ i1 f (op) c Fl

((p). Both groups are subquotients of

n

[A"+,, Cg], Cg = Y". We have to show (1) and (2):
Z(F)EE,,
t(F)ekernel 6"_ ' or equivalently d"**+2(B(F), (p) = 0.

(1)
(2)
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We first check (2). Since in 12 is a partial suspension we get

(C(F),q)4+2=-((gn+l,j) n+l,(p)dn+2+(Ffn+1,p)dn+2

(3)

Commutativity of 01 in (2.9) yields
/

/Y

-((gn+1,7) n+1,(P)dn+2=-(gn+l,7)( n+lC)9)dn+2
-(gn+1,j)(dn+2O
On the other hand,
(Ffn+1, (p)dn+2 = F(fn+ 1,j)dn+2
We know by the cocycle condition

(fn+vj)dn+2=0, (gn+1,j)dn+2=0.

(4)

(5)

(6)

Therefore (4) and (5) and thus (3) are trivial and hence (2) is proved.
Next we check (1). Recall the definition of the functional suspension E9,
gegn, for (C9, Yn _ 1) = (Yn, Y. _ 1). We know that Sn+ 1 =

1

is a partial

suspension on Y1. The attaching map fn+1 is a twisted map associated to
do+1, see (2.9)(1), and the map F in (1.13) is a twisted map associated to
(

n). This shows

(gn+1,j)Sn+1EEy((dn+10j)bn+1) and

(7)

Ffn+1EEg(( nOj(p)dn+1)

(8)

Here we use the inclusion j: Yl c Yn_ 1. By diagram ® in (2.9) (with n replaced
by n + 1) we get
/E(3n = 0 on Y2

for

(9)

(dn+107)KSn+1

z

Nn = +(SnOjip)dn+1
Moreover (7), (8) and (9) show t(F)eEg(f3n) and hence by (9) condition (1) is
satisfied.

Now exactness of the sequences in (1.9) shows that the obstruction in the
top row of (2.8) satisfies the obstruction property and the derivation property,
see (IV.4.10). We still have to check the transitivity property of the obstruction.

For X and {a}eHn+1r'(X,1,X) we get the object X + {a} as in (1.16). It
is clear that X + {a} satisfies the cocycle condition since a is a cocycle and
since X satisfies the cocycle condition.
By lemma (2.11) we see that the top row in (2.8) is an exact sequence. Next
we consider the bottom row of (2.8). All maps and operators in the bottom
row are determined by use of the top row and the quotient functors. We
have to show that the bottom row is well defined and that exactness holds.

(2.12) Lemma. f + induces an action of Hof on the functor A between
homotopy categories in the bottom row of (2.8).
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rl'): X - Y be maps in TWIST',+ 1(X), 11,17' :
co, AY) where (p is the map in Coef induced by

Proof of (2.12). Let
X -*
and let
( ,ii). We have to show

p(/3) = 0 in HaF(cp) implies

j) + l3 ^ (,i)

(1)

where p is the quotient map in (2.10)(4), and

(

with (, rl) + a
(2)
We first check (1). The assumption p(fl) = 0 is equivalent to the existence of
an element /3'EE c [E2An_1,
such that /3 is the composite map
>

11) ^ 2( ,

3 /3

EA

v X1 -* Yn

Ed,

(3)

(6 ,J(p)

Let H be the trivial homotopy H: rl _ 1 ^ il
have by (11.13.9) the equation

with rl _ 1 = rl I X _ 1. Then we

d(q,H+/3',rj+/3)=d(>7,H,q)+/3-(/3',j(p)Ed

(4)

Since, clearly, d(ll, H, rl) = 0 we see by (3) that the difference in (4) is trivial.
Hence there exists a 1-homotopy
fl: tl -i q + /3 which extends H + /3'.

(5)

Now the definition in (2.5) shows that with a = 0 we have a homotopy
ij + /3). This completes the proof of (1).
(a,
j)
Next we proof (2). Assume we have a homotopy (H, a):
il')

rl)

rl;,-) in TWIST', (3r), compare (2.5). We have to construct an
in TWIST',,, (3r). By (H, a) we get
with (,11 +

element
a 1-homotopy

Hl:iyt1n-t

ig17n-1,

(6)

as in (2.6), where we replace n by n - 1. By (2.5)(b) we have for i >_ n the
equation

E-

(Eaj Q (p) (E2di) + (Edl+ 1 (D 1)aj+ 1

in [E2Ai, E2Bi v Y2]2. By (2.2)(2) we can find an
Ean+1 = an+1,

(7)

with

Bn+1 V Y1]2

(8)

We define /3 in (2) by
/3 = d(q, H1,11') - (gn+ l,j)an+ 1

(9)

This is an element in
defined by an+1 in (8) and by H1 in (6). We
have to check that there is a homotopy
((x,

I) +/3)

(10)
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and that
f of (qq)

(11)

Then the proof of (2) (and whence the proof of (2.12)) is complete.
We first prove (10). We define (a, G) by a in (7) and by a 1-homotopy
(12)

G: (q + f3) + (gn+1,J)an+1 ^' 11.

This 1-homotopy exists by definition of Q in (9), see (11.8.15); the homotopy
G is an extension of H1. Clearly (7) and (12) show that (a, G) is a well-defined
homotopy as in (2.5).
Now we prove (11). Condition (11) is equivalent to
NEE'. C [Y-A., YJ

(13)

(fi, (q)dn+1 = 0.

(14)

and

We first consider (14). For A = d(rl, H1, rl') in (9) we have a homotopy rl + A _- rl'

which extends H1. This shows
n'fn+ 1 = (11 + A)fn+ 1 = 11 fn+1 + (A, (p)dn+ 1

(15)

by (1.6)(1). On the other hand, (1.6)(2) yields
qfn+1 =(gn+1,1) n+1,

i'fn+1 =(gn+1,J) n+1.

(16)

Now (15) and (16) imply
(A, (p)dn+1 =(gn+1,J)( n+1 -bn+1)

(17)

Since d,, +1 is a partial suspension we derive from (9)
(fl, (p)do+1 = (A, (p)do+1 - (gn+1,J)(an+1 O(p)dn+1

=(gn+1,J)(n+1 -n+1 -(an+1 (D q)dn+1)

(18)

_ (gn+ 1,j)(dn+2 Q 1)an+2

(19)

Here (19) follows from (2.9)(3) (where we replace n by n + 1). Now (19) is the

trivial element since On +1,J)dn+2=0. Here we use the assumption that Y
satisfies the cocycle condition. This completes the proof of (14).
We now prove (13). The map w:EAn->I'X,, with I'Xn=XnuIXn_1uXn
is twisted by (11.13.7). Also the map
Y.-1)

(20)

is a twisted map between mapping cones. This follows since H1 is twisted
by construction in (2.6)(4) and since q and rl' are twisted. Since
rl) =
jn _ 1) we know that Yl is associated to (fin, nn -1), similarly q' is associated

to (&, qiiNow it is clear that the composition
A=d(rl,H1,rl')=Mw

(21)
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in (11.13.8)' and by the map
(22)

which is associated to M. Therefore we get

6= -

(23)

where cp is the map in Coef induced by

r1) (and by

r1')). We have V f,, = d

on Y2, compare (11.13.8) and (1.6)(1). On the other hand, we have by the
cocycle condition for
EE9((dn+I(Di)an+1)

(24)

Since E. is a homomorphism we deduce from (23) and (24)
(25)

N=0 (gn+1,J)an+1eE8(b-(dn+1(DJ)an+1)
We know by (2.9)(2)

E(6 -

1 Qj)an+ 1) = 0

on Y2

(26)

This shows by (25) that /3eE and (13) is proved.
(2.13) Lemma. The obstruction t3 in the bottom row of (2.8) is well defined.

Proof. We have to show that the element
{C(F)} _ V

t1)eHn+1 f((P)

in the proof of (2.11) depends only on the homotopy class of

(1)

q): AX -* AY in

see (1.13). Here X and Y are (n+1)-systems which satisfy

the cocycle condition. Now let (H, a):(,17) ^ (', rl') be a homotopy in
TWIST (X) and let F and G be maps associated to
q) and
respectively. We have to show
{Z(F)} = {.L (G)}

in Hn+ 1 F(op).

(2)

The n-skeleta
X and Y, respectively, are objects in X. Therefore we
obtain by the functor rn+1 in (1.8) maps

U,V:rn+1Xn=R-*rn+IYn=Q

(3)

in TWISTn +, (X) by U = r + 1(F + gn + 1 in + 1) and V = r + 1(G). Here the map
F + gn+ 1dn+ is associated to
1

B V Yl.
This follows from the cocycle condition for gn+1 and from
see (2.9). Hence the homotopy (H, a) above yields a homotopy
.1(U) ^ A(V)

in Twist`(X).

(4)

=Ean+1,
(5)
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Now (2.12) shows that there is f eF (AR, (p, 2Q) with
U + /3 ^., V in

(6)

1(3r)

Since R is given by the n-skeleton X we see
(p, ).Q) =
compare
(1.10)(5). Next (6) and the definition of U and V show that we have a
1-homotopy

F+gn+lin+1 +#j-' G.

(7)

This shows
GJn+1 =(F{+gn+1an+1 +/ )fn+1
= F.fn + 1 + (gn + t an + 1 + f3, (p)dn + 1

(8)

Therefore we get

-Z (F) +C(G) _ -Ffn+1 +

(9n+1,jxx

+1 - (9n+lJ)Zn+1 + Gfn+1

=(gn+1an+I+#, (P)dn+1 +(gn+1,J)( n+1 -bn+1)

=(gn+l,i)C(an+lO(Q)dn+1 + n+1 (9)

(N, (p)dn+ 1

The last equation is a consequence of (2.9)(3) since (gn+1,J)dn+2 = 0 by the
cocycle condition for Y. Now (7) shows that (2) is satisfied since
see
(2.10) (2).

(2.14) Proof of (2.8). The theorem is a consequence of (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13)
compare the definition of exact sequences for functors in (IV.4.10).

As in (1.19) we get the

(2.15) Naturality of the tower TWIST' (X)/ -- with respect to functors. Let
a: C -* K be a based model functor as in (I.1.10). Let 3` be a very good class
of complexes in C and assume that 3:a = RMa(X) is a very good class of
complexes in K. Then the functor a induces a structure preserving map which
carries the tower TWIST, (.) to the tower TWIST* (3ra) and the same holds

when we divide out homotopies. In particular, we have for n >, 2 the
commutative diagram of exact sequences, see (IV.4.13),

H'I',,

I.,
1nf

+ )TWIST,,+1( )/^

I.

+TWIST'+1(Xa)/'

-

),TWIST,(X)/,.,

I.
TWIST ,,(X )/=

t

, Hn+1T

c

Hn+1rn

n

Here aL is induced by aL in (II.6a.2).

Finally, we consider the special case of theorem (2.8) for the class of
CW-complexes in (2.4).
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(2.16) Proposition. Let £ = (Xo)° be the class of CW-complexes in CWo.
Then the diagram of exact sequences in (2.8) is equivalent to the diagram of
exact sequences in (IV.5.11). In particular, we get by (1.20) the equivalent exact
sequences (n > 2)

A Hn/^

Hnln -- Hn+1
N.+j

NT=_

HOI - TWIST`+ 1(

fl Hn+1Fn

TNn

)/

TWIST,,(3r)/ ^

-N
' H"_;1I'

Here the isomorphism N is obtained as in (111.5.9), compare also the
proof of (1.20). Clearly, (2.16) yields a proof of (VI.5.11) and hence of
(VI.6.2).

§ 3 Examples of complexes in topology
We show that the `principal reduction' of CW-complexes and of Postnikov
towers yield classes of complexes which are very good and good respectively.
This result shows that there are various kinds of towers of categories which
approximate the homotopy category of spaces.
Recall the definition of a complex in (111.3.1).
(3.1) Theorem (r fold principal reduction of CW-complexes). Let D be a path
connected CW-space and let k >_ r - 1 >_ 0. A relative CW-complex (X, D) with
k-skeleton Xk = D has the structure of a complex {X;} in the cofibration category
Top° by setting

Xi=Xir+k i>0
D= Xo C X1

XZC...C hr,1 Xn=X

The class (Xk)° of all such complexes is very good. For k > r - 12! 0 this class
satisfies F = F in degree 2, see (2.10)(5).

(3.2) Remark. It is enough to consider k < 2r - 1 in theorem (3.1) since
(X'2,.

is the subclass of (3 r _ 1)° consisting of all X with X 1 = D.

Theorem (3.1) also shows that the class (3fo)° of complexes in CWo is
very good, see (2.4).

Proof. We have shown in 2.3.5 of Baues (1977) that for n >_ 0 the inclusion
X,, C Xn+, with Xn defined in (3.1), is actually a principal cofibration in the
cofibration category Top°. In fact there are attaching maps fn +1
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in TopD where An+ 1 = (D >-- * An+ 1 ____+ D) is a based object in Top° such that
Cfn+1 under X,,. Here the mapping cone Cf +1 is a mapping cone in the
Xn+ 1

cofibration category TopD. The pair (A n+ 1, D) is a relative CW-complex such
that A,,+ 1 - D has only cells in dimension N with rn + k < N < r(n + 1) + k.
Up to a shift in dimension by + 1 these cells correspond exactly to the cells

ofXn+1-Xn.
From the addendum of (V.7.6) we derive that (3:,)D is an admissible class
of complexes in TopD, compare (III.§ 5a). Here we use the isomorphism

[A,BvX]2=m1(CB v X, B v X)
in the cofibration category Top' provided A is a suspension in Top'. Assume
that (B, D) is (b - 1)-connected then (2) and (V.7.6) (addendum) show that
(A, B) is surjective on X 1 if dim (A - D) < b + r + k - 1 and (A, B) is injective
on X2 if dim (A - D) < b + 2r + k - 1. This implies readily that (3k)' is an
admissible class of complexes and that (3r;, )D satisfies the last condition in
(2.2)(2). Moreover, all conditions on a very good class of complexes in (2.2)
can be checked for (3`;,)D by the general suspension theorem under D and

by its addendum, see (V.7.6). For k > r - 1 this also shows that I' = I in
degree 2.

For D = * we derive from (3.1) the

(3.3) Corollary. Let X be a CW-complex with trivial k-skeleton X"

and

let X; = X"+k where k >_ r - 1 >_ 0. Then

*=Xo=X1 =X2= ...
is a based complex in the cofibration category Top*, see (111.3.3). The class
(X')* of all such complexes in Top* is a very good class of complexes.
the inclusion Xn = Xn+ 1 is a principal
The corollary shows that for X"
cofibration in Top*. In particular, X1 is a suspension. In (3.1), however, the
space X1 in general is not a suspension in TopD.
Let CW° be the full subcategory of CWo consisting of all complexes with
X'` = D. For k >_ r - 1 >_ 0 there is the canonical equivalence of categories
(3.4)

Or : CWD/

Complex (X ,)DI

which carries X to the complex {X;} in (3.1). By (3.1) and (2.8) we have a
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tower of categories
(3.5)

TWIST,, (X )D/

n >_ 2,

which approximates the homotopy category CWD/

This tower satisfies

F=I'indegree2ifk>r-1,>0.
By (3.5) we actually obtain k+1 different towers of categories
(r = 1, ... , k + 1) which approximate the homotopy category CWD/
There
are even more such towers by restricting the towers for CWD_ 1/ to the
It remains to be seen how all these towers are
subcategory CWD/
connected with each other. In (VI.§ 6) we described in detail the properties
of the tower TWIST`, (X')D. Similar properties are available for the towers
(3.5). This yields many new results on the homotopy classification problems.
The next result allows the application of the tower of categories in section
§ 1 in a fibration category. Recall that cocomplexes in a fibration category
are by definition the strict duals of complexes in a cofibration category.

(3.6) Theorem (r fold principal reduction of Postnikov-towers). Let B be
a path connected C W-space and let k > r >_ 1. Consider all fibrations p: E -> B
in Top for which E and the fiber F are C W-spaces and for which F is k-connected.
Then the Postnikov decomposition {E'} of p in (111.7.2) yields the fibrations in
Top
n...
JB = Eo
E1 E _ E2...
lwith E; = Eir+k i > 0

which form a cocomplex in the category TopB. The class ((Ek)B of all such
cocomplexes is a good class of cocomplexes in the fibration category TopB.
This class satisfies F = r in degree 2, see (1.10)(7).

(3.7) Remark. For k = r = 1 the theorem shows that the Postnikovtower of a fibration p: E - B with simply connected fiber is a cocomplex in
TopB. We proved this in (III.7.4)(b). The classifying maps are the twisted
k-invariants.

Proof of (3.6). The principal reduction in 2.3 of Baues (1977) shows that
En -+ En _ 1 is actually a principal fibration in TopB. For r = 1 the classifying
maps are described by the k-invariants (111.7.4). For r => 1 the classifying map
f,, of En -> En _ 1 is a map over B as in the diagram
En-1

0 An

B
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Here A is an appropriate based object in TopB. The fiber F. of A. - >> B has
the homotopy groups

for(n-1)r+k<j<-nr+k
0

otherwise

Here F is the fiber of E ->> B and c2F is the fiber of En --* E _ , . The
construction of f is originally due to MC-Clendon (1974). From the
addendum of (V.10.6) we derive that
for k r 1, is actually an
admissible class of cocomplexes. Here we use the equation

[YxX,A]z=it (WYxXjYxX)
which is satisfied for a loop space A in TopB. Also the conditions on a good
class can be checked by the general loop theorem (V.10.6). Moreover, r = r
in degree 2 is a consequence of this result.

Next we consider the important special case of (3.6) with B = *.
(3.8) Corollary. Let E be a k-connected CW-space with basepoint, k > r > 1.
Then the Postnikov decomposition of E yields the based cocomplex {E1} with
E. = Eir+k

*=Eon--

E2<<

...

The class ((Ek)* of all these cocomplexes is a good class of cocomplexes in the
fibration category Top.
is a principal fibration in Top and
In particular, the fibration
E, is a loop space in Top. For the cocomplexes {E;} in (3.6), however, the
space E, in general is not a loop space in TopB.
Let CWB be the full subcategory of TopB consisting of fbrations E ->: B
for which E and the fiber F are CW-spaces and for which F is k-connected. For
k >- r >_ 1 we have the canonical functor of homotopy categories
(3.9)

Bk: CW B/ ^

Cocomplex

which carries E - B to the cocomplex {Ei} in (3.6). The functor ek is well
defined by naturality of the Postnikov decomposition, compare for example
5.3 in Baues (1977). The functor (3.9) is full and faithful on the subcategory
consisting of objects E -)> B for which E is a finite dimensional C W-space or
for which E -b B has a finite Postnikov decomposition. By (3.6) and (1.9) we
obtain for k >_ r >_ 1 the tower of categories
(3.10)

TWISTf (

k)B,

n >_ 2,

4 Complexes in the category of chain algebras

which approximates the homotopy category CWB/
satisfies F = r in degree 2.
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via dk in (3.9). This tower

There are k-different towers (3.10) which approximate the category
CWB/ - . Moreover, we get such towers by restricting the towers for
CWB-1 /
to the subcategory CWB/ . The connections between these
towers are helpful for explicit computations.
The tower of categories (3.10) yields many new results on the homotopy
In the next chapter we
classification problems in the category TopB/
which approximates the homotopy
discuss in detail the tower
category CWB/
.

§ 4 Complexes in the category of chain algebras
We show that a cofibration in the category DA of chain algebras has in a
canonical way the structure of a complex in DA. Moreover, we describe the
`principal reduction' of such complexes. This is an algebraic illustration of
the result for CW-complexes in (3.1). In the category of chain Lie algebras
DL each cofibration as well is a complex in DL and one can study the
principal reduction of such complexes too; we leave it, however, to the reader
to formulate (and to prove) the results of this section for chain Lie algebras.

Complexes in the category of commutative cochain algebras CDA,° are
discussed in (VIII.§ 4) below- All these complexes yield towers of
categories as described in § 1 and § 2 above. These towers have
properties similar to those discussed in Chapter VI for CW-complexes.
Unfortunately it is beyond the limits of this book to describe this in detail.
Let R be a commutative ring of coefficients. We show that the objects in
DAD are complexes in the cofibration category DAD. Here we derive the
structure from the I-category DAD in (1.3.3). The homotopy category
DAD/ c- plays an important role since we have by (11.3.6) the following result:
(4.1) Theorem. Let R be a principal ideal domain and let D be flat as a module.
Then the inclusion

DAD/ - Ho(DA(flat)D)
is an equivalence of categories.

Here the right-hand side

is

the localization with respect to weak

equivalences and the left-hand side is the homotopy category of cofibrant
objects in DAD. An object in DAD is a cofibration
(4.2)

D>->X=(DHT(V),d)
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in DA. This is a complex with (relative) skeleta

X"_(DIIT(V<,J,d)cX

(1)

where V,.n = {xe V: I X I < n} . One readily checks that X" is a chain algebra
with the differential given by the one of X. The 0-skeleton
X° = D v T(Vo)

(2)

is just given by the chain algebra D and by the free R-module Vo concentrated
in degree 0. Clearly, we have the filtration

X=liraX".

(3)

Here X" >__+ X"+ 1 (n >_ 0) is a principal cofibration since we have the push

out diagram
n

CT(s-1V"+1)

'

u

push

T(s-1Vn+1)

- X"+1

u

(4)

X"
Jn+1

The attaching map f"+ 1 is given by the differential d in X, namely
-1 v)=dv, veV"+1,
fn+1(s

(5)

Moreover, T(s-1Vn+1) is the tensor algebra with trivial differential so that
f"+1 is a well defined map in DA since dd = 0. We have the cone in (4) by
CT(s-'Vn+1)=(T(s-1V"+10+

Vn+l),d)

d(s-'v)=0, dv=s-1v,

veVn_1}

By By (1.7.19) we know that this is actually the cone given by the cylinder I in

(1.7.11); here T(s-'V,,,) is a based object with the augmentation E,
E(s - ' Vn+1) = 0. By the definition offn+1 it is immediately clear that (4) is a
push out diagram with n f being the identity on Vn+ 1.

(4.3) Remark. The inclusion D >--+ X' = D v T(V0) is not a principal
cofibration since we have no attaching map. This inclusion, however, is a
weak principal cofibration in the sense that we have the coaction
µ:X° -+X° v T(V') =D v T(Vo (

Vo)

(1)

(with Vo = Vo) which is the identity on D and which carries v to v + v' for

veV.. We now define the structure of a (weak) complex {X"} for D X
by setting
D

,

forn=01

X" - X"forn

>_ 1

(2)
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This complex is the analogue of a CW-complex in CWo with skeletal
filtration, see (VI.1.1)(1). As in (VI.1.1)(4) we see that {X"} is a complex in DAD

with attaching maps
(.f"+1,i):T(s V"+1)vD-*X"
(3)
where i:D c X" is the inclusion.
Let ( o)D be the class of all complexes {X,,} as in (4.3)(2). Then we have the
equality of categories
(4.4)

Complex (3 1)D = DAD

since each map in DAD is filtration preserving. Moreover, for degree reasons
we get
(4.5)

Complex()'/

DAD/

DAD/ ,

since a homotopy is also a 1-homotopy, see (111.1.5).
As in (3.1) there is a principal reduction theorem for the complexes above.

(4.6) Theorem. Let D be a chain algebra and let k >- r - 1 > 0. A coftbration
D >-+ X = (DU T(V), d) in DA with Vi = O for 0< i< k - 1 has the structure
of a complex {Xi} in DAD by defining

Xi=DLjT(VO,...,Vir+k-1), i>O,
with XO = D. The class (3 k)D of all such complexes is very good.

We have similar consequences of this theorem as in (3.4) and (3.5), in
particular, we obtain the tower of categories TWIST ()1) which approximates DA°/ - (the `weakness' of a cofibration D >---* XO for {Xi} e(X")D
mentioned in (4.3) is not essential in the proofs). For k = 0, r = 1 the class (Xo)D

yields a tower of categories
(4.7)

K" =

1)D,

n z 2,

with almost the same properties as the tower {Hn, n >_ 2} in (VI.6.2). We will
discuss the subtower Kn = TWISTn(3:;)*, n >_ 2, in Chapter IX.

VIII
Homotopy theory of Postnikov towers
and the Sullivan-de Rham equivalence
of rational homotopy categories

In this chapter we consider topological fibrations and fiber preserving maps
over a fixed base space D. The results are also of interest when D = * is a
point. We approximate the homotopy category of fiber preserving maps by
a tower of categories which is deduced from the Postnikov-decomposition
of the fibrations. This tower is a special case of TWIST* in (VII.1.9). Here
our axiomatic approach saves a lot of work since we can use the results in
a fibration category dual to results already proved in a cofibration category.
We apply the towers of categories in Chapter VII in rational homotopy

theory. For this we first describe a de Rham theorem for cohomology
groups with local coefficients. Then we show that in the cofibration category

of commutative cochain algebras one has towers of categories which are
strictly analogous to the towers of categories for Postnikov decompositions.
Moreover, the Sullivan-de Rham functor yields a structure preserving map
between these towers. This fact leads to elementary proofs, and to generalizations, of some fundamental results in rational homotopy theory.

§ 1 The tower of categories for Postnikov decompositions
We work in the fibration category Top of topological spaces. The category
TopD of spaces over D is a fibration category by (11. 1.4). We consider fibrations

in Top

FXcX- D
where we assume that X, the fiber FX = p-'(*), and D are pathconnected
CW-spaces and that FX is simply connected. Let CWD be the full subcategory
of TOPD consisting of such fibrations, see (VII.3.9). We thus have the full
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subcategory

CWD/c TopD/

(1.1)

- denotes the homotopy relation over D. In this section we describe
a tower of categories which approximates the category CWD/ , .
Let it = n 1(D) and let Mod, be the category of right n-modules. There are
functors (n > 2)
where

nn:CWD-*Mod,

(1.2)

which carry the fibration X - .> D to the nth homotopy group of the fiber FX,
nn(FX), which is a n-module. Moreover, it, carries a map f : Y-+ X over D

to the induced map nn(Ff):7tn(FY)-- 7rn(FX) where Ff:FY-+FX is the
restriction off to the fibers. We need no basepoints for FX and FY since
these spaces are simply connected.
We now define the category of coefficients which will be used for the tower
of categories below.
(1.3) Definition. Let Coef = KD be the full subcategory of CWD/ a consisting
of fibrations X1
D for which the fiber is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space
K(7T2, 2). We discuss properties of this category in §2 below.
II

The Postnikov decomposition {X`} of X >>D yields by (111.7.4) or
(VII.3.6) the cocomplex

D=Xo-X1-X2(- ...
(1.4)

with X, = Xi+1 and with classifying

maps fn: X,-1-'An=L(nn+1,n+2).
Here An is the based object in TopD defined in (111.6.5). By naturality of the

Postnikov decomposition we have the functor E1 as in the commutative
diagram
E,

CWD/ ^/-2Coef
Z\
Mod,,

Here E1 carries X - D to X 1 -. D. In the following theorem we use the
category of graded n-modules Mod"" which consists of sequences of
n-modules (nk, nk+ 1, . . .) and of n-linear maps of degree 0.

(1.6) Theorem. There is a tower of categories which approximates the homotopy
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n >_ 2,

CWD/Z

F. +

T

T2

Here i is a faithful functor and the composition of functors i,A,, and r is (Et,
1E3, 7C41 ...).

Proof of (1.6). We use the good class of cocomplexes ((g1)D in (VII.3.6) and
we use the functor 61 in (VII.3.9). Then (VII.1.9) gives us the tower of categories

T=

n ? 2,
where we dualize the definition in (VII.1.6). Below we describe the category
T2 more explicitly. This shows that i in the theorem is a faithful functor.

O
Recall that we have (for each 1c-module A) the Eilenberg-Mac Lane object
L(A,n) in TopD, see (111.6.5), which is a based object
(1.7)

in TopD.

K(A, n) c L(A, n) o D

1 Postnikov decompositions
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(1.8) Lemma. For it-modules A, A' there is the canonical isomorphism
7Cn: [L(A, n), L(A', n)]o = Hom,,(A, A').

Here the left-hand side denotes the set of homotopy classes in TopD/ - which
are based up to homotopy, see (II.9.8). The right-hand side is the group of
n-linear maps A -> A'.
We define the isomorphism ivn in (1.8) by the functor in (1.2). This shows
that the isomorphism is compatible with the loop operation fl in the fibration
category TopD, dual to (11.9.8), so that the diagram
[L(A, n), L(A', n)]0

Homn(A, A')
nn _1

[L(A,n-1),L(A',n-1)]o
commutes. Here we identify (see (111.6.6))
(1.10)

fIL(A, n) = L(A, n - 1)

as usual. The Postnikov decomposition in (1.4) is a cocomplex for which the
principal fibration X. -> Xn-1 in Top, has the classifying map

fn:Xn-1-'An=L(irn+1,n+2).
Here 7rn+1=ivn+1FX denotes the homotopy group of the fiber FX of
(1.11)

X - D.
For the difference V fn we obtain a unique map dn, for which the following
diagram commutes up to homotopy over D, and which is trivial on X 1, (n >_ 2):
ofn
L(ivn, n) x DXn-1

. L(ivn+1, n + 2)

(1.12)

L(ivn, n) x DX1

This follows from the addendum of the general loop theorem (V.10.6). Clearly
p:Xn-1 -->> X 1 in the diagram is given by (1.4). Moreover, we use (1.10) for
the definition of V fn, see (11. 12.2). The product X X D Y in (1.12) denotes the
product in the category TopD.
(1.13) Remark. We cannot expect that do factors over L(7rn, n) x DX0 = L(7Cn, n)
since in general there exist non trivial cup product maps K(71,, n) x K(n2, 2) -*
K(nn+ 1, n + 2).

We now are ready for the definition of the bottom category T2 in (1.6).

II

VIII Postnikov towers and Sullivan-de Rham equivalence
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(1.14) Definition. Objects of T2 are twisted 2-systems X(2) which are given
by tuples
3

X(2)={X1,f2, fin, dn,

(1)

Here X1 is an object in Coef and nn is a it-module. Moreover,
f2: X 1-+L(it3, 4), and

dn:L(in,n) xDX1-+L(icn+l,n+2)
are maps in

(2)

and do is trivial on X1. These maps satisfy
dn(Ldn _ 1 O 1) = 0

(3)

for n > 3 where we set d2 = V f 2. Recall that the trivial map 0 in (3) is given
by the section 0 in (1.7). Next we define the maps in T2 by a tuple
((p, Sn, n >_ 3): y(2) _+ X(2)

(4)

where y(2)
Y11 g2, in, d,,, n > 3}.
The tuple in (4) is given by a map cp: Y1 -+ X 1 in Coef and by it-linear maps
KK

bn Tin

in Mod,,. For these maps the following diagrams (5) and (6)

commute in TopD/

(n > 3)
Y1

>

X1

If2

92 1

(5)

s3

L(it3, 4) ------------ L(7r3,4)

n) x D Y,
do I

n

0'

L(Ttin, n) X DX1

I do

(6)

L(mn+1,n+2)L(7rn+1,n+2)
Here we use (1.8).

II

Remark. The category T2 depends on the category Coef and thus the
morphisms are not purely algebraic. For D = *, however, we have the
equivalence Coef = Ab and in this case the category T2 can be considered
as being a purely algebraic category.
II

There is an obvious forgetful functor i, see (1.6), which is faithful. Moreover,

we have the functor
(1.15)

CWp/- -*T2

which carries X - D to X(2) where X(2) is defined by (1.11) and (1.12). In a
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similar way as in (1.14) one defines the categories T. (n >- 2) in (1.6) with objects
Xt") = {Xn-1, fn,7ri, di, i >_ n + 1}.

(1.16)

The addendum of (V.10.6) implies that
[L(A', n)XDYI, L(A, n)]2 = [L(A', n), L(A, n)]o

(1.17)

= Hom, (A', A).

This shows by (1.8) that the definition of T2 above is actually consistent with
the definition in the proof of (1.6), compare (VII.1.6).
For the definition of the natural systems F,,-1 and H°_ 1 on the category
Tn _ 1

(n2:3) we use the diagram (1.18) below which is dual to diagram

(VII.1.10) (where we replace n by n - 1). Let
X=X(n-1)={Xn-2,fn-1,

it, dti, i>n}

>

Y=Y("-

be objects in Tn

and let p9: P9 = Yn 1' Yn _ 2 be the principal fibration

induced by g Egn _ 1. For a map 'p: Y1-+ X 1 in Coef, with Y1 and X 1 given by
Yn _ 2

and X2 respectively, we have the diagram (of homotopy groups in

TopD/')
[Yn-2,L(7Cn,n)]
(1.18)

[Yn-1,L(7rn,n)]
(P)

[Yn-1,L( 7Cn+l,n+2)] '[L(7r,t,n)

xDYn-1,L(7rn+1,n+2)]

Here V is the difference construction for P9. Moreover, (dn)* (a, gyp) is the
composition
(a,mP)

Yn -1

/
A
L(1tn, n) X D X 1 -* L(1n 11, n + 2)

where p: Yn_ 1-> Y1 is the projection.
Recall that we have the cohomology with local coefficients (111.6.7) which

for p: X - Din CWD satisfies
(1.19)

[X, L(A, n)] = Hn(X, A).

Here A is a 7r1(X) = 7t1(D)-module. This shows that diagram (1.18) is equivalent

to the following diagram of cohomology groups with 7Cn =1tn(FX):

Hn(Yn-2,70}Hn(Yn-1,7Cn)
(1.20)

Hn+2(yn-1)7Cn+1)-V-+ Hn+2(L(7r',n) xDYn-1, ltn+1)
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As in (VII.1.10)(5) we now define the groups
F,,- i(Y, (p, X) = E._1 n kernel (dn)*(., ),
(1.21)
Hn-1(Y, T, X) = kernel (0)/(dn)*(En-1,(P),
where En -I

, 7 r ,).

Here p9* is injective since pg is

an n-connected map. In (1.21) the objects Y and X are objects in CWD or
objects in Tn_ 1.
In (VII. 1. 10)(8) we proved that the groups ]Fn _ 1, Hn _ 1 above are natural
systems of abelian groups on the category Tn_ 1, n >_ 3.

We now describe more explicitly some properties of the tower (1.6). First
we have the following well-known Whitehead theorem which we derive from
(IV.4.1 1).

(1.22) Proposition. The functor (see (1.2))
(7L2, 7z3,

... ): CWD/ ' -+ Mode 2

satisfies the sufficiency condition, that is: A map f : Y-* X over D is a homotopy
equivalence in CWD/ if and only if the induced maps 7r,, (F f ): 7C (F Y) -+ 7tn(FX)
are isomorphisms for all n > 2.
Next we consider the homotopy classification problem for maps in CWD/ 2t.

Let Y- , D, X --->> D be objects in CWD/and let cp: Y1-*X1 be a map in
Coef. We denote by [Y,X]D the set of all homotopy classes of maps Y-+X
over D which induce qp on Yl . Moreover, [Y, X] is the set of all morphisms
rY-+rX in T. which induce cp. Then (1.6) yields the following diagram of sets
and of group actions with n > 2.

I'n(Y,(p,X)

(1.23)

C

H'(Y,(p,X)

1 Postnikov decompositions
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[Y,X]3

C

[Y, X]i

H'(Y, (q, X)

it,,)
na3

Here 7r,, = ir,,(FX), 7tn = 7r,,(FY) denote the homotopy groups of the fibers of

X - D and Y- D respectively. The composition of all maps in the column
is given by the functor (it3,it4,...), see (1.2). The abelian groups I,, and Hnv
are defined in (1.21). As in (VI.6.5) we have the following properties of diagram
(1.23):

(a) C is a function with image (A) = kernel (fl) and C is a derivation, that is,

V (f g) = f*v(g) + g*C(f )

Here fg denotes the composition in Tn.

(b) For all f e [Y, X] with C(f) = 0 the group at the left-hand side,
F,,(Y, (i, X), in (1.23) acts transitively on the subset A- 1(f) of [Y,
1.
Moreover, the action is linear, this means for f o eA - 1(f) go eA-1(g):

(fo+a)(go+I3)=fogo+f*Q+g*a.
(c) If the homotopy groups 7rk(FX) vanish for k N then the function

r:[Y,X

X]10

is bijective for n = N - 1 and surjective for n = N - 2.
(d) The isotropy groups of the action in (b) can be computed by the spectral
sequence {E;'`{MP} } in (1II.9.8) with

MP=Mah(Y,,XP-1)li, p> 1.
Here 4 denotes the empty space. We use the result dual to (III.4.18) in the
fibration category Topp. For
fief n(Y, (p, X) c Hn+1(Y,,, itn+1FX) = El+1,n+1

and for

[Y, X]n+ 1 we have (g, g) + # _

q + f3) _

g) if and only if
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This is the case if and only if /3 is in the image of one
as pictured in the diagram

n + /3 = q in
of the differentials

t-s=q

an_1

1

n+1

2

1

\a

Ei p,P+q

p=s

of the E1-term with
E1,P+q = [Yn, nq+'A

1]D =

Here a = 0 since we assume ic1FX = 0. Moreover, the differential 01 is given
by d in (1.18)
,n+1=H"-1 Y
a En1
l n n) -En+1,n+1=Hn+1
l Yn I n + l)
1
1

01 =

7C

(

Here we set rc =

(

(.,(pp)

and Ld denotes the partial loop operation (in

TopD) applied to d in (1.18). Then

(pp) is defined as in (1.20).

Diagram (1.23) shows that the enumeration of the set [Y,X]D can be
achieved by the inductive computation of the obstruction operator in (a),
and of the isotropy groups of the action in (b). Here we assume that the fiber

FX has finite homotopy dimension or that Y is homotopy equivalent to a
CW-complex of finite dimension. Clearly, in general, this program is very
hard; but there are nice examples, in particular if D = * is a point. As in
(VI.6.6) diagram (1.23) yields `higher order obstructions' for the realizability
of a homomorphism : n*(FY) -> rc*(FX) of n1(D)-modules via a map Y -* X
over D. This result improves equation 2 in Adams (1956).
Next we derive from the tower in (1.6) the following structure of the group
of homotopy equivalences over D of the fibration X - D in CWD/ . We
denote this group by
(1.24)

Aut (X)D c [X, X]D.

This is the group of units in the monoid [X, X]D. Let X 1 -. D be given by X
as in (1.4) and let
(1.25)

G = Aut (X 1)D

Thus G is the group of automorphisms in the category Coef. As in (VI.6.12)

the tower of categories for Postnikov decompositions in (1.6) yields the
following tower of groups with n > 2:
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Aut(X)D

1+

F"(X,1, X)

(1.26)

E"+1 (X)

En(X)

-

15

H. (X,1, X).

E2(X)

Aut, (n,k(FX))

Here E"(X) is the group of equivalences of the object r(X) in T. Thus E"(X)
is a subset:
E"(X)

U [X,X]n.
4)cG

The composition of all homomorphisms of groups in the column of (1.26)
is given by the functors n", n >_ 2, in (1.2). The obstruction operator C is a
derivation defined as in (IV.4.11) by the corresponding obstruction in (1.23).
This shows that kernel (.fl) is a subgroup of E"(X) and by sufficiency of the
functor 2 we have
(a)

2E"+ 1(X) = E"(X) n kernel (17).

The action F" + in (1.6) and (1.23) respectively yields the homomorphism 1 + in (1.26) with 1 +(a) = 1 + a where 1 is the identity in
En+1(X). From (1.23)(b) we deduce
(b)

image (1+)=A-1(1)nE"+1(X)
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By (a) and (b) we have the short exact sequence of groups (n >_ 2)

rn(X,1,X)
(c)

kernel 1 +

>--> E n+1 (X)

En(X) n Kernel fl.

The associated homomorphism, see (IV.3.9), is induced by
5 h: En(X) -+Aut Fn(X,1, X),
(d)

iwith h(u)(«) = u*(u-1)*(«) = (u-1)*u*(a).
This follows from the linear distributivity law in (1.23)(b). Moreover, by
(1.23)(c) we know

(e)

If FX has trivial homotopy groups in degree > N then the homomorphism r: Aut (X)D --> En(X) is bijective for n = N - 1 and surjective

for N-2.
(f)

kernel (1 +) is the isotropy group of the action Fn + on 1 E [X,
1
where p = 1. This group can be computed by the spectral sequence
(1.23)(d).

(1.27) Remark. The group Aut(X)D is as well studied by Didierjean (1981)
and Shih (1964). Both authors define a spectral sequence for Aut(X)D by use
of the Postnikov-tower of X - D. This spectral sequence, however, consists
partially of non-abelian groups. The method in (1.26) has the advantage that
the groups Fn and Hn are always abelian and that the isotropy groups of Fn
are given by a spectral sequence of abelian groups, see (1.26)(f). In addition
the result on Aut(X)D is just a detail of the tower of categories in (1.6). We
leave it as an exercise to deduce from (1.26) results as in (VI.6.13) on solvability

and nilpotency of certain subgroups of Aut (X)D, compare Dror-Zabrodsky
(1979).

§ 2. The category of K(A, n)-fibrations over D
Let D be a path connected CW-space with basepoint and let it = ic1(D). A
K(A, n)-fibration over D is a fibration
(2.1)

K(A, n) c X

D,

for which the fiber is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(A, n). Such a fibration
yields for n >_ 2 the structure of a it-module on A= n,,(FX). By (111.7.3) we
know that a K(A, n)-fibration is a principal fibration classified by the twisted
k-invariant
(2.2)

k(X)EHn+ 1(D, A).

2 K(A, n)-fibrations over D
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(2.3) Definition. Let n >_ 2. We denote by KD the full subcategory of CWD/
consisting of K(A, n)-fibrations where A ranges over all it-modules.

For n = 2 the category KD = Coef is the coefficient category used in (1.3).
We can apply the general results in (1.6) to the full subcategory KD of CWDlTo this end we introduce the functor
x":KD-+kD+1 cMod.,
(2.3)
where kD+ 1 is the following category of k-invariants: objects are pairs (A, k)
where A is a n-module and where keR"' (D, A). Morphisms : (A', k') --+ (A, k)
are it-linear maps : A'--+ A which satisfy *(k') = k. This yields the faithful
inclusion into the category Mod" of it-modules. There is a natural system of
abelian groups on the category kD+ 1 by the groups
fin(D, A),
(2.4)

which is a covariant functor in A (and thus a k"+1-module, see (IV.5.13)).
The natural system (2.4) is used in the following result which is an application
of (1.6), compare the notation in (IV.3.2).
(2.5) Theorem. There is a linear extension of categories (n >_ 2):

fin +

kn+1
Drz4-D

Kn

This implies that the functor iv" is full and that each object in kD+1 is
realizable. Moreover, the action of H" has only trivial isotropy groups. The
extension (2.5) is an example for the extension PRIN in (V.3.12).
Proof of (2.5). If we restrict the tower in (1.6) to the full subcategory KD (n

3)

we see that all H° are trivial and that the single action I . +, which is not
trivial, is the action I'" _ 1 + where Fn _ 1 + = II" +. Moreover, for n > 3 the
full subcategory of T2, which corresponds to KD, is kD+ 1 For n = 2 we
leave the proof to the reader. The isotropy groups of the action I'" -I + are
trivial by (1.23)(d).

Clearly, (2.5) implies the following corolaries:

(2.6) Corollary. Let X - D and Y - D be fibrations with fiber K(A, n) and
K(B, n) respectively, n >_ 2. Then the group Hn(D, A) acts freely on the set
[Y,X]D and the set of orbits is {aeHom,(B,A):a*k(Y)=k(X)}.
(2.7) Corollary. Let X - D be afibration with fiber K(A, n), n >_ 2. Then there
is a short exact sequence of groups

H"(D, A) > -> Aut (X)D - {acAut,,(A): a*k(X) = k(X)}.
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This corresponds to a result of Didierjean (1981) and Tsukiyama (1980). The
associated action in the extension of groups (2.7) is given by ai-->a*EAut
(H"(D, A)), compare (1.26)(d). If k(X) = 0, the extension in (2.7) splits since
the fibration X -.>D admits a section in this case. We can use (1.8) for the
definition of the splitting. More generally, this yields the following fact:
(2.8) Proposition. The restriction of the extension in (2.5) to the full subcategory
of objects X with k(X) = 0 is a split extension of categories.

By (IV.6.1) the extension of categories in (2.5) yields the cohomology
class.
{KD} eH2(ko+

(2.8)

H")

Here H2 is the cohomology of the category k"+' and {KD} is the cohomology
class represented by the extension in (2.5). We consider the cohomology class
(2.8) as a `characteristic cohomology class' of homotopy theory and we expect
that there is actually a nice homological algebra of such universal cohomology
classes which can be exploited for the homotopy classification problems.

§ 3 The de Rham theorem for cohomology groups
with local coefficients
In this section we study commutative cochain algebras as in (I.§ 8). We describe

various properties which we derive from the general homotopy theory in a
cofibration category. We make use of the analogy between the fibration
category of spaces (over D) and the cofibration category of commutative
cochain algebras (under aD). These two categories have similar properties
which can be compared by using the Sullivan-de Rham functor.
Let R be a field of characteristic zero and let C = CDA* be the cofibration
category of commutative cochain algebras (connected with augmentation)
which is described in (1.8.17). We have the initial object * = R in C which is
also the final object so that each cofibrant object in C is also a based object
in C.

We first discuss some simple illustrations of the homotopy theory in
Chapter II.
(3.1) Definition. Let V be an R-module (non graded) and let n >_ 1. We define
the Eilenberg-Mac Lane object A(V; n) in C by the free object A(V) where
V is concentrated in degree n with d V = 0, compare (1.8.2).
II

One can check that for n >_ 1
(3.2)

[A(V; n), X] = Hom (V, H"X),
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where H"X is the cohomology of the underlying cochain complex of X.
The left-hand side in (3.2) is the set of homotopy classes. This set is actually
an abelian group since
EA(V; n + l) = A(V; n),

(3.3)

and thus for k >- 0
[A(V; n), X] = [EkA(V; n + k), X] = 7ck (V;n+k)(X)

(3.4)

For these homotopy groups we have the exact sequence in (11.7.8) for a pair

(U, V), U >---> V. This sequence can be identified with the long exact
cohomology sequence of the pair of cochain complexes (U, V) via the
commutative diagram (A = A(V, n + k), k >_ 1)
H"(V)
(3.5)

II

II

7Ck(V)

Hn+1(V)

H"(U V)

, H"(U)

II

7<k(U, V) -

1Ck(U)

II

> nj

1(V) --

For the proof of these results consider the cylinder I*A(V; n) defined in (1.8.19)
which is given by

I*A(V;n)=(A(V'Q+V"Q+sV),d)
dsv= -v'+v" for veV= V".
Next we define the analogue of a sphere in the category C.
(3.6)

(3.7) Definition. A sphere S (n >_ 1) in C is an object S together with
isomorphisms
Hk(S°)

R

if k=n, k=0

0

otherwise.

II

Remark. A sphere S exists since we can take for S the unique object A in
C for which the underlying graded module is given by Ak = R for k = n, k = 0
and A'= 0 otherwise, dA = 0, A = HA =
Furthermore we can take for
S the object AR(S") given by the Sullivan-de Rham functor in (1.8.23). One
can check that a sphere S is unique up to a canonical isomorphism in Ho(C).
A minimal model of a sphere is given by
(3.8)

S=

A(t),

A(t, x),

I t I =n odd, dt = 0,
I tI = n even, I x I = 2n - 1,

dx = t2.

For n > 2 there is a canonical isomorphism of groups (compare (I.8.21))
(3.9)

HomR(1 ,(A), R) = [A, S],
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where A is a cofibrant object in C. The right-hand side has for n >_ 2 a group
structure since
(3.10)

[A, S"] = [EA, Sn- 1].

Proof of (3.9). We can assume that A = (A(V), d) is minimal with V° = 0. Let
A(n) = (A(V`"), d). Cofiber sequences show for n > 2
[A, S"] = [A(n), Sn]

= [A(n)/A(n - 1), Sn]

= [A( Vn; n), Sn]
= Hom (V", R).

The assumption n >_ 2 is needed for
A(n)/A(n - 1) = A(V"; n).

For n = 1 the result is still true if A(1) = A(V1;1). Compare also 8.13 in
Bousfield-Gugenheim.

(3.11) Remark. Let * >-> B >-+ A be a cofibrant pair in C. Then the short
exact sequence of cochain complexes
0-*QB-+ QA-+Q(A/B)-*0
induces a long exact sequence of 0-homotopy groups (see (I.8.21)(1)):
it (B)

7C' (A) -4 4(A B)

7rv,+ i (B).

If we apply the functor Hom (-, R) to this sequence we obtain via (3.9) and
(3.10) an exact sequence which can be identified with the cofiber sequence
(n>_2)
[B, Sn] <- [A, Sn] 4- [(A/B)o, Sn] <- [EB, Sn].

Recall that F = Top** is a fibration category with the structure in (1.5.5)
and recall that we have the Sullivan-de Rham functor
(3.12)

a = AR:(Topo)°P = F°P -+ C= CDA*

in (I.8.23)(3). The objects A(V; n) and S", respectively, are minimal models
(n >_ 1)

(3 . 13)

* >- -> A(R ; n) -=-+ aK(R , n) and

(3 . 14)

*>---* Sn -=4aS"

where K(R, n) is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of R and where S" is the
n-sphere. Let X be a CW-space in F. Then the natural de Rham isomorphism
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in (I.8.23)(2) can be expressed by the commutative diagram (n >: 1)
H"aX

H"(X, R)
(3.15)

II

II

[X, K(R, n)] « [aK(R, n), aX] = [A(R; n), aX]

Moreover for homotopy groups we get the natural homorphism of
R-modules (n >_ 2)
itn(X) O R
(3.16)

HomR(7rn MaX, R)
II

II

[S", X] Qx R

«

' [aX, aS"] = [MaX, Sn]

This actually is an isomorphism provided X is a nilpotent space for which
H,k (X, R) is an R-module of finite type. This follows from the equivalence
of categories in (1.8.27).

Next we consider the cohomology with local coefficients. Let D be a
CW-space in F = Top* and let A be a nt(D)-module. Then we have as in
(1.7) the Eilenberg-Mac Lane object which is a based object
(3.17)

K(A, n) ' L(A, n)

D

in FD (here we choose a base point *ED). Similarly we define in the cofibration
category C:

(3.18) Definition. Let B be an object in C and let V be an R-module (non
graded). An Eilenberg-Mac Lane object in CB is a minimal cofibration i,

A(V;n)e- L(V,n)

B (n>_ 1)
0

with cofiber A(V; n) and with retraction 0. This is a based object in CB.

II

(1.19) Lemma. The generators V of
L(V, n) = (B xQ A(V; n), d)

can be chosen such that the retraction 0 is trivial on V, that is, 0 = 1 Qx E.

Proof. Let r be a retraction of i in (3.18). Then we obtain an isomorphism

r:L(V,n)=BQx A(V,n)--BQA(V,n)
of graded algebras by i(b) = b for beB and c(v) = r(v) + v for veV. We have

(1p E)2=r.
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(3.20) Definition. Let V be a (non-graded) R-module and let B be an object in
C. A coaction (V, a,,) of B on V is a homomorphism

0,,:V->B1®V
with the properties (a) and (b):

(a) The following diagram commutes where d is the differential of B and
where t is the multiplication in B:
av

)B1®V

V

Id®l

tav

B1®V 1®B1®B1®V µ®l .B2

V

(b) There is a well-ordered basis Jv of Vsuch that av(a)EB1® Via for aEJ,,.
Compare the notation in (1.8.5).

Now let (V, av) and (W, aw) be coaction of B on V and W respectively. A
map a: (V av) -> (W, aw) is given by a commutative diagram
V
(c)

W
a"

B1®V i®« B1®W
in the category of R-modules. This shows that the set of maps
(V, a,,) -* (W, aw) is a submodule of HomR (V, W). Let COB be the category

of all coactions and of maps between coactions. For a map f : B -> B'
in C we get the coaction
(d)

f*(V, av) = (V, (f ®1)av)

of B' on V. Thus f* is a functor from COB to COB,.

II

The coaction (V, av) is the analogue of the ir1(D)-module A in (3.17), in
fact we have:
(3.21) Lemma. An Eilenberg-Mac Lane object L(V, n), n > 1, in CB is determined by a coaction V = (V, av).

Proof. We choose generators V of L( V, n) as in (3.19). Then the differential
d of L(V, n) = (B (D A(V; n), d) is given by a map

d=(av,S):V->L(V, n)'+1 =B10x VO+Bn+1

Since the retraction 10 s = 0 is a chain map we see that 6 = 0. Moreover
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dd = 0 shows that dv is a coaction. Vice versa each coaction yields via
d = (8v, 0) an object L(V, n).

Addendum. Let f : H-24 B be a weak equivalence in C and let (V, 8v) be a
coaction of B on V. Then there exists a coaction (V, a'v) of B' on V, unique up
to isomorphism, such that f* (V, 0',,) = (V, 8v) in COB. We also write (V, 0' )E

f *'(V, av)

Proof. For the Eilenberg-Mac Lane object L(V, n) in CB we construct a
commutative diagram in C
1

B'

L

----------'
0

B'

f

f

B

1.

B

L(V, n)
0

Here i' is a minimal model of if and 0' is a lifting as in (I1. 1.11)(b). It is clear
that L is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane object in CB' for which f*L = L(V, n). Now
let (V, 0v) be given by L as in (3.21). Then we get the addendum.
In FD, respectively in CB, we have
(3.22)

SIL(A,n+l)=L(A,n) and
l:L(V, n + 1) = L(V, n)

Compare (111.6.6); for the second equation consider the suspension in CB which

is defined by the cylinder in (1.8.19). For V = (V, 8v) the cylinder

IBL(V,n)=(B®A(V'pV"p+sV),d)

(1)

d(sv) = -v'+v"+(1©s)8v(v)

(2)

has the differential
where (1 (D s) (b (D v) _ - b Qx sv for bEB', vEV. The formula ford is easily
checked by (I.8.19)(14). By (1) we get for V = V'
EL(V; n) = (B (DA(sV), d)

with
(3)

ds(v)=(1(D s)7v

Therefore the isomorphism in (3.22) is given by sv r-> - v.
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Now let X be a CW-space for which * >--+ X is a closed cofibration and let

f: X -, D be a map in Topo*. Then the reduced cohomology with local
coefficients is given by the homotopy set
(3.23)

H"(X, *; f *A) = [X, L(A, n)]*D

(n >_ 1).

Here the right-hand side is the set of homotopy classes of basepoint preserving
maps over D. This is a set of homotopy classes in Ho(FD) which by (3.22) is
an abelian group.

Remark. For n > 2 the reduced cohomology coincides with the cohomology
since in this case
[X, L(A, n)]*D = [X, 4A, n)] n

by (11.5.19). This is not true for n = 1.

(3.24) Definition. Let V = (V, 7t,) be a coaction of B on V and let f : B --* X
be an object in CB. Then we define the reduced cohomology of X with local
coefficients in f*V by (n _> 1)
H"(X; f. V) = [L(V, n), X]B.

Here the right-hand side is a set of homotopy classes in Ho(CB); this set is
actually an abelian group by (3.22). The cohomology is a functor which is
covariant in X and contravariant in V.
11

Remark. One can define the non reduced cohomology by the homotopy set
of maps L(V, n) -> X under B which are not augmentation preserving. Here
homotopies are given as well by the cylinder in (1.8.19).
There is a de Rham theorem for the cohomology groups above. For this
we use the functor
(3.25)

a: Ho(FD)°" --> Ho(C,D)

which is given by at in (3.12) and by (II.5a.2).
(3.26) Proposition. Let A be a ir1(D)-module and suppose that A (&R is a finite
dimensional R-module and that the action of ir1(D) on A &,R is nilpotent. Then
the ir1D-module A determines a coaction aA = (V, 8v) of a(D) on V = Hom,(A, R).

Moreover, for n >_ 1 one has the natural isomorphism of groups

a*: H"(X, *;f *A) OX R = H"(aX, (af)*(aA))
2

This isomorphism generalizes the de Rham isomorphism for cohomology groups
in (3.15) above.
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We point out that in the proposition we do not assume that A is a nilpotent
it1(D)-module, only A 1R is nilpotent.
Proof. The based object L(A, n) in FD yields the based object (in CaD)
a(O)

aD >--+ MaL(A, n)

aL(A, n) -* aD

(1)

where we can assume that the cofibration is minimal. From (1.8.24) we derive

that the cofiber is actually a minimal model of aK(A, n), namely A(V; n).
Therefore (1) is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane object L(V, n) = MaL(A, n) in CaD
and thus (1) is determined by a coaction a(A) = (V, 8v) as in (3.21). Moreover,
the functor a in (3.25) induces the homomorphism of groups

[X, L(A, n)] - [L(V, n), aX]

(2)

which induces the isomorphism in (3.24). This can be seen inductively by
(3.15) since nilpotency of A OR implies that L(A ®X Q R, n) is a finite
cocomplex {Li} in F with classifying maps L._1 - K(Ai, n) where Ai are
R-modules with trivial action of 7r1(D), see (111.7.4). Now cofibration sequences

and (3.15) show that a in (2) is an isomorphisms.
(3.27) Addendum. For a map f : D'--+ D in F we have the isomorphism in Co,,,,
a(f *A) = (af )* (a(A)).

Moreover, if R = 0, each coaction (W, 8w) of aD on W is realizable by a
it1(D)-module A with a(A) = (W, 0,) in CoaD.

Realizability of (W, 8W) is seen by realizing inductively the elementary
cofibrations for aD >--> L(W, n).
(3.28) Lemma. For coactions V, W in CoB there is a canonical isomorphism of
abelian groups (n > 1):
Ira: [4 V, n), L(W, n)]0 = Co. (V, W).

Here the left-hand side denotes the set of homotopy classes in Ho(CB) which
are based up to homotopy, see (11.9.8), and the right-hand side is the set of
morphisms in CoB.

Proof. Since B is connected we can assume B° = R (otherwise prove the result
first for a minimal model of B). A map F: L(V, n) -> L(W, n) under B is given
by a commutative diagram
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WBn=L(W,n)n

V

law©d

1 av

B'Ox VB'OW(D Bn+1=L(W,n)n+t
1®a,µ(1®a)

This shows that a yields a map a: L(V, n) -> B which is homotopic to 1®c
since F is based up to homotopy. Clearly in in (3.28) carries F to a.
As a special case of (3.26) we get:

(3.29) Lemma. Let A, B be nilpotent itt(D)-modules and assume A(& R
and BOx R are finite dimensional R-modules. Then we have the canonical
isomorphism
Hom,, (A, B) Ox R = CoaD(aA, ccB).

For the proof we use (3.28), (1.8), (3.24) and (3.23).

§ 4 The tower of categories for commutative cochain
algebras under D
As in § 3 let R be a field of characteristic zero and let C = CDA* be the
cofibration category of commutative cochain algebras (connected with
augmentation), see (I.§8). In this section we show that for an object D in C the
homotopy category Ho (CD) can be approximated by a tower of categories.
The tower is analogous to the tower of categories for Postnikov decompositions in § 2. The tower of categories here, however, is given in terms of the

purely algebraic category CDA* and thus it is a kind of an algebraic
illustration of the tower of categories for Postnikov decompositions in § 2.
We first consider the analogue of a K(A, n)-fibration in the category C, see
(2.1). A A(V,n)-cofibration under B is a cofibration
(4.1)

B >--+ A

A(V, n)

in C

for which the cofiber is A/B = A(V, n). As in (111.7.3) we get
(4.2) Proposition. Let n >_ 2 and let b: D >---+ B be a cofibration in C with simply
connected cofiber, i.e. H°(B/D) = R, Ht(BID) = 0. Then each A(V, n) cofibration B >---+ A determines a coaction V = (V, 8,,) of D on

V and there exists a map f : L(V, n + 1) -. B under D such that B >---),A is a
principal cofibration in the cofibration category CD with classifying map f.
We call the element f,
(4.3)

fe [L(V, n + 1), B] D = fin + 1 (B, b* V),
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which is uniquely determined by is B >--+ A the (twisted) k-invariant of the A(V, n)-cofibration i.

Proof of (4.2). It is enough to prove the lemma for the case that
D >---), B is a minimal cofibration. By the assumption in (4.2) we have B1 = D1.

For the cofibration B >--+A we choose an isomorphism
A = (B (D A(V; n), d).

Then the differential d on generators V is given by
d=(av,f):V-+A"+1=(D1©V)OB"+1

f

This gives us the coaction (V, 8v) and f in (4.3) is represented by f : V -+ B"+ 1

In fact, the equation dd = 0 in A shows that av is a coaction and that
f : L(V, n + 1) -* B with v H f (v), ve V, is well defined. Moreover, we have the

push out

CL(V,n+1)=(D©A(V;n+1)(D A(sV;n),d)

A

A

f

L(V, n + 1)

A

B

with d(sv) = + v + (1 (D s)8v(v), see (3.22)(2), and with f (sv) = - V.

Now let D>--*A be a minimal cofibration with A=(D®A(V),d). Then we
have subalgebras
(4.4)

D >---+ A(n) = (D ( A(V `"), d) >--> A

such that A(n) >--* A(n + 1) is a A(V"; n)-cofibration. Therefore (4.2) shows

that for V° = V 1 = 0 there are coactions V" = (V",

of D on V" and

k-invariants
(4.5)

k"(A,D)Efl +1(A(n-1),i,kV")

such that A(n - 1) >-+ A(n) is a principal cofibration in C° with attaching
map k"(A, D), n > 2. This corresponds exactly to the k-invariants of a
Postnikov-tower in (111.7.2). Moreover, as in (VII.3.6) we have

(4.6) Theorem (r fold principal reduction). Let D be an object in C and let
k >_ r >_ 1. Consider all minimal cofibrations D >---+ A for which the cofiber
is k-connected. Then the subalgebras A(n) of A in (4.4) yield the cofibrations

D=Ao>---*A1 >--* ... >->, A"...
iwith Ai = A(ir + k),

i > 0,

A
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which form a complex in the category CD. The class ((E')' of all such complexes

is admissible and good and this class satisfies I = F in degree 2, compare
(VII.1.10) (7).

Proof. We use a general suspension theorem in C' which is the analogue of
the general loop theorem in TopD in (V.10a). Then the same arguments as
in (VII.3.6) yield the result.
As in (VII.3.9) we get the functor
(4.7)

0k: (CDA*), /

-> Complex (k )DI °.

where (CDA*)° is the full subcategory of C' consisting of cofibrations
D >---+ A with k-connected cofiber. The functor dk carries D >--* A to the
complex {Ai} in (4.6). The functor is full and faithful on the subcategory
consisting of objects D >-+ A with A = A(n) for n sufficiently large, see (4.4).
By (VII.1.9) we obtain for k > r >( 1 the tower of categories
(4.8)

TWIST,, ((gk)D,

n >, 2,

which approximates the homotopy category (CDA*),D/ via dk in (4.7). This
tower is an algebraic analogue of the corresponding tower of categories in
(VII.3.10). In particular, for k = r = 1 one obtains a tower T* of categories

with properties exactly corresponding to the properties of the tower of
categories for Postnikov-decompositions in §2, see (6.13) below. We leave it
the reader to formulate explicitly the results on the tower (4.8) as described
in §2, see also §6. For example, (3.28) is exactly the analogue of (1.8); this is
used for the definition of the category T2, see (1.14).

§ 5 The category of A( V, n)-cofibrations under D
We describe the results on the homotopy category of A(V, n)-cofibrations
under D which correspond exactly to the results on the homotopy category
of K(A, n)-fibrations in § 2.

Let KnD be the full subcategory of Ho(CD), C = CDA*, consisting of
A(V, n)-cofibrations D >---+ A -* A(V, n) where V ranges over all R-modules.
As in (2.3) we have the functor (n >, 2):
(5.1)

7c': K -> k°+ 1 c COD.

Here the category of k-invariants k,,D+ 1 is a subcategory of the category of
coactions (3.20). Objects are pairs (V, k) where V = (V, c',,) is a coaction of D
on V and where keH"+ 1(D; V). Morphisms : (V, k) -> (W, k') are morphisms
V-* W in CoD with *(k') = k.
The functor 7,n
in (5.1) carries the A(V, n)-cofibrations D >-+A to the coq,
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action (V, 8v) described in (4.2) and carries a map F: A--+ A' in KDn to 7r"-P(F):
V--+ V, see (1.8.21). As in (2.4) we obtain a natural system of abelian groups
on the category knn+ 1 by the groups
(5.2)

H' ) = H"(D, V)

for :(V,k)-+(W, k')ECoD. This is a contravariant functor in V. Now the linear
extension in (2.5) corresponds exactly to

(5.3) Theorem. There is a linear extension of categories (n ? 2)

Hn+->KD->k°+1

Proof. We use the same arguments as in (2.5). Here we use the tower of
categories for Complex ((g)D in (4.8).
The theorem implies that the functor n0 is full and that each object in kD+ 1
is realizable (as follows from (4.2)). Moreover, the action of H" has only trivial

isotropy groups. Again, the extension (5.3) is actually an example for the
extension PRIN in (V.3.12). Clearly, we have corollaries of (5.3) as in (2.6)
and (2.7), see § 6. For example (2.7) corresponds to

(5.4) Corollary. Let D >-4 X be a A(V, n)-cofibration with coaction V and kinvariant k, n > 2. Then there is a short exact sequence of groups

H"(D,V)>->Aut(X)D

{OEAut(V):,*k=k}.

Here Aut(X)° is the group of homotopy equivalances of X in Ho(CD),
C=CDA°, and Aut(V) is the group of automorphisms in the category Co,.
We point out that this corollary is a special case of the tower of groups,
corresponding to (1.26), which is available for any cofibration D >-* X in
CDA* and which approximates the group Aut (X)D, see § 6 below.

§ 6 Integral homotopy theory of spaces over D and
minimal models
We here compare the `integral' tower of categories for Postnikov decompositions with the `rational' tower of categories for commutative cochain algebras.
This yields elementary proofs, and also generalizations, of various fundamental results of Sullivan.
In this section the ring of coefficients is the ring R = 0 of rational numbers.
Let D be a path connected CW-space with base point as in § 1. We consider
the following class of fibrations over D, compare (1.8.26).
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(6.1) Definition. Let (f n7L)D be the class of all fibrations p: X -)) Din Top such

that (a) and (b) hold:

(a) X and the fiber F = p 1(*) are very well pointed CW-spaces and F is
simply connected.
(b) The group rc1D acts nilpotently on i*(F)Qx 0 (or equivalently tc1D acts
nilpotently on H*(F, 0)) and i*(F) Qx 0 or H*(F, 0) are rational vector
spaces of finite type.

Let Top (fnZ)D be the full subcategory of TopD consisting of objects in the
class (fn 7L)D. Homotopies in this category are homotopies over D. Moreover,

let (ffn Z)D be the subclass of all fibrations in (fn Z)D for which the fibers

have only finitely many non trivial homotopy groups. Let (fn Q)D and
(ffn Q)D be the corresponding subclasses consisting of fibrations with rational
fiber, that is, n*(F) = i*(F) ( 0.
II

Recall that we have the Sullivan-de Rham functor (1.8.23)
(6.2)

a = Ao: F = Top* -+ C=CDA°

which maps the fibration category Topo to the cofibration category CDA°k
and which is a model functor on an appropriate subcategory of Topo* by the
result of Halperin (1.8.24). This result shows that for a fibration p: X - D in
(fn Z)D the minimal model
(6.3)

a(p): aD >----+ MaX =' aX

gives us the minimal model MaX/aD of the fiber a(F). Therefore we have
(MaX = (a(D) p A(V), d) with

V = Hom (i*F, 0).

We now describe the class of all cofibrations in C = CDA°k which can be
obtained by minimal models of fibrations in (fn ZL)D.

(6.4) Definition. Let D be an object in C. Then (f m Of denotes the class of
all minimal cofibrations D >---+ X = (D (D A(V), d) in C such that
(a) V° = V1 = 0 and
(b) V is a rational vector space of finite type.
Let CDA,°k (fm Qop)° be the full subcategory of CD consisting of objects in the

class (fin 0)°. Homotopies in this category are homotopies relative D. Let
(ffm Q)° be the subclass of all objects in (fm 0)° for which V is finitely
generated.
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Clearly a fibration in (fn Z)D yields via (6.3) a cofibration in (fm Q)aiD. Let

(p: aD = aD be an isomorphism in Ho(C) which is given by
gyp: aD « - MaD m aD.

(6.5)

We now define the functor
(6.6)

Ma: Top (fn Z)D/ ^ -> CDA* (fm Q)«D/ .

as follows. For objects X, Y in (fn 71)D we know
[X, Y]D = [X, Y]*D,

(1)

by (11.5.19). Therefore we have the isomorphism of categories
Top (fn 7)D/

Topo* (fn Z)D/ ^

(2)

Now a in (6.2) yields the functor
Ma: Top* (fn Z)D/ ^' +CDA° (fm Q)rD/

(3)

which carries the object (X -D)E(fnZ)D to the minimal model (6.3) and
which is defined on morphisms as in (11.3.11). Moreover, by (6.5) we have
equivalences of categories (C = CDA°)
Ho(C.D),.
Ho (6D), <Ho(CMaD), -*
n*
m.

(4)

Compare (11.4.5). By use of (2), (3) and (4) we get the functor Ma in (6.6).
This functor fits into the commutative diagram of functors
Ma

Top (.f nZ)D/

CDA°k (.f mG)aD/ ,.
(5)

au

Top (f nQ)D/ ,.'

where F. is the functor obtained by fiberwise Q-localization as in BousfieldKan. Clearly F. is the identity on Top (fn Q)D and Mac is the restriction of
Ma. We claim that Mac is an equivalence of categories. We prove this for
the subclass (f f n Q)D, see (6.15):

(6.7) Theorem. The functor

Mac: Top(ff nQ)D/ ^' --CDA*(.ffmQ)°`D/,.,
is an equivalence of categories.
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If D = * is a point this result yields part of the Sullivan-de Rham
equivalence of categories in (1.8.27). We point out that the theorem does
not use any nilpotency condition on the space D. In case D is nilpotent the
theorem corresponds to a result of Grivel who, however, only considers the
subclass of (fnQ)D consisting of fibrations for which it1D acts trivially on the
homotopy groups of the fiber, compare also Silveira. Also Scheerer (1980,

1983) obtained the equivalence of categories in (6.7) by generalizing the
method of Bousfield-Gugenheim. We give a new and elementary proof of
(6.7) which relies only on the Sullivan-de Rham isomorphism for cohomology
groups (I.8.23)(2) and on the compatibility. of a with pull backs in (1.8.24).
As an easy illustration we first prove theorem (6.7) for the full subcategory

of Eilenberg-Mac Lane fibrations over D. Let
tK"(fn7L)D=KDnTop(fn7L)D,
Kn(f mQ)«D =

n

and

n DGA°(fm o

be the intersections of the categories defined in (2.3), (6.1) and (5.1), (6.4)
respectively.

(6.8) Proposition. There is a commutative diagram of linear extensions of
categories (n >_ 2)

H" ±

> K"(f nZL)D

I

a,
H"

k"+ '(f nZ), c Mod,,
a

IMa
+

K,,

(fm(U)aD

kn+l(f

mQ)aD

C COaD

Here the top row is a subextension of (2.5) and the bottom row is a
subextension of (5.3).

Proof of (6.8). The proposition follows from (11.8.24) and (V.3.16) since Ma
carries principal maps to principal maps.
For morphism sets diagram (6.8) yields the following commutative diagram

where X and Y are fibrations in (fn Z)D with fiber K(A, n) and K(B, n)
respectively.

H"(D,A)>---+I Y,X]D ->3- {geHomn(B,A)jrp*(kY)=kX}
(6.9)

a* 1

H"(aD; aA)

lMa

[X, Y]aD

1a

Ji eHom (aA, aB) I c1i*(kY) = kX }
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Here X = MaX, Y= MaY are minimal models under aD. The top row is
the exact sequence described in (2.6); the bottom row is the corresponding
exact sequence derived from (5.3). For the groups of homotopy equivalences
we have the commutative diagram of short exact sequences of groups:

H"(D, A)> -* Aut(X)D
(6.10)

a* I

Ma

{(pEAut,(A)jcp*kX = kX}

I

H"(aD, aA) >---+ Aut (X)'D - {OeAut (aA)I /i*kX = kX}
Compare (2.7) and (5.4). As a special case of (6.7) we now prove:

(6.11) Proposition. The restriction
/

Mao: K"(f n Q)D - Kn(J m

ft

(Q)«D

of Ma in (6.8) is an equivalence of categories, compare (6.6)(5).

Proof. Assume that Y, X in (6.9) are fibrations in (f nQ)D. Then (3.29) shows
that a in (6.9) is a bijection. Moreover, the de Rham isomophism (3.26) shows
that a* is an isomorphism. Thus Ma in (6.9) is a bijection and therefore the
functor Mau in (6.11) is full and faithful. Also, each object (V, k) in k"+ 1(f m Qop)aD

is realizable since V is realizable by (3.27) and since the k-invariant k is
realizable by the de Rham isomorphism (3.26).

The proof shows that Mao in (6.11) yields an isomorphism of linear
extensions of categories by restriction of the map Ma in (6.8). Essentially the
same arguments as in the proof of (6.11) yield the result in (6.7). We only
replace linear extensions by `towers of categories'.
Let X and 1 be the subclasses of() D in (VII.3.6) corresponding to (fnZ)D
and (fnQ)D respectively. Moreover, let X = Ma(X) be the subclass of ((9')"D

in (4.6) given by (f mQ)"D, compare (VII.1.19). Here Ma(X) is a class of
complexes by the result of Halperin (1.8.24). Diagram (6.6)(5) above now
corresponds to the following diagram of functors
Cocomplex (3r)/ _^°-

(6.12)

\F.

Ma

Complex (3:")/

/Mao
Cocomplex (3:c)/

Here Mao is the restriction of Ma as in (6.6)(5). By (VII.1.19) these functors
induce maps between towers of categories. The map Ma between towers of
categories is described by the following diagram.
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Ma
CDA°k (fm(D)aD/ , a

Top(fn7L)D/

a*

rn+Tn+1( )

rn+

Tn+1(X.)

R

(6.13)

T,,(X) --

' Hnv

T.(Xa)

-Iw

HIV

(Ma)2

T2(X)

T2(Xa)

n

C)

0

Coef(X) x Morz 3(X)

Ma xa

Coef(X,,) x Co](MaX)

The left-hand side is a subtower of (1.6), the right-hand side is the
corresponding subtower of (4.8) with T (3ra) = TWIST,(!).
Next we describe diagram (6.13) on the level of morphism sets. Let Y -- > D
and X -. D be objects in (f n ZL)D and let gyp: Y, -X, be a map in Coef (3`). By

(6.3) we obtain the objects Y = MaY and X = MaX in (f mO)aD and the
induced map 0 = Ma((p):X, -f Y, in Coef(Xa). With these notations diagram
(6.13) yields the commutative diagram of sets
rn(Y,(P,X)
(6.14)

+

[Y,X]n+1

a*

rn(X, w, Y) ± - [X, Y]n+

[Y,X]n - H'(Y,w,X)
(Ma)

1

«*

[X, Y]n -0 i (X, (0, Y)
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the top row of which is the exact sequence in (1.23). Clearly, diagram (6.9)
above is a special case of (6.14). The isotropy groups of the action at the left
hand side of the diagram can be computed by spectral sequences as in (1.23)(d).

(6.15) Proof of (6.7). We show that Mao in (6.12) induces an isomorphism of
towers of categories
T*(Xo) = T,k(X.).

For this we generalize the argument in the proof of (6.9). As in this proof it
is readily seen that each object in (f m Q)aD is realizable by an object in
(fn Q)D. Moreover, (6.11) and (3.29) show that (Ma) x a in the bottom row
of (6.13), restricted to X., is an equivalence of categories. This implies that
Mao: T2(3ro) -> T2(X.) is an equivalence of categories, compare (1.14). The de
Rham theorem (3.26) shows that the maps a* in (6.14) both are isomorphisms

provided X and Y are in (f nQ)D. Moreover, a,, induces an isomorphism of
the isotropy groups of Fn+ and F,,+ respectively. This follows from the de
Rham theorem (3.26) by use of the spectral sequences (1.23)(d) which are
natural with respect to a by (111.2. 10). (In this spectral sequence we are allowed
to use the reduced cohomology groups, see (3.23).) Inductively, we now derive

from (6.14) that (Ma),, is a bijection for all n. Therefore, Mao in (6.7) yields
an isomorphism of towers of categories, compare also (IV.4.14).
p
In addition to (6.14) we have for (X - . D)e(f nZ)D the following commutative diagram in which the top row is the exact sequence (1.26), (moreover,
diagram (6.10) is a special case of this diagram).

I'n(X,1,X) ±-> En+1(X)
a,

(Ma)y+i
F,,(X,1,X)

+

. En+1(X)

, En(X) ' Hn(X,1,X)
(tvta)

I a,

En(X)

The bottom row is an exact sequence which depends purely algebraicly on

the minimal model aD >---+ X - aX of a(X - D).
We consider various applications of the fundamental diagram (6.13). For
the homotopy groups 7r" defined in (I.8.21) we get the
(6.16) Proposition. For a ftbration (p: X
natural isomorphism of groups

D)e(f n77)D with fiber F we have the

n",(MaX, aD) = Homz(it F, 0).

Here MaX is a minimal model of a(p) as in (6.3).
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Proof. We know that MaX/aD is a minimal model of aF. Therefore we can
apply (6.7) with D = * since F is simply connected. Hence a*: i"(F) Qx 0 =
Moreover, i*(F) (DO is of finite type and we can use (3.9).
[MaX/aD,
Moreover, we compute rational homotopy groups of function spaces, see
(111.8.2) where we set Y = *.

(6.17) Proposition. Let p: E -b D be a fibration in (ff n7L)D and let X be a
path connected CW-space for which the inclusion * -+ X is a closed cofibration
in Top. Then we have the isomorphism of groups (n > 1)
"(Map (X, E)n, u) O 7Q = [> DMaE, aX]u.
Here aD >---+ MaE => aE is a minimal model of a(p) and u: MaE -> aE -> aX
is given by a(u). For n = 1 the left-hand side is the Q-localization of the nilpotent
group 7rl, see (111.8.3).

Proof. The isomorphism is induced by a as in (II.10a.1). The spectral sequence
(III.9.8)(ii) and (111.2.10) show that we obtain an isomorphism since a induces
an isomorphism on the E1-term by the de Rham theorem (3.26).

We point out that the group in (6.17) can be described in explicit algebraic
terms by employing the cylinder construction in (1.8.19).

Remark. Though we have by (6.17) a good description of the rational
homotopy groups of function spaces we do not know a minimal model of
the function space Map (X, E)*D in terms of MaE and aX. By (6.17) the
generators of this minimal model are given by the homotopy groups (6.17).
A special case of this problem is solved by Haefliger, see also Silveira.
The following result is the analogue of (6.17) for n = 0; it counts the path
components of the space Map (X, E)*D. Recall that a CW-space X is of finite
type if X is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex with finitely many cells
in each dimension >_ 0. If X is simply connected this is equivalent to the
condition that the abelian groups H*(X, Z) or n*(X) are of finite type.

(6.18) Proposition. Let u: X -+ D be given and let E - D be a fibration in
(ff n7L)D with fiber F. Assume X and F are CW-spaces offinite type. Then the map

a: [X, E]D -> [MaE, aX]"

is finite to one. Here we use the same notation as in (6.17).

Proof. We apply (111.4.18) and the fact that the cohomology groups H"(X,
are finitely generated abelian groups. Therefore the result follows as
in (6.17) by (3.26).
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Finally, we obtain the following result on groups of homotopy equivalences
(over a space D).

(6.19) Proposition. Let E -- , D be a fibration in (ff n71)D with fiber F and
assume F and D are CW-spaces offinite type. Moreover, assume that there exists
an isomorphism

aD=aD
in Ho(CDA*) such that aD is a vector space of finite type. Then the
homomorphism

Ma: Aut (E)D - Aut (MaE)aD

given by (6.6), has finite kernel and the image is an arithmetic group. This
shows Aut (E)D is a finitely presented group.

This result is more general than the result of Scheerer (1980) since
(E --i.> D)e(ffn7L)D does not imply that E --->> D is a nilpotent fibration, see
(6.1). We can still employ the inductive method in Scheerer (1980) or in Sullivan

since we have the commutative diagram of groups in (6.16) and since we
have the de Rham isomorphism (3.26) for cohomology groups with local
coefficients. Here, in fact, the tower (1.6) is a crucial tool since this tower
does not need the nilpotency of Postnikov decompositions. For D = * the
result corresponds to the original case considered by Sullivan, a different
approach is due to Wilkerson.

Ix
Homotopy theory of reduced
complexes

In general, towers of categories are constructed by use of twisted chain
complexes. In this chapter, we consider examples of towers of categories for

which the underlying chain complexes are not twisted. This relies on the
condition of `simply connectedness' for reduced complexes (the non-simply
connected and relative theory is discussed in Chapter VI). Hence in this
chapter we describe the simplest examples of towers of categories from which,

nevertheless, fundamental and classical results of homotopy theory can be
deduced immediately. We also obtain some new results.

§ 1 Reduced complexes
We consider simultaneously four classes of `reduced' complexes given by
CW-complexes, localized CW-complexes, free chain algebras, and free chain
Lie algebras respectively.
(A) Reduced CW-complexes. Let C = Top* be the cofibration category of
pointed topological spaces in (1.5.4). A reduced complex in C is a CW-complex

X with a trivial 1-skeleton X1 = *. Such a complex determines the filtered
object X = {X"} in C where X" = X" is the n-skeleton. The 1-sphere in C is
S = S1. The ring of coefficients for C is the ring R = 7L of integers.

(B) Localized reduced CW-complexes. Let R be a subring of 0 and let
C = CW-spaces*(R) be the cofibration category of pointed CW-spaces given

by (I.5.10) where we assume h* = H*(- , R) to be the singular homology
with coefficients in R. A reduced complex in C is a filtered object X = {X"}
in C with X 1 = * such that X,, -I c X" is a principal cofibration in C with
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an attaching map A -> X _ 1 where A. is a one point union of R-local
(n - 1)-spheres SR 1, n 2. This implies that all X are R-local spaces. The
1-sphere in C is the R-local 1-sphere S = SR. For R = 7L the reduced complexes

here coincide with those in case (A) above.

(C) Reduced chain algebras. Let R be a principal ideal domain and let
C = DA* (flat) be the cofibration category of augmented chain algebras over
R in (1.7.10). A reduced complex in C is a free chain algebra X = (T(V), d) with
Vo = 0. We derive from X the filtered object X = {X } in C where
1=
is given by Vin = {xe V:Ixj <_ n}. The 1-sphere in C is S = T=
(T(t), d = 0) where t is a generator of degree 0.

(D) Reduced chain Lie algebras. Let C = DL be the cofibration category of
chain Lie algebras over a field R of characteristic 0, see (1.9.13). A reduced
complex in C is a free chain Lie algebra X = (L(V), d) with Vo = 0. As in (C)
d). The
above we obtain the filtered object X = {X } where X,,,, =
1-sphere in C is S = (L(t), d = 0) where t is a generator of degree 0.
In each case * is the initial and final object of C. Now assume that C is one
of the categories as described in (A), (B), (C), and (D) above. For a reduced
complex X in C we obtain the cellular chain complex C* X in ChainR by

n<1 and by

forn>2

(1.1)

where we use the boundary in (111.10.6). Hence we get for an R-module M
the cellular (co) homology

H*(X;M)=H*(C*X(2RM)
{H* (X; M) = H*HomR(C*X, M).
(1.3) Remark. With the notation in (III.10.6)(3) we have
R) =
Hn_ 1(s 1 X) where s 1 X is the filtered object with (s 1 X) =
In case
1
(A) and (B) the cellular (co)-homology (1.2) coincides with the reduced singular

(co)-homology of the space X. In case (C) and (D) we have an isomorphism
of chain complexes
C* X = s(QX, d)

(1)

where QX = Vis the module of indecomposables and where W is the differential

induced by the differential on X. The suspension s in ChainR is given by
One can check by (1) that in case (C)
dsv = (- 1)"sdv,
H (X, M) = Tor (R, M) (n22:1)

(2)
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is a `differential Tor' and that in case (D)
H,,(X, M) = Tor°X(R, M)

(3)

(n >_ 1),

compare (I.9.3)(5).

As in (III.10.7)(3) we define the I'-groups of a reduced complex X by

I'n(s-1X)=image

(1.4)

It is easy to check that a reduced complex satisfies 7rs(Xn, X _ ,) = 0 for
q < n - 1. Whence by (III.10.7) we have Whitehead's long exact sequence (of
R-modules)
...

(1.5)

", H4(X, R) -* F (s

1 X)

iz(X)

H3(X, R)

for each reduced complex X in C. Here 7rn(x) = [E'S, X] is a homotopy group
in C, compare (III.10.7)(1). Clearly in case (A) the sequence (1.5) is the classical
one for a simply connected space, see (III.§ 11). We point out that the sequence

(1.5) is an invariant of the homotopy type of X in C (this, in fact, holds in
all cases (A), (B), (C) and (D)).

(1.6) Remark: In case (A) and (B) the homotopy group
76n (X) = [E" SR, X] = 7Gn + 1(X)

(l)
is a usual homotopy group in Top since X is R-local. In case (C) and (D) the
homotopy group
7rn(X) = Hn(X)

(2)

is the homology of the underlying chain complex of X, see (11.17.20) for
case (C).

§ 2 The tower of categories for reduced complexes
Let C be a category as described in § 1. We first show that reduced complexes
in C are complexes in the sense of (III.§ 4). In fact they form a very good class

of complexes so that we obtain a tower of categories which approximates
the homotopy category of reduced complexes.
Let C be a free R-module with basis B. Then we call the sum
(2.1)

M(C,n)= V En 1S, n>2,
B

a 'Moore space' of C in degree n and we call M(R, n) = I'S an n-sphere
in C. Clearly, we have an obvious isomorphism
(2.2)

[M(C, n), X] = HomR(C1 7tn-1 X)
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where the left-hand side denotes the set of homotopy classes in C. In addition
we get the isomorphism
(2.3)

7r n

1

(M(C, n)) = C,

which is compatible with suspension, n

2. Let X =I Xn } be a reduced

complex in C. Then the inclusion X
an attaching map

X,, is a principal cofibration with

(2.4)

Here C = C,1X is given by the cellular chain complex of X. This shows that

a reduced complex in C is actually a based complex in C in the sense of
(1I1.3.1). The boundary d,,: Cn _+ C _ 1 of C* X in (1.1) as well can be obtained

by the composition 8 fn:
(2.5)

M(Cn,n-1)-*Xn-1->Xn-1/Xn-2=M(Cn-1,n-1),

compare (111.3.9). This shows that the chain complex K(X) in (111.3.5) is
actually determined by the cellular chain complex C* X. There is a coaction
(2.6)

µ:X,, - X. v M(Cn, n),

given by the principal cofibration Xn _ 1 c
In case (A) and (B) this is
the usual coaction on a mapping cone in Top. In case (C) and (D) one can
check that µ carries a generator ve V,,- 1 = Cn to the sum v + v' where v' ECn
is the element corresponding to v.

(2.7) Remark. Let 3E = X, be the class of all reduced complexes in C. Then
£ is a very good class of complexes. In case (A) and (C) this follows from
(VII.3.1) and (VII.4.6) since £ = (X})*. We leave it as an exercise to check this
for case (B) and (D). As in (VII.§2) we thus have the tower TWIST*(X)/ of
categories which in case (A) is the subtower for 1-reduced CW-complexes of
the tower in (VI.6.2).
As in (VI.5.7) we obtain the following definition:
(2.8) Definition. Let n >_ 2. A reduced homotopy system in C of order (n + 1)
is a triple (C, fn+1,Xn) where X. is an n-dimensional reduced complex in C
and where C = (C*, d) is a free chain complex in ChainR which coincides with
C* (X,,) in degree <n. Moreover, fn +1: C,+1 7r n_1(Xn) is a homomorphism
of R-modules such that
do+1 =afn+1

(1)

is given by the composition (2.5) and such that the cocycle condition
fn+1dn+2=0 is satisfied. A morphism between reduced homotopy systems
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of order (n + 1) is a pair

rl) which we write
Yn).

Here rl:Xn -+ Yn is an element in Fil(C)(Xn, Yn)/ ° and : C -> C' is a chain
map in ChainR which coincides with C*(ri) in degree < n and for which the
following diagram commutes
C,

Cn+1

n+1

(2)
7EnS

1Yn

Let
1=
1(C) be the category of reduced homotopy systems of order
i)
hq). Next we
(n + 1) in C. Clearly, composition is defined by
define homotopies for morphisms in rHn+ 1 as in (VI.5.10). We set (x,17) 2-'
rl')
if there exist homomorphisms a;+ 1: C3 -+ C,+ 1(j n) of R-modules such that

(a) {0 +gn+1an+1 ={rl'} in [X,,, YJ and
(b)

The action + in (a) is defined by the coaction (2.6), {ri} denotes the homotopy
class of >7.

II

(2.9) Remark. The category rH3/ is the full subcategory of ChainR/
consisting of free chain complexes C with Ci = 0 for i < 1.
The F-groups (1.4) and the cohomology groups (1.2) give us a bifunctor
Hk I ,, on the category
which carries a pair (X, Y) of objects in rHn to
the R-module
(2.10)

HkFn(X, Y) = Hk(X,

Fn-1(s- 1 Y)).

compare (VI.5.11)(2).

(2.11) Theorem. Let C be a category as in § 1 and let rC/ -- be the full
subcategory in Ho(C) consisting of reduced complexes. The category rC/ ^' is
approximated by the following tower of categories, n >: 3.

rC/

H-Fn ± rH'+l/,.'

2 Tower of categories for reduced complexes
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C

IN Hn+1rn

rH3/,

0

H'r3

n
ChainR/ -

In case (A) (C = Top) this tower is the subtower of (VI.6.2) given by
CW-complexes with trivial 1-skeleton. The functors r and A in (2.11) are
defined in the same way as in (VI.5.8). Moreover, the obstruction C and the
action + in (2.11) are given as in (VI.5.14) and (VI.5.15) respectively. The
composition of all functors in the column of (2.11) carries a reduced complex
X to its cellular chain complex C*X, see (1.1).
(2.12) Addendum. The isotropy groups of the action H"hn + in (2.11) can be
computed as in (VI.5.16) by use of a spectral sequence similar to the one in
(VI.5.9)(4).

Proof of (2.11). We observe that for the class 3r = Xc = (3r')* in (2.7) we have
an equivalence of categories

Complex(X)/c =rC/^ .

(1)

Hence, since X is very good, we derive the tower in (2.11) from (VII.2.8). In
fact, as in (VII.2.16) we can identify
TWIST (3r)/

(2)

It is a good exercise to prove (2.11) directly along the lines of the proof of
(VII.2.8).

As in (VI.7.4) we derive from (2.11) the
(2.13) Theorem. The functors .i in (2.11) and also C* : rC/
the strong sufficiency condition.

-> rH3/

satisfy
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This result implies various important properties of reduced complexes which
we describe in the rest of this section. By (1.6.11) the sufficiency condition for

C* is equivalent to the

(2.14) Whitehead-theorem for reduced complexes. A map f : X -+ Y in C
between reduced complexes is a homotopy equivalence in C if and only if f
induces an isomorphism f*:H*(X, R) = H*(Y, R) of homology groups.
In case (A) this is the classical Whitehead-theorem for simply

connected CW-complexes. In case (C) the result (2.14) is equivalent to the
following theorem on chain algebras due to Moore (for this we use (1.3)(2)
and (1.7.10)).

(2.15) Theorem. Let R be a principal ideal domain and let f : A -> B be a map
in DA, (flat) with H0A = R = HOB. Then f is a weak equivalence if and only
if the induced map

f,: Tor*(R, R) = Tor*(R, R)
is an isomorphism.
Moreover, we derive from (2.13) as in (VI.7.14) the following generalization

of a result of Milnor.

(2.16) Theorem. Let X be a reduced complex in C and suppose that a
presentation
0->R1k-+ Rbk__+ Hk(X,R)->0

is given for each k >_ 0, b1 = r1 = 0. Then there is a homotopy equivalence K ^ X

in C where K is a reduced complex for which e,(K) is a free R-module of
bk + rk _ 1 generators.

Clearly, in case (A) this is a consequence of (VI.7.14) where we set D = *.
The theorem shows (for bk = rk = 0, k<_ n):
(2.17) Corollary. Assume X is a reduced complex in C with Hk(X, R) = 0 for
k < n. Then we have I k (s -'X) = 0 for k < n.
Whence exactness of the F-sequence (1.5) yields the

(2.18) Hurewicz-theorem for reduced complexes. Assume X is a reduced
complex in C with Hk(X, R) = 0 for k < n. Then h: it (X) -* H,+ 1(X, R) is an
isomorphism for r = n and is surjective for r = n + 1.
In case (A) the proposition in (2.18) yields the classical Hurewicz-theorem
for simply connected spaces, see (111. 11.9). In case (C) we get by (1.3)(2) and
(1.6)(2):
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(2.19) Hurewicz-theorem for chain algebras. Let A be a chain algebra in
DA, (flat) with Ho A = R (R a principal ideal domain). Assume Tor (R, R) = 0
k

for k< n. Then
h: Hr(A) -* Tor+ 1(R, R)

is an isomorphism for r = n and is surjective for r = n + 1.
Moreover, we derive from (2.16) the next result (compare (VI.7.15)).
(2.20) Minimal models of reduced complexes. Assume X is a reduced complex

in C for which H*(X,R) is a free R-module. Then there exists a homotopy
equivalence K ^- X in C for which C* K has trivial differential. Whence
C'* K = H* (X, R). We call K a minimal model of X.
(2.21) Remark. If R is a field we obtain by (2.20) the minimal models of chain
algebras A with H. A = R and of chain Lie algebras L with Ho L = 0. These
as well are constructed in Baues-Lemaire, see also Neisendorfer.

(2.22) Definition. We say that a reduced complex X is homologically (n -1)-

connected if Hr(X, R) = 0 for r<
--_ n - 1. Moreover, we say that X has
homological dimension :! N if Hr(X, R) = 0 for r > N and if HN(X, R) is a
free R-module.

II

(2.23) Proposition. A reduced complex X is homologically (n - 1)-connected
and has homological dimension < N if and only if there is a homotopy equivalence
K _- X in C where K is a reduced complex with K. _ t = * and K = KN.

Proof. This is as well an easy consequence of (2.16) since we can take
r, = bk = 0 for k< n - 1, k >_ N and since we can take rN = 0.

§3 Functors on reduced complexes and the Quillen
equivalence of rational homotopy categories
Assume that C and C' are categories as described in § 1 (A), (B), (C), and (D)
respectively. Let S' be the 1-sphere of C' and let R' be the ring of coefficients
of C' and assume a functor
(3.1)

a:C'->C

is given. We consider the following properties of such a functor:
(i) a is a model functor on a subcategory of C' which contains all reduced
complexes of C' and a carries objects in C' to fibrant objects in C.

(ii) There is a weak equivalence ES

a(ES') in C which induces a
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homomorphism of rings
[aES', aES'] _ [ES, ES] = R.

a:R' = [ES', ES']

(iii) a induces a bijection (n > 1)
a: [E"S', X]

En S% aX]

for all reduced complexes X in C.
(3.2) Theorem. Suppose a satisfies (i) and (ii). Then we can choose for each
aX in Fil(C) such that
reduced complex X in Ca weak equivalence MaX
MaX is a reduced complex in C with

a:(C*X)©a*R - C*(MaX) in ChainR.
Moreover, a induces a map between towers of categories as in (3.4) below and
a map between spectral sequences as in (2.12).
In particular, we derive from (3.2) the isomorphism

H*(X, a* R) = H*(MaX).

(3.3)

Ma

rC'/,-

rC/

a*

Hn+1r,

Hn+1r"-l rHn+1/L-

(rH`
n+l)

Ma
V

(rHn)'/ ^ - H°rn

rH

i

ChainR./
(3.4)

©a*R

ChainR/-

0 H"rn
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The R'-module a* R is given by a: R' -* R in (ii). The functor Ma is determined

on objects by the choice of MaX in (3.2). Moreover, a* is the natural
transformation on bifunctors, see (2.10), determined by the map a between
F-groups in the following commutative diagram.

rn-i(X) -7En-1(X)
(3.5)

...

a

a

a*

...

The rows of this diagram are the exact F-sequences for X and MaX
respectively, compare (1.5). The maps a are a-equivariant homomorphisms
between modules.
(3.6) Proof of (3.2) and (3.5). We use the naturality of the tower TWIST* with
respect to functors, see (VII.1.19), and we use the naturality of the spectral
sequences in (111.2.10). In addition we can derive from (2.5) and assumption

(i), (ii) the isomorphism of chain complexes in (3.2). For (3.5) we use the
naturality in (III.10.13)(3).

(3.7) Corollary. Suppose a satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Then a induces an
isomorphism of towers of categories. In particular, the functor
Ma:rC'/e_restricted to reduced complexes of finite homological dimension, is an equivalence of categories, see (2.22).

Proof. We apply (IV.4.14) inductively. In fact, by (iii) the maps a in (3.5) are

isomorphisms and the isotropy groups in (3.4) are isomorphic since the
corresponding spectral sequences are isomorphic.

We now consider various well known examples of functors a.
(3.8) Example of Quillen. Let
2: Top* -* DL,

(1)

the functor of Quillen in (1.9.19). This functor restricted to
CW-spaces*(Q)nTop* satisfies by (1.9.21) the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
Whence we see by (3.7) that the induced functor
be

Ho(A): Ho0(Top*) -* Ho(DL1)

(2)

is an equivalence on subcategories consisting of objects of finite homological
dimension. In addition, we know by (3.7) that . induces an isomorphism of
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towers of categories. This has similar consequences as in (VIII.6.14), ... ,
(VIII.6.19). Quillen proved that (2) is an equivalence of categories, compare
(1.9.20).

(3.9) Example of Adams-Hilton. Let R' be a subring of 0 and let R be a
principal ideal domain and suppose a ring homomorphism a:R' -> R is given.
We consider the functor

a=SC*S2(.)QR:CW-spaces*(R')-*DA*(flat),

(1)

which carries a space X to the chain algebra a(X) = SC*S2(X) ®R with
coefficients in R. By (1.7.29) this functor satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii)

above. Whence, by (3.2), we can find for each reduced complex X in
CW-spaces(R') a model in Fil(DA*(flat))
MaX = (T(V), d) -* aX,

with

C*(Ma) = C*(X) ©a *R.

J

(2 )

Here V coincides as a module with s - tC*X Qx a*R. For R' = R = 7L the
construction of MaX in (2) is the main result in Adams-Hilton. From (2) we
derive the following natural isomorphism (R' = 7L, see (3.3))
R) =

R),

(3)

where R is any principal ideal domain and where X is any simply connected
space in Top*. For the left-hand side of (3) see (1.3)(2). The right-hand side of (3)
is the singular homology of X with coefficients in R. In addition to the models
(2) we derive from (3.2) a map between towers of categories which is very useful

for computations.
(3.10) Example. The universal enveloping functor U: DL --+ DA* in (1.9.13)
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii).

(3.11) Example. Let R' c-- R c Q be subrings and let
a: CW-spaces(R') -> CW-spaces(R)

be the localization functor (II.4.4)(2) which carries X to its R-localization
LX(X) = XR. Then a satisfies (i) and (ii).

Clearly, for the examples (3.10), (3.11) we can apply (3.2) as well.

(3.12) Example. Let E: Top* -* Top* be the suspension functor. Then E
satisfies (i) and (ii).
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§ 4 Whitehead's classification of simply connected
4-dimensional CW-complexes and the corresponding
result for reduced complexes
J.H.C. Whitehead (1950) showed that the homotopy type of a simply connected

4-dimensional CW-complex is determined by its F-sequence. We now give
a new proof of this result which only uses simple properties of the tower
of categories in (2.11). In fact, our proof shows that Whitehead's result holds
more generally for reduced complexes of homological dimension < 4 where
reduced complexes are defined as in (A), (B), (C), and (D) of § 1 respectively.
Let C be one of the categories Top, CW-spaces(R), DA,k(flat), and DL as
described in (A), (B), (C) and (D) of § 1 respectively. Recall that R is the ring of
coefficients for C and that S denotes the 1-sphere in C. Moreover, for a reduced

complex X in C we have the exact F-sequence (1.5). The first non-trivial Fgroup in this sequence, F2(s-'X), has the following property.
(4.1) Proposition. For reduced complexes X in C there is a natural isomorphism
of R-modules

Fc(H2(X, R)) = Fs(s- IX)

where Fc is the functor below which carries R-modules to R-modules.
We prove this result in (4.5) below.
in case (A) and (B),

F(M)
(4.2)

Fc(M) =. M ®M in case(C),
[M, M]

in case(D).

Here M is an R-module and MURM is the tensor product. Moreover,
[M, M] is the image of the homomorphism
[

,

]:MOM--)-M(2 )M
R

R

which carries x Qx y to [x, y] = x Qx y + y O x. Finally, F is Whitehead's
quadratic functor defined by the following universal property.
(4.3) Definition. A function f : A -> B between abelian groups is quadratic if

f (a) = f (- a) and if

[a,b]f= f(a + b) - f(a) - f(b)
is bilinear in a and b. There is a quadratic function y:A -* F(A) such that for
each quadratic function f : A -> B there is a unique homomorphism 1: F(A), B
with fy = f. If g: A'--+ A is a homomorphism between abelian groups we obtain
I'(g):F(A')-+F(A) by F(g) = yg. This shows that F is a functor which carries
abelian groups to abelian groups.
11
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If M is an R-module with R c 0 then also r(M) is an R-module. In fact, if
multiplication by n, n:M -* M is an isomorphism then r(n) = n2:r(M) -> F(M)
is an isomorphism and hence multiplication by n is an isomorphism on F(M).
Now all functors in (4.2) are defined.
(4.4) Properties of F. We define the 'Whitehead product'
[

,

]:AQA-- F(A)

by [a, b] = y(a + b) - y(a) - y(b) and we define the homomorphisms
T: r(A) -+ A ©A,

a:r(A)-*AQ71/2
via the universal property by ry(a)= a Qx a and ay(a) = a Qx 1. We have
a [a, b] =0 and r [a, b] = a Qx b + boa. Hence T r(A) c [A, A] where rr(A) is
the subgroup of A Qx A generated by {a O a:a e A}. Therefore the cokernel Of T

is the exterior product A A A. We have the exact sequences
A& A

r(A)*A x®77/2_*0,

r and [ , ] need not to be injective. As an abelian group we obtain r(A)
by the formulas
r(A o B) = r(A) O+ F(B) O+ A ©B,

r(7/) = 7/,
r(77/n) = 77/2n,

n even,

n odd,
where r(7/) and r(7Lln) is a cyclic group generated by y(1). Moreover, the
functor r commutes with direct limits of abelian groups. Since y(na) = n2y(a)
we get 2y(a) = [a, a] by definition of [ , ] above. Therefore the composition
r(7L/n) = 7L/n,

- 2: [AA®A

[A

is multiplication by 2 (here we use the universal property). If multiplication by
2 is an isomorphism on A we see that T is injective and thus r:r(M) = [M, M]

for an R-module M with 1/2eR c 0.
(4.5) Proof of (4.1). We only consider case(A) with C = Top. Let X be a CWcomplex with XI = *. Then the Hopf-map q:S3-+ S2 gives us the map
:1C2(x)

r3(x) = r2(s 1X)

with rl*(a) = a-rl. This function is quadratic since we have the left distributivity
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law

q *(a+/3)=q*(a)+rl*(/3)+[a,/3],
where [a, /3] is the Whitehead product. Hence rl* determines a homomorphism
11*:T(1t2(X))_*T3(X),

where ir2(X) = H2(X, Z) by the Hurewicz theorem. Now vl* is an isomorphism.
In fact, this is true if X is a one point union of 2-spheres (as follows from the

Hilton-Milnor theorem). Now let g:M = M(C3, 2) -* M(C2, 2) = X2 = Y be
the attaching map of 3-cells in X which induces d3: C3 -* C2 in C* = C*X.
Then we get (as in the proof (V.8.5)(5)) the commutative diagram
rr3(M V Y)2

it3(Y)

T(C3)O+C3OO C2

T(C2)

' F3X-*0

(T(d3), [d3, 1]). Since the rows of this diagram are exact we see that i*
with
is an isomorphism. In fact, the bottom row is exact for algebraic reasons (using
properties of F) since ir2X = H2X = C2/d3C3.

(4.6) Remark. Let M(A, 2) and K(A, 2) be a Moore space and an EilenbergMac Lane space in degree 2 respectively. Then (4.1) and the exact F-sequence
yield immediately the isomorphisms of abelian groups
it3M(A, 2) = F(A) = H4(K(A, 2), Z)
since ir2M(A, 2) = A = ir2K(A, 2).
We now use the isomorphism (4.1) and the F-sequence (1.5) for the definition

of the following

(4.7) Category of T-sequences denoted by T-sequences4. Objects are the
exact sequences TS,
H4-+Tc(H2)->7E3->H3--*0,

of R-modules where H4 is a free R-module. Morphisms f : FS --> US' are triples

f = (f4, f3, f2), f :Hi -> H', of homomorphisms for which there exists (p such
that the diagram
H4

b,

f4

Ha

1(P

I rC(f2)

b;

H3 -0

' Tc(H2) -42
Tc(H')

(ns)'

commutes in the category of R-modules.

If3
H3

)0
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Let rC4 be the full subcategory of C consisting of reduced complexes of
homological dimension < 4. By (1.5) we have an obvious functor
F'S:rC4/ _- -> I'-sequences4

(4.8)

which carries a reduced complex X to its F'-sequence (1.5) which we denote by
I'S(X).

(4.9) Theorem. The functor I'S is a detecting functor on rC4/^-.
Compare (IV.1.5). Whence each I'-sequence as in (4.7) is realizable and a
homology homomorphism f :H*(X, R) - H*(X', R) with X, X'ErC4
is realizable by a map X -+ X' in C if and only if f is compatible with the Fsequences. This implies.
(4.10) Corollary. Homotopy types in rC4/a- are canonically 1-1 corresponded
to isomorphism classes of objects in the category F-sequences4.

(4.11) Remark. In case (A), C = Top, theorem (4.9) describes exactly the
result on simply connected 4-dimensional CW-complexes in J.H.C. Whitehead (1950). It is a remarkable fact that this result, which originally was
considered as a highly topological one, is available in each of the cases (A), (B),

(C), and (D) respectively described in § 1. Indeed, examples of this kind

show that there is a striking similarity of solutions for the homotopy
classification problems in various different categories C and they indicate that

part of the homotopy classification problem is of an abstract nature which
does not depend on the underlying category C. This part is longing for the
elaboration of `algebraic homotopy'.
For the proof of (4.9) we restrict the tower of categories (2.11) to reduced
complexes X in C with X4 = X. This yields the tower of categories
H41,4

H31 3

'' (rH4)4/

_

0

(4.12)

(rH3)4/

H4F3

n

ChainR/
with i,ar = C*. Here i is a full inclusion, the objects in (rH3)4 are exactly the free
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C = (C4 - C3 -> C2)

(1)

chain complexes
in ChainR with Ci = 0 for i < 2 and i > 4. Using `Moore spaces' in C one readily
shows that each such chain complex is realizable in rC4. Therefore we have by
(VI.5.12) a transitive and effective action

H4(C, Fc(H2C)) -+ Real,r(C)

(2)

on the set of all realizations of C in rC4/^_. Moreover, for XEReal2,(C) and
X'eRealAr(C') and for a chain map c:C->C' in Chain,/ 2-, there exists a map
F:X -* X' in rC4/ with C, (F) = if and only if the obstruction
V
Tc(H2 C'))
(3)
vanishes. We use these facts, which are immediate properties of the tower
(4.12), for the proof of (4.9). In addition, we use the following well-known short
exact sequences (4) and (5) which are available since R is a principal ideal
domain.
A

ExtR(H3, F) > -1 H4(C, F) -

i=2,3

Hom(H4, F)

Ext(Hi,H'+t)"[C,C']-Hom(H*,H*)

(4)

(5)

Here F is an R-module and we set Hi = H,(C) and H'= Hi(C'), ic7L.

(4.13) Proof of (4.9). Let F = Fc(H2C). Using the F-sequence we have the
function
b4:RealAr(C) -* Hom(H4, F)

(6)

which carries a realization X to the secondary boundary operator b4X in the
IF-sequence. By definition of b4 one checks that the function b4 in (6) is yequivariant with respect to µ in (4) and with respect to the action in (2), that is
b4(X + a) = b4(X) + µ(a).

(7)

Since it is surjective this implies that b4 in (6) is surjective. Again using the 17-

sequence we have the function
7r: b4 t(b) - ExtR(H3, cok(b))

(8)

where beHom(H4, F). This function carries XEReal,,,(C) with b4X = b to the
extension element 7r(X) = {nz(X)} determined by the short exact sequence

cok(b) > -> iz(X)

(9)

associated to X, see (1.5). Let q:17 -+ cok(b) be the quotient map. Then iris again
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equivariant with respect to the action of Ext(H3, F) via (2), that is,
ir(X + A(/1)) = ir(X) + q*/3

(10)

for f3EExtR(H3, F). Since q is surjective this also shows that the function 7E in (8)
is surjective. We deduce from the surjectivity of (6) and (8) that the functor (4.8)

satisfies the realizability condition with respect to objects. Next we consider
the realizability of a morphism f:FS(X) -> FS(X') where X and X' are objects
in rC4 with cellular chain complexes C = C*(X) and C' = C*(X') respectively.
By (5) we know that there is a chain map :C-*C' which induces f on
homology. For the obstruction (3) and for µ in (4) one readily gets
µVx,x,(S) = b4 f4 - Fc(f2)b4 = 0

(11)

since f is a morphism in F-sequences4. By (11) and exactness in (4) the element

is defined. For q':Fc(H')-cok(b4) we get
f 3 mt(X') - Fc(f2)*n(X) = 0

q*A

(12)

where we use it in (8). Since for f there exists a (p as in (4.7) we see that the

element (12) is trivial. We now use the inclusion i in (5). For an element
aEExtR(H3,H4) we have the formula

Cx,x,( + ia) = t

A(b4)*(a).

(13)

Now the sequence
Ex t(H 3, H4)

ids

E x t ( H 3, FcH'2 )

Ex t ( H 3, co kb4)

( 14)

is exact. Hence by (12) we can choose a with
(b4)*(a) = A-

(15)

Therefore (13) shows
C?x,x-( - ia) = 0

(16)

and thus there exists a realization F:X -+ X' with

Here
- is induces f in homology. Whence F is a realization off This completes

the proof of (4.9).

We point out that in the proof above we proved simultaneously four
different results which we now describe explicitly.
(A) Theorem. Consider simply connected CW-spaces X with integral homology
groups Hi(X, Z) = Hi where Hi = 0 for i > 5 and where H4 is free abelian. The
homotopy types of such CW-spaces in Top/ -- are classified by the isomorphism
classes of exact sequences of abelian groups
H4-*F(H2)-*n3->H3-*0.

The boundary invariants in Baues (1985) show that theorem (A) is the start
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of an inductive classification of simply connected n-dimensional polyhedra,
n >_ 4. In a similar way one has boundary invariants for reduced complexes in
C, we will describe details of this program elsewhere.
Example. There are exactly 5 different homotopy types of simply connected
CW-complexes in
with the homology groups

H2 = 7/2, H3 = 11/2, H4 = 71,
and H. = 0 for i >_ 5. In fact, all such homotopy types are given by pairs (b, 7t)
with
b e Hom

(7, I'(Z/2)) = 71/4,

7teExt(71/2, F(71/2)/b71) = Ub.

Hence Ub = 71/2, 0, 71/2, 0 for b = 0, 1, 2, 3. The pairs (b, 7t) with b = 1 and

b = 3 correspond to each other by the isomorphism in T-sequence4 given
by - 1:H4--*H4.
(B) Theorem. Let R be a subring of G and consider simply connected C W-spaces
X with integral homology groups H1(X, 71) = Hi where Hi is an R-module which
is free for i = 4 and which is trivial for i >_ 5. The homotopy types of such CWspaces in Top/:-- are classified by the isomorphism classes of exact sequences of
R-modules

H4-,.F(H2)-*it3-+ H3-*0.
For R = 71 this gives us exactly the result in (A).
(C) Theorem. Let R be a principal ideal domain and consider chain algebras A
over R in DA,k(flat) with H0(A) = R and with
TorA(R, R) = Hi
where Hi is a free R-module for i = 4 and where H7 = 0 for i >_ 5. The homotopy
types of such chain algebras in Ho DA. (flat) are classified by the isomorphism
classes of exact sequences of R-modules
H4

b H2 ®H

-4H3->0.

R

Recall that 7rz (A) = H2 (A) is the homology of the underlying chain complex

of A. The isomorphism class of the exact sequence in (C) is completely
determined by b4 if H3 is a free R-module, in particular, if R is a field.

(D) Theorem. Let R be a field of characteristic zero and consider chain Lie
algebras L over R in DL with H0L = 0 and with

Tor;'(R, R) = H;,
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where Hi = 0 for i >_ 5. The homotopy types of such chain Lie algebras in
Ho(DL) are classified by the isomorphism classes of exact sequences
H4 nb4 [HZ, Ha] -' 7r2 -> H3

0-

Since R is a field the isomorphism class of the exact sequence in (D) is
completely determined by b4. Recall that n2(L) = H2(L) is the homology of the

underlying chain complex of Land that for R = 0 we have r02) = [H2, R21(4.14) Remark. Theorem (A) above is the result in J.H.C. Whitehead
(1950). Moreover, Theorem (D) is readily obtained by use of minimal models
in DL1, in fact, b4 determines exactly the differential in the minimal model
(L(V), d) - Lwith V = s-1H* and
d=b4:V3--*L(V)2 = V2 O+ [V1, V1].

The theorems (B) and (C) seem to be new.
Using the functors in § 3 we obtain by (3.5) obvious connections between the
exact sequences in (A), (B), (C), and (D) above. For example for X as in (A) and
A = SC*f2X as in (C) we have Hi(A) = Hi(X) = H. and a = SC*S2(.)
induces

a = i:1-3X = F(H2) -+ I'3A = H2 ®H2

(4.15)

where 2 is the homomorphism in (4.4). Hence by (3.5) we have the commutative
diagram of abelian groups (R = 77)

H4

'

r( H 2)

' 7r3

-H

3

+0

. H3

*0

(4.16)

H

4--> H 2® H

2

2

Since the rows are exact the bottom row is completely determined (up to
isomorphism) by the top row; in fact, the diagram ® is a push out diagram in
the category of abelian groups. By (A) the top row determines the homotopy
type of a space X and by (C) the bottom row determines the homotopy type of
the chain algebra A= C*S2X. The map it3 -* 7c2 in (4.16) is the Hurewicz
homomorphism

1r3=rc3X=rt2S2X-+H2S2X=it
Similar results as in this section can be obtained for reduced complexes of
homological dimension < 5 though these are not classified by the I'-sequence
(1.5). We derive these results again from properties of the tower of categories in
(2.8). Indeed, there are many further applications of the various towers of
categories.
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projective 40
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classifying map 152
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cobase change functor 104
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tensor product of commutative 60
cochain complex 40
cocycle condition 337, 338, 374
coef, coefficient category 200
coefficient functor 202
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*action on the 131
sequence 128
cofibrant (see fibration category, model
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cofibrant model (see fibration category)
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trivial
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extension)
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commutative cochain algebras
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attaching maps of a
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cohomology for 198
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co-Whitehead product 160
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map 308
homotopy of 308
crossed complex 307
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module 123
module, basis of a 310
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cofbration category 5
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n-connected covering 364
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for cohomology of categories 250
cylinder (see CDA, chain algebra, chain
complex, DA, DL, I-category,
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Top)

axiom (11) (see also chain complexes,
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double 19
DA, category of chain algebras
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homotopy, addition map in 170
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weak equivalence in 47
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derivation 309
inner 257
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on a category 256
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240

detecting functor

diagonal map
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operator 145
operator, relative 145

Of 314
differential
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differential algebra 46
forms, simplicial 72
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5
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cofibrations in 77
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Dold's theorem 96
Dold-Whitney theorem 168
dual 4
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Eckmann-Hilton decomposition 363
effective action 232
Eilenberg-MacLane space 213
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exact
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sequence for a functor 242
(see also homotopy groups, Whitehead)
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extension, action associated to an 184

of a map 92
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59
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factorization axiom (C3) 6
factorizations, category of 232
fat product 155
fat sum 155
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fiber 153
fiber sequence 153
fibrant (see fibration category, cofibration
category)
fibrant model 16
fibrant models, axiom on (C4) 6
fibration (see also Top) 10
good 297
nilpotent 216
simple 216
fibration category

249

category

chain algebra

10

47

group under G 310

monoid 46
product of algebras 46
of groups 309
fundamental group (see also
nilpotency) 107,108
action of the 109,117,121
F-sequence 449
generators, module of 47, 77
gluing lemma 84
graded algebra (see also Lie bracket) 45
A(V) free commutative 59
tensor product of

58

graded Lie algebra 75
1-reduced

of mapping, primary obstruction for
the 342
exterior algebra

cocomplex in a 215
cofibrant in 11
cofibrant model in 11
fibrant in (= e-fibrant) 11
homotopy in 11
homotopy groups in a 153
pair in a 153
filtered object 180
k-homotopy for 182
filtration quotients 191
folding map 8,115
free algebra 46

75

graded module 39
negative 39
positive 39
suspension of 39
Grothiendieck group 361
group of equivalences 231
group ring 206
augmentation of 206
category of modules over

206

h-c-category (A. Heller) 12
homology 40
decomposition 363
generalized theory 18, 37
homology theory, limit axiom for 37
with coefficient F 207
with local coefficients 38,208
homological dimension 443
homologically (n -1)-connected 443
homotopic 3
over B

12

464

Index

homotopic (Cont.)
relative B (under B) 8
homotopy (see fibration category,
cofibration category, I-category)
homotopy, addition of 93
category of a cofibration category 99
classes (see also Top) 92
cocartesian 9
dimension 296
equaliser 186
equivalence (see I-category, Top,
structure theorem)
homotopy extension axiom 12
property in a cofibration category 98
homotopy groups (see also universal
coefficient theorem)
of function spaces 135,136
exact sequences for 138
of spheres, stable 286

lifting property (HLP) 4
negative of a 93
push out 9
relative groups 120
sets, induced function on 94
system 306
systems of order 2 (or 1) 322
systems of order n> 3 336
under B (see I-category)
Hopf construction 158
Hopf map 159
Hurewicz homomorphism 119
generalized 223
Hurewicz theorem 228,442
I-category 18
cylinder in 18
homotopic in 20
homotopy equivalence in 20
homotopy under B in 21
mapping cylinder in 23
suspension functor in 20
image category 230
image category, enlarged full 241
full

241

reduced 241
indecomposables 45
initial object 7
injective on X2 212
interchange axiom (15)
internal 31
IP-category

31

isomorphism 6
isotropy group 205,232

Jacobi identity 75
K(A, n)-fibration 414

k-invariant

216, 363
415

category of

k-stem of homotopy categories
Kan complex 17
Kan fibration 17
KS-extension 60

286

left distributivity law 146
left homotopy structure (D.W.
Anderson) 12
75

Lie algebra

free

76

free product of 76
indecomposables of 75
Lie bracket in a graded algebra

75

lifting lemma 90
weak

90

lifting of a homotopy 5
limit axiom (see homology theory)
limit (Lim)

182

linear action 233
covering 239
classification of 255
equivalent 240
split 240
extension 237
classification of 257
equivalent 237
weak 237
local coefficients (see cohomology,
homology)
localization 37,38
functor

104

localization of a category 99
local space 37
local system on a category 248
loop object 0 152
loop operation, functional 154
loop operation, partial 154
loop space (see Moore) 57
singular chains of a 57
loop theorem, general 296
lower central series of groups 73

19

mapping cone, cooperation on the
double 147

126

465

Index

Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 77
Poincare lemma 61

mapping cylinder Zj (see also (category) 8
mapping torus 186
Milnor-Moore theorem 82
minimal model 62,443
mixed term 233
model category 264
closed 15
cofibrant in 15
fibrant in 15
proper 114
(Quillen)

pointed, very well
well

Pontryagin ring 57
Postnikov decomposition (see also
tower) 215
functor 364
enriched 368
section 364
tower (see also principal reduction) 364
presentation under a 310
principal fibration 152

14

model functor 10
monoid, topological 57
Moore loop space 57
Moore space 267

map 260

Nat, category of natural systems 246
natural system of abelian groups 233, 236
natural equivalence relation 229
nerve of a category 246
nilpotency of function spaces 246
fundamental group 205
nilpotent G-modules 75, 205
groups 74,205
spaces

null-homotopic

reduction of chain algebras 403
of CW complexes 397
of Postnikov towers 399
for commutative cochain
algebras 425
projective (see chain complexes)
projective class group, reduced 361
Puppe sequence 128
push out (see also CDA*, DA, DL,
homotopy) 83,86
axiom (Cl) 6
(12)

74

non-graded algebra

35

35

18

compatible with 10
connected (see CDA*)

45

119

objects under C and over D 30

quadratic action

obstruction element 240
obstruction, primary 125
obstructions, higher order 350
opposite category 10
over, objects over D, maps over D,

function 477
Quillen equivalence of rational homotopy
categories 81,445
Quillen functor 81,445
31

P-category 27
path object in 27
homotopic in 28
p-category, homotopy lifting property
in

contractible 152
P
Pair (C), category of pairs
confibration in 86
weak equivalence 86
Peiffer element 316
Peiffer group 316
perfect group 38
(II, n)-complex 369

Quillen's (+)-construction 38
quotient category 229
functor 230
map 132
rel*, set of homotopy classes 116
relative cylinder 8,97
axiom (14)

28

path object (see also p-category)

85

12

233

19

dimension 361
homotopy lifting property 31
relativization lemma 86
property of the obstruction 344
restriction 6

Samelson theorem 178
satisfies I- = F in degree 2 377, 391
secondary boundary operator 223
semi-direct product 238

466

Index

Serre fibration 5
simplicial set 17
singular set 17,36
realization of 104
skeleton, relative n-skeleton 36
spectral sequence (see chain algebras,)
homotopy, relative homotopy 190,221

sphere S"-'

5

smash product

155

stable 286

structure theorem for the group of
homotopy equivalences 352
sufficiency condition 230
strong 357
Sullivan-de Rham, equivalence of rational
homotopy categories 74,429
functor 72,428
theorem 73,416

surjective on Xi 212
suspension (based up to homotopy)
functional 143
functor (see I-category)
general theorem 278
suspension, partial 143,315
symmetric algebra 59
telescope

133

188

tensor algebra T(V)

45

tensor product (see graded algebras)
Top, category of topological spaces 2
cofibration in 4
CW-structure on 35
cylinder in 2
fibration in 4
homotopy category of 3
homotopy equivalence in 3
path space in 3
set of homotopy classes in 3
topological spaces 2
torus

107

tower of categories 245
for commutative cochain algebras 424
for Postnikov decomposition 406
for reduced complexes 440
tower of fibrations 215

tower theorem for complexes 375
track 105
addition of 105
groupoid of
negative
trivial

104

105
105

trees of homotopy types 369
triple 97
relative cylinder of a 97
trivial map 115,116
trivial on B 142
twisted chain complex 210
homotopy 202

map 210,261
twisted cohomology for complexes 203
homotopy system 373
map 143
associated to a 266
2-category 106
2-realizability 358
type, n-type of space,
algebraic 364, 365, 369

under, objects under C, maps under

Y 30,86
unit interval 2
universal coefficient theorem for homotopy
groups 268
universal covering (see also cellular chain

complex) 207
universal enveloping 75

Van Kampen theorem

309

weak equivalence (see also CDA, chain
complexes, DA, DL, Pair (C)) 6, 10
preserving 10
weak equivalent functors 102
weak homotopy equivalence 35
Whitehead product 157,160
Whitehead theorem 37, 230, 442
Whitehead's certain exact
sequence 222,227,438
Whitehead's quadratic functor
f' 268,291,447

